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ENCLOSURE 1

LICENSING PROCEDURES FOR GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

FOR HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Proposed General Statement of Policy

AGENCY: /U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Proposed General Statement of Policy

SUMMARY: The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has under con-

sideration the following proposed policy statement regarding establishment

of procedures for licensing geologic high-level waste repositories to be

constructed and operated by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). This

NRC policy statement is intended to inform DOE, interested States and

members of the public of the procedures with which DOE will be required

to comply to receive a license to construct and operate a repository. The

policy, as finally adopted, may be codified as part of the Commission's

regulations.

DATE: Comments are due on or before (insert date 60 days after publi-

cation in the Federal Register).

ADDRESSES: Send comments and suggestions to: Secretary of the Commission,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555, Attention:

Docketing and Service Branch. Copies of comments may be examined in the:

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Public Document Room, 1717 H Street,

N.W., Washington, D.C.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: James C. Malaro, Chief, High-Level

and Transuranic Waste Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safetv

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION:

The Commission is considering the procedures to be used in the licensing

of high-level waste repositories, and believes that it would be useful

to solicit the views of interested persons prior to making any final

decision. Accordingly, the Commission is publishing for comment the

Proposed General Statement of Policy on high-level radioactive waste

repository licensing procedures set forth below. The Proposed General

Statement of Policy could also be used by DOE for interim planning

purposes pending a final Commission decision on repository licensing

procedures.

Under present statute, it is not clear whether NRC would have licensing

authority over DOE's planned Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) proposed

to be located at Carlsbad, New Mexico. However, if the WIPP facility

is subject to NRC licensing, NRC expects to apply these procedures

in the licensing review.

NRC licensing authority over DOE waste management activities is derived

from Section 202(3) and 202(4) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.

These sections confine NRC licensing authority over DOE waste management

activities to certain DOE facilities for receipt and storage of high level

radioactive waste. If WIPP is to be used exclusively for disposal of trans-

uranic wastes from the defense program and 1,000 commercial spent fuel rod

assemblies, then WIPP might not be licenseable. While the 1,000 commercial
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spent fuel -rod assemblies would be "high level radioactive waste,"* the

transuranic wastes would not be, and the facility would not be "primarily"

for receipt and storage of "high level radioactive wastes" (Section 202(3)

of the Energy Reorganization Act). If WIPP is to be used for disposal

of defense program high level wastes, then it would be licenseable under

Section 202(4) of the Act provided it was not "used for, or...part of,

research and development activities." It is possible that, depending

upon the exact program proposed by DOE, WIPP could be regarded as a

research and development facility exempt from licensing.

* Even though spent fuel which is to be disposed of in a geologic
repository may have some resource value, it contains radioactive
waste. Thus, it is clearly a "high level" radioactive waste because
it contains all the toxic and long-ifved radionuclides contained
in the liquid wastes from reprocessing that have traditionally been
regarded as a form of high level radioactive waste.
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Proposed General Statement of Policy--

Licensing Procedures for Geologic Repositories

For High-Level Radioactive Waste

Introduction

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC' or "Commission") is vested

with licensing authority over certain DOE high-level radioactive waste

repositories by Sections 202(3) and 202(4) of the Energy Reorganization

Act of 1974. These sections refer to:

(3) Facilities used primarily for the receipt and storage of

high-level radioactive wastes resulting from activities

licensed under such Act (Atomic Energy Act).

; (4) Retrievable Surface Storage Facilities and other facilities

authorized for the express purpose of subsequent long-term

storage of high-level.radioactive waste generated by the

Administration, which are not used for, or are part of,

research and development activities.

Under the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended, such repositories would not be licensed

as production" or "utilization" facilities. Rather, they would be

licensed under those provisions of the Atomic Energy Act dealing with

receipt and possession of "byproduct" and 'special nuclear" materials.

However, the Commission has authority under the Atomic Energy Act to

fashion procedures for licensing of byproduct and special nuclear materia

that are tailored to the kinds of activities being authorized and the
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potential hazards Involved. For example, although a license for

possession and use of plutonium in a sealed calibration source and a

license for. possession and use of plutonium for purposes of processing

and fuel fabrication are both special nuclear materials licenses, the

former licente may be issued after a single review (and indeed may even

be generally licensed without the need for filing and review of a specific

license application--see 10 CFR J70.19), while the latter license may only

be issued after a review process resembling in many respects the two-

step licensing review provided in the Atomic Energy Act for production

and utilization facilities (see 10 CFR~t70.22[f] and 70.23[b]).

In.fashioning the procedures which follow, several unique features of

geologic high-level waste repositories were carefully considered. For

such a repository, the suitability of the site becomes crucial, for the

integrity of the site itself is essential to assure containment of the

radioactive materials. Thus, sound policy suggests that the Commission

be afforded the opportunity to participate in DOE's site selection process,

though--considering the tentative character of the activities involved--

only in an informal advisory capacity. Also, for such an application,

construction of a repository shaft would constitute the first major pen-

etration of the geologic containment. If improperly constructed or

sealed, it could impair the ability of the geologic containment to isolate

wastes over long periods of time. At the same time. construction of this

shaft is expected to dispell some of the uncertainties in the accuracy of

data necessary for design of the underground repository. Thus, while a
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safety review prior to sinking of a*.shaft would be appropriate, the

scope of review and the findings required need to take into account

the possibility that only limited data may be available. Further.

there should be a formal safety review of the main repository design

features before substantial commitments are made and alterations

become impracticable to implement. Finally, the Commission believes

that it should examine the methods of construction and any new

information that may have been developed during construction before

formally authorizing receipt and storage of radioactive materials at

the repository.

If-a repository is subject to the flRC licensing authority, the

entire repository will be subjected to licensing review including

those activities which by themselves miaht not be within the iC.oe.

of NRC responsibility. This comprehensive review will be necessary

because loss of integrity In any part of a repository could imperil the

integrity of the entire repository.

The Commission believes it should prepare an environmental impact

statement pursuant to Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969 ("NEPA") prior to authorizing construction of the

main repository shaft. This statement could be updated prior to

receipt and storage of radioactive materials at the repository should

new information warrant.
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Early Notification to States and Other Interested Parties

In order to provide opportunity for early input from States and

other interested parties, the Commission would, upon receipt of a DOE

license application or request for an informal early site review,

(1) publish in the Federal Register a notice of such receipt (2) make

a copy of the application or request available at the Public Document

Room, and (3) transmit copies of-such request to the Governor of the

State and to the Chief Executive of the municipality in which the

repository is tentatively planned to be located and to the Governors

of any contiguous States. Also, the staff would offer to meet with State

and local officials to provide them with information about the Commission's

review and to explore the possibilities of State and local participation

in the Commission licensing process.

Licensing Procedures

The proposed repository licensing procedures are divided into four

parts: review of DOE site selection, review of repository development,

repository licensing, and repository closure.

1. Review of DOE Site Selection

There would be informal NRC staff comments to DOE on site suitability

matters after DOE's site selection. Such informal consultation, which

might take the form of written NRC staff comments supplemented by one

or more open meetings between the two agency staffs, would enable

the NRC staff to point out those aspects of a location which in its

judgement might require special attention or present special problems,
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and would help to define the kinds of information that might be

needed for the Commission to make licensing decisions.

As indicated, the interaction between NRC staff and DOE at this early

stage would be consultive in nature. That is, NRC staff may provide

comments and advice, but the Commission will neither make formal

findings nor take other formal action. DOE would remain at liberty

to come forward later with any license application that it believed

would conform to Commission requirements, and the Commission would

be free, as the evidence might warrant, to formally approve or

disapprove the application.

2. Review of Repository Development

The formal Commission licensing review process would begin with the

filing of an application for a license by DOE prior to commencement

of construction of a repository shaft. The application would be

docketed for review after a preliminary review for completeness,

notice of the application would be published in the Federal

Register offering an opportunity for interested persons to

intervene and request a hearing, and a public announcement

would be issued.

The application would include information on site suitability and

repository design features important to safety. An environmental

report prepared by DOE addressing the matters set forth in Section

102(2)(C) of NEPA would be submitted with or prior to the application.
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It is probable that some information necessary to make a defini-

tive finding of the repository's safety will not then be available.

Nevertheless, the Commission* could authorize construction of the

repository upon completion of a review of all NEPA, safety, and

common defense and security issues, and upon finding (1) after

considering reasonable alternatives that the benefits of the

proposal exceed the costs under NEPA, and (2) that there is

reasonable assurance that the types and amounts of wastes described

in the application can be stored in a repository of the design

proposed without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of

the public or being inimical to the common defense and security.

- Construction would commence with the sinking of the main repository

shaft. In the alternative, where insufficient information is avail-

able prior to shaft sinking to permit the Commission to make the

complete findings set forth above, on request by DOE or on the

Commission's own initiative, the Commission could allow the safety

review to be conducted in two phases. Construction of the shaft

could commence upon finding (1) after considering reasonable alter-

natives, that the benefits of the proposal exceed the costs under

NEPA, and (2) that there is reasonable assurance that: (a) the site

* For hearings granted on an application, the Commission expects, as in
a nuclear power reactor licensing proceeding, to designate an Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board to hear-and initially decide the contested
issues. As in 'any licensing case, it would be possible for the Board to
render partial decisions on several discrete issues, such as NEPA issues.
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is suitable for a repository within which high-level wastes of

the kinds and quantities described in the application can be

stored without unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the

public or being inimical to the common defense and security, and

(b) the plans for construction of the main shaft and related

structures can be implemented in a manner compatible with the use

of the site for a repository. The full findings set forth pre-

viously would, then, have to be made before the start of construction

of surface and underground structures. Safety issues that could not

be resolved based upon the available information might be deferred

until the repository operating license review provided that:

(1) an adequate program has been developed to resolve the issue

prior to that time, and (2) there is reasonable assurance that

the issue can be resolved in a favorable manner at the later

date. Che- G-MMSs -its on tfat 1psrzibZ:

cour o-f a

The NEPA environmental review would address, to the extent possible

based on available information, environmental impacts and alternatives

associated directly or indirectly with siting, construction,

and operation of the repository. Any hearing held upon request

of an interested person would be conducted in accordance with

subpart G of 10 CFR Part 2.

The applicant will be required to report to the NRC, during the course

of construction, any site characterization data obtained which are not

_mw-u-
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within the predicted limits upon which the repository design was

based. Also, it would be required to report deficiencies in design

and construction which, if uncorrected, could have a significant

adverse effect upon the safety of the repository at any future time.

3a. Repository Licensing

Prior to receipt of any radioactive material at the repository,

DOE will need to file an updated license application with the

Commission. The license authorizing actual receipt and storage

of radioactive materials would be issued after the Commission

has conducted a final review of health and safety and common

defense and security issues in the light of (1) any additional

geologic, hydrologic, and other data obtained during construction;

(2) conformance of construction of repository structures, systems,

and components with the earlier received design; (3) results of

research programs carried out to resolve questions identified during

prior reviews; (4) plans for start up and routine operations;

and (5) plans for identifying and responding to any unanticipated

releases of radioactive material from the repository. Issuance

of a license will require a definitive finding under the Atomic

Energy Act that the receipt, possession, and use of the special

nuclear and byproduct materials at the repository will not con-

stitute unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public

or be inimical to the common defense and security. If warranted

by new information which the staff judges could materially alter

the NEPA cost-benefit balance, the earlier environmental impact



statement will be updated. Also, if requested by a person whose

interest may be affected, a hearing in accordance with subpart G of

10 CFR Part 2 would be held prior to license issuance.

3b. License Amendment (As Needed)

If-special restrictions such as retrievability or a limit on

amounts or types of wastes have been imposed in the license, an

amendment will be required prior to committing waste to irretrievable

disposal or prior to the receipt of additional waste. It is antici-

pated that the required review procedures and findings will be

similar to those described above for initial licensing, taking into

account additional information obtained during the retrievable

storage phase or during operation with limited inventory.

DOE will be required to conduct and monitor its operatpK, to

keep records, and to submit routine and special reports, in accordance

with Commission regulations and orders. All operations will be

subject to such continuing NRC inspection activities as may be

found to be appropriate.

4. Review of Repository Closure

After the repository has been developed and filled to maximum

capacity but prior to final closure of the underground excavations

and shafts and the decommissioning of surface facilities, an NRC

review and approval will be required of the licensee's proposed

program for compliance with regulations governing sealing of the
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underground repository, decommissioning of surface facilities,

storage of permanent records, and long-term monitoring.

Following completion of the review, a change in license status

may be warranted.

FOR THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COlISSION

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Washington, D. C. this

day of , 1978
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ENCLOSURE 2

NRC ISSUES PROPOSED POLICY STATEMENT

ON PROCEDURES FOR REVIEWING WASTE REPOSITORY APPLICATIONS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has issued a proposed policy

statement on procedures for reviewing a possible application from the.

Department of Energy (DOE) for a license for a high-level nuclear waste

repository.

The policy statement is being issued in proposed rather than final

form so that the Commission can obtain the views of interested parties and

the public before making a final decision as to the procedures that will

be followed in reviewing the application. The proposed statement may also

be used by DOE for interim planning purposes until a final statement is

issued.

The proposed repository licensing procedures are divided into

four steps:

(1) NRC and DOE staff members would consult informally on site

suitability matters after DOE selected a site for the repository. (No

application for a license would be before NRC at this point, and NRC

would not give any formal approvals.)

(2) When DOE submits an application for a license, NRC staff would

conduct a formal safety and environmental review and would prepare an

environmental impact statement. Notice of receipt of the application

would be published in the Federal Register, and interested persons would

be offered an opportunity to intervene and request that a public hearing

be held. If the Commission made a satisfactory finding with regard to

the effects on the public health and safety and the environment from
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constructing and operating the repository, and if it found that the

repository would not be inimical to the common defense and security, it

would authorize sinking of the main repository shaft and construction of

surface and underground structures.

(3) NRC staff would conduct another formal safety review and make

any necessary updates to the environmental impact statement before the

Commission could authorize DOE to receive waste for storage in the

facility. Interested parties would again be given an opportunity to request

a hearing before the license was issued.

(4) After the repository had been developed and its capacity filled,

but prior to its final closing and decommissioning, NRC staff would

conduct a review and, if appropriate, the Co.imiission could approve the

closing and appropriately change the status of the license.

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments on the

proposed policy statement by - to the Secretary

of the Commission, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C.

20555, Attention: Docketing and Service Section.

After considering the comments received, the Commission expects

to either publish the policy statement in final form or issue proposed

rules on the waste repository review procedures.
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3

2 CHAIRRAN AHEARNEt The continuing saga of Can We

3 Cet out Part 60, and In What form continues.

4 Bill, we have in front of us an advance copy that

6 is listed as 81-48A, and since it arrived so recently, I

6 doubt whether all of us, in fact perhaps any of us have had

7 the chance to understand what it is. So perhaps you might

8 discuss it, and tell us what is in it.

9 CONXISSIONEE HENDEIE: I dissociate myself from

lo those who do not understand what is in 48-A.

11 CHAIREAN AREARNE: I think Commissioner Hendrie

12 would like to explain it.

13 . R. DIRCKSt What it does, it brings up to date

14 with the objectives of the Executive Order 1204 in meeting

16 the criteria of the new regulations. It is more, I don't

16 want to characterize it as boiler plate, but maybe I would

17 for want of a better term. It is a procedural aspect that

18 we can incorporate into the procedures of this rule.

19 The other items are typographical items, beginning

X on page 2.

21 CHAIRKAN AHEARNE& As far as the procedures, we

22 are required to make a final determination.

23 MR. DIRCKS& Yes.

24 MR. CUNNINGRANt The Commission has determined

25 that it will voluntarily comply with the Executive Order,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345



1 and in that sense you have committed yourselves to-make a

2 finding. That commitment was made in the action plan.

3 CHAIRIAN AHEARiEs We have to take some kind of a

4 formal vote.

6 BE. BICKUITz I have not seen the procedures that

6 the staff has proposed. Are these procedures-on record

7 anywhere? What is the nature of the procedures?

8 BER. DIRCKS& The Regulations Coordinating

9 Committee, chartered by ADO, sent to the Commission a paper,

10 which is before you now, outlining in detail the schedule

ii for the accomplishment of the five-year systematic review

12 that the regulations call for by the action plan and the.

ia Executive Order.

14 It discussed the required findings. It does not

15 at this point have procedures, those are still in the

16 development by that Regulations Coordinating Committee.

17 This will be the second paper that is before you that

18 contains one of these finding sheet. The proposed Part 51

is also has a finding sheet of this same format.

20 CRAIRIAN AEEARNEs Interesting, but that does not

21 ansver the direct question.

22 HR. BICKWITs Under those procedures, you would

2 have a formal determination by the Commission with respect

24 to new regulations or new important regulations.

25 HE. DIRCKS& Yes, the Executive Order says that

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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I the Commission must make the following eight findings.

2 HR. BICKWIT& Then, it seems to me that if the

3 Commission wants to abide by the Executive Order,. and these

4 proposed procedures, rounvould make a formal determination

5 and vote on it.

6 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: All right, so that item 1,

7 after we have had a chance to read it to see whether we are

8 willing to take the vote that these have been met.

e COMXISSIONER GILINSKIs Those eight findings are

lo set anywhere?

11 HE. DIRCKSs Yes, in the fact sheet.

12 CONMISSIONER GILINSKTY I see.

13 CHAIREAN AEARNEs- I have four, but I guess it

14 should be eight.

1E ER. DUrCKSs There are eight.

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKIS One says# .The-regulation

1y is understandable to those who must comply with it." It

la should be understandable

19 CHAIRMAN AHEABNEs That is a tough finding.

20 9hat is your pleasure, gentlemen?

21 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD* I think that we. would have

22 to do that last.

23 CHAIRMAN AHKEARNEs Yes.

24 COKKISSIOKEE CILIUSKYt What is the plan for

25 evaluating the regulation after its issuance, and it has

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W_ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 5U-2343
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1 been developed?

2 COMMISSIONER RENDRIE4 The second cycle of the

3 periodic and systematic review process.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Is this a rhetorical

5 question?

6 (Laughter.)

7 CONNISSIOIER BRADFORD& Back in 1966.

8 .CHAIENAN AHEARNEs On Pat's birthday.

8 (Laughter.)

10 CHAIRMAN SREARKE& Peter wants to wait until we

11 are finished. That probably seems to be reasonable, unless

12 when we come to vote on it we can conclude there are other

13 changes.

14 COENISSIONER RENDEIE& That could be infinite

1i series.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEAENEs Go ahead, Bill, and describe

17 the rest of the paper.

18 RE. DIRCKSt The rest of it is a summary of

19 essentially changes that have been agreed to as minor

20 modifications, and we can go down through them if you want

21 to. If you want to, we could go down through these.

22 CONEISSIONEB HENDRIEs Let me make a suggestion.

23 The Commission has not met on the base paper 81-48, which

24 was a rewrite and comparative text, trying to pull together

25 everybody's assorted suggestions. What you have here in the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE. S.W.. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2341
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1 48-A paper are corrections on the base paper.

2 I think we ought to turn to the base .paper, and

3 just keep this thing at hand, and when we get to the

4 appropriate pages we can include this in.

6 CRAIRNAN ABEARNEZ You are not ready to take the

6 base paper?

7 CONNISSIONER BEENDIEs I have a few nits, and a

8 problem.

9 CHAIBEAN ABEARKEN All right. I see your reason

10 for wanting to go to the base paper.

11 COENISSIONER EENDRIE& I must. say that I don't see

12 much in the 48-A changes --

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARKEE Eefore we turn to that. are

14 there any major substantive issues outstanding that anybody

1s wants to raise before we turn to the 18 and 48-A that we

16 will not get to as work through the papers.

17 CONXISSIONER BRADFORD% fo . I think we will get

18 then all.

19 CHAIRIAN AHEARKE& Okay.

20 All right, if we start. with the base paper 48 --

21 This revised paper, by the way, is supposed to capture

22 changes as of when?

23 IS. CANELLO Changes as of --

24 CHAIREAN AHEARREs In other words, the A that you

25 have.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 ES. CANELLOA The A is to capture the minor

2 typographical errors that we have noticed since we submitted

3 48 a few days ago. There were several of those.

4 CHAIEKAN AHEARNE& Does it capture the changes

5 that -- There were a couple of agreements struck between

.6 varicus commissioners that we all agreed to. Did it attempt

7 to capture those?

8 EIS. CAMELLOz We tried to capture those.

9 CORKISSIONEE HENDEIEs It pretty well gets the

10 ones that I was involved in. I don't think that it

1t necessarily gets all of Peter's.

12 CHAIREAN AREARNE: All right.

COINISSIONER HENDEIEs Again, I think the best way

14 to get through it is to page through the document, and just

15 take them as they come.

16 CHAIREAN AHEAENEs Why don't we start with

17 enclosure A, if anybody has any objection or questions.

18 What is the first page that someone has a question or

19 objection to?

20 NS. CARELLOt In the body of the paper itself,

21 beginning on page 2, we did try to get some pending changes,-

22 so that you would have a guide through the paper, and know

23 exactly what changes were made and why they were made.

24 CHAIRIAN AHEARIEt Page 2 of the staff paper?

25 MR. DIECKS: Yes.
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1- COMMISSIONER HENDRIEg Why don't we charge

2 through, sweep through and pick up everybody's complaints.

3 I have one on the first page.

4 Craig, do you really want your name on this?

6 VOICE& Yes.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEz All right.-

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE WUhat is the first page in

'8 enclosure A that someone has a problem with?

9 Page 2? Page 3? Page 4? Page 5?

10 COMMISSIONER BERADFORD: Page 5 there is a change

11 there.

12 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I don't have a problem with

13 it.

14 CHAIRMAN AHEARRE: There has to be a change

15 because one of the negotiated settlements was to treat -- to

IS say that we would take no more than two sites, one of which

17 must be other than salt.

18 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEs That is in there. I don't

19 have any objection to it.

0 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& I think you are right.

21 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Try page 6.

22 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Page 6? Page 7?

23 COMMISSIONER KENDRIEs Tilt, page 6. That is why

24 1 said, try six. You were leaving it for seven. That was

25 clever work, John. I can see why rou are chairman.
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1 (General laughter.)

2 CHAIUKAN AREABKE& What is your problem, Joe?

3 CONNISSIONER HENDRIEs A minor one of language.

4 Startingat the bottom of page 5, and going through this

5 little bit about whether or not the Atomic Energy Act eight

6 allow us to require alternatives to be presented. We sayr,

7 starting at the bottom of page 6, 'The Commission recognizes

8 that under AEA consideration may indeed be appropriate where

9 necessary and desirable to protect.healthp etc.

10 It seems to me that at that point one ought.to say

i1 what is in the last sentence of this change. Namely, the

12 Commission cannot say at this point that an examination of

13 alternatives would be essential for this purpose, and then'

14 go to say, "We anticipate, however, that the fundamental

15 licensing inquiry," etc.

16 CHAIBEAN AHEARNEs It is okay with me.

17 CONKISSIOKER HENDRIE& I would strike "in time,"

18 please.

19 CHAIBRAN AHEARIEs Vic?

20 COaEISSIONER GILINSKY: I am not sure I followed

21 that.

22 CONNISSIONEB RENDRIE: The last sentence up there

23 of the first paragraph on, it just dangles out at the end.

24 It sayst "Cannot say at this point that an examination of

25 alternatives would be essential for this purpose," and you
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1 can't tell whether this purpose means general applicable

2 standards established by so on and so on, the environmental

3 review, or whether it is the AEA. I think we ought to get

4 the last sentence up to the thing that applies.

6 RE. HARTI~t Doesn't the 'however*.come out in the

6 first full sentence, if you do that?

7 COIIISSIONER EENDRIE& Yes.

8 CRAIRNAN AHEARNEz tour point is that "this

g purposed really refers to the health and safety provisions o

10 the Atomic Energy Act.

11 COMEISSIONER HENDRIES Just so. If I am wrong,

12 why then.what I propose may or may not be right, but then

13 you will also have to explain to me what the paragraph

14 means.

15 ER. DIRCKS& You are just moving the sentence.

16 IS. CANEILOt loving the sentence would be fine.

17 CRAIHEAN AHEARNEz Would it be consistent? Does

la 'this purpose' refer back there?

19 IS, CAEELLOt Yes.

2 CONEISSIONER GILINSKYs I wonder what Peter has to

21 sy

22 COENISSIONEE BEADFORDs I think it is all right.

23 CHAIEEN AREARNES You think it is all right?

24 COEKISSIONER BRADFORDt Yes.

25 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEz Anything else on page 6?
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1t CONNISSIONEE BDADFOBDs Nothing on page 6, John,

2 but I try to shuffle the various papers and fit them in

3 where they belong, it seems to me we charged past a point on

4 page 3 where I had suggested a change, and then you

5 suggested a modificaton to that. You modification is fine.

6 This was the first of the attachments in your January 23

7 memo*

8 CRAIRRAN AREARNE& Yes, before comments, right.

g COINISSIONER BRADFORDz Your changes are fine with

10 me.

11 CHAIRMAN AREARNEs All right.

12 Vic, do you agree?

13 CONNISSIORER GILINSKYt Yes.

14 CRAIRIAN ASEARNE& Joe?

15 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I don't have any problem.

16 CHAIRKAN AHEARNE& All right, so that would be

17 added before comments.

18 RE. DIECKS& Which one?

19 COMMISSIONER RENDRIEs It is a JA change to a PE

20 edition.

21 CHAIRMAN AREARNE& This is Peter's memo of January

22 23rd, to which I responded on Friday.

23 Sam, is there a copy?

24 RE. CHILKS4 Yes.

2 CHAIRRAN AREARNEs SECY does have the change, and
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1 you can get it from them.

2 RE. DIECKS: We don't have it.

3 COEHISSIONER BRADFORDs You do have the change

4 there.

6 COIXISSIONER EIIDRIE: I will give you mine.

6 CRAIREAR AlEARNEs Let's move back to page 7.

7 CONNISSIONER HENDBIEt On pave 8 we begin to pick

8 up this new stuff.

9 CONNISSIONER BRADFORDs Yes.

10 CHAIREAN AHEARNEs This is a different enclosure.

11 This new stuff is enclosure B, and this is still enclosure

12 A.

13 COnEISSIONER HENDRIEt I an sorry, the page in

14 48-A vhich.has been added to is, in fact, out of 48.

16 COtRISSIONER BRADFORD: That is right, even though

16 it says B.

17 CHAIREAN AHEARHE& It says C, struck to B, but it

IS is really A.

1s COxHISSIOMER HENDRIE& Then stricken to A.

20 CHAIRHAN AHEARIEs Is that correct, Pat?

21 NS. CABELLO& Yes. It is actually enclosure B of

22 48-A that refers to enclosure A to 48. It is all perfectly

2 clear once you follow the construct.

24 HE. DIRCKSs This is our new policy of writing

2 everything in plain English.
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1 (Laughter.)

2 CONEXISSIONEE HENDRIE; You want to add in there,

3 after saying, *DOE can request an exemption from the testing

4 at depth requirement," *or it may decline to include, in

s which case we reject, in which case they are entitled to a

6 hearing on the denial, and would at that time have an

7 opportunity to persuade the Commission --

8 COMNISSIONER GILINSKY& Could we change that

9 language a little bit.

10 CONNISSIONER BRADFORDt First of all, would

11 someone tell me why it needs to be in there?

12 NE. CUIRINGEHkE Yes. The requirement for in situ

13 characterization, which was added recently, appears in Part

14 51. It says your environmental report will describe in situ

1i characterization, and that is how the requirement was

16 imposed.

17 Part 51 has the standard exemption language that

18 most of our parts, which says that you can request an

19 exemption as authorized by law. The language which was

.X added to the basic paper here that says that DOE may request

21 an exemption does not specify how they do that.

22 They could.coae to the Commission before submittal

23 of the environmental reports, and request an exemption from

24 tie requirement to include that material. The Commission

25 might say. "Wait, we are at such an early stage here, we are
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1 not prepared to grant that exemption. We want the in situ

2 testing described."

3 I think under the way Part 60 is structured,

4 hovever, the DCE could refuse to do it, and insist-upon an

5 adjudication. That is what this additional.language is

6 there for.

7 CEAIEREIL AREARREs So Tou are saying that they

a would have a formal hearing on our requirement for then to

g do an in situ test for site characterization prior to the

10 license application?

11 NE. CUNEINGHPAIs If they decline to provide that

12 information. If they say it is not necessary, they could

13 adjudicate whether it is necessary, and they would entitled

14 to test that in an adjudication, unless it is the

16 Commissions intention to say, "The only way you get an

16 exemption is by requesting one pursuant to Part 51 before

17 you ever submit the report."

18 COHNISSIOKER GILINSKY4- You are not saying that

19 there would be a formalihearing unless DOE wanted one, are

X You??

21 ME. CURNINGEAIs No. There would be a formal

22 hearing only if DOE refused to accept the initial refusal of

a the Commission to exempt then from that requirement.

24 CHAIRKAN AHEABNEs Would that hearing be separate

a from the hearing on the --

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 MR. CUNNINGHAMa Not that would be part of the

2 hearing on the construction authorization.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARFE& I see.

4 MR. CUNNINGRA!: The staff would take the position

5 that the application is inadequate, and the selection should

6 be denied, and they would want a hearing on it.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt Yes.,

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI& I don't know, but the

9 language "entitled to a formal. hearing" struck we as a bit

10 hard. If DOE comes in and asks for a hearing, I can't

11 imagine that we wouldn't hold a hearing.

12 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& It seems to me to lay out

13 a singularly undesirable pathway for everyone involved. I

14 would juEt strike. If DOE requests an exemption, and we

15 deny it, and they think the Commission is behaving

16 unreasonably, they can come back again. The Secretary of

17 Energy, presumably could as to meet with the Commissioners.

18 The Lord only knows what methods are available to

19 them. But it is ridiculous to have the disagreement persist

D to the point that they would go to the point of filing an

21 application, have us turn it down, and then contest that

22 issue separately in the formal hearing process at that

23 time. It is just not something that I would invite them to

24 do.

25 I think I agree with you that it is a theoretical
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1 path that is open to them, but it does not mean that ' would

2 sketch out in here as being something that we would

3 contemplate reasonable men doing.

4 CHAIRKAN AREARREz Len,.do you have a comment?

6 BE. BICKWIT& I did not grasp why you had to have

6 it. It seems to me that you could leave that sentence out,

7 and it would follow automatically from the licensing process

a and the hearing arrangements associated with it.

g ~E. DIRCKS& That true, I don't disagree. This

10 would tend to spell out the possible procedural ways in

11 which the exemption question could be addressed.

12 CRAIENAN AEEAENE& I would join anybody who would

13 like to strike that out.

14 CONNISSIONER BRADFOBD& I will.

15 CONXISSIONES SEEDEIEs If people agree we don't

16 really need it, I think Peter's point is a good one. It may

17 indeed be a path which is open, but it seems peculiar to

18 sketch out one among what may be several possible cumbersome

19 and undesirable paths in the regulations as though there

20 were some underlying reason.

21 CONNISSIONEE GILINSKYs You will then have to do

22 something with the previous sentence, too?

23 COINISSIONER HENDRIE& I think you put a period

24 after Orequirement,n and then it reads just as it did

25 before. "In such a case, DOE may request a exemption from
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in situ testing at depth requirements-" Then you go on

down, DOE like any applicant -- "

NE. KARTIN: The decision is just to make no

changes to the pave 8 in the paper.

COIHISSIONER BRADFORD& This is assuming that

there are no other changes on that page.

CONNISSIOER. .ENDEIEs I don t think so.

CHAIRIAN AHEARNE& Pat, is that the only change?

NS. CARELLO& I believe so.

COENISSIONER HENDRIE& That:was the only change,

and in fact the subsequent pages 9 through 13 in 48-A are

just there because the retyping ran over to the next page.

So you can tear out and throw away five or six pages.

CHAIRNAN AHEARNE: There are no other changes in

pages 9, 10, 11, and 12?

COENISSIONER BRADFORD& Have you gone by page 12

CHAIREAN AHEARNE: Ro.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Is this only with regard

!?

to 48-A?

CHAIRHAN AHEARKEs Yes.

CONMISSIONER HENDRIEl Now 48-A is clear to page

14.

CHAIRIAN AHEAENEs Are there any other changes on

9? On 10?

Page 11, Peter had a proposal, and I had a
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1 counter-proposal.

2 COHNISSIONER BRADFORDs I even have a

3 counter-proposal, John.

4 CHAIRRAN AHEARNEs All right.

5 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs This actually tended to

6 respond to all of the changes that you had made. Item 2 Is

7 the one that responds to this one.

8 CHAIRRAN AHEARNE& Peter, that I had made, the

9 point that I felt it was appropriate to go to our policy

io once they have submitted a license application. I think

11 what you are proposing is once they have submitted the site

12 characterization report.

13 COEMISSIONER BRADFORD& That is -right. That is

14 why I said, while I accepted most of your changes, I had not

Is accepted what I thought was the major one.

16 We had talked about this at a previous session,

17 and the staff had had no problem with the formulation of

la holding open meetings after the site characterization report

19 was submitted for that site.

20 That is, it did not make sense, and no one was

21 suggesting going to open meetings on all sites after a site

2 characterization report were received for the first one.

23 But the proposal that I understood the staff to have not had

24 difficulty with was site-by-site once' the characterization

2 report was in. The neetings regarding that site
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I subsequently would be for the most part open meetings.

2 I think the formulation that was standard in the

3 Reactor Licensing Process was that you had to get the office

4 director's approval to have meetings that were not open, and

5 that is perfectly acceptable to me.

6 COHNISSIONER HENDRIEs It was acceptable, or not

7 acceptable?

8 COIHISSIONER BRADFORD: It was acceptable to me.

a I had thought that formulation was acceptable to

io the staff, I have forgotten what aeeting it was now, but two

11 or three meetings ago.

12 HE. DIRCKSK I would not think that it was exactly

13 what we had in mind. The whole purpose of the site

14 characterization program was to get a process going by which

15 data would start being collected, and.the NRC staff would

16 have the opportunity to participate in almost a

17 developmental learning process. We anticipated that we

i8 would have a staff assigned to these sites, and looking at

19 shafts as they are being developed, developing positions,

20 looking for research.concepts to feed back into the

21 program.

22 We did not anticipate a formal process by which

23 transcripts would be kept, or formal.hearings would be

24 held.

25 M!R. MARTINs That is exactly it. It is an
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1 informal process* There would probably be hundreds of

2 opportunities to have discussions on the shape of the

3 research program, and how measurements are being made, and

4 how data is being gathered. I certainly did not visualize

5 formalizing all that into transcripts of meetings, and so

6 on.

7 CHAIREMA AHEARNEz Reo about after the license

8 application is filed?

9 NE. NARTINs That is-what I had in mind.

10 I thought the thing that Hanrahan and I agreed to

11 uP here was more or less in principle what I had in mind.

12 CHAIRMAN AREARNE: Yes, that is what I had tried

13 to pick up in my comment, it was the last OPE proposal.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY% I wonder if there is not

1i some middle way. It does seem awkward to have a requirement

16 that our man is assigned to some site, and to put a notice

17 in the Federal Register every time he is going to talk to

18 somebody.

19 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& That is certainly not what

20 I bad mind.

21 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYT At the same time, there

22 will be occasions when there are more formal meetings.

2 Because this is a subject on which there are so many

24 concerns, local concerns and suspicions, I think we probably

25 ought to lean over backwards to have those meetings
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1 accessible to the public.

2 We ought to-distinguish between certain levels of

3 informal data gathering and exchange of views, and perhaps

4 more formal meetings which I am sure will.take place.

5 'E. VIAETINg To date, most of the meetings we have

6 had with DOE that.lend themselves to structure, like they

7 are going to brief us on what they are doing on-cannister

8 development or something like that, most of those have been

9 open.

10 COIIISSIONER CILINSKIt Vell, perhaps the

11 statement ought to simply indicate that the Commission

12 encourages the staff to arrange for these meetings to be

13 open, I hate to say, where appropriate.

14 ER. HARTINt. I have no problem with that where it

16 lends itself to it, but if it is a discussion.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE That I have no problem with.

17 In fact, I think that it is certainly necessary that as the

18 process continues-that there be periodic discussion meetings

19 between the staff and DOE in an open forum. But during this

20 development stage, between the site characterization report

21 and the license application, there does have to be a lot of

22 interaction just making sure everybody understands what kind

2 of information is around. That Just not lend itself to any

24 kind of a formal structure.

25 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& Nevertheless, there are
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1 bound to be meetings of a dozen people around a table, and

2 papers have been prepared..

3 CHAIRNAN AHEARNEs That is right, and those would

4 be appropriate.

5 CONKISSIONER GILINSKIY How would you phrase

6 that? We can simply say that we are encouraging.

7 ER. KARTINs Periodic progress reports, or status

8 reports,.

9 CONNISSIONER GILINSKY& In an open public

10 meeting?

11 RR. DIECKS& The day-to-day work on the site, our

12 engineers and technical people will be in pretty close

13 day-to-day working relationships, and this procedure would

14 not hold up. It would be too cumbersome.

1s CHAIRKAN AHEARNE& Periodic status reports held in

16 public meetings?

17 ER. NARTINs Yes, and briefings.

18 COENISSIONER BRADFORD& The distinction I had in

19 mind, when we talked about it before, was that obviously the

2X day-to-day meetings on the site between the NEC people and

21 the DCE people cannot be public. There is just no way that

22 they could be.

23 The meeting whose primary focus was on issues that

24 were expected to arise in the course of the licensing

25 process, what should be in the application, meetings that
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1 were focused primarily on the license from the time of the

2 site characterization report on ought to come under the open

3 meeting policy.

4 It does not mean that you can't get an exemption

5 from the Office Director, but the thrust from that point in

6 time on for those meetings should be toward public

r meetings.

8 RE. KEATIN& One is these periodic status reports

g thatvwe can develop into a public meeting- forum. I think we

10 can talk about when we get to a point where we are going to

11 formalize a set of requirements-that must go into a license

12 application. I think that might be appropriate.

13 COIHISSIONER GILINSKYt What if we said, "The

14 Commission encourages holding open meetings," and we leave

15 it to the discretion --

16 MR. NARTIN: Such as periodic status report.

17 COINISSIONEE GILINSKYI Yes, leave it to the

18 discretion of the Director.

18 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& Fine.

20 Joe?

21 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: I guess r would be happier

22 with something stronger than wencourages." I would say

23 something like "The Commission intends that, following the

24 issuance of the site characterization report, meetings whose

25 primary focus is the forthcoming license application should
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be public."

CHAIRAll. AHEAREEE All the meetings?

COINISSIONER GILIESKIS It seems to me that if you

say "The Commission encourages," the burden is on those who

want the meeting not to be open.

CRAIRIRAN ABEARNE: I think Tic's thought is about

the best that we can get.

CONEISSIONER HENDRIE: This would go at the end of

the proposed language in 48. The proposed language sayss

'In addition, the provision of NEC's open meeting policies

set forth at 43, the Federal Register," so forth and so on,

"will be applied to the licensing to the extent

practicable.0 Then it says, "Under this policy, generally

all meetings conducted," etc., etc.,"and the review of the

license will be open to attendants-"

Then what you would say is, "The Commission

encourages the director to --

CONEISSIONER GILINSKIM We could say strongly

encourages."

CONKISSIONER HENDRIEz "Encourages the director to

provide for open meeting forums prior to the license

application to the extent reasonable or practical," or

something like that.

ER. EARTI Is For example, periodic status

reports.
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1 COMEISSIONEE HEEDRIE& "For example, period status

2 reports, would be a good way to characterize it.

3 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt AI would strongly encourage.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& If we say, 'strongly

6 encourage," we get closer to Peter's intent.

6 CHAIRMAN AREARKEs Pat, do you have that?

7 IS. CAMELLO& I don't quite have it. I will.have

8 to go to the transcript.

9 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt All right, Peter, do you have

10 any rebuttal?

11 COUMISSIOIEE BRADFORD& I will save it for later.

12 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEt He can draft up his own

13 language..

14 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs Anything else on page 11?

16 Page 12? Page 13? Page 14.

16 COKIISSIONER HENDRIEs Now we have got problems.

17 I don't see anything wrong with the 48-A corrections on page

18 14, since they seem to be of an editorial nature. This is

19 simply correcting the text. There are other pieces at page

2 14, however.

21 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: Speak up.

22 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Starting at the bottom,

2 land then reflected in the rule," this is a place where we

24 simply refe to the immediate effectiveness proposition. The

25 first is the place in the supplementary information that
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1 refers to it.

2 Ry problem is going to come really over on page

3 32, vhen we get to the rule itself, and the amendments to

4 2.764.

5 CHAIRNAN AHEARNE: So is mine.

6 COkNISSIONEE RENDRIE: Where we have the LWA sort

7 of proposition in place, and I had thought we were looking

8 for something such as an adapted version of Appendix B that

9 Ls like the reactor case.

10 What r suggest is, why don't we wait until we get

ii to page 32 and get to the guts of the matter, and then

12 whatever we decide to do there, we can come back and make

13 page 14 consistent.

14 CHAIREAN AREABNE& Any other comments on page 14?-

1S CONXISSIONEE GILINSKYt What does it say, 'It is

16 further provided that even if no hearing has been held"? Is

17 this dealing with the theoretical possibility that there

18 might not be a hearing?

19 KR. NARTINt That is right.

20 COIKISSIONER HENDRIE& At the operation stage. It

21 is mandatory at the construction authorization, but it is

22 optional at the loading stage.

a CHAIRIAN AHEARNE: You say that it is mandatory at

24 the construction?

25 COENISSIONEE HENDRIE& Yes.
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I CHAIEHAN AHEAERE& Then why does it say, l~f no

2 hearing has been held, ISS will not issue a construction

3 authorization*?

4 CONNISSIONEB HENDRIE& I don't know. I didn't

6 pick that up, I must say.

6 Am I correct in assuming that construction

r authorization is mandatorT?

8 WE. CURNIRIHAKz. No, it does-not refer to a

9 construction authorization on page: 14.

10 CHAIEIAN AHEARKE& Page 15? Page 16?

11 I assume, Pat, on the 48-A 15 and 16, are these

12 additional changes, or just retyped to take account of some

13 shifts of space?

14 MS. CARELLOs Yes, just retyping.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs Page 17? Page 18? Page 197

16 Page 20? Page 21? Page 22?

17 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDt On page 20, maybe the best

18 way to handle this is the same way we are the other one. We

18 do still have a difficulty on the physical security.

20 CHAIRKAR AHEARNE: The last time when we were

21 here, you and Victor reserved. Have you reached a

22 conclusion.

23 COXXISSIONER BRADFORD& I am perfectly comfortable

24 with the language that OGC has proposed with regard to it.

25 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& That is what Joe and I came out
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i in agreement with.

2 COHEISSIONEE BRADFORDz Okay. It is not the

3 language that I think is in this paper?

4 CHAINHAN AHEARNEt No, because it was still held

6 in abeyance.

6 COUXISSIONER BRADFORD& All right.

7 CHAIRMAN ANEARNEs You agree with the OGC

8 language which Joe and I had agreed to on January 6.

9 CONhISSIONER BRADFORDs Yes.

10 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Do you have any ob jection?

11 HR. CUNNINGHANt Staff told you at that meeting

12 that we could live with that.

CHAIRNAN AHEARNEt Vic, do you agree with that?

14 COflISSIONER GILINSKY: Yes.

15 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs Peter?

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDt All right.

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs So that you can pick that up.

18 Back to page 22. Page 23?

19 KR. BECKVITt On page 22, I think that is what you

20 mean, but I just want to raise the issue. The reference

21 here is that certain things can't be changed without an

22 amendment to the construction authorization. In the past

23 you have been the phrase wvithout approval of the

24 Commission."

25 COXHISSIONER HENDRIE& That is a good point.
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I HE. BICKWITt If you mean the amendment process.

2 CONXISSIONER HENDRIEz We mean approval of the

3 Commission, and if we find one that.has been submitted for

4 approval that we think is of a magnitude to require amending

5 the construction authorization, we can-then make that

6 determination. But the essential thing is the approval of

7 the Commission.

8 hER BICKWIT& I guess my question is, does the

9 permit read that certain provisions cannot be changed

10 without the approval of the Commission, thereby allowing the

11 Commission to give its approval and not change the terms of

12 the authorization. Or, does the permit read as an absolute

13 requirement, which as a result could not be changed without

14 an actual amendment?

15 CHAIRRAN AHEABEE How could you go through the

16 first hearing process, Len? How could you go through the

17 hearing process, and embed in it, here are a set of

le requirements which are of sufficient significance that they

19 can't change without approval.

D MER. BICKWITt You make that a provisioni in the

21 permit.

22 CHAIENAN AHEARNE& Once having established those

23 through a hearing process, you could change those outside of

24 the hearing process?

25 MR. BICKWIT& I think so.
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1 COXEISSIOKER GILINSKY& What is the difference

2 between having Commission approval without an amendment, and

3 with an amendment?

4 HE. BICKXITs About a year's difference.

5 COKHISSIONER HENDRIEs Minimum.

6 CONNISSIONEE GILINSKTs Because of whether you

7 have hearings or not?

8 HE. BICKVITs Yes. In one case, you are going to

9 have an opportunity for a formal adjudicatory hearing, and

io in the other case you will not.

11 COMNISSIONEE GILINSKY: You talk about a year, but

12 the fact is that you can change the format of these hearings

13 if youvwanted to do so, it would not be a year, and it could

14 be & day,

15 MR. BICKWITz Under our rules, it will come out to

16 about a year now, if you want to fiddle with them. That is

17 another story.

18 COMXISSIONER HENDEIEt If there is a way to make

19 it come in a day, why haven't we done something about it in

X the assorted proceedings now underway.

21 ER. EICKWIT% I don't think you could have a

22 normal construction permit in which you set all of the major

2 features changed by the approval of the Commission. What

24 you have got here is not a normal construction permit. What

2 you have got is an authorization that we are using to decide
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1 whether ultimately a materials license will be granted.

2 It is possible that the requirements of the Act

3 vith respect to amendments do apply here, but it is not

4 entirely clear that they do. I think they do if you regard

5 this as a partial initial decision under the Act, therefore,

6 as a part of a materials license.

7 If you treat this as something less than that,

B then it is not clea to me that you need to go through the

g amendment process when you are changing terms of the

10 construction authorization.

11 COKEISSIONER GILINSKY& Doesn't that depend on the

12 level of detail of these requirements?

13 In other words, if you are talking about some

14 pretty fundamental features of the repository, then it seems

15 to me you do have to have amendments if you are going to

16 change those. If you are talking about other more detailed

17 requirements, then amendments may not be called for.

18 BE. PICKWIT& If you are treating this as not a

19 part of the license under the Act, but rather as simply the

X Commission's devised mechanism for ultimately reaching a

21 decision on the materials license, then the statute does not

22 apply to this in the way that it applies to construction

23 permit amendments.

24 If that is your concept, the statute leaves the

25 Commission free to determine what kind of procedures it
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I wants to use to change the terms of that authorization.

2 That is not to say that from a policy perspective, you might

3 not want to decide that where it is a basic change that you

4 want the full adjudication, and when it isn't.that you

5 don't.

6 I an just saying that it is not legally required.

7 COIKISSIORER GILINSKY& If it comes out that the

8 construction permit says that the waste will be deposited

8 between 600 and 800 feet below ground,-or whatever, and the

1o change is to go to 1200 or 200 feet, it seems to me that you

1t have got to have an amendment.

12 ER. BICKVIT& If you put in the permit that you

13 can go,.however you can go to 1200 feet, you get the

14 approval of the Commission, then legally you don't have to

1s have an amendment. You may want an amendment, and you may

16 want to go through the normal procedure, but you don't have

17 to have one.

18 ER. CUNKINGHAM: Let-me point out that as written

19 the rule currently contemplates amendments to the

20 construction authorization. In 2.105 it calls for noticing

21 of such amendments if they involve or may significantly

22 affect the health and safety of the public.

23 HR. BICKVITs That is right.

24 RER CURNINUGAM There is a clear contemplation

25 that significant changes will be pre-noticed, and the
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1 adjudicatory process will be offered.

2 ME. BICKWIT& That is right, but what was agreed

3 to last time was changes in these basic conditions that are

4 going to be part of the-authorization will be subject to

6 Commission approval, and we never really got to the

6 Commission's sentiment as to what Commission approval

7 meant.

8 CHAIRKAN AHEARE& There are two categories, and I

9 think you and Victor talked about two different things.

10 Although you addressed the same items, it seems to ne Vic

11 was saying, what if they come in with a proposal to change a

12 feature which they had not really discussed at length in the

1s hearing process, such as going to a significantly different

14 depth, for example. So the hearing process really did not

it review the adequacy of that, and now they come In and say,

16 "We want to change it.' Versus what I think you were

17 discussing, a case where the hearing process has covered

18 this range, the decision is in a narrow band of it, but it

19 is saying if they do end up wanting to go outside of that

20 band, to come out for Commission approval.

21 RE. BICKWIT& I guess I am saying that you can

22 phrase the concepts any way you want to in the

23 authorization.

24 CHAIRMAN AREARNE& You point, though, is quite

25 well taken. There are two significantly different
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1 approaches.

2 CONNISSIONER GILINSKY& I guess I don't understand

3 how you get around these changes having to be amendments,

4 even if they are major changes. You seem-to be saying, no

5 matter how big the change. _

*6 ER. EICKVIT& I am saying that you can put into

7 the authorization the requirements that these are to be the

a provisions unless changed by the Commission, subject to

9 whatever process you want to put in there. Thereforepyou

1o are not changing the terms of the authorization when that

11 change is made. Tou are simply implementing the language of

12 the permit as written.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYs But the word "amendment"

14 triggers a requirement of the law, isn't that right?

is NE. BICKUIT& If you actually amend it, my feeling

Ig is it doesn't In this case, because it is not --

17 CONNISSIONEE GILINSKYt Even if you use the word

18 amendment?

18 BR. BICKNIT& Yes.

20 CONHISSIOREE GILINSKY: Even if you describe the

2t change as an amendment to the license?

2 KR. BICKWUTt Tes.

23 COMhISSIONER BRADFORDs Are you saying that we

24 could grant the construction authorization without a hearing

25 altogether?
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1 KR. BICKWIT: Yes.

2 COKEISSIORER BRADEORD& I suppose when one accepts

3 that conclusion, then you can do almost anything you want.

4 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& What is the reason for

6 that?

6 MR. BICKVITI Because this isn't a license. The

7 statutory requirement for the granting of a materials

8 license is for the granting of a license to receive wastes.

9 You can treat this as part of a license --

10 COIKISSIONER GILINSKY& You are distinguishing

11 between the construction of the facility and receiving the

12 wastes?

13 KR. BICKWITs I am distinguishing between those

14 two. It is clear that you must have a license for the

15 latter.

16 COUKISSIONER GILINSKY& I thought we were saying

17 just the opposite a moment when we were talking about the

18 operating stage not having a mandatory hearing provision.

19 K R. BICKWITt You put it in the rule that there

20 had to be a mandatory hearing, and I am saying that you did

21 not have to. The Commission's view was that there would be

22 a hearing. I am saying that it was not required.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKYt Leaving aside whether a

24 hearing is required or not, it seems to me a major change is

25 made in the license. If a hearing is not required. it is
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1 not required.

2 MR. BICKWITs Certainly any change in the terms of

3 the license is an amendment to the license, or an amendment

4 to the authorization, I am saying, it is not the kind of

6 amendment which is referenced in the statute, and therefore

6 you can apply your own procedures to it.

7 CONMISSIONER GILINSKY& Okay.

8 KR. DrECKSa That is what you have done in 63.

9 KR. BICKWITt rou have just made determinations

10 which seem to me are reasonable determinations, but they are

11 not the only reasonable determinations.

12 COHNISSIONER GILINSKY& What does does 63 say?

13 HER. DIRCKS: The underlined portion.

14 CHAIRKAN AHEARKEt Now, 63 talks about prior

1i approval from the Commission.

16 KR. SARTIN: That is right.

17 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD& I must sat that it had nct

Is occurred to me that that would be anything different from an

19 amendment to the construction authorization.

20 MR. BICKWITs By feeling is that this is what the

21 Commission had in mind, but I didn't know that. I felt that

2 it had to be tested.

23 COHNISSIONER GILINSKY& Since we are talking here

24 about features which are essential to the protection of the

25 public health and safety -- These are pretty fundamental.
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1 RE. CUNNINGHAM: I think the staff was thinking in

2 terms of amendments.

3 MR. EICKWITt That is what I thought the

4 Commission meant, but the Commission does not have to mean

5 that, and they ought to decide what they mean.

6 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& I meant that.

7 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEz I guess I would have to admit I

a did not think through reopening and holding another lengthy

9 hearing.

10 COMNISSIONER GILINSKYs I am not sure I understood

11 all this. Len seems to be saying, these are amendments, but

12 not necessarily ones that require hearings.

13 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Under the statute.

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY% Under the statute.

15 CHAIRMAN ANEARNE& If that is true, then we are

16 arguing about how the words look, and not what they mean.

17 MER. BICKUITs It seems to me that if you use the

18 word amendment" in here, you are going to indicate the

19 normal amendment process.

20 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt Yes.

21 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: I think we mean uwithout

22 approval of the Commission' here.

23 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE: You mean, without necessarily a

24 hearing. Peter means, I gather, with a hearing.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& TE you look at it in terms
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of the way Yictor phrased his example, that is, the permit

is issued, you might have a condition that is stated that it

was the view of the Commissio% that you had to be between

600 and 800 feet. That was ole of those conditions that was

felt to be~so essential that you had to have approval of the

Commission to change it. You can write that much

flexibility in at that pointo or you can make it between 500

and 900 feet, if you felt that you had to do it that way.

But what you are stying is that if you are going

to go outside of whatever envelope we draw up for you at-the

time we issue the construction authorization, then that is

significantly enough different, and will be based on

evidence difference from what the public had a crack at, and

what all the interested parties had a crack at on the first

go-round. You do have to subject that to a hearing test

again.

CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt Yes.

The problem that T am-having, Peter, and let me

see if I can phrase it. Witlout us saying this, I think

there would have had to have been such a process that you

described. If after having laid out, here is what is

authorized in the construction, and they want to do

something different, then they would have had to come back

just as you have described.

But I thought what we were trying to do was imbed
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I the concept that there may be some features that we want to

2 narrow even more, and if they want to modify within this

3 broader construction, they still have to come back and get

4 approval.

5 _. CONNISSIONER BRADFOID& My concern in raising this

6 question originally was that in reactor construction permits

7 there has been this difficultj that no one has ever had to.

8 come back no matter how great the change.

9 CHAIRIAN AHEARNEt 'es.

10 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:. What I was trying to do

11 was to state clearly here that there would be some

12 conditions based on which you would have to come back. It

13 was precisely because the perfectly logical assumption that

14 one would have to come back that you were making did not

1S seem to me to hold, based on past agency practice, that I

16 suggested we have a category of conditions that would

17 require coming back.

t8 CHAIRMAN ANEARNEs Yes.

19 COXEISSIONER GILIMSKY& Isn't the reason because

20 these conditions tend not to get written in the construction

21 permit?

22 COMNISSIONER BRADFORDs That is right.

2 * COEKISSIONER GILINSKY; What you are really doing

24 here is saying that, yes, we will lay out those conditions

2f that will flow from the hearing.
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1 CHAIREAN AHEARNE& Once you do-that, there is no

2 need, is there, to talk about not coming back for avprcval --

3 HE. DIRCKSs Those are the conditions in the

4 license.

5 CEAIRHAN AHEARNE& They are the conditions in the

6 license.

1 CONNISSIONER CILINSKYs I understood Peter to be

a saying that there- ill be conditions in this license, and

9 not a further narrowing of the conditions of the license.

10 CHAIREAR AHEARIfEs I think I am going to have to

11 think about the right way to phrase this to make sure that

12 we do what is necessary, and not do what is not vise.

13 CONNISSIONER GILrNSKYs In writing the license,

14 one has to think, what are the conditions under which you

16 would reopen the license, or what are the boundaries that

16 have been covered in the hearing beyond which it is a new

17 ballgame.

16 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: That is-exactly the

19 point.

20 CONXISSIONER CILINSKIt Otherwise, you can run a

21 hearing on A, and do B, and there is nothing that rrohibits

20 it. It may never have been considered in the hearing.

23 CHAIREAN AHEARNEt I think at the-stage that it is

24 now written, it may go beyond just saying that the license

25 will have specific conditions in it.
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1 COENISSIONEE GIL INSKYt That is what I took to be

2 the intent.

3 CRAIENAN AMEARNE& Joe, do you have any comments

4 on this?

6 CONNISSIONER HENDRIEz Yes. In principle, at

6 least, it should be possible to distill from the hearing and

7 the decision of the board some general propositions which

a yoU would regard as fundamental in the determination that

9 had been made, assuming that it was a positive

10 determination.

11 tou would say, "We are going to write these down

12 in the license, and any change in these things vili require

13 reopening the hearing,' and so on. Certainly you can do

14 that in principle. I am suggesting that you allow more

15 flexibility than that by using the phrase 'with approval of

16 the Commission.'

17 What I have in mind is the followingq If the

18 things you write into the license are going to be such that

19 you have to stay within them, or the hearing reopens, you

20 will drive the drafting of those things In the direction of

21 more general and broader limits than would be the case if

2 you were simply asking DOE to come back and get an approval

23 from NBC for some adjustment.

24 - You could, for instance, include a little more

25 detail in you license conditions, be a little more specific
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1 with them if you wanted to know about changes in those

2 specific items, but didn't feel you necessarily would have

3 to go to hearing on everyone of them. I don't know whether

4 I can make a good example or not, but let me try.

S The hearing is probably going to produce the

6 result that there ought to be an overpack, some kind of an

T overpack cannister, with certain properties. Whatever you

a are going to say about it in the license, if you are going

9 to reopen the hearing for any adjustment on it, you are

io going to have to phrase it in terms of what would be an

11 appropriate overpack.

12 If it is-with approval of the Commission, you can

13 say that it will be a copper overpack of minimum wall

14 thickness 2.7 inches, and sealed with seven bolts, because

1s that was the standard design. If it turns out that a

16 titanium overpack with three bolts is just as good, and

17 meets the same objectives, if they can come back and show

18 you why that is so, and you can approve that change without

19 having to reopen the whole hearing, you have more

2 flexibility then, and you feel a little more able to be more

21 specific about the things you write in. I think that from

22 our standpoint that that might be desirable.

23 Certainly, under the way I would propose it, a

24 change or some adjustment in those things that are written

25 in the license is proposed by DOE, and indeed a
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i determination would have to be made here as to whether it

2 were of a magnitude that required reopening the hearing,

3 i.e., an amendment to the authorization, or whether it was

4 an adjustment that could simply be approved by staff, and if

6 the Commission wanted to nod over It, it could.

6 COENXISSIONEE GILIESKYI Would you add a sentence

7 here saying that the Commission will determine which of

a these changes are so significant as to require a public

9 hearing?

10 COINISSIONER HENDRIE& Yes. It could be that

1t whichever way we go here, that it may require a few more

12 words up here in the supplementary information in order to

13 clarify this point about, is everything in the license

14 inviolate without reopening the hearing; or, could some

15 things be simply approved. I think we may need a little

16 more description in here.

17 Len, you were starting to nod. Do you think so?

18 CONXISSIONER BEADFORD& I can't completely let

1g this sort of description of the license go by, because what

2 we have been talking about up to now I thought were two

21 different types of conditions.

22 Class A conditions, which are the ones references

a in this section, as being the ones that you can vary without

24 amending the license. Then a second category of conditions

25 that would also be in the license, but would not be stated
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2 Commission could say whatever it thought prudent. On some

3 of them, we might want notification of change. but no prior

4 approval. With some, it might just be stated in there as

5 regard to what the Commission expectation was, but not even

6 a notification requirement.

7 COINISSIOIER BENDBIE& All right.

8 CORNISSIONER BRADFORD: It is with regard to the

9 limited class of conditions that this requirement of prior

10 approval was ever intended to apply. That is what was

11 intended to keep us out of the straitjacket that your

12 example suggested in which everything that appeared in the

13 license --

14 CONXISSIONEE HENDRIE& You would put down the more

1i specific ones with the notification requirement, and then

16 leave it up to us to say, wHey, wait a minute. Don't do

17 that unless we check you off on those for which we would

18 like approval rights. -

is CORKISSIONEE BRADFOEDs That is right. It is not

20 even inconceivable that you would condition the same

21 requirement two different ways, that is, with regard to

22 Victor's depth example earlier. You might say, "If you are

23 going to go outside of 600 feet or 800 feet, you have tc get

24 approval. since we expect you to be at 700 feet, we would

25 like to know it if you are going to go outside of 750 or
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COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Yes.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& It was never my

expectation that every condition that was stated in the,

license ought to automatically fall under this requirement

for prior Commission approval, i.e., amendment.

COIhISSIONEE KENDEIEt Yes, I see.

If we adopted that configuration, I suspect that

it might be useful to have a few lines explaining that in

this section.

CHAIENAN AHEARNE: I suggest that it is absolutely

necessary, because I doubt as the years go by that there is

going to be very much of a memory around this Commission of

the subtle differences.

CONNISSIONEE HENDRIEt Yes, just to nail it down.

CONNISSIONER GILIKSKY& You and Hendrie can be

consultants on the meaning of this document.

CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt What a fate.

BE. HARTINgz Is it the intent that we have certain

kinds of conditions that are so important that there would

have to be an amendment, and then others. From my

standpoint, I would certainly want to have a category of

conditions you can lay on that are subject to change later.

I can think of dozens of things that could require

change, and certainly we wouldn t want to have the lesser
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1 kind of license conditions fall in the cracks here.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY& We are talking here about

3 a small number of essential elements.

4 CHAIRMAN AHEARKEt Pat and Jack, do you think you

5 have followed this discussion so that you can write such a

6 modification?

7 KR. HARTINs That is why I brought this up. The

6 idea is that you may have two categories, one of which are

9 so essential, and others which may be approved without

10 reopening the hearing.

11 IS. CARELLOt But you would still want prior

12 notice.

13 CHAIENAN AREARKEt Yes, prior approval.

14 ES. CANELLOt That is what I mean-, prior

15 approval.

16 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEs If you go Peter's way, you

17 have a class Akind, and you can't tinker with those without

18 an amendment to the construction authorization, which I

19 think we are inclined to think means reopening the hearing.

2 MR. MARTIN; Correct.

21 CONHISSIONER HENDRIE& Those would presumably tend

2 to be few in number, and perhaps generally phrase, but would

a set down essential safety features, probably one each for

24 the waste form, the overpack, etc.

25 Then there would be a batch of, what shall we call
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1 them, type B specifications, and for those we would want

2 notification frot DOE before any change was implemented.

3 The point in phrasing it notification is that we can then

4 decide whether we want to tell them, "Please don't do that

S until we think about it and agree with you." Or, we simply

6 say, 'Ckay, you have notified us, that is good enough."

7 HE. KARTIh: I don't like that idea because that

a results in us never getting around to deciding that we don't

9 like it.

10 For example, there will be a monitoring program

1t that there will have to be some consensus over several

12 decades of time, and I would certainly like to approve

13 changes to that monitoring program to make sure that

14 everybody agrees with the program, so that when

16 decommissioning time comes, we are all agreed on it.

16 I would certainly Like to have a number of things

17 like that laid out, where they have to come back and get

18 approval to change them. I guess I have seen too many cases

19 where we get notified of things, at least in the licensing

20 cases I know of, but never get around to really raising the

21 issue.

22 Maybe there could be a third category of things

2 that they should notify us about, and those could be written

24 in the license also.

25 CONEISSIONER GILINSKIs There is no reason why the
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1 categories that has been talked about here needs to reopen

2 the license. In other words, you can have those which

3 reopen the license, as we talked about a few moments ago,

4 those that require approval, those for which notification is

6 required. You may not want a third category.

6 ER. MARTINs In that second category, you can word

7 them any way you want to.

8 CHAIZKAN AHEARNEa Right.

9 C0E8ISSIONER HENDEIE& Len, can you set it down

io the way Peter arranged this thing. In the version we talked

11 about here, the notification was just to-avoid having things

12 that you put in the license that you said, "Don't change

13 these without approval," to avoid the question, "should they

14 go to hearing or not."

15 CHAIRMAN ABEARNE& I think you can specify that.

16 COENISSIONER GILINSKTa Another way to say is, the

17 license will state the limits of the validity of the

18 license.

19 CHAIRMAN AHEABNE; I would want us to spell that

X out a little. tow are right, that is what is being

21 discussed, but you want to spell it out.

22 CONHISSIONER GILINSK~t You could add the word

2 'fundamental."

24 CEAIRIAN AHEARNE& I think if you have the two

25 categories, it is adequate.
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1 ES. CAKELLOt There wouldn't be a problem in just

2 adding language to the supplementary information to indicate

3 that C describes both categories, and that they would be

4 identified later?

6 COMEISSIONER HENDRIE& I would think that that

6 would be enough, wouldn't it?

7 ME. BICKWIT& The categories being those that

a require approval by amendment, and those which require -- I

9 at not sure on your second category, is it notification or

10 approval?

11 ME. MARTIN: I prefer approval.

12 COMMISSIONER ERADFORDs Jack prefers approval& I

13 am not sure that you have to distinguish between the second

14 and third categories at this point. In other words, each of

16 these conditions at the time they are imposed in the license

16 will have their specific terms, limits, or what-have-you,

17 written into them then.

18 All I was ever trying to state here was that there

19 would be some features considered so essential that if they

20 were change, it would require reopening of the license.

21 NS. CAKELLO& You have a tended amendment here,

22 even --

23 CONNISSIONER BEADFORDs Even though it said prior

24 appproval _-

25 COEMISSIONER HENDRIEs But this needs to be
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1 amplified to get an Indication that we contemplate both

2 kinds, otherwise we will not have not noted our purpose.

3 MR. BICKWIT: Then there is a residual category,

4 as I understand, that would require neither notice nor

6 amendment?

6 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt You mean neither approval?'

t KR. BICKUITt I think different people are talking

8 about whether there are two categories and a residual, or

g three categories and a residual.

10 CHAIgNAN AHEARNEt You mean there are some

11 residual things that would be in the license that they could

12 change and we wouldn't care about it?

13 MR. BICKWITs Where you would not even notify,

14 yes.

15 CRAIRKAN AREARREs Why would they be in the

16 license?

17 KR. BICKNIT& That is what I am trying to

18 understand.

19 KR. KARTINs There is no residual category.

20 CHAIRMAN IREARIE: I don't see why there should

21 be.

22 KR. BICKWITi Okay. -

2 CONXISSIONER GILINSKI. That is what a license is,

24 it says what you can do.

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Except that what Len was
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1 describing is a residual category is a residual category

2 that we stricken from the license. I think it is your basic

3 reactor CP.

4 CHAIRKAN AREARNE& That has been a debatable

5 issue.

6 ME. BICKWIT: There are certain things under our

7 regulations which don't have to get approval or where you

8 don't even have to notify the Commission when you want to

9 change them. If you want to exclude that category, then you

10 are down to, I think, three categories.

11 There will always be notification at the very

12 least. -There will be approval of some, and there will be

13 amendment approval of some. If that is the concept, it will

14 be easily drafted.

15 CHAIRKAN AREARNE& I would think so.

16 ES. CARELLOt If that is the concept.

17 CHAIBEAX AHEARKE& Page 23? Page 24? Page 25?

18 Do you have a change to page 25, pat?

19 ES. CAKELLO& It is rather difficult to call

2o changing a 'shall' to a 'may' a typographical error. It-

21 certainly was an oversight. It was some debate at one time

2 among the staff as to whether it should have been "says or

2 "shall." Everyone wanted "may," but for some reason the

24 paper that was used during the debate did not reflect that.

25 So we made the change here.
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1 COENISSIONER BERADFORDs Does anybody have the

2 original? Was this originally the Hendrie/Cilinsky, or the

3 Bendrie/Bradford? In any case, this comes directly from a

4 modification agreed on among the commissioners.

6 CONEISSIONER KENDRIE& Yes, I have that some

e place. I don't remember what I wrote there.

7 CONXISSIONER GILINSKIs Why would you write

8 *Mayot Didnt we agree on 'shall"?

9 COEXISSIONER BRADFORD& I think that we agreed on

10 -"may'here.

11 COHEISSIONER CILINSKYs It is not consistent with

12 what we did elsewhere.

13 CONNISSIONER EENDRIEz What I wrote down is, "The

14 director mar find the environmental report to be not

15 complete," etc.

16 CONNISSIONER GILINSKY& Why would you say 'may'?

17 Nevertheless, isn't that inconsistent with-the agreement

18 that there has to be --

19 CONEISSIONER KENDRIEM No, it is the way one

2D normally writes regulations.

21 MS. CANELLOs The language that is reflected now

22 on page 25 picks up on the language of Commissioner

a Hendrie's memo of January 9th, which is the enclosure C of

24 48. It is written in the margins.

2 CHAIRMAN MHEARNE: Yes.
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COIXISSIONER HENDRIEt What I wrote in the margin

was dictated to me over the telephone by the staff, who

said, 'Here is the way we ought to do it.' I said, wThat

sounds pretty good, and I wrote it down.

(General laughter.)

CONNISSIONER HENDRIE& You told me to say 'may," I

said may." We agreed to "may." You vent back, and you

could not type it 'ay,* you typed it "shall.*

CONNISSIONEE GILINSKYt I did not look every word

because agreed that in situ testing was required. But

elsewhere we just went over language saying that if the in

situ testing has not been.done, the director will deny the

license.

NE. NARTINt But isn't the- issue here that we all

agree it ought to be done. I think we agreed once before

that it doesn't necessarily have to be all complete by the

time you accept the application, but it has to be complete

before you act on it. This would make it mandatory that you

turn it down*

CONNISSIONER GILINSKYI So you are saying that it

is not inconsistent with the requirement that in situ

testing is mandatory.

MR. HARTIN& Eight.

HE. DIRCKSt This says "mary in regard to the site

characterization data. -You remember when we talked about
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1 four, and if you are talking about three to five, or

2 something like, you don't have to bring all sites across the

3 finish-line at the same time in the same condition before

4 your construction authorization expires., There should be

5 enough in there to allow for a meaningful comparison, but

6 not the full-blown --

7 CONKISSIONEE GILINSKI& We said that there had to

8 be three sites and at least two media. Let's just stick to

9 that number. Suppose they come in one at a time?

10 ER. DIRCKSs As they will be.

11 COHNISSIONER GILINSKY: Suppose the first one

12 comes in, does that need to have site characterization

13 data?

14 ER. DIRCKS& The first construction authorization,

1i or the first site characterization}

16 COREISSIONER GILISKtIs This is a construction

17 permit?

18 . R. DIRCKSs Yes.

19 COEHISSIONER GILINSKY& For a particular site?

20 RE. DIRCKS& For a particular site. We said,

21 Before you do that on a particular on a particular site,

22 you have got to do site characterization on a couple of

23 sites." But we did not say that you had to complete in

24 every detail the same amount of data on every site.

25 COhEISSIONER GILINSKY& Does-he have to have the
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1 characterization for the site for which he is applying?

2 lE. .DIECXSa Yes, he would have to have that, but

3 you would not have to say, if you are talking about three or

4 four sites and doing site characterization on three or four

5 sites, you would not have to do all three site

6 characterization studies, or four site characterization

7 studies in the same detail for all four sites. You can say,

a *We have enough now to allow to allot a construction

9 authorization to go forward. We have enough data in the

10 material collected.'

11 CHAIEMMI AHEARKEs This isn't to say that if all

12 the information is not there on all the sites, the director

13 can say, *Here is the date by which you must have it all."

14 CONEISSIONER 1ILINSKY* I hope this is not going

16 to happen, but suppose you get site characterization on one

16 site. You start the application going. You are not getting

17 the other data. This one looks okay. You get a request for

18 an exemption because this one looks okay,.and it would take

19 a lot of time to do the others. What happens then?

20 NE. DIRCKSt You have to institute testing on all

21 the sites, but you don't say that they have to dig the

22 tunnels and shaft to the same degree of completeness as they

23 have on one.

24 RR. PRETIN& You have to do it sufficiently to

25 make some comparison.
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1 CHAIREAN AHEARNE& So you would go with the

2 language?

3 COHNISSIONER GILINSKYx I guess I agreed to that

4 before.

s CHAIREAR AHEARNE& Yes.

6 COIKISSIONEE GILINSKIs I am not sure that it is

7 not inconsistent, at least I hope that it isn't.

8 COIXISSIONER BRADFOED& There is one little piece.

9 of archeology that needs to be done. The draft that the

10 Commission actually agreed, the word "required' appeared in

il the third line between "include" and 'site

12 characterization." If you turn to the third from the last

13 page of SECT paper I can show you where it has gone.

14 .What has happened is that the Zeroxing has chopped

15 it off. It was my insert to Joe's draft, and apparently

16 when it went down to the staff all that got left on the

17 paper was the caret mark and the line, and the words

18 themselves disappeared.

19 It is very clear what happened if you use the

20 81-48 paper, and just look at the third page at the end of

21 it.

22 CHAIRKAN AHEARE:s Yes.

23 COHEISSIONER HENDRIE& You are right. What are

24 the words?

25 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi "Be required."
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COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: Pat, do you have that?

ES. CAKELLO& Yes.

CHAIRKAN AHEARNEs Peter, do you agree to that?

COMEISSIONEE BRADFORD: Yes.

VOICE& There is another change on page 25?

CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& What you originally told Joe to

as environmental report.

VOICEs Fine.

CHAIRKAN AHEARNE: That is what Ye had agreed to.

Is page 25 all right?

Pave 26? Page 27? Pave 28? Page 29? Page 30?

Pat, your modification does what?

ES. CAKELLOt Again that is a typographical

error.

CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& All right. Page 31? Page 32

COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Tilt.

CHAIRMAN AREARNE: At page 32, we have the initi;

decision issue.

COKKISSIONER HENDRIE: Somehow I thought we were

to do an adapted Appendix B here, rather than an LiA.

ER. BICKWIT: We had proposed Appendix B itself.

There was some resistence to that. fy interpretation was

that what you wanted something on the order of the LVA.

CHAIRMAN ABEARNE& I think that is what the

majority of-us felt.

al
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1 CONEISSIONER HENDRIEs An IVA is --

2 COHNISSIONER CILINSKY& Where do you see LWA? Are

3 you characterizing it?

4 CHAINEAN AREARNEt Joe is characterizing it.

6 CORNISSIONER HENDRIEt This thing isn't quite an

6 LWA either. If you recall, for a reactor- under the LWA

7 regime the board could treat the environmental issues and

e the site related safety issues, and issue.a partial initial

9 decision, sayings 'We think that it is all right to start

10 building up to some point, while the rest of the proceeding

11 grinds on with the other safety related matters."

12 The applicant was able to start digging up the

i3 ground, and doing that construction when that decision

14 became effective 10 days after the board's proposition.

15 What you are proposing here is that the licensing

16 board will make a determination, and the appeal board

17 process will then grind all the way to its final

18 conclusion. Then the Commission review will take up, and

19 either will review or will not review, if we review our

20 review will come to a final conclusion at least with regard

21 to what are called site suitability," etc., issues, if

22 those are separated out, and lead the thing. If they are

2 not separated out, then it is the whole basket that goes

24 through this process.

5 * People keep saying, we don't do very many waste
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1 repositories, so it is not something that people 
will be all

2 practiced running a hearing, so the 
hearing is likely to be

3 a fairly lengthy one. Then people say, 'Well, you know this

4 will be the first one of these the appeal board has ever

6 seen, and they are not going to do anything shoddy and

6 swift. They are going to take a long time."

7 CHAIRNAN AHEARfEs I would like to go on record

8 that even on those that they see quite frequently, they

9 still do not act shoddily.

10 COMMISSIONER HENDRIEs Nor swiftly.

11 It looks to me as though we are looking at a

12 process which simply is going to run on embarrassingly

13 long. It would not surprise me a bit to see the appeals

14 board take a year after an initial 
decision by a licensing

15 board to work through what will 
be before it.

16 CHAIRMAn AREARREs I thought that it could be more

17 like two.

18 COMXISSIONER RENDRIEs Conceivably it could be

19 two, particularly if they decide 
to have some oral

20 presentations, and so on. The Commission, I suspect, will

21 want to take review at least to show that its hand has been

.22 on this object, and it is not just 
standing back and ducking

2 while it whizzes overhead. I don t.know how fast the

24 Commission will move, but it will 
be hardly less than a

2 couple of months, I would think, and probably a little
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1 longer than that.

2 For a proposition that has already been fought

3 through a lengthy hearing, and produced presumably a

4 positive decision if there is going to be anything built,

5 people are going to be pretty ticked about not being able to

6 make any move for another, I don't know, a year and three

7 months to two years and a half, while the appeal procedure

8 and the Commission work. through.

O That is why I had said, why don't we adopt the

10 appendix B procedure we use for reactors to this process.

it Let the licensing board grinds its war through the

12 proposition, and come to an initial decision, or a partial

13 initial decision, if we separate lead with the site

14 suitability issues.

15 Then, let's do the same thing we do for reactors,

16 give the appeals board 60 days to scratch Its head over any

17 stays to effectiveness of that decision that are proposed,

18 or consider on its own motion whether there should be a

19 stay,, and make a recommendation to the Commission. Then let

20 the Commission ponder upon it for something on the order of

21 a month, and then let it go forward, or a part of the

22 construction go forward, if we think that appropriate, while

23 the rest of the appeal process and the Commission final

24 review work themselves out.

25 The reason that I think that ought to be done is,
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1 one the one hand I recognize the Commission's feeling of

2 need to have its hand on that decision that allows

3 construction to start, rather than just having it start by

4 automatic operation of the board decision and then the

5 director automatically signing off.

6 On the other hand, stop and think what we are

7 aoing to have at that time. We are going to have a site,

8 and it is going to have two shafts already dug into it, two

9 because the Bureau of Mines or the mine safety law requires

io two and not one shaft. At the bottom, down at depth, there

11 is going to be a chamber, and various drifts off from it

12 with various kinds of experimental apparatus in it, and so

13 on. It is not what I would call really a pristine and

14 untouched site at that point. -

15 If, indeed, you authorize construction to go

16 ahead, there isn't any great and profound, and irrevocable

17 change that is then going to take place, which you are going

18 to feel bad about if in the course of the appeal process

19 something you had not foreseen subsequently turns up and

X causes you to further condition the license, or whatever.

21 I would be very much against a process which left

22 us unable to authorize the proJect to go forward, at least

a in part, for times much greater than, let us say, 90 days

24 after an initial decision of the board.

25 ER. fARTIN& May I point that there are at least
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1 three different versions before the Commission. The one in

2 the main paper here was the version submitted by staff in

3 December, which was briefly discussed at a Commission

4 meeting. The General Counsel proposed an alternative by

5 memo of January 19.

6 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Yes.

7 BE. NARTIN& That memo moved, Commissioner

8 Hendrie, in the direction that you are seeking. The General

a Counsel's version was.then subsequently-modified in

10 Attachment 3 to Commissioner Bradford's memo of January

ii 23rd.

12 BE* BICKWITz General Counsel initially suggested

13 Appendix B.

14 CONSISSIONEE RENDRIE: What you have in the CC

is memo, I think, is more like the LRA.

16 CHAIRMAN AREARNEt Yes, we do know those pieces.

17 COMNISSIONEE HENDRIE& Let me find Appendix C.

18 COREISSIONER GILIESKYs You read this

19 tvo-and-a-half year process, I gather, in the words "Until

20 review by the Commission has been completed."

21 COIHISSIONER HENDRIE& Yes.

22 COMMISSIONER GILIMSKTa Suppose it said something

23 like *until Order of the Commission"?

24 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Then, so far as the

2 language of this regulation, you would not be constrained in
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1 MY view to track all the way through the whole appeal in the

2 Commission review process, but in fact it would mean just

3 that. The director can't go anywhere with the board's

4 decision until he gets an okay from the Commission. If the

6 Commission then chose to adopt some procedure like the

6- reactor Appendix B procedure, it could do so.

7 We could either do that, or we could spell out in

8 a little more detail what ve contemplate. Ordinarily, I am

9 sort of philosophically not in favor of spelling it out much

10 more than is absolutely necessary in regulations

11 themselves. Since we do have a procedure set down in the

12 reactor case, it is at least worth talking about, whether it

13 would be useful to have a little more indication here of

14 what that Commission approval means.

16 CORNISSIONER GILINSKY& Frankly, I wanted to put

16 the Commission more squarely in the path of the decision

17 than Appendix B puts us in the reactor case, simply because

18 it is one of a kind. I think here the Commission needs to

19 be doing more than having its finger on the choke point.

20 CRAIBEAN AREARNEs You in the past had proposals

21 on the appeal board. Would you have any comments on Joe's

22 concern to bring in the appeal board in this process?

23- COHEISSIONER GILIHSKY& I don't know. I have

24 always favored the two-step adjudication process. I am not

25 sure that this is the right vehicle to redo our appeal
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I process. That if pore or less your suggestion.

2 . CHAIREAN AHEARNE: I was just trying to set some

3 mechanism. I think I agree with you on that I don't see the

4 Commission involved in just taking a quick look.* I think

6 there has to be more direct involvement. This would mean to

6 me that there are two major reviews, and I did not see as

7 third.

8 COEMISSIONEB CILINSKT:* In somewhere along the way

9 we decide to go to a two-step adjudication process, it Yill

10 immediately also apply to this case, since in whatever rule

i1 we write we wifl have an indication of what happens to all

12 the pending cases.-

13 I don't think that it doesn't make sense to have

14an appeal process that just runs on for years while we are

15 building things, and all the important decisions that relate

16 to it. You are really just tidying things up for the court,

17 which is why I would like to see it compressed. I am not

18 sure that to try something for this particular case is the

19 way to go about doing it.

20 I think that by saying ZEy order of the

21 Commission," you put the Commission squarely in it.-

22 CHAIREAN AHEARFE: Yes, and you leave open the

= particular set of procedures that would then be followed.

24 COIHISSIONER GILINSKYs Right.

25 CHAIRMAN AHEARHE: WJhich might not be bad at this
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1 stage.

2 COINISSIONER BRADFORD: I have not heard any rush

3 of acclaim for the proposal I circulated on Friday, unless

4 it sounded somewhat Like what Joe was talking about.

5 COINISSIONER HENDRIE: I will tell me what

6 bothered me about your Attachment 3, Peter, and that was, if

7 the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal has completed its

8 review of all-issues raised on appeal or its own motion with

9 regard to radiological suitability, environmental

10 suitability of the site, safety, and so on and son.

11 What yours does, it seems to me, the Commission,

12 in fact, can authorize a portion of the construction to go

13 forward, but not until the appeal board has ground all the

14 war through, and we have then ground on their report with

15 regard to these site suitability issues, safety,

16 radiological safety, radiological safety, and

17 environmental. Then, of course, the safety and

18 environmental acceptability of that portion of construction

19 to be undertaken.-

20 I am not sure to buy you a whale of a lot, because

21 it seems to me that the hard arguments in this case are the

22 site suitability ones, rather than arguments about whether a

a copper overpack, or a stainless steel overpack is precisely

24 the right one.

25 COREISSIONEE BRADFORD& It only buys you time,
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1 Jie, if you structure the proceeding from the beginning with

2 an eye toward having those issues decided first at each

3 stage.

4 You are quite right that if everything reaches the

5 appeal board at once --

6 CONKISSIONER HENDRIEt But if that turns out to be

7 75 percent of the storm fury and litigative energy in the

8 case, rest it is a-help to have it up front, but not a whale

9 of a lot.

10 CO6NISSIONER BRADFORD& On the other hand, how

1 could you start construction in any serious way without

12 having made those three findings for the agency in any

13 case. Is there a more limited set of findings that you

14 would suggest one could make?

15 CHAIRRAN AHEARNEt I think the argument is whether

i6 the appeal board has to go through that in complete detail.

17 CONhISSIONER BRADFORD& There would be no point in

18 having the appeal board continue to work on it after the

19 Commission had authorized construction.

20 COHEISSIONEE HENDRIE: They do under Appendix B on

21 reactors.

22 COMMISSIONER SRADFORDt That is what we are trying

2 to avoid, I thought. That is on 'the risk of the applicant"

24 theory that really Just doesn't have such applicability in

25 this context.
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1 CHAIREAN AREARNE& I was trying to avoid the

2 appeal board from doing that for my purposes.

3 my concern with Peter's proposal is that it would

4 not really lead to a significant removal of that second

5 tier.

6 COENISSIONEE KENDRIEt. It is not framed to remove

7 the second tier review. It is aimed like the LWA provision,

8 to try to take the case --

CRAISHAN AHEARNE& I understand what it is aimed

10 that.

11 COENISSIONER HENDRIE: Let's take some issues in

12 the hearing, and push those up front.

13 CHAIERAN AHEARNEs I understand that. I just

14 don't believe, whether it is a single administrator or a

is commission at the time this comes up, but whatever is the

16 agency, I don't see the agency authorizing going ahead with

17 the construction of the first high-level waste repcsitory

18 without a substantial review.

19 I think you are automatically going to have two

20 Lengthy reviews. I don't believe that it is appropriate to

21 build in a third.

22 COINISSIONER BRADFORD: If one could be sure that

23 the Commission would, in fact, go at this the way the appeal

24 board does now, in the sense of taking what would be a

a 20,000-page or so record and reading it, then there would be
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2 that we can be confident enough that the Commission will

3 have so little else before it in whatever year this comes up

4 that you would get the kind of review that we normally do

5 get from the appeal board.

6 I think it is clear to all of us that there are

7 two ways, perhaps, to save time here. One is to try and put

a aside some of the issues before one can start construction,

B and that is my approach. The other is to put aside the

1o review, and that is your approach.

11 I must say, considering the overall times involved

12 here, I am not sure that the saving of time at the outset

13 makes all that big a difference. That is, one does not want

14 to stretch out time once construction is started, but

15 whether it starts in January of one year versus January of

16 another, at the end of this decade, probably does not make a

17 big difference over the span of time that we are talking

le about for the waste storage.

19 I an all for starting it as soon as one reasonably

X can.

21 COMISSIONER HENDRIEs I think it makes a lot of

2 different to the project people who would hope to build it,

2 and so on. The process we contemplate is one which seems

24 very, very lengthy at best.

25 CHAIRKAN AREARKE& I don't feel that this would be
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I a year. I feel it would be much more like an antitrust

2 case.

3 COM!ISSIONER BRADFORD& It takes time in an

4 antitrust case, or at least what takes a staggering amount

5 of time is the initial decision of the huge trial.

6 CHAIBIAR AREARENEs The appeal board review have

7 tended to take

8 COKEISSIONER BRADFORD& I am thinking of antitrust

9 cases in general, and not just this agency.

10 CHAIBIAN AHEARNEt I think in our case we do have

11 to look at agency practice, because it is a function of how

12 familiar is the system with the particular type of case.

13 This would be the one.

14 CONNISSIONER BRADFORDg I should think, though, if

15 the Commission at the time the application comes in says&

16 "We want this case structured in a war that issues relevant

17 to an early construction authorization are decided first,

18 and reviewed expeditiously." We have never laid that-kind

19 of a charge on the appeal board with regard to antitrust

20 cases. In fact, I think there is probably some tendency to

21 put the antitrust cases to one side when the press of work

22 gets too heavy. So if the system is charged the other way,

2 I think that those issues could move separate.

24 I don't hold this out as having the potential to

25 save rears, it clearly doesn't. But I don't it loses much
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1 compared to cutting the appeal board out, and I am reluctant

2 to do that for other reasons.

3 CHAIRRAN AHEARIEs Victor has solution to defer

4 action.

5 CONXISSIONER GILINSKYs Suppose we said, "Until

6 Order of the Commission," and then say that the Commission

7 vill find with respect to radiological site suitability, and

8 environmental site suitability, and whatever else it feels

9 sufficiently confident, it agrees that construction may

1o begin. That way you would be at least spelling out what the

11 Commission's Crder has to deal with.

12 CHAIRKAN AREARNEs That would be fine.

13 COHNISSIONER BRADFORD: You are not saying one way

14 or the other about the appeal board at this time.

15 CONNISSIONER GILINSKI& Right.

16 Picking up your points, the Commission Order would

17 have to say more than it is okay.

18 CONEISSIONER BRADFORDa I think in the interest of

19 progress this may be as well as we are going to do.

20 COKKISSIONER HENDRIE& I would like to suggest a

21 procedure. I would like to see that written down before we

22 try to decide one vat or the other. I would also like a

23 chance for the collective legal and technical staffs to

24 scratch head over it, and see what they like or don't like

25 about it. I don't want to decide today.
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1 CHPLIfEAN AHEARNEs It leaves the issue open. The

2 advantage of it is that it moves the rule forward.

3 COMMISSIONER HENDEIE& A procedural rule which

4 comes down finally and leaves a void between the steps -- It

6 says& Here are steps one, two, three, four. Then it gets

6 to step 42, and then says, "Sell sometime thereafter there

7 will be a decision, and we are not going to explain in this

B procedural rule how we get from step 42 to the end."

9 COEKISSIONER ERADFORD& That is not what it says.

10 COMKISSIONER HENDRIEz No.

11 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEs After all, Joe, in the next

12 five yearsr long before this would have to be resolved,

13 there might actually a little more understanding of the

14 process. All the giants of the earth are not walking around

1i at the moment. -

16 COIIISSIONER HENDRIEt I am unprepared to agree

17 with that.

16 (General laughter.)

19 CORNISSIONER GILIKSKYs I think also once an

20 initial decision comes down, I think this whole issue is

21 going to be reviewed by the Commission. The Commission is

2 going to have to deal with it, and since the rule says --

23 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE: It may be that the

24 formulation you are heading toward is one that can do it,

25 but I would like to see it drafted, and people scratch their
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1 head. As soon as we can come back to it, let's come back to

2 it.

3 Before you leave that point, I thought it was very

4 helpful, remember back when we were doing the policy

S statement that turned out to be Appendix B for reactors, one

6 of the concessions we made to our late colleague was that

7 the Commission would either do something, or say why it was

a unable to do something in a certain number of days. I think

9 that on balance that is probably a useful prod to have in

10 the language, and I wonder if it is possible to consider

11 some similar provision here, not 20 days, but some

12 proposition.

13 CHAIRKAN MHEARNE: I was very strongly in favor of

14 it at that time.

15 CONNISSIOIER BRADFORD: I was not- wild for it the

16 last time around. I guess I can't point to any situation in

17 which it has made any difference.

18 CONIISSIONEE BENDRIEs We have yet to have an

19 Appendix B case before us.

20 KR.- BICKWITs We had a small one up recently.

21 CONHISSIONER RENDRIE& You mean the Zero Power

22 situation?

3 HR. BICKUITt Yes.

24 COHUISSIONER HENDRIEs It was a useful prod in

25 that case.
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1 COHNISSIORER BRADFORDs gas it?

2 MR. BICKUIT: It was to our office.

3 (Ceneral laughter.)

4 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& That is right, it moved

5 him.

6 CORHISSIONER GILINSKIt But the fact is, there is

r going to be no lack of pressure.

8 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& Len, you will try to draft

9 something for us?

10 ER. BICKWITt Yes.

11 CHAIRMAN AREARNE& Page 32? Page 33? Page 34?

12 page 35?

13 Those of you who have a page 36,. which I dont --

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD% Not i.

Is CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt What is page 36?

16 IS. CAIELLO& I don't have a page 36 either.

17 Whatever it was, it has remained the same. I can find an

18 earlier page 36.

(Ceneral laughter.)

CHAIRMAN AHEARNEz Under the assumption, which we

21 will trust you to verify, that 36 is as it was.

22 Page 37? Page 38? Page 39?

23 Does anybody have any changes in the remaining

24 pages on the issues?

25 ES. CAKELLO: Page 36 deals with Part 21 solely.
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1 COMMISSIONER HENDRIE& Other than definitions.

2 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEz Rather than counting out every

3 page, does anyone have any --

4 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDt You still owe me a staff

6 guidance memo, but that would not be part of this anyvay.

6 -CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt Which staff guidance memo is

7 that?

e COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs That is the one where we

9 indicate to the director that at any point in the process

10 that calls for his approval in the rule, he is to consult

11 with the Commission. You, I think, were not in favor of it,

12 but the other two were.

13 CONMISSIONER HENDRIE& Was I?

14 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs You were as long as it was

16 not put in the rule, but was made the subject of a staff

16 guidance memo.

17 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEg So you are in favor of having

18 the director come back up to the Commission every time he

19 has to do his Job.

20 COQEIISSIONER HENDRIEt Well, he would be doing

21 that at sir-month intervals, I think.

22 CHAIRMAN AREARNEs No.

23 COINISSIONER HENDRIE: Don't they send you things

24 every six months?

25 CHAIRIAN AHEABNEs No, we changed that. We
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1 changed it to where the director can request information

2 from DOE whenever needs to.

3 CONEISSIONER HENDRIEt Yes, but expect to get sort

4 of a six-month regular report, don't we?

6 MS. CAMELLO: There are semi-annual reports that

6 DOE has to sake on the progress of site characterization.

7 CONSISSIONER RENDRIE& He can always go and ask

8 for things in-between, we allowed that. But the regular

9 flow, sort of the formal reporting, as it were, of the

10 project will come in the semi-annual reports. He will write

r1 a letter back saying, "Wishing you lots of luck," or

12 whatever is appropriate. I think it is not inappropriate

13 that he come and brief us on what the semi-annual report

14 was, how things are going, and what he is writing back. I

16 don't find that a problem. He may find it a problem, but it

16 helps to keep the Commission informed of what is going on.

17 CHAIBRAN AHEARNEt Correct me if this is wrong,

18 Peter, but my impression was that you were going beyond a

19 briefing on the semi-annual reports. Whenever the director

X was going to give his approval to something to the DOE, he

21 should first consult with the Commission.

22 COhEISSIOHER BRADFORD: There are not that many

2 points in here, I think, where the director's approval is

24 called for in the rule. But you are quite right that on

25 those occasions where it is called for, my point was, in
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1 essence, that he should brief the Commission as to what it

2 is that he is approving on a consultative basis.

3 r guess we would stop him if the majority
4 disagreed, but --

6 COMMISSIONER CILINSKYt Are-you saying that he

6 would send up a note saying, ml intend to approve the

7 following, and would in so many days.

8 COHNISSIONER BRADFORDs The only thing I can

9 remember off-hand that I know that this would cover is the

10 approval of the site characterization plans. What other

11 situations are there in there that explicitly call for the

i2 director's approval.

13 MR. DIRCKS& Is that during the site

14 characterization phase?

15 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDI I think in the rule

16 itself, what is there beyond the site characterization plan

17 that explicitly calls for the director's approval?

18 ER. EARTISs That is a major event. It really not

19 approval, it is comment. That is what I understood, that we

20 would come down and give you a briefing on what action we

21 would intend to say. That should not be a problem. There

2 are not many of them, three or four.

2 - COENISSIONEE BRADFORDa That is right.

24 COMNISSIOHEE RENDRIE& I think you would want to

25 come and keep us informed anyway about their progress and
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1 what they were reporting, and what you were planning to say

2 back by way of written comments representing the agency.

3 NE. HARTINs I think we discussed that.

4 CHATIRAN PHEAENE& I think the point I was trying

5 to make is that as the future time develops, I think the

6 administrative reponsibility for the flow of information is

7 something that has to be worked out by the then Commission,

8 or the then head of the agency, and the then staff.

8 I don't think that it is a good idea to try to pin

10 down at this stage administrative reporting arrangements.-

11 Certainly if it vere-tomorrow, I would certainly expect them

12 to come in and tell us what they are doing.

13 CONNISSIOWER HENDRIE& Pindown is a peculiar

14 vord. This is a staff directive we are talking about

15 writing.

16 COEKISSIOHER BRADFORDs That is exactly right.

17 COUHISSIONER HENDRIEs Which we would publish at

18 this time, and that would stand as sort of a Commission to

19 Bill or John when they get a repository project going. At

20 anr tine, our successor commissions can send down another

21 staff memo saying, "We thought it over, and never mind. We

22 don't want to hear about item or whatever.

2- CHAIRMAN AHEARKEs r want to reiterate that I was

24 not saying that whoever is running the agency would not want

2 to hear about it. It is just it did not seem to me that we
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1 were attempting to pindown, knowing that we are not going to

2 be the ones sitting here hearing about the comments. We

3 were still putting into place an administrative procedure

4 that was not going to affect us.

6 COKUISSIONER BRADEORD& The only point in that

6 same category was that we agreed that the technical rule was

7 to speak to some extent as to the criteria for what was in

a these sites.

9 CHAIRMAN AREARRE& Wasn't that in the staff

10 correspondence?

11 COMMISSIONER BRADFORDs If it already has been,

12 fine.

13 CHAIRMAN AHEARNE& I think so. I know one went

14 out in the last week.

16 COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& Okay.

16 CHAIRMAN AHEARNEt Do you have anything else,

17 Peter?

18 . COMMISSIONER BRADFORD& No.

19 CHAIRMAN AHEARVE& Joe?

20 COHNISSIONER HENDEIEs Item 1, my recommendation

21 is that on page 76 of the Enclosure A, about six or seven

22 lines from the bottom, that you take out the old English

23 spelling of full-time, "additional full-time inspectors,"

24 unless it means something other than full-time.

25 The second thing is with regard to our extended
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i discussions about the immediate effectiveness aspect. It

2 seems to me that we are not going to be able to enunciate

3 that section without some suggestion or idea of what the

4 appeals board is or is not going to do in the process.

6 What I recommend is that counsel and assorted

6 legal authorities scratch their heads, and see what they

7 would recommend to-as.

8 CHAIRNAN AREARNE& It is possible, however,-to

9 leave 42 open. I think your point is that you would advise

10 against that.

11 COMEISSIORER HENDRIEs I would advise against

12 that. It seems to me a bad thing to do to issue a final

13 procedural rule, which does not in fact tell you how you get

14 from the. beginning to the ends

15 CEAIEKAN AHEARNE: Any other comments?

16 COKHISSIONER BRADFORD& It has been pointed out to

17 me that if I were to adhere honestly to the spirit of my

18 agreement with Joe on the language on page 63, we should in

19 fact drop the word "explicitly. You had talked me out of

20 that one before, and you should be permitted to keep it.

21 COHXISSIONER HEEDEIEs Thank you. Tom. You saved

a a terrible miscarriage of justice in language.

a3 Take out explicit?

24 NS. CAKELLOt I have it.

25 COMMISSIONEE RENDRIEz May I have the name of the
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typist who keeps typing back in --

CHAIREAN AHEARNE& No, you may not. That does not

extend to your prerogatives.

Any other comments?

(No response.)

CHAIRNAN AHEARNrt The meeting is adjourned.

(Whereupon, at 4010 p.m., the meeting adjourned.)
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Chairman John F. Ahearne
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As the Commission has announced, the NRC Staff is preparing
proposed technical criteria to be included in forthcoming
regulations governing the geologic disposal of radioactive
wastes (Subpart E - Technical Criteria of Proposed 10 CFR
Part `O, Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic
Repositories). In the course of this preparation, the NRC
Staff has discussed the concepts it is incorporating into its
proposals with interested agencies and organizations, including
the Department of Energy, environmental groups and industry.
We understand that the NRC Staff will be submitting a draft
proposed regulation to the Commission for its approval and
publication in the Federal Register relatively soon; perhaps
next month.

We had an opportunity to discuss an early version of the
draft technical criteria with the NRC Staff last October. We
have been provided a more current version which still contains
a number of concepts that we believe to be troublesome.

Although we realize that there will be an opportunity for
public comment at such time as the proposed criteria may be
approved by the Commission for publication in the Federal
Register, we are writing this letter to you now because we
believe that the Commission should be aware of certain basic
problems before it makes a determination as to whether to issue
a proposed regulation for formal comments.

- i~l')
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Some of the problems identified below are so basic that
we would urge the Commission to direct the NRC Staff to review
these areas further and to develop revised proposed regulations
which would be more consistent with a sound regulatory approach.
In some areas it may be possible that the proposed regulations
could be redrafted so as to include alternative approaches for
public comments. We are concerned that if the proposed regu-
lation is issued in its present form it will imply that the
Commission has decided - albeit only tentatively for purposes
of public comments - that the proposal reflects the Commission's
current view of the appropriate regulatory approaches. We
believe that if the Commission reviews these matters carefully
at this time it will wish to avoid creating such a public
impression.

We have two basic concerns with the draft regulation and
the accompanying document entitled "Approach and Rationale."
First, in our view, the proposal is largely inconsistent with
the widely accepted "systems approach" to nuclear waste manage-
ment. We believe it is essential that the NRC regulations
def~ine standards and criteria for the acceptable performance of
an overall disposal system so that sound programmatic and imple-
menting decisions can be made that result in a conservative
approach to meeting performance requirements through an appro-
priate combination of natural and engineered components of the
system. Instead of focusing on performance of the overall
system, the proposed regulation, in its present form, specifies
minimum or absolute requirements for various aspects of compo-
nents of the system. Whether or not any of these requirements
are individually justifiable, we are concerned that when
imposed as a group upon a proposed system they will result in
a set of unrelated, unrealistic requirements that are not based
upon potential risk to public health and safety or the environ-
ment, and that may not be attainable in any one, specific
geologic medium or site. In essence, they may amount to an
unrealistic collection of redundant requirements which may con-
ceivably be less conservative than appropriate requirements
based on system performance. We urge the Commission to direct,
the NRC Staff to develop criteria and standards tied to a
reference methodology for projecting repository performance
that is delineated in a manner that bears a logical relationship
to known risks (both radiological and non-radiological) from
natural events and common activities.

Our second basic concern is that the proposal, in its
current form, contains little analysis or rationale in support
of the quantitative requirements to be imposed on components
of the system, or on processes or conditions that may have some
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potential impact on the system. Since the technical or other
basis for the-requirements is not set forth, it is difficult
to evaluate the validity of the Staff's proposal. Moreover,
in some instances, requirements are indiscriminately carried
over from one area to another. For example, whatever may be
the merits of a 2 km control zone for human activities, it is
difficult to understand why the same area should be applied
in order to preclude or avoid natural processes - a requirement
which, in our view, would appear to be much more site dependent
and, therefore, could vary under particular circumstances.
Again, we urge the Commission to direct the NRC Staff to include
in the proposed regulations only requirements for which the
Staff can provide a meaningful analytical basis and rationale.

The Attachment to this letter contains a number of addi-
tional comments as examples of the types of problems we per-
ceive in the Staff's current approach. We do not suggest that
the Commission needs to review them in detail at this time;
but they serve to buttress our view that the Commission should
provide the NRC Staff with more explicit guidance as to both
the objectives of the regulations, and the back-up that the NRC
Staff should include for any proposal. For example, we believe
that the NRC Staff's proposed lengthy retrievability require-
ment (see Item 4 of Attachment) not only has no appropriate
basis, but will inevitably result in some compromise of con-
tainment-isolation integrity and, in addition, may also be
misinterpreted as putting off disposal decisions to future
generations.

The safe disposal of high level radioactive waste.on a
timely basis is a matter of transcendent importance. We
believe that, at each stage in the development of relevant
regulations, the Commission will want to proceed in as careful,
fully-considered manner as possible. It is in this spirit
which we write you now.

We would be pleased, of course, to discuss our views on
these subjects with the Commission or with the NRC Staff.

Sincerely,

EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

By____________
MiChael A. Bauser

MAB:cfw
Attachment
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Commissioner Victor Gilinsky
Commissioner Richard T. Kennedy
Commissioner Peter A. Bradford
William J. Dircks, Executive

Director for Operations
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Examples of Specific Comments

1. Some of the requirements can be construed as unjustifiably

precluding salt and basalt formations as potentially suitable for a

deep geologic repository. (See proposed sections 60.122(b)(1)(ii),

60.122(b)(3)(iii), 60.122(b)(4)(ii), 60.122(b)(5).) Clarification

and/or revision is needed to relate these requirements to acceptable

system performance.

2. The limitation on annual release rate of radioactive material

as proposed in section 60.111(b)(3) needs to be clarified (in addition

to providing the analytical basis for the quantitative value). Such

a requirement must bear some logical relationship to the potential

for producing hazard rather than as an arbitrary expression of total.

inventory (e.g., is a release from a larger capacity repository a

priori more acceptable than one from a smaller capacity one?).

3. The proposed regulations appropriately do not require the

design to accommodate the effects of meteorite or aircraft impacts.

They should similarly exclude from consideration geologic events

(e.g., vulcanism, active faulting) that obviously will be extremely

improbable at a suitable repository location.

4. The unduly lengthy retrievability requirement in proposed

section 60.111(d) will inevitably result-in some compromise of con-

tainment/isolation integrity. Not only does it violate a systems

approach to attainment of effective radiological protection, it also

re-raises the issue of putting off disposal decisions to future

generations. The retrievability requirement needs much more careful

and rigorous analysis before specifying any arbitrary requirement.

One basis that should be included in such an analysis is the time
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frame in which useful performance or test data and information may

be acquired following waste emplacement.

5. 60.121(b): The purpose of the Control Zone (CZ) as stated

in this section differs from its application in 60.122. The require-

ments for controlling human activities differ from the need to avoid

natural processes, and the same dimension may not be appropriate for

both. Indeed, the dimensions for avoiding some hazards will be

different than for others. The vertical distance specified for the

CZ would appear to allow directional drilling or mining below the

actual repository. If this is intended, it should be clear that such

activities must be shown not to compromise containment.

6. 60.122(c)(3)(i): Permeability of 1 x 10 i2 is below the

resolution of most measuring equipment and likely would be difficult

to dermonstrate with confidence. Instead, there should be included a

more reasonable limit that could be measured within the state-of-the-

art. Furthermore, existing and anticipated hydraulic gradients are

equally important to fluid movement and should also be addressed.

7. 60.122(d)(1): Investigations in the area extending 100 km

or more from the site may be appropriate. However, it should be

clear that the actual distance investigated would be determined by

the location of conditions affecting the site. It may be necessary

to investigate certain aspects of some sites at distances of more

than 100 km while investigations of other factors or at other sites

may be adequate at distances much less than 100 km.
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UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AG
Washington. D.C. 20451

Mm=ULE W RU-(60U .Kt
OFFICEOF (N5 Fi .31393) {tMAY I 41

THE DIRECrOR April 11, 1980 te)S

Dear Mr. Ahearne:

The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency appreciates
the invitation, extended in your letter of March 12, to
contribute to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's rule-
making proceeding on the disposition of radioactive wastes.
Although ACDA has no direct programmatic responsibilities
in this area, discussions related to the back end of the
nuclear fuel cycle have important nuclear nonproliferation.
implications, and, as such, are of considerable interest
to this Agency. Accordingly, we participated in both the
International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) and
Interagency Review Group (IRG) analyses of methods for
managing and disposing of nuclear waste materials, including,
especially, spent nuclear reactor fuel.

With respect to your first two questions, we note that
the IRG and INFCE reports concluded that permanent disposal
of radioactive waste is technically feasible, and that
President Carter has established a schedule which calls for
the first full-scale repository to be operational in the
mid-1990's.

Your third question dealt with on-site storage of
spent fuel in the event of the unavailability of an off-
site capability at that time. We understand that the tech-
nology for storage of spent fuel in water-filled pools is
well-established andl has been proven through extensive
experience. We know of no evidence that would preclude the
use of this storage technology for extended periods. In
addition, reliance on dry techniques for long storage
periods also appears to be feasible.

We believe it would be useful to make several additional
comments. As you know, for reasons associated primarily

Mr. John 1. Ahearne
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C.

4718..To OGC for Appropriate Action .... Cpys to: RF...80-0783

~ cpv'p
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with nuclear proliferation concerns, the U.S. Government
has indefinitely deferred support-for deployment of a
domestic commercial reprocessing capability. As a conse-
quence, consideration is being given to providing for both
temporary storage and permanent disposal of high-level
wastes in the form of spent fuel which has not been re-
processed. In a position fully supported by ACDA, the IRG
found that "reprocessing is not required to assure safe
disposal of commercial spent fuel in appropriately chosen
geologijc environments. Moreover, current United States
repository designs are and will continue to be based on
the ability to receive either solidified reprocessing waste
or discarded spent fuel as a waste material." Thus the
question of whether spent fuel is reprocessed or not should
not affect conclusions about the availability of off-site
disposal facilities for high-level radioactive wastes.

In the shorter term, the Administration is moving
toward creation of an away-from-reactor spent fuel storage
capability as a further measure for assuring that spent
fuel can be safely contained in off-site locations.

Finally, we would like to point out the important non-
proliferation implications of an -early demonstration of
methods for off-site storage and disposal of spent fuel.
While the decision to defer commercial reprocessing in this
country was based primarily on economic considerations, it
was also intended to encourage other countries to consider
such deferral. The success of such a policy is, of course,
dependent on demonstrating the availability of alternative
technologies for coping with the resulting accumulations
of spent fuel being generated by operating nuclear reactors.
The NRC rulemaking process will constitute an independent
assessment of the viability in the U.S. of such alternative
technologies, and it may stimulate other countries to con-
sider permanent disposal options which do not require
reprocessing.

We hope that these comments will be useful in NRC's
rulemaking proceeding.

Sincerely yours,

prgeon M. Kee 1A
Acting
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1Mr. John F. Ahearne MAY j41
Chairman OIktb
N~uclear Regulatory Coriuission DOfct
1717 H Street, N14 , fgC
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Ahearne:

Please find enclosed a self-explanatory letter from
Peter 3. Walley.

I respectfully request a report on this matter. Thank you
*for your assistance.

Si elly4 '

Jo inson, M.C.

JE/ri

4/24..To OGC for Direct Reply..Suspense: May 2 .. CpyS to: EDO
Docket, OCA to Ack...80-0830



* 4: 1 t1MISS IPPI DEPARTMENT OF NATURA2'iAESOURCES
Offfice of Energy
P. 0. Box 10586 ';8S-.- ¢Jackson. Mississippi 39209 . __
(601) 961-SDBD

*}arch 3, 1980

Secretary -

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
WeshinE:on, D. C. 20555

Attn: :ocketing and Services Brancb

Dear Sirs:

Cr c. oŽ.:. oi.S 0!? 7?6dPOSED-XL S L FOR DISPOSL OF
ZICE-LEBVEL R.ADIOACTIVE 9A ET (EL"') '. GEOLOGIC
RIPOSI7TRIES SPPi.6POSED LlCE'SIrX PsOCZDV'ES -

The present approach to the ELVA Disposal process evidenced
by the proposed licensing procedures outlined in Ts.Vol 44,
No. 236 is an action in the proper direction. she Missistippi
Office ns eig$<supports the concept of 'he URC's involvement
in expanded site characteiiYations rather than provisional
Tonstruction authorizations and in the reviev of the Department
of Energy's plans for site characterization and site selection
procedures, methods and criteria prior to the use of such
procedures, methods, and criteria.

There are, however, several convents and questions that
deserve additional attention:

1) It is =ost important at the state and local level that
agency representatives and citizens in general have a
clear understanding of the roles to be played by DOE,
NRC, EPA, and-other federal agencies that -ight be
involved. The process now defined tends to cloud and
distort the view as to these roles.

Some overview of these relationships should be -made an
ongoing part of any state and local public hearing
and/or meetings.

2) There are presently several site characterization
decisions in progress by DOE, including three sites
in Mississippi. The site characterization reports
under the pre-application review should apply in
retrospect to these efforts.

3) The site characterization report. does niot address
directly the problems of site-related itpacts, such
as transportation, economic and social, on the local
and state infrastructure and population. This should
be specifically addressed in any site characterization
report.
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4) The contents of l2cense applications TequirE'plans for
coping with radiologicalenergencies. These types of
;plans place a considerable amount of responsibility for
planning on the state and local governzents. The extent
and scope of the plans should be defined as in those
regulations required for nuclesr coCierciel poier TeactOl

5) In the license inendment to deconnission the description
of the progran for post-decormissioning monitoring shoull
be zore specific and require scre zinimum level of activ:
in perpetuity.

6) The general tone of the Subpart C--Participation by Stat
Governnents--gives the impression that state end local
governments are that of observers and occasional parti-
cipants provided they generate enough activity.

7he consultation process should give the state a stronger,
more formalized role in the activities of site characteriration,
particularly those that relate to site specific 6ata as opposed
to generic data. The concurrence part of the consultation and
concurrence process would then be addressed by any state and/or
federal lai's in place. The consultation definition and process
-should be made clearer to the extent that the state has the
procedure available to reconmnend specific courses of action
wnereupon the Director of the 1NC's Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards would respond in writing as to vhy a par-
ticular recorr.endation was not taken, if so. This w'ould define
the state participation program in a fornal sense. This, of
course, vould then nodify the approval of proposals process
(Section 60.83).

Please be assured that M~ississippi is vitally concerned wlitl
this process and will provide additional co~rents and concerns at
the issue natures.

Sincerely,

Peter Walley
Director

* PJW'/js

cc; Governor William Uinter
Attorney General 1'illian A. Allain
Mississippi Congressional Delegation



RNASA ....
National ranauticsa and
Space Administration

Washington, D.C.
20546

Office of the Administrator PR 18 1980

The Honorable John F. Ahearne
Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission DXAJ "B3i3ER
Washington, D.C. 20555 PRcwtS.o gLE_ ____ ____

N5 FA 31393
Dear Mr. Ahearne:

In response to your letter of March 12, 1980, concerning the proposed
rulemaking related to safe disposal of radioactive wastes, we have no
,information that would modify the conclusions of the Report to the President
by the Interagency Review Group (IRG) on Waste Management, TID-29442 March
1979. As a result of the IRG study, we consider it to be within the capability
of the Nation to solve the waste problems.

Our internal review indicates that the subject of near-term disposal of
nuc-ear waste lies outside of NASA's principle areas of expertise. Accordingly,
we believe that it would be proper for us to defer to the judgment of others
on the more immediate issues identified in your letter. For the longer term,
as the Commission is aware, we are conducting an assessment of space concepts
for nuclear waste isolation in support of DOE studies of alternatives in nuclear
waste management. On the basis of these studies, we believe one technologically
feasible future option may be permanent isolation of nuclear wastes in deep
space.

We hope that you find this information useful.

Very lruly yours,

Robert A.
Administrator

McJ4ed by 'rd,. /



Departmnent of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545
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PAVED RULE PRn -6 OT (t us F
(e5 F9 31393)MAY 480

Honorable Trent Lott
Rouse of Representatives \kting g
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Lott:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Hr. Peter J. Walley's letter of
MRrch 3, 1980 to the U.S. 'nuclear AegulaLury Commission on their proposed
procedures for licensing repositories for the disposal of high-level radioactive
wastes. tanv of his concerns were addressed by DOE and set forth in DOE's
comments to }RC on the NRC proposed procedures. A copy of DOE's comments on the
NRC proposed procedures is enclosed for your use in responding to Mr. Walley.

Some clarification of DOE's position may be useful with respect to the second
and third itemized points of Mr. Walley's letter. On the second point, we
certainly agree that the information presently being developed in site
characterization studies underway should be included in reports filed with the
NRC and fully intend to do so. An NRC opinion on the completeness of the
characterization program would be welcomed and would be included in the planning
of any additional tests.

On Mr. Walley's third point, the site characterization report might best, we
believe, keep to technical issues related to public health and safety, i' line
with current recommendations that NRC emphasize those aspects of its oversight
of nuclear matters. The socioeconomic and other community impacts mentioned by
Mr. Walley would be analyzed in the documents required in compliance with the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and would also be reviewed by the XRC
-and by State authorities.

Please contact me if I can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

O-ite;:..i F',:C by
R. G. r-W.LZ_:cr5I

Sheldon Meyers
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for 'Nuclear Waste Management

Enclosure

cc: v/o enclosure
J. Martin, Dir., Division of Waste
,ynagement, NRC

. Minovue, Dir., Office of Standards
Development, XRC
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R'.'TD'UJ.LER PR 60 \ May 21, 1980

('A5 F R., 31,3q3)
Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission M0
Washington, D. C. 20555 M USN4R0

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch MAY 28193t

i~~~~i~ of>tthstrilte

Gentlemen: \ith

Subject: Proposed Draft Technical Criteria for 10 CFR Part 60

Given below are some comments on the proposed Draft Technical Criteria for
10 CFR Part 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic
Repositories," as published in Volume 45 of the Federal Register on May 13,
1980, at p. 31393 - 31408.

Subpart 60.2 Definitions

"Disposal" is stated to mean "permanent emplacement within a storage space
with no intent to retrieve for resource values." I would suggest that
"disposal" should mean emplacement with no intent to retrieve for any reason
after decommissioning of the repository. "Disposal" should emphasize that
a final decision has been made with respect to these wastes except for
unforseeable circumstances that might occur within the repository prior
to decommissioning.

"Important to safety" refers to "undue risk to health and safety of the public."
Subpart 60.101(b) mentions "unreasonable risk to the health and safety of
the public." Is there a difference between "undue risk" and "unreasonable
risk" ? Why not use either term, but not both? In any event, the term(s)
should be defined to provide more specific guidance in the evaluations that
are to be performed in accordance with 10 CFR Part 60.

Subpart 60.111 Performance objectives

Suggested wording in (a)(l) is: ". . . reasonable assurance that radiation
exposures and releases of radioactive materials are as low as reasonably
achievable and in any event within the limits set forth in Part 20 of this
Chapter." (underlined words added)

Subpart 60.122 Siting requirements

It is suggested that the words 'Demonstration of" be omitted from (3)(ii)
and (3)(iii).

-cKfnowedged bycard.5I/.ifl4M..
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Subpart 60.132 Design requirements

The word "practicable" is used in (a)(5)(ii). It should be defined, e.g.,
to include economic as well as technical and health and safety considerations.
The word "feasible" could perhaps be used instead of "practicable." "Feasible"
.has been judicially defined with respect to OSHA standards for noise
[Turner Co. v. Secretary of Labor and OSHRC, 7th Cir., 1977, 561 F.2d 82,85
(5 OSHC 1790)].

The phrase "essential to safety" is used in (a)(8)(lii). This should be
defined or the previously defined phrase "important to safety" should be
used instead.

Suggested wording in (a)(9)(ii)(a) is: ". . to insure that exposures are
as low as reasonably achievable and in any event within the limits of Part
20 of this Chapter." Also, it would be useful to define what is meant by
"significantly above background levels." Is this 25 percent greater,
50 percent greater, or what? "Small as compared with the natural background"
has been suggested to be interpreted as the standard deviation of the
natural background or about 20 millirems/year [H. I. Adler and A. M. Weinberg,
Health Physics, 34, 719-720 (1978)]. (in suggested wording, underlined words added)

Subpart 60.133 Waste package and emplacement environment

Suggested wording in (c)(3) is: ". . . exposure to operational personnel will
be as low as reasonably achievable and in any event not exceed the values in
Part 20 of this Chapter; . . " (underlined words added)

In general, the proposed rules appear to be reasonable and to provide
a good basis for high-level waste disposal. It is to be hoped that most of
the emphasis will be on the characteristics of the site and not upon
the engineered containment features.

Very truly yours,-

Arvin S. Quist
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Attention: Docketing Diviction, Samuel Chilk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

June 11/1980

Office of Public Affairs RE: Comments on NRCWrod
Washington, D. C. 2 0 5 5 5 rulemaking on Technical Criteria

for regulating geologic disposal
Dear Sirs: of high-level waste, release No. 80.92

Federal Register May 13,1980
Objection is hereby given in to storing high level nuclear wastes in rock formations.
Nuclear wastes should be secured to the best present state of the art, be that
in glass, or in other containers, but always with the option of retrieval.

Geology is not an exact science. It is a science in a constant state of flux,
evidenced in reality in continental drift. Some of the high level wastes proposed
for disposal will z require isolation from the environment for 100, 000 years or
more. Neither the USGS, nor the NRC, nor DOE can guarantee stability of
geologic formations, much less predict where and when earthquakes can occur.
Modeling for stable sghs; geological sites does not insure stability. Models
only provide theoretical configurations.

In section 4. Treatment of Uncertainties you state "First, geologic disposal is an
entirely new enterprise 3 - no experience exists with geologic disposal. t The
USSR has attempted geologic disposal. Perhaps the NRC should await the results
of their initial attempts before committing the U. S. to this "tdisposaltt method.

Section 5. Human Intrusions. The NRC would nd have to be concerned about
human intrusions in any highlevel nuclear waste repository IF you were completely
honest in telling the public the dangers associated with these wastes both qualitatively

and quantitatively. The NRC and DOE have been very remiss in this and have simply
put off the problem by promising a waste management and/or disposal program
always sometime in the future.

Section (7) Human Intrusion Problem. 2ISimply stated, human intrusion cannot be
prevented;" If you canNOT keep humans from intruding, HOW can you possibly
guarantee the stability of the geologic formation, or the expe~ited behavior of a
repository, or the waste/rock interaction? If humans, subject to;'will and reasom
cannot be controlled, how do you expect a human to be able to control an inanimate
rock formation?

High Level wastes should be kept, as stated above, in retrievable storage facilities,
until a genuine djsposal metkod is found, not a 21disposalft that is simply one of
ItOut of sight, and (hopefully) out of mind". A genuine "disposal"f method is one
that would render the nuclear wastes completely harmless to man and his environment.

Q7 7
rIa~kri Lou , 2A. E. Wasserbach

Ac1nowged edby card..W.l3ls2..luU, Box 2308 W. Saug. Rd.

Saugerties, New York 1 2 4 7 7
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(1.5 FK 31-3~3 CE
Attn:- Docketing and Service Branch 6 U$NRO

Nuclear Regulatory Commission "at191M930 P.
Washington, D.C. 20555 b Smd&

Dear Sir:

The following comments on your May 13, 1980,Federal Register notice are offered
in the hope that they can be of some use in developing adequate criteria.

First, an observation. It seems that the very worst of all possible circum-
stances is where we now find ourselves. Because of delays in reprocessing and
waste disposal, coupled with the ongoing military weapons program (and to a
much lesser extent the civilian power program), we now have scattered through-
out the country, millions of gallons of high level wastes and tons of plutonium
and fission products. All this material requires continous monitoring and
is subject to terrorism, war, natural disaster, and assorted accidents. This
situation has already been allowed to continue too long, and is a major issue
that should be addressed in any environmental impact'statement for the technical
criteria. It appears that almost any repository design based on storing in-
soluble wastes would have less long term impact and risk than our current practice.

Accordingly, in your criteria development please consider the following: -

1. No environment can be controlled or assured for very long periods
of time. Therefore the fuel reprocessing step should be calibrated
so that the activity resulting from the actinide content of the
finished waste form does not greatly exceed that in naturally
occuring uranium or thorium ores. If this is done, the repositories
would need no special considerations for the very long term, including
the 10000 years mentioned in 60.122(a-2-iii). 500 years would be more
reasonable, as a suggestion.

2. Large amounts of geologic survey work will be done to establish the
stability and hydrology of a candidate repository formation. Since
this will allow establishment of a high level of confidence in
continued stability for a few hundred more years, the repository
should then be allowed to accept any reasonably imobilized recoverable
waste form such as fused ceramic glass, or even encased metal oxides.
Best presently available technology should become the guideline, not
some hypothetical future perfection which further delays efforts to clean
up our present mess.

3. We already have a fission product and transuranic waste repository,
namely the Nevada bomb test site. That repository does not seem to be
regarded as a particularly serious hazard, and it has 'not been engineered
for multiple barrier containment, or to prevent future human intervention.
Therefore, while it is necessary to have some plan for this, it does not
appear justified to study this aspect of the problem exhaustively as

s °F {0 3 2<&A keawwd by cer. (a.|DD



suggested in 60.122(1-3), nor to spend any major effort to validate
the modeling of future conditions as called for in 60.122(a-6).

4. Since this is a waste repository, only packaging, not processing,
of onsite waste should be required (60.132-b-5).

5. Per comment 3, major efforts to study alternative engineered barriers
referred to in 60.132-C-2 do not appear reasonable or justified.

6. Section 60.132-D-1-iii does not seem creditable. If the mass of
investigation done prior to the start of construction is not sufficient
to generate the required confidence the site should be abandoned. No
"pilot program" can prove what the site investigations didn't, unless it
losts hundreds of years.

7. Comparative evaluations of alternative waste forms for every repository,
as called for in 60.133-a-1, are not justified.. DOE should either
specify allowable waste forms, or set specifications. In fact this appears
to have done in (b), so (a) is entirely without merit.

In summary, the thrust of these comments is toward adopting criteria which tend
to permit rather than hinder the development of a repository. The search for
absolute perfection is futile, and dangerous, and will result in unjustified
expenditures of public funds. Getting state agreement to site a repository could
be made much easier, I suspect, by allowing them to charge "use fees"
than it would by trying to convince them your criteria are perfect.

B.R. McElmurry
Chemical Engineer

BRM:klg

My address is:

Barry McElmurry :
6000 Moongate Dr.
Rancho Palos Verdes,Ca 90274
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OF ARIZONA

June 26, 1980

Secretary of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attn: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:

Attached are some comments and questions relative to 10 CFR
Part 60 as requested on the Federal Register Vol. 45, No. 94,
Tuesday, May 13, 1980.

The proposed regulation,in general,
written and much needed.

is comprehensive, well

Research Program

JGM/km

Enc.

Acknowlsdaed by card. -71iIeD- .mdv..
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Comments:

1. Ref §60.122 (a) (2) (i) and §60.122 (a) (8)

100 kilometers is very arbitrary. The geologic setting could
be such that the horizontal extent of investigations would be
adequate within 25 kilometers of the operations area. The
requirement should indicate detailed investigations to the horizontal
extent necessary to define actual and potential, natural and human,
impacts.

2. Ref 560.122 (b) (1) What about large populations?

3. Ref §60.122 (b) *(2) (vii) Substitute "heat flux" for "gradient"
in that gradients vary due to changes in thermal conductivity and
boundary conditions.

4. Ref §60.122 (b) (3) What about endangered ecosystems or biota? What
about archeological or historical sites?

I



823 Del Ganado Road
San Rafael, California 94903

oseT 1VUMER 6 @ June 26, 1980

PASED RULE __GilAs(L45 iR 31393)
Secretary
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Mr. Secretary:

10 CFR Part 60, Technical Criteria for
Regulating Geologic Disposal of
High-Level Radioactive Waste

This letter is written in response to your Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
on-the above subject.

I would first like to generally concur and offer my compliments to your staff-
for an excellent development of the logic relative to a very difficult subject.

Next, I would like to offer the following major comments which I believe to be
related to an omission rather than a comment on any one of the proposed criteria.
This omission deals with the fact that it is fundamentally wrong to imply that
we can predict everything that will occur, or all new factors or phenomena
that we will ever discover during the radioactive decay period. However, such
a problem is not new to the scientist, or engineer, except to the degree of
time involved. The normal engineering solution to such a problem falls into
two broad categories. The first category is to provide in the design, and in
the construction of a facility, added margins of safety, or spare back-up
equipment, which can be utilized when and if necessary. This first category
is generally recognized in your criteria. The second category involves
incorporation in the basic design, starting at its concept selection, of
adequate bases by which future changes can be made to the facility to take
care of any reasonably projected possible new factors or phenomena. As
examples, the designer of a facility leaves adequate room so that a piece of
equipment can be replaced - even though it may not be deemed important
enough to have provided a spare, or to even have provided the needed crane.
Thus, the distinction is the consideration of, and preservation of, possible
future options as contrasted with those which should be fully incorporated
into the facilities from the start.

Acknowledzed by CsTd. .31 j&1..mdv.V.
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This logic leads one to further consideration at the concept selection stage
of such future options as the reasonableness of diverting future groundwater
flows, should they be found-to occur, further sealing components that may
have not been effectively sealed, and even the longer term recoverability
concepts under extreme conditions. (It is also recognized that a strong
emphasis on this latter item would lead in the direction of selecting a
concept which makes such recoverability easier - i.e., probably the use of
less depth, or even a surface final disposition concept. For this reason,
I also would not favor the 300-meter-minimum depth criteria.)

As a general strategy, I also believe that we ought not to be considering
the subject as "disposal", which has a finality connotation that the above
logic acknowledges we cannot accept, and which has a growing disfavor with
the public. A more responsible scientific and engineering position to take
is that we are providing for the "disposition" of wastes in a manner which
will adequately store them until their inherent potentially harmful
characteristics disappear. I would strongly recommend substitution of the
word "disposition" for "disposal".

I also would like to offer the following more detailed comments:

(1) The criteria acknowledges the need to avoid resources that are
economically exploitable, and includes as such a resource "... a
high and anomalous geothermal gradient relative to the regional
geothermal gradient". However, we also should acknowledge that
the placement of heat-producing materials in a repository will
build up the surrounding temperatures to a level that might be
interpreted by a future explorer as just such an anomalous
geothermal gradient. Thus, we must conclude that we can have
administrative controls for longer than 100 years, or we must
not entice the explorer by allowing temperatures to rise to the
level that he might interpret as being of interest.

In this regard, it is perhaps important to categorize the wastes
by a thermal characteristic, as well as the radioactive
characteristics, with the distinction being the time period
during which the surrounding media temperature will be increasing
(due to a heat generation rate that is greater than the heat
dissipation rate) and a time period after which the surrounding
media will have essentially returned to normal background temperatures.
(It always will be somewhat above ambient.)
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(2) The requirement that radioactive waste "... can be retrieved for
a period of SO years after termination of waste emplacement
operations, if the geologic repository operations area has not
been decommissioned" and that they be able to be retrieved "... in
about the same period of time as that during which they were
emplaced" is a good general concept but likely will lead to
problems as specifically worded.

(a) It is possible that a decision might be made to retrieve
only a portion of the wastes, since over the emplacement
period differing materials and techniques are likely to
evolve.

(b) If the repository is decommissioned immediately after the
placement of the first waste package, then there is no
retrieval requirement. Further, if it is intended to
accomplish such early decommissioning, then-the requirement to
design and construct a retrievability capability could be
construed to not be required. This logic could be further
extended all the way out to just short of the SO-year period.

(c) This requirement makes more difficult the backfilling of
emplacement tunnels immediately after emplacement - say,
with salt being excavated in other portions of the facility.

(d) I do not have facts, but I suspect removal will be
considerably more complicated than placement and will require
more time, especially if backfilling is conducted prior to
decommissioning.

(e) To what extent must retrievability be achieved? Should
there be a specification on residual radioactivity in the
event of a waste package failure?

(f) What minimum conditions would lead to a requirement to conduct
a retrieval operation, and who decides, etc.?

(g) In summary, while agreeing with the retrievability concept,
I believe it important to recognize the dynamic nature of
the emplacement operations, and to couple the retrievability
requirement to them, rather than have a single simple SO-year
rule.
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(3) The requirement relative to the TRU waste release rate does not
specify from where, or to where. Does the definition include the
engineered barriers, or.just the geologic barrier?

Thank you for the opportunity to offer these comments.

Very truly yours,

DA
Gene H. Dyer
PE, Nuclear-234, California
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Thus, 'the fundamental principle guiding all Commission

licensing actions is the paramount consideration of public

safety." In the Matter of Nuclear Engineering Company, Inc.,

9 NRC 673, 676 (1979).

A method of disposal can be called safe only if

it gives assurance of total isolation from the environment

for the million.years or more that isolation is required (see pp.

11-12, below). As the NationalAcademy of-Sciences explained in

a report prepared at the request of the Atomic Energy Commission:

Unlike the disposal of any other
type of waste, the hazard-related
to radioactive aseis so-great
that no element ot doubt should be
allowed to exist regarding safety...
safe disposal means that the waste
shall not-come'in contact with any
living thing.

(Ref. 6, p. 3)* (emphasis supplied). EPA recently affirmed the

goal of complete isolation during the hazardous lifetime of the

waste. 43 P.R. 53265 (Nov. 15, 1978).'

In fact, a majority of this Commission, in the final

Table S-3 rule, assumed that there would be absolutely' ro re-

lease of radioactivity from a permanent nuclear waste re-

pository after sealing. 44 F.R. 45362'at 45367-9 (Aug. 2,

1979). The standard should be no weaker now that the NRC

faces the task of regulating proposed repositories. No

releases should be permitted.

T the list of references appears in the back of the attached
Appendix, a copy of our Statement in the Commission's Waste
Confidence Proceeding.
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Setting very:'istringent"standards for a repository.

is all the more-necessarylbecause ok'the inherent difficulty- ..

in predicting geologic., meteorologic and hunanevents fa'r. into'

the future.i igh-level waste'will remain very toxic for a.
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million years, which is manytimes longer than the entire'-
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span of recorded human history.' No'society has, ever attempted.

to plan that far ntol~the future,:or even for a thousand

years. Nor has any regulatory agency: attempted until now
* . 9. .i. ,

to'.issue regulationsto ensure '-safety.,andisolation-for a
A .9

million years., Also.we cannot.rely on the -continued exis-

tence of social:inst'tut ons as.we know them today.for.

even a period f tu i-;

!The problem of 'long-term prediction has been

widely acknowledged. .F"-xam e, the U.S. Geological

Survey has termed geology a retrodictive rather thin a.

predictive'. science,, (Ref. 4 ip ii) nd has observed:

[Ulse of the'geologic record to predict
future events is a formidable task.'

* , ,' 4 . * ,,' * - ', ; I

- .

.,,The:-past.,rates.- of .occurrencetof geologic
events and.processes have varied widely
-over time 'and;there appears to be no
clear philoso icaI basi's "for, determining
rates ''-16for t`.iese 'event's's' or,;:proceses in
the- future,..::'. ' -: ,

(d.). DOE has acknowledged .that "many important aspects'

of the evolution of the lithosphere'..a are difficult, if

not impossible to forecast," and that "simple projection
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Thus, *the fundamental principle guiding all Commission

licensing actions is the paramount consideration of public

safety." In the Matter of Nuclear Engineering'Company, Inc.,

9 NRC 673, 676 (1979).

A method of disposal can be called safe only if

it gives assurance of total isolation from the environment

for the million years or more that isolation is required (see pp.

11-12, below). As the National Academy of Sciences explained in

a report prepared at the request of the Atomic Energy Commission:

Unlike the disposal of any other
type of waste, the hazard related
to radioactive waste is SO great
that no element of doubt should be
allowed to exist regarding salety...
Safe disposal means that the waste
sTlrl not come in contact with any
living thing.

(Ref. 6,,p. 3)* (emphasis supplied). EPA recently affirmed the

goal of complete isolation during the hazardous lifetime of the

waste. 43 F.R. 53265 (Nov. 15, 1978).'

In fact, a majority of this Commission, in the final

Table S-3 rule, assumed that there would be absolutely rio re-

lease of radioactivity from a permanent nuclear waste re-

pository after sealing. 44 F.R. 45362 at 45367-9 (Aug. 2,

1979). The standard should be no weaker now that the NRC

faces the task of regulating proposed repositories. No

releases should be permitted.

A The list of references appears in the back of the attached
Appendix, a copy of our Statement in the Commission's Waste
Confidence Proceeding.
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into the future from local geologic history alone is not

a satisfactory basis for repository site selection."

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.22). Moreover, according to DOE:

Much basic knowledge about geologic
processes, their interactions and
particularly their time of next
occurrence is lacking for certain
types of events over the time periods
being considered. The events are
those that would be possibly dis-
ruptive to a repository... It is
questionable how much these problems
can be resolved in the near future,
and there will always be some un-
certainty which must be considered
in the repository design.

(Id., p. 3.1.50).

Earthquakes, of course, are important to be able

to predict over a long future period, because a major breach -

of' the repository as the result of a severe earthquake "would

release enough radiation to make the site uninhabitable if

the event occurs within the first few thousand years." (Ref.

29, p. 1-18). Our historical records of earthquakes, however,

go back only 200 to 300 years (Ref. 4, p. 11; Ref. 5, p. 37).

These records simply do not enable us to predict future

earthquakes for thousands of years, let alone a million years.

Nor are there reliable theories enabling us to make confident

predictions of future earthquakes. See pp. 43-48 of the

attached Appendix.

The problem of predicting seismic events is com-

pounded because, as DOE recognizes, the building of a
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Setting very stringent standards for a repository

is all the more necessary because of the inherent difficulty

in predicting geologic, meteorologic and hunan events far into

the future. High-level waste will remain very toxic for a

million years, which is many times longer than the entire

span of recorded human history. No society has ever attempted

to plan that far into the futuret or even for a thousand

years. Nor has any regulatory agency attempted until now

to issue regulations to ensure safety and isolation for a

million years. Also, we cannot rely on the continued exis-

tence of social institutions as we know them today for

even a period of centuries.

The problem of long-term prediction has been

widely acknowledged. For example, the U.S. Geological

Survey has termed geology "a retrodictive rather than a

predictive science, (Ref. 4, p. 11) and has observed:

[U]se of the geologic record to predict
future events is a formidable task.

The past rates of occurrence of geologic
events and processes have varied widely
over time and there appears to be no
clear philosophical basis for determining
rates for these events or processes in
the future.

(Id.). DOE has acknowledged that "many important aspects

of the evolution of the lithosphere ... are difficult, if

not impossible to forecast," and that "simple projection

-3-
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COMMENTS OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION DRAFT TECHNICAL CRITERIA FOR
REGULATING GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL OF HIGH-
LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE; 10 CFR Part 60;
45 P.R. 31393 (May 13, 1980)

Robert Abrams, Attorney General of the State of

New.York, objects on several grounds to the proposed regu-

lations on geologic disposal of high-level radioactive

waste, and requests that the future drafts be changed in

accordance with the comments below:

General Comments

1. The draft regulations do not appear to be de-

signed to assure public health and safety to the necessary

extent. Rather, they seem to facilitate the licensing of

repositories to be proposed by the U.S. Department of Energy

("DOE"), even inadequate repositories.

It is the NRC's primary duty to assure public health

and safety, not to guarantee that a license will be issued to

DOE. As the Commission has said:

(Plublic safety is the first,
last, and a permanent consid-
eration in any decision on the
issuance of a construction permit
or a license to operate a nuclear
facility.

Power Reactor Development Corp. v. International Union of

Electrical Radio and Machine Workers, 367 U.S. 396, 402 (1961).
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repository could itself increase the risk of faulting:

Fault movement could also result
from repository placement in several
ways:, from changes in the stress
field due to the geometry of the re-
pository cavity, from added ther-
momechanical stresses due to heating,
or from influx of water along a fault
plane.

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.27).

Long-term prediction of future meteorologic events,

such as continental re-glaciation or changes in temperature

or precipitation, is equally impossible. Similarly, as

the NRC admits, future human intrusions into repositories

"cannot be prevented." 'In spite of all efforts to avoid

sites which may prove attractive to humans, there may be

deliberate or inadvertent intrusion." 45 F.R. 31398, col. 2.

Therefore, the human intrusion issue is acknowledged to be

"a difficult one that is far from having been resolved."

Id. col. 3. - -

Because of these uncertainties, it is necessary,

at the minimum, that repositories be designed and regulated

to meet the highest conceivable standards, and that they have

no known'defects or problems. Even if the highest standards

are met, that would hardly solve the uncertainty question.

However, to compromise our standard at the outset, to accept

repositories already known to have defects or problems, or

known adverse conditions, is to invite disaster, because

-5-



they are more than likely to fail during the very long

period under consideration.

Accordingly, the regulations should require total

isolation, not isolation 'within acceptable limits.'

S 60.2, p. 31399, col. 2. Routine radioactive releases from

the repository within the limits in 10 CFR Part 20, as set

forth in S 60.111(a)(1), p. 31400, col. 1, should not be deemed

acceptable.

The draft regulations do not comport with the NRC's

duty of regulating DOE's activities so as to assure public

health to the maximum extent. Rather, they are written in

such a way as to suggest a standard of expediency: whatever

DOE can easily achieve will be deemed sufficient to satisfy

the NRC, regardless of what is truly needed to protect the

public today and in the future.

For example, waste packaging is required, with

"reasonable assurance," to contain the radionuclides for the

'first 1,000 years after decommissioning and for as long

thereafter as in [sic] reasonably achievable.' S 60.111(c), 31400,

col. 1. In effect, whatever the state of the art may be will

be accepted by the NRC, without further thought. Again, the

underground facility must be designed to provide "reasonable

assurance" of containment for-the first 1,000 years "and as long

thereafter as is reasonably achievable." Id., col. 2. Since

-6-



the waste is highly toxic for a million years, there is

little point in using the 1,000 year period it is a mere

one-thousandth of the relevant time period. The standard

should be true isolation for the necessary period, not

for a very small portion of the necessary period.

Other provisions in the draft are vague, subjective,

relative and too weak to assure safety. For example, 5 60.111

(c)(2)(i) requires that the environment for the waste packages

Upromotes the achievement of S 60.111(c)(lW -- which is

much weaker than requiring that it in-fact achieve the re-

quirements of that section. P. 31400, col. 1. Similarly,

the draft does not require that the site assure isolation,

bit only that it 'exhibits properties which promote isolation

S 6P.lllc)(4)(ii), p. 31400, col. 2. Again, DOE's convenience,

rather than public safety, appears to be the motivating factor

behind the regulations.

2. The draft regulations do not adequately deal with

the difficulty of predicting future geologic, meteorologic,

and human events,. Instead, they evade the issue, discussing

some minor issues evidently thought to reduce the problem --

but these issues are so minor as to be of very little value

when compared to the enormity of the problem. For example, the

proposed answer to the human intrusion problem is to select
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deep, 'uninteresting' sites of little value in terms of

what are now considered valuable resources. P. 31395, col. 3.

While such steps may be better than nothing, their impact on

reducing the uncertainty of intrusion over a million-year period

is very small.

Moreover, the draft regulations seek to avoid the

human intrusion problem by defining it away. The definition

of "expected processes and events' very specifically excludes

human intrusion, § 60.2, p. 31399, col. 1 -- despite the admission

that such intrusion cannot be prevented. This defined term

is then used repeatedly in S 60.111(c) to free DOE from the

responsibility of avoiding human intrusion in meeting performance

objectives. P. 31400, col. 1-2. Thus, the theory behind the

regulations is to define away the problem of intrusion and forget

about it for licensing purposes -- despite the real possibility

that an intrusion will permit a large release of radioactivity.

Similarly, the draft regulations do not face the fact

that we cannot predict geologic events far into the future.

Rather, they talk about compensating for the uncertainty, by

selecting 'geologically simple sites," avoiding potentially

adverse features, and placing "constraints' on design and

performance of components. P. 31395, col. 3. But these minor

steps hardly compensate for the large uncertainty, or even

reduce it by any significant degree. As against the problem
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of uncertainty over a million years, they are a frivolous

response. Indeed, talk of selecting geologically 'simple'

sites is pure fantasy and misses the point, because there

is no way to predict that such sites will remain simple or

stable even for centuries, let alone a million years. See

above, pp. 3-5.

The draft sidesteps the problems of uncertainty also

by turning to models and engineered barriers, but neither of

these is an adequate response. Models are- acknowledged to

be very indefinite, approximate and 'qualitative" rather

than quantitative. P. 31395, col. 2-3; p. 31397, col. 2-3.

The models are also highly subjective, based not on facts

!but on 'expert opinion," yet it is recognized that different

experts may have differing opinions. P. 31397, col. 3.

Additional problems with reliance on models are spelled out

at pp. 50-54 of the Appendix annexed to these comments. To

rely on subjective, qualitative models known to be inaccurate

and uncertain, and based on insufficient data, to assure

isolation for a million years appears to be reckless.*

The draft regulations also assume that engineered

barriers "might be used to compensate for, reduce, or eliminate

at least some of the uncertainties inherent in reliance on

* The term "qualitative model' itself is confusing and
requires explanation, but in any case such a model does not
appear to have any real value for the process of assuring
isolation for a million years.
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the geologic setting alone.' P. 31396, col. 3. While

engineered barriers might be of some benefit in the short term,

they are not going to reduce long-term uncertainty. They

could be built to last perhaps decades, or conceivably

centuries, but probably no longer. They are of very limited

value where the uncertainties against which they are designed

to protect will last for a million years. Moreover, even if

such barriers could be helpful in the short-term for a narrow,

quantitative uncertainty, they are virtually useless when there

is great qualitative uncertainty with respect to virtually

every geologic, meteorologic and human element involved. If

we knew what the future condition would be but were unsure of

its precise dimensions, the problem would be somewhat easier.

But we cannot predict even what type of conditions will exist,

so we cannot begin to rely on engineered barriers to overcome

the uncertainties.

Specific Comments

3. The design requirements, § 60.132(a), pp.

31402-3, appear to contain special requirements for structures,

systems and components "important to safety." While special

treatment of items so classified is not new, it was criticized

by the Kemeny Commission because the failure of items not so

labeled can similarly have serious safety implications.

Therefore, all items should be put to the more stringent re-

quirements. The Kemeny Commission also criticized the NRC

-10-



requirement to analyze only 'single-failure' accidents,

noting that Three Mile Island was a multiple failure accident.

The draft regulations, therefore, should not limit themselves

to single-failure analysis. S 60.132(a)(8), p. 31403, col. 2.

Indeed, during the course of a million years many multiple-

failure accidents must be considered likely. This consideration

also demonstrates the inadequacy of the criticality provision,

§ 60.132(a)(10), id.r col. 3. During the course of a million

years, 6two unlikely, independent and concurrent or sequential

changes are not so unlikely.

4. In many places, the draft regulations require

certain things for a period of only 1,000 or 10,000 years.

!Since the necessary isolation period covers the entire period

of toxicity, one million years, the shorter time periods are

irrelevant. Requiring isolation for 1,000 or even 10,000 years

is far from adequate to assure public health and safety. As

one court has noted:

Plutonium is generally accepted
as among the most toxic substances
known; inhalation of a single micro-
scopic particle is thought to be
sufficient to cause cancer.
Moreover, with a half-life of
25,000 years, plutonium must
be isolated from t e environment
for 250,000 years Before It be-
comes harmless.

Natural Resources Defense Council v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRDC v. NRC"), 547 F.2d 633, 638-9, rev'd and

rem on other grounds sub nom. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978) (footnotes omitted)



(emphasis added). Other components of high-level waste have

half-lives much longer than plutonium, and may require isolation

for a million years. Because nuclear waste contains such

long-lived substances, DOE has acknowledged the need to isolate

it for up to one million years. (Ref. 1, p. 1.9).

5. The definition section, 5 60.2, includes in the

term 'accessible environment" only those aquifers which are

presently used and have been designated by the Environmental

Protection Agency as underground sources of drinking water.

P. 31399, col. 1. An 'aquifer' is then defined in terms of

yielding 'significant quantities of water to wells or springs."

In view of the water shortages already experienced in some

parts of the country and those which could arise in the future,

the regulations should attempt a more comprehensive protection

of groundwater from radiation -- encompassing even small

aquifers not currently used or designated by the EPA.

Moreover, the draft regulations do not require, as

they should, avoiding all sites near aquifers or lakes or

rivers. See Appendix, p. 58. Rather, they omit this obvious

requirement from § 60.122(b)(3), p. 31402, col. 1. In addition,

the regulations should require abandonment of any site where

aquifers are found, but fail to do so. S 60.132(c)(9),

p. 31405, col. 2.

6. The draft provides that the activities authorized

by a license should "not constitute unreasonable risk to the
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health and safety of the public." P. 31399, col. 3. As

in other NRC licensing matters, the degree of risk deemed

unreasonable is not defined. It is worth noting, however,

that the public's perception of risk differs from that of

the technical community, which defines risk as the probability

than an event (such as a major release of radioactivity from

a repository) will occur multiplied by-the expected consequences

of the event. By this definition, if the probability is small

enough the risk may be viewed as modest, despite the possibly

calamitous consequences of an accident. But the public does

not accept, that reasoning. According to a report by Battelle

Pacific Northwest Division:

The general public often perceives
the outcomes of an event to be more -

important than the probability.

Ref. 19, p. 14 (citation omitted). The NRC should learn to

be responsive to the public's perception of risk.

7. The draft would require DOE to perform a resource

assessment for the region of the proposed repository site "using

available information". S 60.122(a)(8), p. 31401, col. 1.

Yet DOE acknowledges that present levels of information on

possible-regions are inadequate. See pp. 65-67 of the attached

Appendix. Because of the importance of a complete resource

assessment for the human intrusion and other issues, DOE should

be required to do further studies and testing, rather than limit

itself to available information.
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8. The regulations require DOE to design and

construct surface facilities for retrieval of waste, but

do not require storage capacity for all of the emplaced

waste because shipment offsitel is contemplated. S 60.132

(b)(2), p. 31403, col. 3 - p. 31404, col. 1. It is not clear,

however, where the waste could be shipped offsite, or if any

suitable site would exist. Even if one does exist, shipment

of nuclear waste would be required, and that is very hazardous.

Therefore, DOE should be required to have sufficient storage

capacity in a safe, licensed storage facility at the repository

site to permit prompt retrieval of all the waste in case DOE

sees a need for retrieval, or the NRC orders it.

Also with respect to retrievability, the regulations

require DOE to design the repository to permit retrieval for

50 years 'if the geologic repository operations area has not

been decommissioned." S 60.111(a)(b), p. 31400, col. 1.

See also § 60.135, p. 31407, col. 2. While retrievability

for at least 50 years may be desirable, it is not clear what

period would be required in case the area has been decommissioned,

or why a different period should be designated.

9. Various terms used in the draft regulations

need to be defined. For example, DOE is required to establish

that certain properties of the geologic environment "will not

significantly decrease over the long term." 5 60.111(c)(4)

(i) and (ii), p. 31400, col. 2. The standard is very vague,

and 'long term" is not defined. Also undefined are 'near field,"
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in S 60.122(b)(2)(iv), p. 31401, col. 3, and "low population

density," in S 60.122(c)(2)(v), p. 31402, col. 3.

10. The draft establishes a presumption against

repository sites with potentially adverse conditions, but

allows for a rebuttal of the presumption, 5 60.122(b), p. 31402,

col. 1. In view of the commitment to conservative planning

expressed by DOE and NRC, any presumption based on the existence

of adverse conditions should be irrebuttable.

11. The question is raised whether attempts should

be made "to protect future generations from the deliberate

intruder." P.. 31398, col. 2. The answer, of course, is yes.

,Future generations should not be exposed to deadly radiation

produced by our generation, even if one or more members of

future generations act deliberately.

12. DOE is required by the draft to conduct site

investigations so as to obtain the necessary information

with minimal adverse effects on the long-term performance

of the geologic repository." S 60.122(a)(5), p. 31401, col. 1.

The regulations should require that the investigation work have

no adverse effects on the long-term performance, and certainly

that it not breach the integrity of the repository.

13. In discussing emergency capability, S 60.132(a)(7),

p. 31403, col. 1-2, the draft regulations do not require

emergency plans for evacuating the surrounding population even
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for the 10-mile area now being required for nuclear plants.

Because of the serious consequences a repository accident

could have, evacuation and other emergency planning no less

than that required for power plants should be required for

repositories.

14. As previously noted, p. 9, models are very

inaccurate, uncertain and subjective, and therefore not re-

liable. For this reason it would be wrong to codify them

in the regulations, as discussed beginning at p. 31397, col. 2.

NRC Environmental Impact Statement

15. The NRC environmental impact statement on the

technical criteria should discuss, among other things: (i)

worst possible accident scenarios and consequences for a

repository, including multiple failure accidents; (ii) the

extent to which the draft regulations assure true safety for

the present and future generations; (iii) the environmemtal

impacts of permitting regular releases of radioactivity from

repositories, and of requiring less than total isolation of

the wastes for the necessary one million years; and (iv) the

environmental impacts of licensing repositories despite the

fundamental uncertainties caused by our inability to predict
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geologic, meteorologic and human events far in the

future.

Dated: July 9, 1980

ROBERT ABRAMS
Attorney General of
State of New York
By

the

fEZRI A - ALIK

GiZ

UdDN W. CORWIN
/ ssistant Attorneys General

/ 2 World Trade Center
New York, New York 10047
(212) 488-7565
(212) 488-3474
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

…__ _-……___-_----------- - - -X

In the Matter

of : PR-50, 51 (44 F.R. 61372)

Proposed Rulemaking on Storage
and Disposal of Nuclear Waste,
10 CFR Parts 50 and 51

(Waste Confidence Rulemaking)
…_____________________------------…X

STATEMENT OF POSITION OF
ROBERT ABRAMS, ATTORhEY
GENERAL OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK,

SUMMARY

It is the position of Attorney General Robert Abrams

that there is no factual basis today for confidence either

that nuclear waste will be safely disposed of by any given

date or that it will be safely stored indefinitely until

it is disposed of-safely. We urge the Commission to make a

finding of no confidence on both disposal and storage, and,

as a consequence, to discontinue the licensing of new nuclear

plants until the waste problem has been resolved.

In order to make a finding of confidence at

this time, the Commission, among other things, would have

to conclude, from facts existing today, that all technical



and political-social ("institutional") problems will be

resolved. However, there is no basis for reaching that con-

clusion with respect to either type of problem.

Waste disposal would involve a multi-step process,

requiring many separate technologies, none of which is available.-'

In fact, in most if not all of the technical areas, there are

either serious deficiencies in information or known.obstacles

-- or both -- which, unless resolved in the future, will pre-

clude safe disposal. Further,there is no geologic medium

which has been determined to be capable of assuring safe

isolation.

The Department of Energy ("DOE") says erroneously

that because research is planned or in process we can be con-

fident today that safe disposal will be achieved. However,,

we do not know today whether or not the research will remove

all obstacles; instead, it may fail to do so, or even uncover

new uncertainties or problems making the task still more

difficult to achieve. Confidence cannot be predicated on

hope or blind technological optimism. Until the research has

been completed -- and it can be stated (rather than guessed)

that all difficulties have been resolved successfully -- we

cannot begin to talk about confidence.

In addition, there are many technical criteria

for repository site selection, each of which rules out geo-

craphic areas under consideration. There is no basis for con-
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fidence that any proposed site which meets all of these

criteria can be located.

Moreover, much of the information necessary for

waste disposal can be obtained only by testing at specific

sites, and cannot even be addressed until candidate sites

have been selected. But no site will be selected until

at least several years from now, and the results of in situ

testing will not be known for some years thereafter.

Therefore, it will be many years before we will know enough

to express an opinion on confidence. Indeed, at the present

time we do not even have a proven method for testing specific

sites without fracturing them and destroying their structural

integrity during the testing process. Until such a method

exists, and until we have generic and in situ test results

that appear to resolve all questions, a finding of confidence

in safe disposal cannot be made.

Further, it will not be enough to find just one

repository site; many sites, perhaps a dozen or more, will

be needed for the increasing quantities of waste requiring

disposal. This, in turn, means that dozens of candidate sites

must be found meeting all criteria for in situ testing and

evaluation. In view of the uncertainty that any site will

be found meeting all the criteria, the need for many sites

underscores the lack of a basis for confidence in safe

disposal.



Similarly, there is no basis for confidence

that institutional problems can be resolved. As DOE

itself acknowledges, the public is very concerned about

the consequences of building repositories, and many State

and local governments, through legislation or otherwise,

have expressed opposition to accepting repositories.

Indeed, every Government effort to date to select parti-

cular sites has been opposed. Since many repositories will

be needed, and thus dozens of candidate sites must be selected

for testing and evaluation, the factor of public opposition

creates a state of uncertainty that precludes confidence.

Moreover, beyond the specific technical and

institutional doubts-looms an even greater problem --

the impossibility of predicting events so far in the future.

The challenge of nuclear waste disposal is truly unprecedented

and unique, because nuclear waste will remain highly toxic

for about a million years, and must be isolated for that long.

Yet this period is many times longer than the entire span

of recorded human history. No society has ever attempted

to plan that far into the future, or even for a thousand

years. Our ability to predict geologic events far into

the future does not exist. And, we cannot rely on the
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continued existence of social institutions as we know them

today for even a period of centuries; Similarly, we cannot

prevent human intrusions into the repository even in the

near future.- Therefore, even if all technical and institutional

problems are eventually resolved and our disposal method seems

to be foolproof, still there would be serious doubts that

nuclear waste would be safely isolated for the necessary

period.

DOE and others will urge the Commission to de-

clare confidence in waste disposal, but the facts militate

against their position. Confidence at this time could be

based only on hope, not facts. Government officials over

the past two decades have repeatedly expressed their hope

that the solution was at hand, but the facts have never

supported that conclusion and still do not today. DOE's

current position is not grounded in facts any more than were

past pronouncements.

Moreover, DOE employs distorted -definitions

of some of the key terms in this rulemaking -- 'safety",

*isolation", and "Confidence" -- and thus seeks to becloud

the issue before the Commission. Indeed, DOE projects

its watered-down version of safety for only ten thousand

years, a mere 1t of the million-year period during which

isolation is necessary. DOE also admits that many data
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gaps exist, that in situ testing will be needed after

selection of candidate sites, that long term predictions

are virtually impossible, and that public acceptance of

repositories is low. Thus, even DOE's own statements show

that its expression of confidence is unsupported by the

facts and is unrealistic.

Long term storage, for the indefinite period

until and if safe disposal becomes available, is no answer.

It could be decades, or even centuries or more, before

safe disposal has been achieved, and there is no basis

for confidence that nuclear waste can be safely stored

for that period of time. To the contrary, serious safety

problems are known to exist even for short-term storage,

and many accidents have occurred. Furthermore, there is

no basis for confidence that safe away-from-reactor (*AFR.)

storage-sites will be found, or would gain public acceptance.

Throughout this rulemaking the Commission must

distinguish between wastes which exist today and wastes

which will be produced in the future if new nuclear plants

are licensed. It is generally accepted that existing wastes

will have to be managed in the safest feasible manner, and

we certainly hope that a truly safe disposal method will be

available when needed. The Commission's action in this

rulemaking will have little impact on trhese wastes, because

the policy options are very restricted.

- tC



However, the Commission's finding in this pro-

ceeding will have a substantial impact on waste frormnew plants,

as to-which a full range of options is available. Presumably

a finding of confidence will be seen by the Commission and

licensing boards as a green light to approve new nuclear

plants, and allow them to generate additional waste which

will have to be managed. ' finding of no confidence,

however, must lead to a different result, if this rulemaking

is to have any meaning.

We are now at a point of planning and controlling

what nuclear wastes can be produced by new nuclear reactors,

and in what quantities. Since these choices are available,

and the danger of radioactivity is so great, the viewpoint

that the best we can do is good enough has no place. While

unfortunately it may become necessary at some point to adjust

our safety standard for existing wastes -- because there is

literally no alternative but to manage them as best we can --

there is no excuse for lowering our standard when deciding

whether or not to permit additional plants in the future.

By the same token, it is incumbent on the Government to commit

itself to do the necessary research to design a system that

will be as safe as possible for disposing of the existing

wastes. But that hardly means that any method it ultimately

adopts should be regarded as safe enough to warrant licensing

new plants to generate more arnd !ore waste.
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Because we have concluded that there is no

basis for confidence today in safe disposal or indefinite

storage, even for the existing waste, we urge the Commission

to implement its statutory duty of protecting public health

and safety by halting the licensing of new plants until the

problem of safe disposal has been solved. It is bad enough

that there is no disposal method for the existing inventory

of waste. To license new plants to generate new waste under

the circumstances would be grossly irresponsible.

This Statement opens with a discussion of the

Government's history of false optimism on safe disposal over

the past several decades, which parallels the hollow optimism

voiced by DOE in this proceeding (Point I, p. 9 ). It then

defines the issue before the Commission (Point II, P.. 15)

and explains how DOE has distorted the issue (Point III, P. 28).

We then set forth our basis for saying there is no factual basis

at this time for confidence in either safe disposal (Point IV,

P. 42), or long-term storage for an indefinite period (Point V,

P. 102). Finally, we explain why the Commission should order

a moratorium on licensing new nuclear plants (Point VI, p. 111).

Throughout this Statement, we rely predominantly on materials

issued by or prepared for Government agencies.*

* In- the first prehearing conference order, dated February 1,
1980, the Presiding Officer limited this rulemaking to a con-
sideration of spent fuel, to th.e exciusin of reprocessing
waste (p. 9). This limitation, of boas sac Tould make a final
rule in favor of confldeace of dlubt-i vaid.lty if the Govern-
ment decides to proc~ed witn rep;occi:.Lq. Kiitrout walling
any right to challenge rie - , A _ *: r'hiav, Ah
limited our discussioni below to e-ert 4-;,i ar. -ss: the tarm
nuclear waste in that senzE.



I. THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY'S EXPRESSION
OF CONFIDENCE IN SAFE DISPOSAL MUST
BE VIEWED WITH DOUBT IN LIGHT OF THE
GOVERNMENT'S LONG HISTORY OF FALSE
PROMISES AND FAILURES.

Our national Government has been attempting to

develop safe, permanent radioactive waste disposal for more

than 30 years. In assessing its confidence today in safe

disposal and evaluating DOE's optimistic statements, the

Commission must consider the long history of Government

optimism and promises which, so far, have failed to produce

a solution to the growing waste disposal dilemma.

In 1957 the National Academy of Sciences ("NAS")

issued a major report on the subject of nuclear waste disposal.

Identifying geologic disposal in salt deposits as the most

promising method for the near future, the Report's Study

Committee stated that it was 'convinced that radioactive

waste can be disposed of safely in a variety of ways and at

a large number of sites in the United States." The report

added: "It may require several years of research and pilot

testing before the first such disposal system can be put

into operation."

In its Annual Report to Congress in 1959, the Atomic

Energy Commission ("AEC") stated that "waste problems have

proved completely manageable." That year, researchers at the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory began to stivdy the £torage of

wastes in salt. Beginnizaq in 1'63t, ti .6d studi -. c and 1aboratory
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tests were initiated by the AEC at two salt mines in Kansas,

one at Hutchinson and one at Lyons. After two more years

of tests and preparations, a two-year experiment known as

'Project Salt Vault' was conducted at the Lyons site. The

experiment was concluded in late 1967. After analyzing the

results of the experiment, the Government published a

report in June 1970, declaring that:

The feasibility of disposing of
solidified waste in natural salt
formation has been demonstrated
in a salt mine in Kansas using
spent reactor fuel...

On June 17, 1970, at "the culmination of a

research and development program spanning nore than 10 years,'

the AEC announced the tentative selection of the Lyons mine

as 'the nation's first underground radioactive waste repository.'

The Commission said that only one facility would be necessary

to handle all of the commercial waste produced by the nation's

nuclear reactors through the end of this century, and that it

would be ready to start receiving wastes by about 1075. In

its Annual Report to Congress in January, 1971, the AEC made

its choice of Lyons 'definite.,"

But several months later, the Lyons Project was

aborted following the discovery of two major underground problems

which cast doubt on the long-term safety and integrity of

the site. One was a series of abandoned gas and oil drill

.. -. C..



holes in the area; the other was an adjacent salt mine's

extensive use of water to dissolve out salt. It was con-

cluded that both of these problems made it possible that

water might penetrate the area and allow radioactive wastes

to escape. These problems, however, had gone undetected

during the prior decade of.research and optimistic pro-

nouncements by the Government.

As a result of a study conducted by the United

States Geological Survey ("USGS"), attention was then

focused on a salt bed near Carlsbad, New Mexico. That

site ultimately was designated as the "Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant" (WIPP). John Deutch, head of energy research at

DOE, stated as late as 1978 that he was 'very confident"

about WIPP, and predicted that it would be available by

1985.

In 1976, a report of the Energy Resources Council,

representing several federal agencies, reaffirmed the

feasibility of the safe management of radioactive wastes from

nuclear production. Shortly after this report was issued,

the assistant administrator of ERDA,* testifying before the

Joint Conmittee on Atomic Energy of the United States Congress,

outlined a timetable that would result in permanent storage

of nuclear wastes in salt by 1985. The first storage location

* Energy p.#s77 r. A - _. . -I .Do :



was to be the site near Carlsbad, New Mexico. Commerce

Secretary Elliot Richardson observed that although mistakes

had been made in dealing with nuclear waste, health and

safety problems had not resulted, and "we should do even

better in the future."

By the end of 1976, ERDA had announced plans

to start deep drilling in the Spring of 1977 in 'at least

several of a list of 13 states." The selection of the

first two repository sites was promised for 1978.

But no repository site was chosen in 1978.

Instead, the last several years have witnessed an increasing

articulation of the gathering doubts about the technical

feasibility of geologic disposal. During the same period,

public opposition to establishment of repositories at a

variety of locations has crystallized.

On the technical side, in 1978 the USGS published

Circular 779, which concluded:

Key geologic questions are un-
answered, and answers are needed
before the risk associated with
geologic containment can be con-
fidently evaluated.

By 1978, ERDA had pushed back the date for selecting the

nation's first repository to late 1979 at the earliest. In

March 1979, the Presidentis Inteanen.cy Review Group on Nuclear

Waste Management ("IRC-") corc.lndnd t'rot "he scientif ':
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feasibility of the mined repository concept remains to be

established." A month later, a draft generic environmental

impact statement on waste management was written by DOE.

While professing hope in the ultimate feasibility of waste

disposal in salt or other rock formations, DOE acknowledged

numerous -shortcomings in the data and the technology needed

for permanent waste isolation. And in February 1980, the

President declared that 'past government efforts to manage

radioactive wastes have not been technically adequate.'

Over DOE's objection, he cancelled the proposed WIPP Project,

saying that further investigation of geologic sites was

necessary before any media or sites could be selected.

Meanwhile, on the political side, the Government's

efforts to choose candidate sites for repositories encountered

public opposition in a number of States, including Michigan,

Louisiana, South Dakota, Georgia, Vermont, South Carolina,

and even New Mexico, which the Government had long viewed as

friendly territory for a repository.

Today, after more than 30 years of scientific

research and experimentation, no high-level waste repository

exists, and the solution to the waste disposal problem continues

to elude us. There are more questions than ever, and there

is no factual basis for optimism. Indeed, the possible dates

for a repository's being available have become more arnd more

distant. While DOE and its have rspeated'iy arid
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confidently predicted during the past 20 years that disposal

facilities would be operating within several years, DOE

now concedes that final disposal might not be available

until 26 years from now.

Meanwhile, more than half of the nation's nuclear

reactors have now used up the spent fuel storage capacities

which they were initially designed to accommodate. These.

reactors have obtained, and others will seek, permission

to store additional spent fuel on-site; but these reprieves

will only delay for several years the pressing need to solve

the permanent waste disposal problem. In the apt words of

the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia:

No one disputes that solutions to
the commercial waste dilemma are
not currently available. The
critical issue is the likelihood
(or probability) that solutions,
either ultimate or interim, will
be reached in time.

State of Minnesota v. NRC, 602 F.2d 412, 416 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

_ ;,4_



II. THE ISSUE BEFORE THE COMMISSION

The principal issue in this proceeding is

whether the Commission is now confident, on the basis of

existing facts, that nuclear waste will be safely disposed

of by a given date.

A potential source of great confusion in this

rulemaking is that different participants will define the

issue and its key elements in different ways. For example,

there will be different opinions as to what type of assurance

is needed to create a basis for 'confidence,' or as to what

degree of 'isolation" is necessary, and for how many years,

to provide for 'safety." It will thus be necessary for the

Commission to analyze each filing to determine what definitions

and assumptions, stated or implied, are made which might affect

the validity of the conclusions drawn.

For the purposes of clarity, then, the task before

the Commission may be viewed as embracing several distinct

elements. In order for the Commission to reach a determination

in favor of confidence:

A. The Commission must be confident
that nuclear waste will be safely
disposed of by a gven date.
This requires making 3 separate
determinations:

1) There m'ast he con.¶5.dence that
d c:willn ba t t-aally accon-

I, _..s.. -:-ca, .et _.i s
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2) There must be confidence that
the disposal will be safe;
and

3) There must be confidence that
the disposal will be available
by a given date.

B. The Commission must decide that it
has the necessary confidence todays
based on facts which exist todayi.

C. The Commission must have the highest
degree of confidence.

In this section, each of these essential elements

of the issue of confidence is amplified. Section III will

demonstrate that DOE distorts the issue, and fails in its

Statement.to satisfy the elements necessary to any finding

of confidence.

A. The Commission Must Be Confident
That Nuclear Waste Will Be Safely
Disposed of By a Given Date.

1. There Must Be Confidence That
Disposal Will Be Actually
Accomplished, Not Merely That
It Is Technically Feasible.

The issue before the Commission is not only whether

it is confident that nuclear waste can, from a technical point

of view, be disposed of. The issue, as stated in its notice

of proposed rulemaking, is the Commission's present confidence



'that radioactive wastes produced by nuclear facilities

will be safely disposed of." 44 Fed. Reg. 61372-3 (emphasis

added). Thus, President Carter has urged the Commission to

provide its judgment on whether or not radioactive wastes

"can and will be disposed of safely." (Ref. 21, p. 5).

Echoing the President's statement, his Council on Environmental

Quality said, in its April 15, 1980 letter to the Commission

with respect to this rulemaking:

Nor should the NRC focus simply
on the question of whether it is
technically possible to provide
safe, ultimate disposal; it is
important for the public, the
Congress and the Executive Branch
to have the NRC's assessment of
whether safe ultimate disposal
will be provided as well as its
assessment of whether it can be
provided. (Emphasis in or-ginal).

DOE's National Waste Terminal Storage Program has recognized

as well that "the resolution of the waste disposal problem

requires a political consensus, a technical consensus, and

a social consensus." (Ref. 15, p. 5). Some of the non-

technical, institutional factors which in and of themselves

should lead this Commission to determine that it lacks con-

fidence that safe disposal w4ll be achieved are discussed at

pp. 68-76 of this Statement. The technical factors precluding

confidence are discussed at pp. 58467, 77-101.

_ , _



Moreover, disposal of wastes means disposal of

all wastes, not just some wastes. Thus, the Commission must

be confident not merely that one safe repository can and

will be available, but rather that many safe repositories

can and will be available -- a sufficient number for all

of the presently.existing commercial and defense waste, for

all the waste that may be produced by existing nuclear plants

and ongoing defense activities, and for all the waste which any

new plants would produce. This could require a large number

of repositories. Indeed, since USGS suggests reducing the

thermal load of each repository to avoid some technical problems

produced by heat (Preliminary Statement, dated April 15, 1980,

p. 10), it may be necessary to have a larger number of repositories,

each containing less waste and less heat, than initially en-

visioned by DOE. In short, it may be that a dozen or more re-

positories will be needed just to handle the existing wastes plus

those to be produced by existing plants and defense programs.*

* DOE's Statement of Position (hereinafter cited as "DOE Statement"
or "Statement") assumes that 8 repositories would be needed in salt
or granite. Statement, p.-II-289. There must also be additional
repositories available to handle wastes which have to be retrieved
from other repositories. Thus, in 1976 ERDA planned to establish
6 repositories even though only one and a half repositories were
then thought to be needed to house the anticipated waste inventory;
the extra space was provided so that "waste could be transferred
in case of problems at other repositories." New York Times,
Dec. 3, 1976, IV, p. 7, col. 1. DOE has also recognized the need
to be able to re-route wastes to other repositories if necessary.
See pp. 62, 97, below, and DOE Statement, p. 1-25. Applying even
`=actor of 2, rather than the factor of 4 used by ERDA, the need
for backup facilities would require 16 or more repositories to
be established.

In addition, as enplsinevt hn:tow at t}. ito potertiai
site can be f5^.J" , :_ _ : :; ':!;_-:c 'Cu;: n':.' ctac
testing has beer. pa-rfo^n-M.0 aH a . -LS Vleensh thzi t fr + ar
greater number of ptent'ial3t Ad ; Litar woo tr.avc- to be
identified, appro'ved, and i



The question then is whether the Commission is confident today

that the necessary number of safe repositories can and will

be established.

In short, both technical and institutional difficulties

must be considered in deciding whether or not a repositories -

will be established. The Commission then must decide if it is

confident that many repositories will be found which meet

all the siting and technical requirements and which also gain

public acceptance. As the IRG said of the institutional

difficulties, in a statement that could be applicable as well

to the siting and technical constraints:

The level of difficulty of all these
problems could increase with the size
of the nuclear waste inventory and
its rate of growth. Institutions
that can cope on a small scale may
fail as the demands placed on them
multiply.

(Ref. 10, p. 88).

2. There Must Be Confidence
That The Disposal Will
Be Safe.

The hazards associated with nuclear waste are well

known and need not be belabored here. As one court has noted:

Plutonium is generally accepted as
among the most toxic substances
known; inhalation of a single
microscopic particle 4s thought
to be sufficient to cause cancer.



Moreover, with a half-life of
25,000 years, plutonium must
be isolated fromteiieiro ment
Eor 250,000 vears before it be-
comes hiarmless.

Natural Resources Defense Council v. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRDC v. NRC"), 547 F.2d 633, 638-9, rev'd and

rem on other grounds sub. nom. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978) (footnotes omitted)

(emphasis added).

And, beyond being carcinogenicplutonium also

causes changes in the genes (Ref. 14 , p. 247). Thus, each

affected individual could transmit unpredictable genetic defects

for generations to come. It is no exaggeration to say that ex-

posure of a significant number of people to the plutonium from

a waste repository could threaten the genetic integrity of the

human race.

Other components of high level waste have half-lives

much longer than plutonium, and may require isolation for

millions of years. The Commission noted in its Table S-3

decision, for example, that Technetium-99 has a half-life of

213,000 years. 44 Fed. Reg. 45370, n.33 (August 2, 1979).

Also having very long half-lives are Beryllium-10, Calcium-41,

Rubidiun-87, Zirconium-93, Palladium-107, Iodine-129, Cesium-135,

Uranium-233, 234, 235, and 236, Tleptunium-237,iPlutonium-242

and 244, and Curium-247. Because nuclear waste contains such

long-lived subtances, Y'r1 Ads a--n, ! e.czt a t.& isolate

nuclear wastes for 'up to orre nillivn f ' 1, ma. 1.9)
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A method of disposal can be called safe only

if it gives assurance of total isolation from the environment

for the million years or more that isolation is required. As

the NAS explained 23 years ago in a report prepared at the

request of the AEC:

Unlike the disposal of any other
type of waste, the hazard related
to radioactive waste is so great
that no element of doubt should be
allowed to exist regarding safety...
Safe disposal means that the waste
shall not come in contact with any
living thing.

(Ref. 6, p. 3). (first emphasis supplied). EPA recently

affirmed the goal of complete isolation during the hazardous

lifetime of the waste. 43 F.R. 53265 (Nov. 15, 1978).

The need to isolate plutonium and other radioactive

wastes from the environment for about a million years is most

troublesome. No society has ever attempted to plan that far

into the future, and no governmental institution has endured

so long. See pp. 43-50, below. One writer has commented

that the entire recorded history of mankind is only a fraction

of the necessary storage time of plutonium, observing that

Neanderthal man appeared only about 75,000 years ago.

D. Farney, "Ominous Problem: What To Do With Radioactive Waste,"

5 Smithsonian Mag. 20 (1974), cited by the court in NRDC v.

NRC, 547 F.2d 633 at 652, n.54 (D.C. Cir. 1976). It is

therefore necessary to develop t methodology that appears

fool-proof, i.e., that ,has :_au 4?;::anit risks or flaws.
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Of course, even such a methodology will carry

with it verv grave risks and be subject to unanticipated

accidents. It will be subject to the uncertainty posed

by our inability to predict geologic or human events even

thousands of years from now. But to compromise our standard

at the outset, to accept a methodology already known to have

gaps and deficiencies, is to invite disaster. Such a weak

methodology is more than likely to fail during the very

long period under consideration.

President Carter has committed the Administration

to work toward achieving a truly safe methodology. In his

February 1980 message to Congress, he said: 'My paramount

objective in managing nuclear wastes is to protect the health

and safety of all Americans, both now and in the future.'

(Ref. 21, p. 1). The President added: "Wie will act surely

and without delay, but we will not compromise our technical

or scientific standards out of haste." Id. at 5.

3. There Must Be Confidence
That The Disposal .ill Be
Available By A Given Date.

The Commission must decide that it either does

or does not have confidence today that nuclear waste will be

safely disposed of by some specific date. The relevant date

should be the tine by which disposal facilities "are needed."

-22-



44 Fed. Reg. at 61372-3. As an outside limit, the Court

of Appeals identified the year 2007 because one of the two

power plants whose license amendments were before the Court

happened to have an operating license which will expire in

that year. However, there are a number of power plants in

the United States whose operating licenses expire prior to

2007; for example, the license for Dresden-l expires in the

-year 1996 (Facility Operating License * DPR-2); for Yankee

Rowe in 1997 (License # DPR-3); and for Big Rock Point and

Eumbolt Bay in the year 2000 (License If DPR-6, DPR-7). Had

any of these specific plants been before the Court in State

of Minnesota, it is clear that such earlier dates would have

been identified as relevant.

More fundamentally, it is clear from the record

below that the Co = ission itself, in using the phrase "when

needed," was not referring to a date so far into the future.

Thus, in its 1977 policy statement, the Commission clearly

contemplated a repository license application in 1980 and

facility operation soon thereafter. 42 F.R. 34393. The

Appeal Board below interpreted the phrase "when needed -to

mean 'well before the termination of either the Prairie Island

or Vermont Yankee operating licenses," 602 F.2d at 416, and

explained:

It is highly imprcbah3e that,
by its reference to "when needed".
the Cornmins.`.n line ini.`Ji a date

ver;.3?;o4i.>'n;i*a 200?7-
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2009 (when the Prairie Island and
Vermont Yankee operating licenses
are due to expire).

7 NRC at 51 n. 10. Thus the Commission should not

mechanically and arbitrarily assume for the purposes of this

proceeding that the waste disposal facilities are not "needed*

until 2007. Rather, at the outside, the Commission should

choose 1996 as the deadline since reactor operating licenses

begin to expire in that year. It then should decide whether

or not it is confident that disposal will be available by

1996.

B. The Commission Must Decide
That It Has The Necessary
Confidence Today, Based On
Facts That Exist Today.

It is insufficient for the Commission to decide

that a basis for confidence mav come into being sometime in

the future. The issue is whether the Commission is confident

today, based on the facts that exist today. Confidence cannot

be based on hope, wishful thinking, an optimistic frame of

mind, or absolute belief that science will overcome all technical

problems and that institutional problems will evaporate. It

must be based on facts that exist today. The long search for

disposal methods and facilities described above amply demonstrates

the unreliability of wishful thinking and the havoc it wreaks

upon attempts at rational planning.

-24-



The requirement of a factual standard marks a

departure from the Commission's prior basis for formulating

nuclear waste policy. In 1977 the Commission, without a

factual record, expressed confidence in ultimate waste

disposal based solely on the ground that the Federal Government

was then working on the problem, just as DOE is working on

it now. The Commission cited ERDA's 'dramatically expanded"

program for repository development, and its "programmatic EIS"

on waste management then in preparation. On the basis of a

stepped-up program for site selection, ERDA was "expected to

apply to the NRC for a license for such a facility in early

1980 or before." The Commission concluded:

Thus, there is now a coordinated
Federal program to develop an
actual disposal facility.

42 F.R. 34393 (July 5, 1977). The decisions of the licensing

appeal boards which were reviewed in State of Minnesota relied

heavily on the above-quoted language in refusing to develop a

formal fact-finding record on the issue of waste disposal.

7 NRC at 49-51. By remanding and directing the Commission

to hold this rulemaking proceeding, the Court of Appeals made

it clear that the bare existence of a "dramatically expanded'

and 'coordinated Federal program to develop an actual disposal

facility," combined with NRC's ongoing development of licensing

regulations, did not by itself constitute a factual basis for

confidence.



Thus, the Commission may not find confidence

merely because DOE is working on the problem, and presents

a plan of action with hopes for technical progress. Rather,

the Commission must look behind and beyond the plan to

ascertain whether facts exist today which justify a conclusion

of confidence. In the words of Jude Tamm, concurring in

NRDC v. NRC, 547 F.2d at 658:

INEPAl forbids reckless decisions
to mortgage the future for the
present, glibly assuring critics
that technologic al advancement can
be counted on to save us from the
consequences of our decisions.

C. The Commission Must Have
The Highest Degree of
Confidence.

Defining 'confidence" for this proceeding requires

an analysis of the implications of the rulemaking. If the

Commission makes a finding of confidence, presumably the

result will be a green light for licensing new nuclear plants

and permitting amendments to waste storage licenses. As we

have seen, the growing inventory of nuclear waste includes

highly toxic plutonium and may other radionuclides which are

dangerous for a million years. The challenge of providing for

safety over such a long period is unprecedented, and the

consequences of unsafe disposal could be staggering. See

above, pp. 19-21 Because of the recouni zed hazards, we

submit that the hiahest degrep of con .d'ece isr cf.lled for.
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At a minimum, in the words of the IRG, la high degree of

assurance" of safe disposal would be required (Ref. 10, p. 42).

This Commission's prior declarations of confidence

in safe disposal are not entitled to any weight in this

proceeding. The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

found such confidence to be unsupported in both the NRDC v.

NRC (Table S-3) decision in 1976 and, as already observed,

in the later State of Minnesota ruling, in 1979. Moreover,

in July 1979 two members of the Commission, in separate

opinions in the Table S-3 proceeding, questioned the policy

of confidence. Commissioner Bradford expressly disassociated

himself from it, and noted 'the past record of the Commission's

obsessive need not to know about the uncertainties regarding

its waste disposal assumptions." 44 Fed. Reg. 45373 (Aug. 2,

1979). Commissioner Gilinsky also rejected the optimistic

view on safe disposal of nuclear waste, saying:

No such [waste] repository has yet
operated. The prospective construc-
tors of such a repository have not
yet agreed on a design or even chosen
a geologic medium. It seems anomalous,
at this stage, for the regulators to
express more confidence on this score
than the repository designers and
builders themselves have expressed.

Id. at 45374.



III. DOE DISTORTS THE ISSUE
BEFORE THE COMMISSION.

The Department of Energy here expresses a kind

of "confidence' in safe disposal that is totally different

from the confidence that the Commission must have. This is

because DOE's presentation of the issue to be decided fails

to meet each of the essential elements set forth above

(Section II).

A. DOE Has Not Shown That Nuclear
Waste Will Be Safely Disposed
Of Bv A Given Date.

1. DOE Has Not Shown That Safe
Disposal Will Actually Be
AcconDlished.

At the very outset, DOE seeks to shift the issue

away from whether or not wastes will be disposed of. It

purports to define the objective instead as whether its

program will result in 'licensed waste disposal systems."

DOE Statement, p. 11-1. This in turn is defined as a finding

that the Department is able (J)
to understand and address the
technical, social, political
and institutional aspects of
waste management; and.(ii) to
use the results from its program
to develop licensed systems for
the disposal of spent fuel in
a time frame which is responsive
to national needs.
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(Id., emphasis supplied).

The issue in this proceeding, however, is whether

the waste will in fact be disposed of, not whether DOE will

obtain a license. Even if a license were ultimately obtained,

DOE could fail to establish the needed number of permanent

repositories because of technical problems or in situ tests

which subsequently reveal the unsuitability of the sites.

Technical problems aside, DOE could be unable to utilize any

license it might receive because of public opposition or

other institutional obstacles. To frame the issue solely

in terms of whether or not DOE will get a license, therefore,

misses the point. Even so, the license question at this

time is too speculative to address intelligently -- not only

because there are data gaps and no sites have been selected,

but also because the NRC regulations are in preliminary form

and the underlying EPA regulations have not been issued.

The question as posed by DOE, therefore, is not only the wrong

question, but is also impossible to answer in any meaningful

way.*

* The quoted material from DOE's Statement is an example of
the DOE doubletalk intended to obscure the weakness of its case.
DOE must prove that it will overcome and resolve-all technical,
social, political and institutional problems. But the Department
makes no claim that it will, hiding behind the empty phrase.
"understand and. address".
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2. DOE Has Not Shown, And Does
Not Even Claim, That Disposal
WSill Be Safe For The Necessary
Period.

In its draft impact statement, DOE said that

nuclear waste has to be isolated for up to one million years.

(Ref. 1, p. 1.9). This is because plutonium and other

components of waste have half-lives' of tens of thousands

to hundreds of thousands of years. See above, pp. 19-20

Yet its Statement of Position fails to demonstrate, or even

to claim, that such isolation can be accomplished.

DOE now takes the absurd position that, for the

purpose of finding confidence, isolation for only 10,000 years

is sufficient -- and indeed DOE predicts isolation for only

that long. (Statementpp. 1-14, 20). That period, however,

is a mere 1% of the time for which isolation is needed for

safety, by DOE's own reckoning. There is simply no rational

basis for accepting an isolation period of only 10,000 years

for finding confidence in safety when the scientific community

knows the necessary period for safety is in truth 100 times

longer. The fact that DOE does not even predict isolation for

the necessary period is an admission of lack of confidence in

safe isolation.*

* In any case, DOE fails to demonstrate a factual basis for
confidence even for the inadecugate 10,000 year period;
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Moreover, DOE does not deny that releases of

radiation from repositories will occur, but rather asserts

that any releases will be small and comparable to releases

experienced by members of the public in the course of

engaging in common activities. The basis for this assertion

is apparently that the repositories will have to meet NRC

and EPA regulations, which will require that the repositories

be constructed to insure safety.-.

The essential flaw in this circular argument,

of course, is that there is absolutely no reason to assume,

as DOE does, that regulations can prevent breaches in the

future or guarantee that any breaches will be small. On

the contrary, if the repository is breached, then, regardless

of what the regulations say, common sense indicates that the

releases are likely to be large. First, among the most serious

and likely causes of a repository breach are human intrusion

and groundwater entry. (See pp.49, 83,below.) If future

generations drill into the repository at all, they are likely

to breach it quite dramatically, leading to a substantial re-

lease of radioactivity. Sinilarly, once water establishes

an escape route from the repository to the biosphere, there

is more reason to think the migration of wastes will continue

and indeed grow than that it will mysteriously subside. In

short, when a closed system springs a leak, everything inside

-31-



can get out. And the likelihood of significant releases

is compounded by the fact that during the course of a

million years not just one but many, many breaches can

occur, each one capable of releasing significant radiation

-- either abruptly or gradually. Viewed in this light,

DOE's claim that any release which occurs will be de mininus

is pure fantasy and must be rejected.

But even if we assume for the sake of argument

that releases from the repository would not exceed N1RC and

EPA regulations, this too would not assure safety. For one

thing, the regulations have not even been issued, so there -

can hardly be confidence today that an as yet non-existent

repository will some day meet some as yet non-existent standards.

Moreover, regulations and policies are often found inadequate

in light of experience. The Coimission had to confront that

situation after the accident at Three Mile Island, with the

result that safety regulations have been revised in light of

the Lessons Learned Reports. In addition, the Commission has

decided to hold hearings aimed at reducing the risks of occupa-

tional radiation doses in NRC-licensed activities; EPA will

conduct similar hearings. 44 F.R. 10388 (Feb. 20, 1979);

44 F.R. 53785 (Sept. 17, 1979). Thus, even if a proposed re-

pository could meet regulations to be adopted by NRC and EPA,

that would be no assurance of safety. Indeed, no regulatory

agency has previously attempted to issue regulations to insure



safety for a one-million-year period. The regulations to

be issued, at best, will represent the agencies' best current

guess on how to do the job, but will hardly be a basis for

confidence in safety for even the 10,000-year period cited

by DOE, let alone the necessary million-year period.

Moreover, issuance of regulations is not tantamount

to a declaration of confidence. EPA, in issuing regulations,

would not be deciding that it has confidence in safe disposal

for the necessary period. It would be saying only that its

regulations are the best it can do, given present-day data

gaps. The Court of Appeals has required that this Commission

determine its confidence, and the task cannot be evaded by

relying on regulations to be issued by EPA.

As previously noted (p. 28), DOE frames the issue

in terms of licensability of its repository. But the possible

existence of a license is not proof of safety. After all,

Three Mile Island-2 had a license at the time of its accident,

as have other nuclear plants where mishaps have occurred.

The nuclear plants whose operations have been suspended by the

Commission over the years for health and safety reasons have had

licenses. Therefore, whether or not DOE gets a license for a

repository -- itself an uncertain thing -- is irrelevant to the

safety question.

Finally, DOE's definiti'rn If Isolation and con-

Mta&Ioine are a . d .- .o: - Aolation'

.. .;. .. . . .I .
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by the near field is defined to mean "insuring that any

migration of radionuclides through the near field will be

very slow". However, every slow" is not defined, and hence

this definition does not establish true isolation. "Containment"

is defined as something which "should be virtually complete

during the period when radiation and thermal output are dom-

inated by fission product decay". Id., p. II-7. "Virtually"

is not defined, and the period in question is only hundreds

of years -- a tiny fraction of the 10,000 year period DOE

claims is sufficient to provide a basis for confidence, and

an even smaller fraction of the million-year period for which

isolation is truly required. Later, we are told that the near

field of the desirable repository provides containment "by

mininizing the likelihood that circulating groundwater will

contact the waste package.' Again, "minimizing" is undefined

and thus this definition does not insure containment.

Thus, all of these definitions fall far short of

the true isolation required to protect public health and safety,

a standard evident to the NAS 23 years ago and affirmed recently

by EPA. (See above p. 21 ). In fact, a majority of this

Commdssion, in the Table S-3 proceeding, assumed that there would

be absolutely no release of radioactivity from a permanent

nuclear waste repository after sealing. 44 Fed. Reg. 45362 at

45367-9 (Aug. 2, 1979). The standard should be no weaker now

that the Commission faces the its-ri he.-d old in thin, proceed-ng.

..
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3. DOE's Projection Of A Repository By
The Year 2006 Is Contrived And
Unreliable.

DOE's projection that a repository will be avail-

able by the year 2006 appears contrived to meet the suggested

deadline of 2007 in the State of Minnesota v. NRC ruling.

Moreover, DOE projects only one repository by that date, while

conceding that many repositories will be needed. No outside

date is given as a deadline by which all necessary repositories

will be available. (Statement, pp. 11-289 and 111-8 to III-13).*

The projected date for repository availability has

again and again been postponed, from the early 1960's predicted

by the NAS to the mid-1970's predicted by the AEC, to 1985, to

1988, to the early 1990's, And now to some date between 1997

and 2006. Moreover, the longest postponements in the projected

date have occurred most recently; even as late as 1976, operations

were projected to start in 1985, 9 years hence, as compared with

today's projections which look 26 years hence. It is obvious

that the 2006 deadline may again be postponed.** In short, the DOE

* As previously argued (p. 24), the Commission should not gear
this rulemaking to that artificial date just because the operating
license involved in that case will not expire until 2007.
Instead the Commission should select the year 1996. Consequently,
DOE's suggestion of 1997 as the earliest possible date by which
the first repository could open is, on its face, unsatisfactory.

** An editorial in a periodical cf the nuclear industry has
observed: 'There should be no surprise at all when the next
delay, or the one after that, is ;nnnursve..' Nvcear News,
June 1978, p. 35.



Statement in this proceeding may be no more reliable than

previous hopeful plans announced by the Government over the

course of more than twenty years. If history is any guide,

there is considerably more basis for skepticism than for con-

fidence about fruition of the plan in the time designated.

The illusory nature of DOE's date is highlighted

by the agency's recognition that many data gaps exist and

in situ testing is needed. DOE has chosen to assume that the

gaps will be cured, the testing will not uncover new obstacles,

and institutional problems will go away, but these cannot be

predicted to occur at all, let alone by a given date. The

notion that everything will fall neatly into place by 2006

is totally divorced from reality. Indeed, it is inconsistent

with DOE's own view expressed only last year. In commenting

on a report issued by the General Accounting Office in June 1979

on the need for spent fuel storage facilities, DOE said that it

was not then possible to develop specific time frames for the

final disposal of spent fuel (Ref. 17, p. v). Developing specific

time frames is no easier now than it was last year, but DOE has

nonetheless apparently contrived an artificial date solely for

the purpose of this proceeding.

B. DOE Says That A Basis For Confidence
Will Arise In The Future, And Will Be
Based On Facts Which It Hopes Will
Exist In The Future.

Repeatedly tnrocghont is Statelenr, DOE o'fforz

promises that at sorte tine in +-h fvi@-t- a basis for crnnidence

,. *,- -
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will emerge in some aspect of the plan of action:

Confidence in the suitability of the
repository will be high at the time
waste emplacement operations
commence...

x -* * *

The Department's approach ensures...
that a high confidence in safety
will be attained....

* * *

Site and host rock characterization
will be carried out using state-of-
the-art techniques which will provide
confidence in the characterization
of geologic and hydrologic conditions
existing at the site.

(Statement, pp. 11-280, II-299, II-300-301) (emphasis supplied).

These are no more than promises, of a type that have proven

illusory in the past, that at some tine in the future there will

be a factual basis for what now is blind confidence. The

Commission, however, is charged with deciding its degree of

confidence today. It cannot assume that the results of the

proposed experiments will achieve everything DOE says they will.

It must instead limit itself to determining its confidence today,

based on the objective facts known today.

DOE's Statement of Position sets out a proposed

plan of action toward development of a geologic repository.

However, a written plan of action is no basis for confidence

that the plan will be implemented a.s written, or that the

-37-
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result will assure public safety. As noted above (p. 25 1,

the Court of Appeals has ruled that similar plans by DOE's

predecessor were no basis for confidence -- and, indeed, those

plans failed to materialize.

Further, as more fully appears in Section IV,

below, p. 77 , DOE recognizes that significant technical

data gaps now exist concerning geologic disposal. The

Department's response is twofold: first, research and de-

velopment which will be done in the future will reduce

the data gaps and thereby provide the basis for confidence;

and, second, the sheer diversity of programs underway ensures

that enough of them will succeed to provide confidence.

(Statement, pp. II-160, 298, 302.)

DOE's reliance on methodology still to be developed

is reflected in the following passages:

(Tiechniques for efficient seal emplace-
ment methods, quality assurance tech-
niques, and in situ characterization
of seals wi1I-bVe dveloed.

* * *

Systems will be designed such that,
in the event of accidents, involuntary
exposure of both workers and the general
public will be minimized.

Statement, pp. 11-185, 11-279 (emphasis supplied).



Once again, these hopes are no substitute for a

factual basis for confidence. We simply do not know whether

further research will lead to progress on the geologic repository

concept, as envisioned by DOE, or whether it will instead reveal

new obstacles tending to undermine the proposal. Research

could lead to bad news, as indeed it has on more than one

occasion in this very field, rather than to good news. Also,

diversity is clearly no answer since it is very possible that

no aspect of the program will result in a repository meeting all

criteria.

DOE's confusion between fact and hope is aggravated

by the agency's lack of objectivity about nuclear waste disposal,

which has been recognized by sister agencies of the Government.

Its optimistic conclusion in the draft GEIS that waste disposal

can be accomplished safely in geologic formations was questioned

by NRC staff, which suggested "restructuring the GEIS to support

a more modest conclusion." (Ref. 7, p. 1). Similarly, the

Department of the Interior -- the agency that encompasses the

USGS -- said that the impact statement was 'biased in its

technological optimism' (Ref. 8, p. 3). Interior also charged

that DOE chose to rely upon the judgment of "experts" who shared

the prejudices of DOE and the "pro-nuclear industrial-government

sector," to the exclusion of disinterested professionals employed

by other government agencies, acadimic institutions or environ-

mental groups. Id. at 7-8.

. *
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Perhaps the clearest rebuke to DOE and its

predecessors came in President Carter's message to Congress

in February 1980. The President there declared that "past

government efforts to manage radioactive wastes have not

been technically adequate." (Ref. 21, p. 1). Mr. Carter

cancelled the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ("WIPP")

near Carlsbad, New Mexico, saying that further investigation

of geologic media and sites was needed before any site could I
be selected. (Ref. 21, p. 3).

In short, DOE's expressed confidence, unsupported

by fact, is based on bias and/or hope, and cannot support a

finding of confidence by the Commission.

C. DOE's Proposed Standard For Confidence
Is Inadequate In Light Of The Enormity
Of The Risk And Gravity Of The Danger

The Commission should squarely reject the standard

proposed by DOE based on 'the preponderance of available

technical evidence as interpreted by objective experts in

the field.' (Statement, p. II-9). For one thing, DOE has

been known to rely on "experts" who are not "objective.'

See above at p' 39. Moreover, a mere preponderance of

the evidence is insufficient because an erroneous conclusion

by the Commission could have consequences that are calamitous

for future life on earth. Thus, if a Commissioner believes

that the weight of evidence tips only slightly toward confidence,
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his vote should be for no confidence.*

* In its Statement of Position in this proceeding, USGS
expresses confidence in ultimate disposal, but is unable
to give a date -- and therefore expresses no confidence
that repositories will exist even by the year 2007 (p. 1).
It also ignores the institutional obstacles to repository
siting -- terming then "significant [but] outside the scope
of this filing" (p. 9). It therefore is not even addressing
the question of whether a repository will ultimately be
established, but only the technical possMbility. Furthermore,
USGS acknowledges and outlines many gaps in technical
knowledge and the research that must still be done -- in-
eluding in situ testing (pp. 9-12). Indeed, it indicates
that con!d~ence will not come before successful in situ
testing -- something which is years or more in tSE future.
Therefore, its conclusion that safe disposal will some day
be available -- although not necessarily by 2007 -- is based
not on existing fact but on hope, and fails to satisfy the
critical elements of the confidence issue facing this
Commission.
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IV . THERE IS NO FACTUAL BASIS FOR
CONFIDENCE THAT NUCLEAR WASTE
WILL BE SAFELY DISPOSED OF IN
REPOSITORIES BY ANY GIVEN DATE.

This section demonstrates that there is no factual

basis for the Commission to have any confidence that nuclear

waste will be safely disposed of by any given date. The

reasons that no such basis for confidence exist are:

A. Radioactive waste disposal presents
a unique challenge, because it is
necessary to predict far into the
future, yet we are not able to do
so;

B. There are serious technical and in-
stitutional problems that preclude
confidence that even one satisfactory
site, let alone the sufficient
number of sites, will be selected;
and

C. There are a myriad of defects, un-
certainties and gaps in the many
technologies which will be needed
to implement waste disposal.

Each of these three areas is discussed below. Although DOE's

Statement is filled with conclusory expressions of confidence,

it will be seen below that in fact DOE's Statement, upon careful

reading, concedes a great many of the specific factors which

show that there cannot be a finding of confidence at this time.

The data gaps are further spelled out by USGS and by various

other reliable sources, primarily reports and studies recently

published by the Governmert.

-42-
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A. Radioactive Waste Disposal Presents
A Unique Challenge, Because It Is
Necessary To Predict Par Into The
Future, Yet We Are Not Able To
Do So.

Never before have science and technology been

called upon to develop a safe method for disposing of deadly

substances in such a way that thev will remain isolated

from the biosphere for-up to a million years. As DOE

observed in its Statement:

The unique requirements of radio-
active waste management have
generated the first demands for
applying long-term geologic pre-
dictions.

Statement, p. II-102. NRC staff has said that "geologic dis-

posal is an entirely new enterprise -- no experience exists

with geologic disposal." 45 Fed. Reg. 31395 (May 13, 1980).

Yet it is not simply that we have no experience in'meeting

such a challenge; more fundamentally, the very requirement

that our actions today assure the safety of our descendants

for tens of thousands of generations is inherently fraught

with great uncertainty. As DOE has explained:

A prime uncertainty in conventional
geologic disposal is verification
of the safety and reliability of the
concept in the long term. To verify
the safety and reliability with
certainty would require observation
of the repository throughout the tine
the emplaced wastes have the potential
to jeopardize the public health and
safety. The ability tc assure obser-
vaticn f'or azcA tiric it c'ezrlv beycnrd

~ ~ * -e dze *Q5 d,2_C vical
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(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.239).

Despite the inherent difficulties in long-term

prediction, DOE has recognized the importance of such

prediction:

Since HL? disposal systems will
be reauired to function far into
the future without active assis-
tance from man, the ability to
assess and predict long-term
system performance is a key
factor in determining licensability.

* * *

Confidence in the capability of a
technology requires that its per-
formance be predictable by currently
available techniques.

11-3, II-18.Statement, pp.

The fact is, however, that we are simply unable

to predict long-term geologic processes. This inability has

been recognized both by DOE and by the USGS. The latter has

termed geology itself "a retrodictive rather than a predictive

science," (Ref. 4, p. 11) and has observed:

[U]se of the geologic record to predict
future events is a formidable task.

* *

The past rates of occurrence of geologic
events and processes have varied widely
over time and there appears to be no
clear philosophical basis for determining
rates for these events or processes in
the future.

DOE has ackh htedatd t "rtIany inportant asuects(Id., p. 11).
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of the evolution of the lithosphere ... are difficult,

if not impossible to forecast,' and that 'simple projection E

into the future from local geologic history alone is not

a satisfactory basis for repository site selection."

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.22). Moreover, according to DOE:

Much basic knowledge about geologic
processes, their interactions and
particularly their time of next
occurrence is lacking for certain
types of events over the time periods
being considered. The events are
those that would be possibly dis-
ruptive to a repository... It is
questionable how much these problems
can be resolved in the near future,
and there will always be sone un-
certainty which must be considered
in the repository design.

-(Id., p. 3.1.50).

Nor does DOE see a quick answer to the problem

of predictive uncertainty:

"Some events and geological processes
mav not be resolvable in the next decade
or two to the degree of certainty pre-
sently felt to be necessary to time -
periods of hundreds of thousands of
years and longer.'

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.51) (emphasis supplied).*

* In view of these candid acknowledgements appearing in DOE's
draft generic EIS on commercial waste management last year, the
Commission should view with the utmost skepticism DOE's present
claim that the "geologic princinle o` nniformitarian.ism" is a
basis for confi.dence todav. of e-;--r+t, p. T>- O
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There are a number of kinds of geologic events,

which are important to be able to predict over a long future

period. Earthquakes are perhaps the most obvious. In fact,

a major breach of the repository as the result of a severe

earthquake 'would release enough radiation to make the site

uninhabitable if the event occurs within the first few thousand-

years.' (Ref. 29 , p. 1-18)-. Our historical records of

earthquakes, however, go back only 200 to 300 years (Ref. 4,

p. 11; Ref. 5, p. 37). These records simply do not enable us

to predict future earthquakes for thousands of years, let alone

a million years.

Earthquake prediction suffers not only from

a lack of data but from a lack of reliable theory as well.

The theory of plate tectonics holds that earthquakes are

concentrated in belts, and occur infrequently in the large

stable plates of the United States. However, the "New Madrid'

earthquakes, among the most violent earthquakes known, occurred

in the North American stable plate:

From 1811 to 1812, a series of hundreds
of earthquake shocks devastated the
central part of the Mississippi Valley
...Three very large shocks...were felt
over two-thirds of the United States.
In Washington, D.C., 1300 km away,
sleepers were awakened, dishes and
windows were rattled, and walls were
cracked... The vibrations rang church
bells in Boston. The earthquakes caused
major changes in topoqraphy over 130,000
square kilometers.... The course of trie
R'IFS3hl p; ER. was cha~nced.

(Ref. 13,-p. 5c.) 'ern hasis 9''u13 :.' . A-_ 7-te:-* 1.arget

earthquakes iri the ftd'^ n"-'_ -. tg-v-t a usa.'01-6
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indication of where future earthquakes might occur,' except

in certain regions of high frequency earthquakes. "At the

present time we have no way of predicting the likelihood

of such an occurrence [as the New Madrid Earthquake] in

the supposedly stable plates." (Id., pp. 51-52).

The problem of predicting seismic events is

compounded because, as DOE recognizes, the building of a

repository could itself increase the risk of faulting:

Fault movement could also result
from repository placement in several
ways: from changes in the stress
field due to the geomety of the re-
pository cavity, from added ther-
momechanical stresses due to heating,
or from influx of water along a fault
plane.

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.27)

Another problem is that continental re-glaciation

has "a very high probability of occurring within the time period

of concern," and could bring with it faulting, flooding, and

dramatic changes in climate. (Ref. 5, p. 38). For example,

the effects of a shift from arid to rainy climate upon the

hydrological regime of a waste repository has been "largely

ignored in current risk assessments of repositories such as

Hanford and the Nevada Test Site." Id. DOE has stated that in-

undation by rising sea level, creation of lakes, and formation

of ice sheets are sufficiently likely to occur that their

effects should be assessed for each region of the United States.

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1. 27; see sv '. ; £f he w p of G

salt dome repository were accss.ible 1_to sea-w;ater, a arge
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quantity of salt could dissolve and the waste could

be exposed. (Ref. 5, p. 39).

Penetration of a repository by groundwater is

considered by DOE to be a "potentially significant release

and transport process" which would bring nuclear wastes

into the biosphere and thus into contact with human life.

(Ref. 1, p. 1.1). In fact, in its Statement in this pro-

ceeding, DOE states:

Knowledge of groundwater hydrology
is perhaps the rost important require-
ment for understanding the long-tern
behavior of a mined geologic repository.
The transport of radionuclides away
from the waste-emplacement zone by
moving groundwater is by far the most I
likely mechanism by which radionuclides
might migrate from a repository to the
biosphere....

Surface water must also be evaluated as
a potential source of flooding during
repository operation.

(Statement, pp. 11-76, 11-77). And, since water is almost

universally present in the underground, no rock formation can

be considered to be completely impervious to water entry.

(Ref. 20, p. 521). A report prepared for the NRC concurs:

Seams within the salt can be quite
permeable and hence could possibly
provide a major pathway for water
or waste movement. Even if these
features are found to be initially
quite dry... there remains the
potential for future water intrusion.

(Ref. 9, Vol. 4, p. 7-12)*

* The adverse esFFe':tS of ::c1A.'.dc1ata= entry ara further discussed
below at p. 83.
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In addition to unpredictable changes in the

physical characteristics of the repository environment,

future human activity must be considered:

It is clearly impossible to predict
what the world will be like 50 years
from now, let alone in several
centuries.

(Ref. 19, p. 43). DOE has recognized as much (Ref. 1, p.

3.1.62), and accepts the "general consensus' that 'we cannot

rely alone on the continuity of existing governments and

institutions over this long time period to insure isolation

of the concentrated wastes." (Ref. 2, p. 7.1). In the area

of land use, DOE has admitted that our predictive capabilities

beyond even 100 years are "virtually non-existent." (Ref. I,

p. 3.1.25).. Future generations might forget that a particular

site is a repository (Ref. 20, p. 521). Or, they might prospect

for salt (id. at 522): Significantly, 95 of the 263 salt domes

of the Gulf Coast region have already undergone industrial de-

velopment. (Ref. 27, p. 174). People might also prospect for

oil, gas, sulfur, potash, or other commercial minerals which

tend to be near salt deposits (Ref. 8, p. 6); or for the

uranium and TRU elements that were buried at the site (Ref. 5,

p. 35). They might also dig to satisfy archeological curiosity

(id). In the words of the EPA Panel of Scientists:

Man's unpredictability far outstrips
most of the imagined geologic hazards
we can foresee, and we doubt that it
is amenab.e to meerinsul ,robab litt
analvS.. 5, (R&K '. o';
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The severity of the human intrusion problem was

stated by NRC staff, as follows:

Simply stated, human intrusion cannot
be prevented; In spite of all efforts
to avoid sites which may prove attractive
to humans, there may be deliberate or
inadvertent intrusion.

45 Fed. Reg. 31398 (May 13, 1980).

Significantly, DOE has no answer to the problems

posed to the repository by possible human intrusion. The

Department admits that *work is just beginning in this area

and there is much to be learned" (Statement, p. 1-18), yet

it concludes without analysis that the problem could be reduced

to an acceptable level.- This is just one of many areas in

which DOE's case is based on fantasy rather than a factual

basis for confidence. DOE also contravenes its own stated

objective to isolate the environment from the effects of

any reasonably foreseeable events or processes." (Statement,

P. II-9).

Because of the impossibility of predicting

geologic or human events with any certainty for the period

of necessary isolation, DOE purports to rely on risk assessment

models for its conclusion that disposal will be "adequately"

safe for 10,000 years. Unfortunately, however, these risk

assessments are very tenuous and suffer from a lack of E

essential data. They cannot Ju3tify coafidence in predictions

for 10,000 years, let alone a milJion years. As 0hr TPG

has said:

, .,
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Uncertainties associated with risk
assessment derive from lack of data,
lack of experience, inability to
identify all release mechanisms
for radionuclides, the natural
variability in physical properties
of geologic media, and inability
to predict long-term geologic and
climatic processes and social
evolution.

(Ref. 10, p. 46).

The models must account for all of the variables

which affect the repository viewed as parts of an integrated

system of activity. As DOE explains:

All of [the] analyses [of the com-
ponents of the waste disposal system]
are strongly interrelated and must
be considered together in predicting
the performance of all or any 'of the
components of the disposal system.
In order to make quantitative pre-
dictions, analyses like these re-
quire the use of mathematical de-
scriptions, called models, of the
phenomena. Before the models can
be used with confidence, they must
be developed and verified.

(Statement, pp. 11-201 to 11-202) (emphasis supplied). The-

fact is, however, that these models have neither been developed

nor verified. Modeling analysis of effects on the environment

near the repository is 'just beginning." (Ref. 15, p. 57).

'Realistic modeling of flow in fractured rock and of possible

geochemical reactions remains to be achieved," says the IRG, 'and

this will undoubtedly be necessary before site suitability

analyses can be made.' (Ref. :2, pA Y., DOE adnits

-51-
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that developed and/or verified models will not be available

until 1983 for overall repository performance, 1985 for

waste-rock interaction, and 1987 for thermomechanical im-

pacts on ground water. (Statement, pp. 11-203, 11-222,

11-219). The development of detailed, accurate hydrologic

models will require "considerable time.' (Id., p. 11-98).

The requirement of verification,--of course, is

not merely a formality; it is a substantive requirement

that all steps in the verification process lead to positive

results. During the verification process, facts may be

revealed showing that an operating assumption is wrong,

or that a proposed technique will not be feasible.

See above, pp. 38-39.

Thus, there is no dispute that models for predicting

the long-term performance of geologic repositories are still

under development and will not be available for years, and

that data on specific sites to use in the models are incomplete

(Statement, p. 1-19). Nonetheless, DOE expresses confidence,

arguing that the "analyses performed to date give no indication

that a geologic disposal system, designed and constructed

according to the requirements described in this Statement,

cannot isolate radioactive waste safely Id. However, the

claim that analyses to date using models which are not fully

developed and which lack data do riot prove the impossibility

-5 .-
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of safe isolation can hardly justify a conclusion that

the inverse is true -- that, when all the data are in

and the model is further developed, the analyses will

affirmatively establish the safety of repository storage.

The only honest response is that we do not know what the -

analysis will show -- and that in any case we cannot begin

an analysis until a site has been fully tested. Selection

and testing of a site are years away, and therefore we will

not know for years whether or not models will ultimately suggest

a basis for confidence.

The limited value of models is discussed by NRC

staff in its proposed regulations for a geologic repository.

Staff there says that the models necessarily contain many

uncertainties and approximations, and are qualitative rather

than quantitative; indeed, it may be impossible to develop

credible quantitative models. 45 Fed. Reg. 31393 at 31395,

97-98 (May 13, 1980).

The inadequacy of risk assessment models was high-

lighted as well in the USGS Preliminary Statement in this

rulemaking, dated April 15, 1980. As pointed out by USGS,

much of the data and "understanding of the processes and

events involved" are not available, and much of it will

become available only "fron site-specific investigations"

(p. 11). Once again, therefore, until a site hes been

selected, and tested, the necessary assessront cannot be

-53-
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made. Furthermore, says USGS, predictive models suffer from

inherent uncertainty (p. 12).

The IRG has characterized estimates of probabilities

which have been made for disruptive events as "little more

than guesses," and notes that "for many geologic processes,

it will never be possible to estimate probabilities without

large uncertainties." (Ref. 11, pp. 49-50 See also

Ref. 29 A p. 7-19). It is evident that if the probability

of a certain geological event is not known, a reliable risk

assessment of the potential impact of such an event cannot

be calculated. (See Ref. 8, p. 5).

DOE savs that while there are residual uncertainties

in waste disposal -- i.e., "uncertainties that cannot be

eliminated' -- the problem is not unique to this field, and

engineered barriers can "accommodate" the uncertainties.

Statement, pp. 11-17, 1-8. It may be true that other

projects involve uncertainty, but here the damage which can

flow from an accident -- contamination of large regions of

the earth -- is enormous and incomparable. Moreover, the

likelihood that accidents will occur is particularly high

because we must plan for a million years. That factor also

is unique to radioactive waste management: in no other human

endeavor do we attempt to plan for even a thousand years.

-54-
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Engineered barriers could be built to last

perhaps decades, or conceivably centuries, but not longer.

They are of very limited value where the uncertainties

against which they are designed to protect will last for

a million years. Moreover, even if such barriers could be -

helpful in the short-term for a narrow, quantitative uncertainty,

they are virtually useless when there is great qualitative j
uncertainty with respect to virtually every geologic,

meteorological and human element involved. If we knew what

the future condition would be but were unsure of its precise F

dimensions, the problem would be somewhat easier. But we

cannot predict even what type of conditions will exist, so

we cannot begin to rely on engineered barriers or 'conservative

assumptions" to overcome the uncertainties.'

In conclusion, the risk assessment models utilized

by DOE are too speculative and lacking in data to compensate

for the inherent impossibility of prediction. They cannot

form a basis for confidence in safe disposal.

-.55-
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B. Serious Technical and Institutional
Problems Preclude Confidence That
Even One Satisfactory Site, Let Alone
The Sufficient Number of Sites, Will
Be Selected.

The preceding discussion has demonstrated the

great uncertainty that we will be able to achieve safe waste

disposal, largely because we are unable to predict geologic.

and human events for even a fraction of the necessary isolation

period. Yet, even if we were somehow able to predict the

future, there would still be no basis for confidence in safe

waste disposal. This is because we can have no assurance at

this time of our ability to identify and select even one

repository site -- let alone the necessary number of sites

-- meeting all relevant criteria. On the contrary, as shown

below, the difficulties inherent in selecting satisfactory

sites may well be one of the greatest obstacles to a finding

of confidence by the Commission, especially since a dozen

or more sites may be needed. See p. 18, above.

In particular, site selection for repositories can

be expected to be very difficult and time-consuming for

both technical and institutional reasons. Extensive in situ

testing will be needed, and might reveal, or even produce, unacceptab

conditions -- such as fractures which would permit water

intrusion. Institutional problems would include the likely

public opposition as well as difficulties in obtaining
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approvals from State and local governments and Federal

agencies.

Because of all these siting difficulties, DOE

has recognized the possibility that no site will be found

to satisfy all criteria of the selection process. (Ref. 1,

p. 3.1.19). Until we know that a sufficient number of

satisfactory sites do exist, have been thoroughly tested,

and have received all necessary Federal, State and local

approvals, we cannot be confident of safe disposal. As

will be discussed below, it will be many years at best

before we will be able to know if any such site existsu

In this section, the technical problems involved

in assessing, selecting, and evaluating candidate sites will

be outlined. (pp. 58-61 . In addition, the institutional

problems in site selection will be discussed (pp. 68-76).

The many gaps in the technologies needed to implement waste

disposal -- apart from site selection problems -- are

discussed below, in Section IV (C) (pp. 77-101).

,,
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1. Technical Problems Preclude
Confidence That A Sufficient
Number Of Satisfactory Sites
Will Be Found.

(a) Geologic Siting Constraints
'Will Limit The Areas Which
Can Be Considered For
Possible Repositorv Sites.

DOE admits that site characterization and site

selection require extensive technological analysis, and

that the necessary technology has not been adequately de-

veloped. _(Ref. 2, p. 2.2). Among the technologic constraints

are geologic criteria which impose limitations on site selection.

First, groundwater often constitutes the

major potable water supply of many regions, and is the most

likely agent for transporting radioactivity away from the

repository and into the environment. Thus, known major aquifers

should be avoided. (Ref. 7, p. 3-42; Ref. 1, pp. 3.1.48,

3.1.49; Ref. 16, p. 16). Similarly, areas near large

rivers and lakes should be avoided because of risks of

flooding or water entry into the repository. (Ref. 1, p.

3.1.47). Further, areas of interior drainage can become

covered with water during wet climatic eras, and thus

might not be suitable for a repository. (Ref. 7, p. 3-28).

Second, areas of known active faults, joints or

fractures, zones of recent earthquakes or volcanic activity,

and crusted plate boundaries should lbe avoided. (Ref. 1, pp.

3.1.47, 3.1.48).
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Third, the selection of some potential site

locations may result in unacceptable, irreversible losses

of valuable oil, gas, sulfur, potash, or other commercial

minerals. (Ref. 8, p. 6). The importance of natural

resources as a siting limitation has been recognized by-

DOE (Statement, pp. 11-79 to II-80).

Significantly, these various limitations are

cumulative, and may lead to ruling out very large areas

of the country, perhaps making it impossible to find

-one potential site-meeting all criteria -- let alone the

many sites that are needed.

(b) In Situ Investigation Has Not Been
Conducted At Potential Sites, Yet
Such Investigation Itself Could
Undermine The Sites' Integrity

Few propositions elicit more agreement among those

concerned about nuclear waste disposal than that in situ

tests must be performed before any candidate site can be

considered acceptable. DOE repeatedly acknowledges this

in its Statement. For example:

An understanding of the character,
condition and geometric configuration
of the rocks in the vicinity of a
repository is essential for developing
predictive models used to estimate the
performance of a repository.

* * *

(S1ubsurfriace c 1o!t.in !is nec .es-sax tc]
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thus collected are used ... in computer
models to predict the site's containment
and isolation qualities... The potential
effects of fractures ... must be evaluated
for each site... Subsurface characterization
and testing methods may need to be developed
at each site before final decisions on
suitability can be made.

(Statement, pp. IT-72, 11-73).

The IRG has explained the need for in situ tests

as follows:

Because the behavior of rock masses
is influenced by inhonogeneities and
discontinuities, results of laboratory
tests on small, relatively homogeneous
and intact specimens can be seriously
misleading as predictors of rock mass
behavior. In situ tests will be needed
to develop Feliab=e information on
mechanical, thermal, and fluid flow
properties at the site, and techniques
will need to be developed to permit
utilization of laboratory test data in
the design and interpretation of in
situ field measurements.

(Ref. 11, p. 58). Data from laboratory experiments, said the

IRG, "are not adequate in themselves for engineering design of

a repository because they do not represent the rock mass."

(Id., p. 33). A report prepared for the NRC concurs:

The onlv practical method to achieve
Tinal design must relv uron in situ
-m*nitored experiments conducted after
initial excavation of a portion of the
reposito r.

(Ref. 9, Vol. 4, p. 3-29) (emphasis in original). See also,

Ref. 23, p. 4-95;. Ref. 7, p. 3-9; USGS Statement of Position,

pp. 7-9. President Carte ri:- ' 'ri ; .. his
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recent policy statement:

Because the suitability of a geo-
logic disposal site can be verified
only through detailed and time-
consuming site-specific evaluations,
actual sites and their geologic en-
vironments must be carefully examined.

(Ref. 21, p. 3) (emphasis in original).

Moreover, no site can be assumed to be adequate for

use as a repository until in situ testing has been conducted

for many years -- and even then, new discoveries nay require

abandonment of the site. One well-known example of the

elimination of a proposed site on the basis of in situ testing

is Project Salt Vault (see above, p. 10). After several years

of exploratory work in the 1960's at the unused salt mine

near Lyons, Kansas, the AEC decided that the site was suitable

for use as a federal repository for disposal of commercial

high-level waste. Nonetheless, despite the years of ex-

ploration, the site was later found to be subject to water

penetration and hence unsuitable, and the project was abandoned.

(Ref. 2, Vol. 1, p. 1.5.1; NRDC v. NRC, 547 F. 2d at 648 n.46

and 651 n.52).*

* DOE's Statement of Position briefly discusses Project Salt
Vault, (pp. IT-251 to II-253), summarizing five "significant
results" from the Project. Incredibly, the discussion makes
no mention of the Government's subsequent plans to use the
mine as the nation's first underground radioa-tive taste
repository, nor of thfe uti. e r. !0 c ' al.s.
See p. 10 of this statement, abcve Tbh_, inor-.o te roor-.tayal
is a telling example of DOE's lac2k cj4 o'bect~i'Vi11rN atiot
nuclear waste d'sposal, iiscussed 1bove at p. 39.
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The experience with Salt Vault demonstrates

that in situ testing must continue for many years, including

at least the period of waste emplacement and the retrievability

period, so that technical problens with the site can be

detected. If such problems do materialize, it could be

necessary to remove some or all of the wastes already emplaced

and move them to other repositories. Therefore, it is necessary

to have additional repositories available for such contingencies.

(See above, p. 18, footnote). It is consequently necessary

that for each repository ultimately needed, several must

be selected for in situ testing. As a dozen or more repositories

will be needed, several dozen candidate sites will have to

be tested.*

Unfortunately, retrieval of the wastes in case a repository
proves unsuitable is itself hazardous, to both the workers and
the public. For example, as NRC staff has pointed out, canisters
may be corroded, damaged or stuck, creating a risk of exposure
to retrival workers. Overcoringcould result in radioactive
dust to which workers would be exposed. -In addition, retrieval
creates a risk of escape of radionuclides to the biosphere
if the integrity of seals separitina ilain airways from storage
roons has not been-maintained. (Ref. 7, pp. 3-14, 3-15).
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Unfortunately, however, the in situ tests that

are so essential to assure a. safe repository are also

likely to ruin the site by breaching the integrity of

the candidate repository and permitting water intrusion.

As the IRG has found:

The more extensively a potential
site is examined, except with re-
mote sensing geophysical techniques,
the greater the likelihood that the
integrity of the site will be jeopardized.

(Ref. 11, p. 46). Despite the clear need for in situ testing,

DOE has acknowledged:

Standard techniques for analyzing
geologic formations in a non-destructive
manner are not available. Uncertainties
in this area center around the ability
to develop instrumentation to measure
certain in situ bulk rock characteristics
without sesorting to existing techniques
which require core drilling.

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.238) For example, wave-probing of rock to

determine inhorogeneities or structural flaws is "in its

infancy, and a substantial amount of basic work is needed

before operational status can be claimed," including "con-

siderable improvement" in instrumentation, understanding of

wave-propagation phenomena, and development of interpretive

tools and techniques. (Ref. 15, pp. 18, 19.) "There is a

significant need to measure fracture geometry in hard rock...

-6;-



The data obtained [in local measurements] are difficult to

interpret" because of the non-uniformity of the medium.

"A satisfactory global-type fracture geometry measurement

is not yet available." (Id., p. 131).

The problem of non-destructive testing is a

major obstacle to adequate exploration of specific sites.

The IRG has said that "accurate prediction of the transport

of radionuclides from a repository requires detailed knowledge"

of many site-specific facts and processes, but "(tihese types

of hydrogeologic and geochemical information are currently

not fully available even for the best known aquifers, and

would require considerable effort to obtain at a repository

site because of the need to minimize disruption of the re-

pository area by drilling." (Ref. 11, p. 38).

DOE's Statement of Position wishes away the rany

technical gaps that could prevent or delay for many years

selection of a repository. That Statement (e.g. at pp.

II-65 to 68) discusses some of the many vital areas in

which necessary information is lacking, but says that work

is being done or planned and that the information will be

available by specified dates.

DOE again appears to be indulging in wishful thinking.

It cannot predict exactly how long it will take to get all

the data. Indeed, it is possible that by the specified

dates the researchers %iill n'orl'- '.; First shill more

.I
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information is needed. Furthernore, DOE assumes that all

the data will be favorable to site selection, but that

too is an arbitrary assumption.

(c) The Site Investigation Work Which Has
Been Conducted To Date Affords No
Basis For Confidence That Satisfactory
Sites Will Be Found.

A good example of DOE's unfounded optimism about

site selection lies in its conclusion that 'the diversity of

media under evaluation, the large number of potentially suit-

able sites... and the cWTS* Program's ability to successfully

screen for sites using criteria and the available performance

assessment techniques will result in identifying, qualifying,

and licensing repository sites." (Statement, p. 11-128).

Assuming, for the monent, that DOE meant to say that a

sufficient number of acceptable repository sites would be

found, close examination of DOE's om description of its site

exploration efforts shows the claim to be utterly devoid of

any factual basis.

Thus, according to DOE, in 1980 two or three domes

from the Gulf Interior Region Salt Domes will be "recommended

for further examination in the 'location' study phase of the

Nuclear Waste Terminal Storage Progran.
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site exploration process. Several characteristics need

careful evaluation against the siting criteria." (Statement,

pp. 11-108, 11-106). With regard to the Paradox Basin,

"existing information is not yet sufficient for assessing

the suitability of individual parts of the region for a

repository." (Id., p. 11-109). The data assembled to date

on the Palo Duro and Dalhart Basins are 'preliminary.'

"Specific questions pertaining to hydrology, tectonics,

geology, and resource evaluations will be the subjects of

proposed investigations." (Id., p. 11-112, emphasis supplied).

Although the Carlsbad, New Mexibo site has been

under investigation for 8 years, DOE says that the site may

suffer from a conflict with natural resources, and it is

possible that future exploration at depth or improved under-

standing of geologic processes could reveal aspects un-

desirable for a repository. (Id., p. II-114) No field

investigations have even been carried out by the Department

in the Salina basin; the amount of glacial scour in valley

areas needs to be investigated further, and resource conflicts

may be severe for siting a repository anywhere in Ohio. (Id.,

p. 11-117) "Much additional information is needed before a

repository site could be identified in the Salina basin. At

the present, no part of the basin can be judged acceptable or

unacceptable for repository siting." (Id.) At DOE's
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Hanford site in the State of Washington, "[Qluestions

about the location and movement of the water in the

interbeds and interflows of Wlanapun and Grande Ronde Basalts

are being addressed and should be resolved in the next 2 to

3 years." (Id., p. II-118). Finally, one location is

being explored at DOE's Nevada test site. The geology is complex.

Welded tuff within the site may contain up to 10% water by

weight; the effects of this water 'have to be assessed and

are being investigated." Moreover, 'few reliable estimates

of ground water flow velocity are available" for the region.

(Id., pp. 11-118 to 11-124).

This, then, is the status of DOE's investigations

to date, almost none of which have proceeded beyond regional

evaluations to studying or even identifying specific candidate

sites. As already observed, a dozen or more repositories may be

needed, yet no candidate site will be selected until 1985

at the earliest. (Ref. 21, p. 3). The discussion above

shows that there is no basis for knowing whether any of the

ongoing investigations will identify even one technologically

satisfactory region, let alone a specific site.

In claiming that many sites will be available,

DOE places reliance on its 'ability to successfully screen

for sites using criteria," see p. 65 , above, But careful

screening will simply distinguish between unsatisfactory

sites and, if any are found, satisfactory sites. The

screening process cannot transform an unsatisfactory site

into a satisfactory one.
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2. Institutional Problems Preclude
Confidence That Satisfactory
Sites Will Be Established.

Apart from the many technical obstacles which create

doubt about establishment of repositories, institutional

problems must be considered. Among these issues are the

possible opposition by State and local governments, the

public, and even other federal agencies, as well as the

uncertainty about DOE's obtaining the necessary licenses from

the NRC. See above, p. 29.

As earlier observed, the primary issue as posed

by the Commission is whether 'radioactive wastes produced

by nuclear facilities will be safely disposed of." 44 Fed.

Reg. 61372-3.(Oct. 25, 1979) (emphasis added). This-question

cannot be answered by looking at technical issues only.

Even if those issues a-e ultimately resolved, nuclear waste

will not be safely disposed of unless all the institutional

problems are also resolved satisfactorily. Resolution of

the matter requires not only a technical consensus by the

scientific community on the methodology to be employed, but

also a political consensus and a social consensus by the

public to accept that methodology (Ref. 15, p. 5). The

IRG report concluded that:

the resolution of institutional
issues, required to permit the
orderly development and effective
implementation of a nucJ.?ar whaste
ranagemer.t procjti ir, A isx1r' !mpo--
tant as the resilntitnn cf ctutster.dina
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technical issues and problems and...
the resolution of institutional issues
may well be more difficult than finding
solutions to remaining technical
problems.

(Ref. 10, p. 87). (emphasis supplied). The reason for this

is obvious. There can be no confidence that radioactive

wastes... will be safely disposed of" if society -- for

whatever reasons, rational or emotional -- refuses to permit

repositories to be constructed. "Only if such a social consensus

is obtained," said the IRG, can disposal of nuclear waste

in geologic formations "actually-be implemented." id. at 47.

We will discuss below public acceptability of the

repositories, as well as the problem of using land subject to

federal jurisdiction.

(a) It Is Doubtful That Repositories
Will Be Accepted By The Affected
Public As Well As State and Local
Governments.

Significantly, DOE acknowledges that all of the waste

disposal options being considered -- including geologic dis-

posal -- rate very poorly in terms of public acceptability.

The GEIS comparative analysis includes discussion of "Policy

and Equity Considerations," which is supposed-to assess public

acceptability (Ref. 1, p. 48). That criterion, in turn, is

-C9-
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subdivided into two items, one of which is labeled "Distribution

of Risk' and is said to measure the 'Index of Perceived Risk"

(Id. at 4.9). The analysis concludes that on a scale of

1 to S. each of the ten disposal options receives the lowest

possible score of only 1 for "Distribution of Risk," id. at

4.11, a score which "represents the less desirable [condition]".

Id. at 4.10. In short, all of the options are acknowledged by

DOE to have very low public acceptability and high perceived

risk.

Indeed, the possibility of public opposition was

spelled out by Battelle's Pacific Northwest Laboratory in a

report prepared for DOE (Ref. 19). Battelle pointed out that

increasing numbers of State officials were, seeking to veto

proposed repositories within their States, and added:

These expressions of interest by
State government can be backed by
legal and political actions that
can impede or halt efforts by
the federal government to site
nuclear repositories or implement
a national nuclear waste management
program.

Id. p. 88. Battelle noted that State and local governments

could frustrate repository development through their en-

vironmental laws and regulations of land use, construction,

and transport of radioactive materials. Id. pp. 96-103.

There is already impressive evidence to the effect

that opposition to the sit5.rrig c1 epitvrie2 ccul.d he
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significant. The federal government's plan to bury wastes

at Lyons, Kansas aroused local opposition ten years ago;

the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant has faced intense citizen

protest in New Mexico. Science, Vol. 202, Nov. 3, 1978,

p. 501; Vol. 199, Mar. 10, 1978, pp. 1050-1; Vol. 172,

Apr. 16, 1971, pp. 249-50; Wall St. Journal, Aug. 29,

1978, pp. 1, 32. In 1976 ERDA sought to conduct exploratory

drilling for a repository in Alpena County, Michigan.

In response to questions from State Governor William Milliken,

ERDA stated: *The project will be terminated in Michigan if

the state raises issues...that are not resolved through a

mutually acceptable procedure.' Two months later, local

voters overwhelmingly opposed waste repositories in their

counties. ks of November 1978, twenty-three States had

passed or considered laws or resolutions to limit or ban

radioactive waste disposal within the State. Nuclear News,

Nov. 1978, p. 86). Eleven States passed such laws during 1979.

Thus, at the present time public acceptance of

repositories cannot be assumed. Moreover, even if the scientific

community were able to devise methods which reduced the

probability of a repository accident, that would not necessarily

improve public acceptability. The public's perception of
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risk differs from that of the technical community, which

defines risk as the probability that an event (such as

major release of radioactivity from a repository) will

occur multiplied by the expected consequences of the event.

By this definition, if the probability is small enough the

risk may be viewed as modest, despite the possibly

calamitous consequences of an accident. But the public

does not accept that reasoning. According to Battelle's

report to DOE:

The general public often perceives
the outcomes of an event to be more
important than the probability.
This may be due to the fact that
the public is familiar with Murphy's
Law: If something can go wrong, it
will go wrong. Thus, probabilities
are often perceived to be less
meaningful than outcomes.

Ref. 19, pp. 13-14 (citations onitted). The point is that

whichever definition of risk may be considered technically

correct, the public's perception of risk is high and its

willingness to take risks is low. Public opposition,

therefore, can be expected.

The most vigorous opposition might be expected to

come fron those living near proposed repository sites or

along the many proposed routes for shipping nuclear waste to

each repository. People living in-any of these .areas would be

exposed to ulow levels" of radiation from normal operations,

7
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and to extremely dangerous-levels from major accidents.

They are not likely to be persuaded by DOE's conclusion that

repository operations or spent fuel shipments pose only

"acceptable" levels of risk. Their opposition can be

expected and must be considered.*

The DOE Statement of Position in this proceeding

fails to deal realistically or candidly with the institutional

difficulties facing repository siting. On the one hand.

* DOE fails to ack-nowledge that even within the scientific
and federal regulatory communities, the health effects of
'low-level" radiation are the subject of considerable con-
troversy. Significantly, the NRC has expressed its desire
to "reduce the risks of occupational radiation doses in
Commission-licensed activities," and has proposed amendments
to current dose regulations. 44 F.R. 10388 (Feb. 20, 1979).

Moreover, the health effects of radiation are
cumulative; doubling present exposures by adding "acceptable"
doses from nuclear wastes should not be countenanced. Indeed,
other phases of the nuclear fuel cycle, such as uranium mining
and reactor operation, add their share of radiation to people
and the environment. Thus, waste disposal cannot be discussed
in a vacuum; the entire nuclear fuel cycle may add a several-
fold increase in prior levels of radiation.

Finally, DOE argues that the public should accept
radiation from nuclear wastes because comparable levels of
radiation from voluntary activities are 'routinely accepted
without question." (Statement, p. II-14). The truth is that
the public has clearly demonstrated its unwillingness to
accept the risk of radioactive waste, or to have that risk
forced upon it.

_ X3-
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DOE says that l[b]Uause social concerns are uss easily

predicted [than technical considerations], less confidence

can be placed in assessment of their impacts on the re-

pository program" (p. 111-87). DOE also acknowledges that

it is '"possible that unanticipated or unresolved issues of

concern at the State or local level could cause prolonged

perturbations in the schedule." Id. at p. III-31. On

the other hand, DOE proceeds to discount these problems

on the mere hope that the particular State and local govern-

ments having potential sites will agree to the siting of

repositories within their borders.

DOE's assumption of State and local cooperation

is without factual basis. DOE assumes that simply because

it will discuss siting with the concerned State and local

officials, the latter will agree to the siting. In the eyes

of DOE, discussion inevitably leads to consensus; however,

in the real world it often leads to disagreement. Since the

public perceives and is unwilling to accept a high level of

risk, State and local officials are likely to oppose the

repository.

In the face of this evidence of public fear and

opposition, DOE says that creation by the President of a State

Planning Council will eliminate friction (p. 111-24). This

appears to be naive, for it cannot be assumed that the Council

will agree to any particular site -- or, if it did, that the

host State or local government would agree. Again, DOE relies

on the unrealietic nltlxar, V.at .l:_; iv r~l; avi 8.a2y

lead to agreement.

_n474
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DOE's failure to come to grips with institutional

problems was recognized by the Hearing Board which it

appointed to hold public hearings across the country on

the draft GEIS. In its report to DOE in February 1980, the

Board said that the GEIS gave inadequate attention to social

and political issues although 'the degree to which human

concerns are taken into account could result in the success

or failure of any waste management plan' (p. 10).

(b) Other Institutional Factors Could
Prevent Selection of Revositories.

Statutory environmental requirements are imposed

by the National Historic Preservation Act and the Land and

Water Conservation Act. (Ref. 8, p. 6). The Interior

Department has said it would not agree to repository selection

inconsistent with those Acts. (Id.) In addition, the

Interior Department has expressed opposition to repository

siting on or adjacent to other lands subject to its jurisdiction,

such as portions of the National Park System, the Wild and

Scenic River System, and the National Trail System, as well

as Indian Trust lands. (Id., p. 7).

DOE assumes that the Secretary of the Interior

would make lands under his administration available to DOE

temporarily for repository testing (P. 111-48). In light

of Interior's expressed views on the subject, tbat cannot

be assumed. Nor can it be assumed that.. Congress would then

acree to a pernarient transfer of the site to a to: a

repository, as assumel at p. MT7-49.
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In conclusion, even apart fron the nany technical

problems and gaps still to be resolved, consideration of

the institutional issues alone requires the conclusion that

there is no basis for confidence that nuclear waste will

be safely disposed of. DOE has not forthrightly addressed

the institutional barriers which shed serious doubt on its

plans for repositories.

-76-
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C. There Are A Myriad Of Defects, Uncertainties,
And Gaps In The Many Technologies Which Will
Be Needed To Implement Waste Disposal.

DOE has chosen to found its confidence on the

mined geologic repository concept. Yet, according to the

IRG, that concept has not yet been shown to be scientifically

feasible (Ref. 10, p. 42). Indeed, it is an oversimplification

to say that the methodology for geologic disposal is not

available, because geologic disposal actually would involve

a series of stages of implementation, each of which requires

its own methodology. Thus, to begin with, one must learn a

great deal about the properties of various potential host

rocks, and about how radioactive wastes would interact with

them. After acquiring this type of knowledge, a generic

decision must be made as to which rock medium or media, if

any, are feasible for geologic repositories. Then, in order

to actually place nuclear waste in a repository, methods

must first be developed to (1) place the waste in canisters

and ship it to the repository site; (2) excavate the repository

without destroying the site's integrity; .(3) insure for an

adequate period that the waste can be retrieved if a par-

ticular site is determined to be unsatisfactory after waste

emplacement there has begun; (4) seal the boreholes, shafts,

and buildings at the surface after the repository operations

are concluded, to prevent leakages and (5) monitor underground

activity within the site from zernote locations for the necessary

period of time. None of these metho.s has been developed;
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to date, DOE has offered only 'conceptual' plans and

'technologies of the future" to dispose of real nuclear

waste.

Two broad categories of difficulties

help explain why the technologies for the various phases

described above do not exist. The first is that, as to

many phases, we have already learned enough to know that

all options now under study are plagued with serious

defects and drawbacks which so far cannot be overcome.

Secondly, in almost every phase, we know so little about

the critical aspects of the available technology that no

one is in a position to say whether it will work. In the

earlier-quoted words of the USGS, "some key geological

questions are unanswered, and answers are needed before the

risk associated with geologic containment can be confidently

evaluated." (Ref. 4, p. 3).

1. The Properties of Potential Host
Rocks And Their Interactions with
Radioactive Wastes Are Not Under-
stood.

As DOE has recognized, "important gaps exist in

knowledge regarding rock properties and responses under

extreme conditions of temperature, stress and radiation

over long periods of time". (Ref.. 1, p. 3.1.26). "Additional

research is needed to develop accurate methods for determining

rock strength". (Id., p. 3..313).
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Moreover, apart from the properties of the host

rock as measured in the laboratory, there are many things

about how the wastes and the host rock would interact which

are not understood, including the effects of heat, radiation,

chemical reactions, and waterand the potential for migration

of wastes out of the repository. In the words of USGS, "the

uncertainties associated with hot wastes that interact

chemically-and mechanically with the rock and fluid system

appear very high.t  (Ref. 4, p. 6; see also Ref. 23, p. 4.94;

Ref. 5, p. 2). DOE's Statement acknowledges that verified

models describing interactions between waste and rock are

not expected to be available until 1985. (Statement, p. 11-222).

These models,even if verified, however, would be of limited

use. See above, pp. 52-54.

The effect of the heat emanating from the wastes

on the surrounding rock of a repository is acknowledged by

DOE to be "a major unknown geologic factor [presenting] the

most difficult engineering uncertainties." (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.34).

The heat flows through the canister and other protective materials

into the host rock and eventually into the atmosphere. (Ref.

2, p. 7.3.1). The heat affects

}) the integrity and recoverability
of the waste canisters

2) room and pillar stability

3). integrity of the waste matrix over
long periodis of ti:me

-79-
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4) integrity of the host rock and
the surrounding rock

5) overlying aquifers and groundwater
flow

6) long-term uplift and subsidence
of overlying rock. (Id.)

Comparatively little work has been done on the

effect of temperature on the compressive strength of rocks;

more investigation is required. (Ref. 9, Vol. 4, p. G-2).

We do know, however, that heat will induce stresses in the

surrounding rock (Ref. 2, pp. 3.1.35, 1.13), and will re-

duce its strength (Statement, p. II-165). This can cause

increased permeability. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.34). Some data

show that these stresses can significantly affect pillar

stability within a mere five years after waste placement

(Id., p. 3.1.35).

Moreover, displacement of the overlying rock

mass by heat can cause fracturing in the rock, thereby giving

rise to 'perturbations in the hydrologic flow regime" and

potential pathways for waste migration". (Statement,

p-. II-1651 Ref. 1, p. 3.1.24). NRC staff has observed that

high-velocity flow paths for underground water, resulting from

fractures, can bring radionuclides into the biosphere.

(Ref. 7, p. 3-35).*

* Salt might not be exxpected to fracture, but if the surrounding
strata were breached by fr.ct.-.ring, salt could be vulnerable
to rapid soluti.rn 1s rcun'.'. (b. I, p. 3 . .24).
Moreover, stress can Zx&carbate crer, (t tatem.ent I,. t75).
See below, p. 86
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DOE has accordingly recognized that 'limiting

the impacts of heat generated by the waste is a principal

consideration in the design of a repository." (Statement,

p. II-164). Moreover, "precision [in thermal models] is

important in insuring that heat loads designed for the

repository will not produce adverse effects in the host

rock.' (Id., p. II-215).

As DOE has observed, there is comparatively little

information on the influence of radiation on rock strength.

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.24; see also Ref. 9, Vol. 4, p. G-6). Indeed,

radiation effects have not yet been assessed "even in the most

cursory manner" (Ref. 15, p. 114). Because of this lack of

data, in-depth comparisons of alternatives with regard to

radiation are not available.

Much of what is known about radiation effects,

however, is disturbing. Tests have shown, for example, that

radiation can reduce the compressive strength of salt by 30

to 40%. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.36). Also, underground pressure

can increase as a result of the entrapment of gases such as

helium and radon which are released through radioactive decay.

"This increased pressure, if not properly relieved, could

lead to the development or reopening of fissures that would

result in the escape of radioactive materials to the surface."

(Ref. 8, p. 12). Finally, radiolysis of brine can lead to

-81-
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buildup of gas pressure, formation of explosive gas mixtures

or chemicals, and unknown interactions with the high-level

waste. DOE identifies radiolysis as 'one of the principal

factors that could affect canister longevity." (Statement,

p. 11-177).

The IRG found "major gaps" in current knowledge

of the chemical interactions of spent fuel, its cladding and

containers with salt or.any other candidate host rock. DOE

acknowledges that our understanding of spent fuel stability

is limited, and that the long-term chemical, mechanical,

thermal and radiation effects have not even been assessed.

(Ref. l, p. 1.15). According to the IRG:

There are a number of questions
associated with the disposal of
spent fuel that require resolution
through further research. Speci-
fically, it is necessary to determine
if the fission gases and the significant
quantities of uranium and plutonium
in the spent fuel present a potential
problem in the repository, either
during the operation phase or after
closure. At least several vears of
experimental work needs to be con-
ducted to determine the chemical re-
action among the fuel pellets with
their cladding, the spent fuel con-
tainer, and the potential host rocks.
More needs to be known about the
chemical forms of the fission products
and actinides in the spent fuel pellets
and cladding, and about the resistance
of these forms to leaching or reaction
with repository rocks.

(Ref. 11, pp. 27-28; see also fief. 10, p. 74) (emphasis supplied).



Moreover, there are wide variations in the r

characteristics of different fuel assemblies. (Ref. 26,

p. 4). As USGS has observed, the chemical properties of

spent fuelldepend on its burnup, location within the

reactor core, age and physical integrity." (USGS

Statement of Position, p. 9). Therefore, "[dlesign

of a system of engineered barriers to accommodate this

heterogeneity within the context of a given geohydrologic

environment will be a major undertaking' (Id., pp. 9-10).

Spent fuel also poses the added problem of "its potential

for release of gases" (Id., p. 10).

There are also "large uncertainties' concerning

the speed and modes of migration of radionuclides through

the underground. (Ref. 18, p. 10; see also Ref. 4, p. 8).

Indeed, "uncertainty is the distinctive element of radio-

nuclide transport analysis." (Ref. 5, p. 32). Measurement

of the physical and chemical properties that control under-

ground transport for a sufficiently long flow path is

theoretically feasible but "still in the future". The

USGS has said:

We need, as a minimum, the permeability
and porosity of the media and the hy-
draulic head gradients all in three
dimensions. In addition, we need to
know the sorptive characteristics of
the media along all paths, and we need
to estimate the variab.be rates at which
the-solidified wastes will enter the
transporting fluid3. Needod, in par-
tiat-lair, isX.=~-:;A rhle -
trI'Icti cr. nd extent of 'a or hcterr--
geneities. The need :o r stcn data

evesr T tr taxes!I Ee Z d rlLe ata
Ei-DF.-he Eac:;.. . ...rso x 2:enera'Xws
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presently unavailable; most of the
available data have such large error
limits that their usefulness in pre-
dictive models is limited.

(Ref. 4, pp. 8-9) (emphasis supplied) (See also Ref. 5, p. 33,

and Ref. 11, p. 38).

2. No Geologic Medium Or Media gave Been
Determined To Be Capable Of Assuring
Safe Isolation

Assuming a decision to establish geologic repositories,

there remains the question of which geologic medium or media

will be used. Salt has been most thoroughly studied, but, as

shown below, it has significant drawbacks which may

ultimately exclude it from being used. Nor have shale,

basalt, or granite been shown to be suitable host rocks;

rather, as with salt, serious deficiencies are already known

to exist with each of these media. The IRG and the President

have explicitly refrained from endorsing any particular medium

(Ref. 10, p. 42; Ref. 22, p. 15), because no medium has been

shown as yet to be satisfactory.

(a) Salt

More is known about salt than about other candidate

media. Nevertheless, despite many years of research, 'major

uncertainties' remain concerning the viability of using

salt formations as waste repositories. (Ref. 16, pp. 16, 17).

The reason for continuing uncertainty is that we already do

know of serious trou.b'les w'4b sit, qt. Th' .t.*n *rose

because salt is solubie in water, f-..in; vri.z:c; sal1, :aeaps,
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threatening mine stability; sAlt is adversely affected by

heat; salt is vulnerable to fractures; and disposal of mined

salt poses an environmental hazard. Salt also carries with it

the potential dangers of "focusing" and breccia pipes. Each

of these liabilities of salt is briefly described below.

First, salt is highly soluble in water (Ref. 2,

p. 7.2.4; Ref. 1, p. 3.1.32). This solubility constitutes

a serious defect for several reasons. As DOE has acknowledged,

'trapped brine can be released with considerable energy when

heated and can fracture the rock." (Ref. 2, p. 7.2.18).

'The protective metal canisters and sleeves will certainly

degrade quickly in the strong brine environment, and leaching

of the wastes will be enhanced." (Ref. 4, p. 5). Interstitial

brine is known to reduce the mechanical strength of the salt.

(Id.) Also, as DOE recognizes, brine tends to migrate towards

heat sources, such as radioactive waste (Statement, pp. 11-175,

II-252; see also Ref. 8, p. 11); migration in volume "is likely

to be deleterious and must be accounted for when considering

long-term isolation." (Ref. 11, p. 65). Brine can also be

expected to decrease the sorptive properties of the salt

(Ref. 15, p. 45); "the capacity of the salt to fix or adsorb

the nuclides from the waste in insoluble form is apparently

low.' (Ref. 4, p. 5).

Solubility affects mine operations and retrievability

of the wastes. As Th.SGs has SPick:

If rclauis£uy armi1L. =.icrtz.s i zc.-e
-z:n caluse T'Uhtii n-itl dtCreLe Of rjL
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chanical strength and possible move-
ment of waste during a relatively
short time, special efforts will
surely be necessary to insure re-
trievability from a salt repository -
for periods as short as 10-25 years.
The question of whether the workings
of a mine in salt can be predicted
to stay dry will have to be faced.

(Ref. 4, p. 12).

Second, as DOE recognizes, salt creeps. Creep

is the viscous flow of the medium under constant stress.

Creep occurs in three stages. The first stage is short

and occurs at the time of initial stress. Then there is

a longer "steady state creep," during which there is a

gradual increase in stress. Most important is the third

stage, which lasts less than a day and leads rapidly to

failure. (Ref. 2, p. 7.2.16). Thus, a salt formation

can collapse literally overnight

Experiments in the laboratory have yielded empirical

equations to describe the creep behavior of salt. However,

as DOE has admitted:

These equations are complex and no
agreement has been reached as to
which is the best one. The im-
portant point, however, is that
salt does creep and a repository
cannot be rationallydestined unless
the creep benavior under the appropriate
conditions of pressure and temperature
is properly understood.

(Id.) (emphasis supplied).
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Third, the physical behavior of salt is 'drastically

affected by temperature." (Ref. 2, p. 7.2.18). The heat

emitted by the wastes 'may cause complex mechanical and chemical

changes. Increased temperatures in salt would further decrease

mechanical strength of the salt-brine mixtures... and would

increase the creep rate of dry salt." (Ref. 4, p. 6).

Fourth, as NRC staff has observed, while it is

often claimed that salt's plastic properties tend to heal

any opening, it 'may not be realistic to depend on this

'self-healing behavior' to produce an impermeable seal around

the repository.... Water under great pressure 'could keep

[thermally or mechanically induced] fractures open and

increase the dimensions of the fractures as a result of the flow."

(Ref. 7, p. 3-29).

Fifth, bedded salt may be plagued by the

presence of vertical structures known as breccia pipes,

which extend vertically through several geologic strata.

If such a pipeis permeable, and near a proposed repository

site, it 'could provide a shortened path to the biosphere...

[and] provide a sufficient reason to preclude construction

of a repository." (Ref. 11, pp. 66-67).

Sixth, in a dry salt dome the canisters containing

the waste "would tend to migrate downward," perhaps com-

plicating future attempts to retrieve. (Ref. 5, p. 20).

It is not known whether thc sinkirx- swuld "fociu" the

canisters -- i.e, iraw h141' Closer to)ie.I. la f0, Sot'
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result could be further sinking and focusing, producing

very high temperatures Id. If this occurred, the thermal

loading criteria limiting the density of waste in each

repository could be violated. These questions still need

to be answered.*

Because of the many problems listed above, a

salt formation may become unstable after placement of

high-level waste (Ref. 16, p. 17), or the waste containment

could be breached (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.32; Ref. 7, p. 3-9). More

information is needed to determine whether the potential

danger of a salt repository failure can be avoided. The

rate and extent of waste dissolution in brine are unknown.

(Ref. 11, p. 65). "How ion exchange rate, reaction to radio-

activity, and other associated potential chemical reactions

of salt deposits and related rock type affect isolation are

not adequately understood at present." (Ref. 2, p. 7.2.4).

These potential chemical reactions include explosion of un-

stable species formed by radiolysis; formation of explosive

hydrogen-oxygen mixtures near the waste or in an unventilated

storage room; and formation of volatile chemical compounds

from the combination of fission products and brine (Ref. 9,

Vol. 7, p. 2-5). All of these "potentially significant topics,

should be investigated more extensively (Id). The 'most

X In addition, salt formations are located in areas where
oil and gas are frequently .o1n', AzL :ydrogen sulfads, a
deadly gaE. is ofter- fCodz"' ire.i :,.2 "ci jas. 1;wL N:ties
problems to waste re:pEirto pry rtitors, (Pef. 16, p. 3.71
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crucial aspect of the development of predictive capability

is the appropriate selection of a law describing material

behavior," yet:

For materials such as salt which
exhlbit time-dependent deformation
aRn strength characteristics, no
one type of model has been accepted
as adequate bv all workers in the
field of rock mechanics. Depository
structural stability is highly de-
pendent upon these time-dependent
material characteristics of the
material.

(Ref. 9, Vol. 4, p. 4-29; emphasis in original). In particular,

a satisfactory method of measuring the stress state around an

opening to the mine is unknown at this time. (Id., p. 4-22).

Moreover, room closure rates may be high in an unsupported salt

repository. The cost of engineered support depends on the

room closure rate, which is "an unresolved technical issue."

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.31).

Finally, of course, in situ trial excavations and

monitoring are essential prerequisites to final repository

design. (Ref. 9, Vol. 7, p. 2-61 See also id., Vol. 4, p. 7-14).

The problems raised by in situ testing have been described

above at pp. 63-64.

In addition to all the problems with a salt re-

pository per se, significant environmental issues affecting

plant life and soil productivity are presented by the more

than 30 million tons of mined salt which will be removed and

-8!!-
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placed on the surface above a single repository. (Ref. 1,

pp. 3.1.41; 3.1.226). Mitigating procedures would be needed

to reduce salt dispersal at least two orders of magnitude to

ensure that emission concentrations are well below toxic levels....

The potential also exists for salt deposited as dust on

the land to be transported by run-off to nearby surface

waters,' which could receive 'amounts of salt sufficient

to damage indigenous aquatic plants and animals'. (Ref. 1,

p. 3.1.121). Loss of vegetation because of the effects

of salt "would reduce cover and food supplies for mammals and

birds and result in their displacement or elimination."

(Id.).

(b) Shale

Numerous drawbacks to the designation of shale

repositories have been identified. Considerable water is to

be found in shale deposits. (Ref. 5, p. 9.). As DOE

acknowledges, heating and subsequent dewatering in shales can

produce fractures. (Statement, p. II-175). Shales are subject

to 'slaking,' which is deterioration-and loss in strength due

to drying and wetting. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.30). The mining process

itself would be difficult. (Ref. 11, p. 74). Shale is believed to

weaken and become more ductile with increased temperature.

(Ref. 2, p. 7.2.23). Swelling clays resulting from the presence

of water can create pressures great enough to cause buckling

of steel supports.. (Id.) Shales are susceptible to mineralogical

alteratiors which tuld v cahn 3.e 'turs a nd promote

cracking and disiritegratIohn at-O the:tsures anticivpatad i.n
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a repository. (Ref. 5, p. 21).

Finally, as DOE has recognized, we do not have

enough data to evaluate the performance of shale over the

necessary temperature and pressure ranges. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.51)

And the results of various chemical and physical reactions in

shale are 'difficult to predict." (Id., p. 3.1.27).

"Years of intensive effort" would be required to obtain adequate

generic knowledge concerning the suitability of shale re-

positories. (Ref. 11, pp. 74-75)0*

(c) Granite

Granite, too, has serious defects as a repository

medium. Groundwater inflow can be expected to be significant

(Ref. 7, p. 3-30; See also Ref. S. p. 9).** Granite will

deform under varying combinations of high confining pressure,

high temperature, or long-term stress (Id, p. 3-6), and will

decompose at surface temperatures and pressures (id, p. 3-5).

Granites are brittle, and thermal expansions can cause

ruptures and surface heave. (Ref. 5, p. 22; Ref. 2, p. 7.2.9).

Rock bolts may be required to prevent buckling of granite in

underground openings. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.31).- As with shale, the

data needed to evaluate potential repository performance are not

* There are also unsolved problems relating to the disposition of
the mined shale, because the run-off of acids derived from a
shale constituent will cause adverse environmental consequences.
(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.41).

** Laboratory tests slow'ng 1w erenntJbity- of granite and basalt
cannot be Zelied otAt 'ir: .Ct;r. rest e me:i.-abii 1 y 45
frequently several crders of stail-ta'le higher than the i'alue of
a laboratory sample. (Reff. 7, p. i-< 2



available. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.51; Ref. 2, p. 7.2.9).

Cd) Basalt

Basalt repositories are unlikely to be established

within the next 30 years. Because the thermal conductivity

of basalt is low, the wastes would have to be cooled at the

earth's surface for several decades prior to emplacement.

(Ref. 11, p. 81). Further, it will be difficult to find a

basalt site that can be opened and resealed without developing

unacceptable fractures (Ref. 5, p. 23). Like granite, basalt

can buckle, jeopardizing underground stability. And, as with

every proposed medium, our present knowledge is insufficient.

For example, we do not know what consequences would flow from an

inundation resulting from a climate change (Ref. 11, p. 81);

nor do we know the effects of irradiation on basalt (Ref. 2,

p. 7.2.27). 'Considerable generic and site-specific research

over the next decade will be required to quantify" the concept

of a basalt repository. (Ref. 11, p. 81).

In conclusion, there is no basis for confidence today

that any of these four media will be found adequate for a

repository. To the contrary, serious questions and problems

are known to exist for each one.

I . ., I. 'S. , A



3. Technologies Needed To Package And
Ship The Waste Have Not Been
Developed.,

Before wastes can be placed in final isolation,

they must, at the very least, be placed-in canisters and

shipped. The wastes and their containers must be resistant

to leaching and to transportation accidents, and must be

retrievable for a specified period.

(a) Canisters

The design of canisters, says DOE, Nhas received

little attention"; "almost no effort has been expended

in estimating the potential lifetimes under geologic disposal

conditions of the canister designs that have been proposed.".

(Ref. 1, p. 3.1.59). The EPA Panel of Earth Scientists has

said that it is 'likely' that the canisters would be breached

within a decade or less. "For this reason," continues the

Panel, "we do not consider the canister to be a significant

barrier to the solutions, at least for the time scales of

centuries to a million years with which we are dealing."

(Ref. 5, p. 10). Clearly the canisters are almost worthless

for insuring long-term isolation.*

* Significantly, the Commercial Waste and Spent Fuel Packaging
Program, conducted by Rockwell Hanford Operations, has been
designing spent fuel packaging with a design life of only 10
years. (Ref. 15, pp. 158-159).
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As DOE has acknowledged in this proceeding:

It is obvious that much remains
to be learned about individual
package components and their
interactions within the waste
repository environment.

(Statement, p. 11-159).

(b) Shivment

Transporting waste from the many reactors and

other storage points to repositories would require hundreds,

or even thousands, of shipments -- each of which

represents a possible danger to public health. First of all,-

DOE admits that individuals living along the many transport

routes will receive doses of radioactivity from passing

shipments of waste, even in non-accident situations. (Ref.

3, p. 7.1.3.) In addition, DOE acknowledges that in the event

of a severe impact and fire in a high-level waste-cask, persons

living along the transportation paths could receive radiation

doses sufficient to result in serious illness and -- in

DOE's euphemistic language -- 'substantial life shortening'.

:d., p. 7.1.6). While the Government has had tests performed

for the purpose of demonstrating the integrity of shipping

casks in crashes, these tests have been rejected by the railroad

industry as scientifically deficient. (Ref. 10, p. 112).*

*Sandia Laboratories reports that 655 radioactive
transport incidents have c:c.)cu-:ree F. snce 1971,
including 120 with "-Z I e :' -a._:: :*tin 1 &
2.28 where surface cantaTAniatlo, was i.ouzrd.
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Downplaying the public health impacts of nuclear

waste, DOE severely understated the consequences of trucking

accidents in its impact statement. According to NRC staff,

'impacts presented in the GEIS for 100% of all shipments by

truck should be about 25 times greater than the impacts given....

A severe (transportation] accident occurring in a suburban or

urban area would have a substantially greater environmental

impact than the accident consequences presented in the GEIS."

(Ref. 7, pp. 2-9, 2-l5).*

Not surprisingly, the public perceives a severe

danger in transporting nuclear waste, and public opposition,

therefore, could develop to plans for shipping waste to

repositories. As previously noted, public opposition is im-

portant because it could frustrate DOE's plans and require a

negative response to the question whether nuclear waste will be

safely disposed of. Public opposition has found expression in

the many State and local laws passed to limit radioactive

shipments within their jurisdictions (Ref. 17, pp. 25-26),

and the refusal of rail carriers to transport spent fuel (id.,

p. 24). According to the IRG transportation subgroup:

Lack of high quality, credible
and candid information about de-
fense and commercial nuclear trans-
portation methods, equipment, and
performance has left State and local
officials and questioning citizens
with little confidence that health,
life and property are adequately
protected.

Id. p. 25.

W The discuss on of truck aicc.derid.8 eze)*CiaUly siqn.fIcant,
since about half of the nation'b curfertiy c-pe&.tizi~S reactors
must. rely on truck shipients bemiuse they do not have a:cess to
rail lines. (Ref 25,p. Cr-6).



4. Non-Destructive Excavation Technology
Has Not Been Developed.

The first step in actually building a repository

will be to excavate the site. Like in situ testing (see

above, p. 63 ), however, excavation itself will produce

fractures which could breach the integrity of the site

and render it unsuitable for use as a repository. NRC

-staff has said that the mining process will fracture the

rock and create a series of joints near the excavation

point, and is likely to increase hydraulic conductivity

of the rock mass. (Ref. 7, pp. 3-23, 3-25). NRC staff

has also said that the effect of the excavation process on

'the important and complex problem of groundwater mass transport"

and, more generally, on long-term repository performance, needs

to be addressed (Id., p. 3-25). DOE acknowledges that fracturing

"must be considered," and that fracturing, if extensive, "may

provide a potential pathway for groundwater." (Statement, p.

II-161). A symposium of DOE's National Waste Terminal Storage

Program observed that the permeability of fractures and of the

overall rock mass is "extremely important," yet techniques

for minimizing damage to the host rock during excavation are

"poorly developed". (Ref. 15, p. 109).

5. A Methodology For Assuring Retrievability
Of The Wastes Has Not Been Developed.

DOE has identified many important reasons requiring

that wastes be placed in the repnritori.es in a way which assures
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their retrievability: (1) to provide a period for observing

waste-rock interactions and repository operations (Ref. 2, p.

1.5.5); (2) to allow examination of the entire host rock

formation before the wastes become irretrievable (id.);

(3) to allow removal of wastes "if tests and acquired data

show that a sufficient degree of confidence could not be

provided" (Statement, p. II-281); (4) to correct defective

waste packages which have already been emplaced (id.), and

(5) to allow relocation of wastes if a portion of a repository

were found to be unsuitable (id.).

DOE states that retrievability is needed throughout

the operating phase of a repository. (Statement, p. II-281).

Because selection and construction of repositories constitute

"a new hunan enterprise," says NRC staff, it is "reasonable to

expect that, whatever the care exercised and however advanced

the techniques, mistakes will occur..." 45 Fed. Reg. 31398

(May 13, 1980). Accordingly, proposed NRC regulations would

require DOE to design each repository "so that the radioactive

waste stored there can be retrieved for a period of 50 years

after termination of waste emplacement operations, if the

geologic repository operations area has not been decommissioned."

(Id at 31400; see also Ref. 9, Vol. 4, p. C-3).
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No final decision has been made as to how many

years' retrievability is necessary, and thus the extent of

the capability which must be developed is unknown. Yet,

serious problems have been identified, at least for salt

and shale. NRC staff believes that maintaining retrievability

in salt is "questionablew, even for five years:

There is significant evidence that
salt rock behavior under thermal
and mechanical stress is such that
rapid closure rates can be expected.
It may be impossible to maintain
integrity of seals under such
closure rates.

(Ref. 7, pp. 3-9, 3-15). And a repository in shale would entail

"massive support requirements' to keep all corridors and

storage rooms open and maintain retrievability. (Id., p. 3-15);

Another unresolved technical problem with retrievability is

that as long as the rooms and passages of the repository remain

open, flooding is possible. (Ref. 12 , p. 83).

The IRG has found that:

Further definition of the retriev-
ability concept, the circumstances
in which waste would be retrieved,
and the technical aspects (including
development of waste packaging, con-
tainers and handling) is necessary.

(Ref. 10, p. 62). (emphasis in original).

6. Adequate Sealing Methods Save
Not Been Developed.

DOE recOcrmnies that: 1"L'r.pcI-rJ'ry sclis mu3t retain

their integrity for mach lonmer Turionis oft m thn .
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considered in previous applications." (Statement, p. 11-183).

Satisfactory techniques for backfilling and sealing a re-.

pository have not been developed or proven. (Ref. 8, p. 20;

Ref. 15, p. 142; Ref. 9, Vol. 1, p. 3-33). This lack of

technology is a 'serious potential problem," according to

NRC staff, (Ref. 7, pp. 5-2, 5-3), which makes it "difficult

to see how one could do an adequate job of either backfilling

or retrieving if a repository becomes flooded." (Id., p. 3-30).

There is no consensus that the technology which

is currently anticipated will provide adequate seals even

for a period of decades. (Ref. 11, p. 42). One problem is

that "the data that is generally available frommining industry

experience is considered inadequate to properly predict the

long-term integrity of shaft sealing techniques." (Ref. 9,

Vol. 1, p. 2-25). Moreover, "the effect of thermal expansion

on the integrity of the shaft lining and the shaft seal is

not well documented." (Id., p. 2-26). In short, "much more

work is needed to define the reliability of achieving a low

permeability backfill.". (Id., p. 2-24).

The Department of Energy has termed the sealing

problem a "key unknown". (Ref. 1,' p. 3.1.238). Inadequate

sealing would, of course, act as a 'dangerous short circuit from

the repository to the biosphere." (Ref. 8, p. 16; Ref. 11, p. 42).

_d.



7. Equipment And Methodology To Monitor The
Repository After Closure Have Not Been
Developed.

A new technology will be needed to detect migration

of wastes from the repository. (Ref. 5, p. 41). DOE believes

that a monitoring system should be designed and developed to

operate for a few centuries. (Ref. 1, p. 3.1.63). One com-

ponent of the system would consist of instrument packages sealed

into the boreholes, shafts and repositories. No existing in-

strumentation system has been required to function for so many

years, or shown to be capable of doing so. (Ref. 9, Vol. 7,

p. 2-4). During the entire monitoring period, no one would be

able to gain physical access to these devices to test their

reactions to water, to radioactivity, or to waste-rock

interactions; and no one could adjust or fix them if they

failed to function properly.*

DOE has utterly sidestepped the monitoring problem,

saying only that:

Instrumentation will be installed
with the initial canisters. The
details of this monitoring program
will.be developed in conjunction
with the Commission licensing review.

* 0f course9 even a perfect monitoring system would be powerless
to prevent or mitigate releases of radioactivity. At best,
monitoring can only warn people to leave the area rendered
uninhabitable.
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(Statement, p. 11-280). That review, of course, is many

years away, while the Commission must decide whether it

has confidence today that a safe, complete disposal system

will be available when necessary. In truth, monitoring

equipment is not available.*

* Because DOE has chosen to base its case for confidence
on the mined geologic repository concept, much of the dis-
cussion in this Statement refers specifically to that
concept. Significantly, neither the draft generic EIS
nor the Department's Statement in this proceeding claims
that any of the other 9 concepts is either feasible or-
a basis for confidence at this time. In fact, three of
the technologies are admittedly unavailable for spent fuel
(chemical resynthesis, reverse-well injection, and
partitioning/transmutation), and three more are, as a
practical matter, equally unavailable for spent fuel
(very deep hole, ice sheet disposal, and space disposal).
(Ref. 1, pp. 4.5 to 4.7). Since DOE says that this
proceeding is limited to spent fuel, and the Presiding
Officer has agreed, this shortcoming is rather fundamental.
Rock melting is not really a separate technology, but is
rather a variation on geologic disposal (Ref. 1, pp. 3.4.5,
3.4.7). Island and subseabed disposal have more serious
drawbacks than mainland geologic disposal (Ref. 1, pp.
3.5.25, 3.6.1ff); the latter also involves international
legal and political obstacles (id, pp. 3.6.1, 1.27).
Indeed, all of the nine lalterniEives' are far less de-
veloped than the geologic disposal concept, and none
can be viewed as a serious basis for confidence that
safe nuclear waste disposal will be available by the
time it is needed.
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V. THERE IS NO BASIS FOR CONFIDENCE THAT
NUCLEAR WASTE WILL BE SAFELY STORED
UNTIL SAFELY DISPOSED OF.

If the Commission decides it does not have con-

fidence that final disposal will be available by the time

it is needed, then it must reach the question of whether

spent fuel can be stored safely "for an indefinite period."

State of Minnesota v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 602

F.2d 412, 419 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (Tamm, J., concurring).

One of the major problems with storage, however,

is precisely that it would have to be for an 'indefinite

period - because we do not know when, or even if, the

necessary number of safe repositories will be available.

Storage, therefore, might have to continue for many decades,

or even centuries or longer, a period during which the

wastes are extremely toxic. But there is no basis for con-

fidence that these wastes can be stored safely for an in-

definite period, because there simply has been-no experience

with storage over a very long-term. On the other hand, we

do know that many storage accidents have occurred during

even short storage periods. In addition, the danger of

transportation accidents, terrorism or sabotage is great,

and all the more so over longer periods of time. Indeed,

surface storage in some respects presents greater and more

immediate hazards than disposal., bevause the waste is at

the surface of the eartkr &n-, thus auv, releases of rdioantilrity

- l2 -



could more easily inflict direct injury to the storage

facility workers and surrounding population. Moreover,

the difficulties of predicting geologic and human activities

far into the future (pp.43-so) come into play for indefinite

long-term storage.

1. There Is No Basis For Confidence
That Indefinite Long-Term Storage
Is Safe.

Waste storage at the sites of existing reactors

is becoming increasingly difficult because of space constraints

and the growing volume of spent fuel. Increasingly, in-

definite long-term storage would necessitate transporting

very large quantities of spent fuel from reactor sites to

away-from-reactor ("APR) storage sites. These AFR's would

have very high concentrations of radioactivity and would

pose a serious threat of a large accidental release into

the atmosphere, thus endangering the local population.

Indeed, smaller but frequent releases can be expected to

result from routine operations. There would also be a risk

of sabotage and terrorism at the AFR. Even with constant

surveillance, security and monitoring, there would be no

assurance of safety. Psychological and physical danger to

the surrounding community could also be anticipated.

Another problem with indefinite long-term storage

is the necessity for transporting radioactive materials.

Hundreds or thousandzs o f: Žhipi.-iLntz : t he xnv reactcir
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sites to the APR's would be required, each of which would

pose a great danger to the public. As already noted,

see above p. 94 , in the event of a transport accident

there could be a large release of radiation, with obviously

serious consequences to life and health. Even without such

an accident, the populations living around transport routes

would be subject to radiation on a regular and continuing

basis, as would the workers involved in the transportation.

These shipments would also be subject to terrorist attacks

and sabotage.

It is true that transportation of wastes would

be necessary as well for ultimate disposal, and therefore

the hazards represented by waste shipments would be borne

anyway. Nonetheless, it would be foolish to multiply our

exposure to such dangers by transporting the wastes initially

to intermediate storage sites and later having to ship

them again, to a repository -- should one be available.

DOE's Statement of Position is unjustifiedly

optimistic about the safety of storage, as some parties were

unduly optimistic about the safety of nuclear power plants

prior to the accident at Three Mile Island. That accident

demonstrated that despite the so-called 'redundant* safety

systems, accidents can and do occur. There is surely ample

evidence that mishaps can occur as well wAith stcrage.
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Indeed, DOE has acknowledged that many accidents have

occurred in the handling of spent fuel assemblies, and

that *high intensity tornadoes will blow away the roof

over the [storage] basin." (Ref. 25, pp. B-22, B-s9).

Moreover, NRC compilations of Licensee Event

Reports ("LER's") relating to spent fuel storage reveal

that between August 1971 and October 1979 about 67 events

were reported, involving mechanical failure, human error

and violation of NRC requirements.* In many cases, the

cause of the problem was unknown. Twelve events involved

leaks or cracks in equipment, and sometimes multiple

failures -- such as 30 leaks in the stainless steel fuel

pool liner at Millstone-i in March 1972, six leaks in

spent fuel pool cooling system piping at Three Mile Island-l

just days after the TMI-2 accident in March 1979, and cracks

in eight spent fuel storage racks delivered to Dresden-2

in May 1978. The LER's also report improper handling or

storage of spent fuel on many occasions, insufficient water

in refueling water storage tanks several times, inadequate

design problems, and insufficient boron in the spent fuel

pools.

i It is also possible that other events occurred but were
not reported.



Apart from these incidents, the LER's also

point out that several serious accidents have occurred;

luckily, so far as we know, no calamity resulted. For

example, in August 1974 at the Surry-1 plant in Virginia

there was a minor unplanned release of radioactive liquid

effluent," up to 150 gallons, which went into the James

River through the storm sewers. At the Haddam Neck-l

plant in Connecticut, in November 1973, there was an

unplanned release of radioactivity into the storm sewers

when 270 liters of water from the refueling water storage

tank leaked, releasing Tritium.

Several spills have also occurred at Turkey

Point-4, in Florida. In April 1975 there was an unplanned

release of radioactivity during refueling, with 2960 gallons

of contaminated water absorbed by the soil, and a release of

Cobalt-58. Another spill at the plant, in May 1978, was

contained, but contaminated two operators. A third incident

occurred in September 1978, when radioactive water con-

taminated a paved area outside the pump room. Similarly,

at Comnonwealth Edison's Dresden-l plant, in February 1978,

contaminated water leaked out of the plant and onto the

outside gravel. That plant had had a spill of several thousand

gallons of water in April 1977, but evidently without being

released. Releases evidently did occur at the Ginna plhnt

-3.0G.
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in New York during August 1975, and at the Peach Bottom-i

plant, in Pennsylvania, during November 1976.

DOE cannot take comfort from the fact that none

of these events has resulted in a major accident, because,

after all, that may have been said of nuclear power plants

before Three Mile Island. That accident was caused by

multiple technical and human failures. Similar failures

at storage facilities are also possible, and could cause

serious health effects and require the relocation of many

people, resulting in severe economic and personal disruption.

The likelihood and number of accidents increases, of course,

as the period of storage is extended. That no disaster has

yet emerged is reason to be thankful. It is no reason to

be confident that a major accident will never occur.

In addition, it appears that a major accident

involving stored nuclear waste did occur in the Soviet

Union. While the event was not officially disclosed by the

USSR, it has been pieced together from numerous sources,

and was recently reported by researchers at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (Ref. 24). The report concludes that

the accident, in the winter of 1957-58, was the result of

an explosion of reprocessing wastes stored in tanks at a

Soviet military waste-storage facility. It resulted in

a high contamination of the air with- Stronzium-90 and the

_ p 0.* ..



resettlement of the population from an area of from

38 to 380 square miles (Id. p. v). While many details

are not known, the magnitude of a possible waste storage

accident is vividly demonstrated by the Oak Ridge report.

2. There Is No Basis For Confidence That
The Necessary Number Of Storage
Facilities Will Be Accepted By The
Public.

Because of these grave risks, the institutional

problems that are involved in the selection of a repository

will likewise arise with selection of sites for AFR's(See

pp. 69-75 above.) It must be assumed that there will be local

opposition to establishing an AFR. Opposition can be expected

from people living near the proposed sites or along the

shipment routes, and conflicts with State and local laws

regulating shipping are likely. Opposition from the Interior

Department can also be expected to siting on land under its

jurisdiction. DOE concedes that public acceptance of a re-

pository is extremely low; it will be very low for an AFR

as well -- particularly since removal of-the wastes from

the AYR to a repository could be postponed for decades or

more.. Without political and social consensus, indefinite

storage cannot be implemented. DOE has acknowledged that

public opposition to APR siting exists. It has said that

State and local governments and interested citizens have

opposed such construction, in part because they fear it

*-10 ' .-



.'would result in de facto permanent storage." (Ref.

25, p. VIII-10). DOE has also acknowledged the existence

of State and local laws restricting the transportation of

radioactive materials. (Id., p. C-4). State laws, however,

are of vital importance, because DOE recognizes that any

AFR would have to obtain all State and local permits and

follow local regulations. (Id., p. B-15). The expected

opposition from State and local government, therefore,

could prevent the establishment of storage facilities.

To be successful, the AFR option would require

the establishment of many storage facilities around the

country so as to reduce the costs and risks of transportation

as well as the concentration of radioactivity in any one

facility. Because of the likely opposition to siting,

however, it cannot be assumed that any AFR site -- let

alone many sites -- will be approved.

The fact is, however, that many sites would be

needed. The quantities of-spent fuel that would require

AFR storage are very great. For example, DOE projects

that if the first repository becomes available in the year

2006, there would then be 70,000 metric tons of uranium

(MTU) which would require off-site storage. Assuming each

APR could be built to store 5,000 MTU, 14 storage facilities

would be needed by that year. If, however, a repository
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is not available until the year 2010, off-site storage

will be needed for over 90,000 MTU -- which would

translate into 18 facilities. (DOE Statement, p. VI-3;

Ref. 25, p. I-6). Further projections appear in a draft

report prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment

(Ref. 28). That report 'indicates that if the first

repository goes into operation in the year 2005, a total

of 19 AFR facilities would be required to store the

wastes from nuclear plants now in operation or under

construction, but 27 facilities would be needed if the

Commission continues to license new plants. Moreover,

assuming that no repository is available for 50 years --

or that spent fuel is allowed to cool for a long period

before disposal -- the corresponding number of facilities

needed would be 35 or 67.

However, as shown above, there is no basis

for confidence today that even one AFR will be built.

Surely there can be no confidence that the required number

of facilities will be established, having met all technical

requirements and gained public acceptance. Nor can there

be confidence that any AFR that may be established will

operate safely and without serious releases of radioactivity

for an indefinite period of time.
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VI. THE COMMISSION SHOULD ORDER
A MORATORIUM ON LICENSING
NEW1 PLANTS PENDING RESOLU-
TION OF THE WASTE ISSUE.

The Attorney General's position, in short,

is that reasonable persons should not feel even close to

having a factual basis for confidence that nuclear waste

will be safely disposed of, or safely stored until safely

disposed of. Planners are faced at the outset with the

nearly impossible task of predicting geologic or human

events tremendously far into the future. In addition,

we now know enough to see that there are many unresolved

problems that have and could continue to put off a technical

solution for many years. We know that many repositories

will be needed, and that many years of testing will be

needed after each candidate site is chosen -- assuming non-

destructive testing methods have been found -- and that

conclusion of such testing is at least a decade away. We

know that no rock medium has been determined to be acceptable.

We know that none of the needed methodologies -- from waste

packaging to mine excavation to retrieval to sealing the

repositories -- has been developed, or is even around the

corner. Finally, we know that substantial public opposition

exists, and is likely to continue.

Unfortunately, it has been the policy of this

Commission, and the AEC, to license rnuclear plants without

considering how the wastes would be d6J vesed o7. This
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short-sighted approach was rejected by the court in.NRDC v.

NRC, 547 F.2d 633, 640 (D.C. Cir. 1976) as a violation of

the Commission's duty under the National Environmental

Policy Act. As the Court of Appeals there said:

Once a series of reactors is
operating, it is too late to
consider whether the wastes
they generate should have been
produced, no matter how costly
and impractical reprocessing
and waste disposal turn out to
be; all that remain are engineering
details to make the best of the
situation which has been created-.

Id. (footnote omitted) (emphasis added).

As a result of the Commission's policy in past

years, we now have substantial quantities of hazardous waste

that must be managed safely, yet we know of no method

for doing so. Eventually they will have to be handled somehow,

whether or not the Commission makes a finding of confidence

in safe disposal.

Even.if we must do the best we can in the short

run - because we have no choice -- we have it within our

power not to continue limiting ourselves to unacceptable

options. The Commission's decision in these proceedings

must look to the future production -- and thus the disposal --

of radioactive wastes. The Commission cannot make the

existing wastes disappear, but it does have both the power

and the duty to protect rublic' Iae'1th a:ei cafety n re-

gulatingy tle licernsinq# ef .;c..:.1-. ! t Sraoald ,C';Ir.t-.ne



that the facts at hand do not afford a basis for

confidence that any wastes, even the existing inventory,

will be safely disposed of. Once it does so, the Commission

must act by using its licensing powers to prevent the

problem and the hazard from becoming worse.

Continued licensing of new plants would result

in a waste inventory far greater than that which exists

today. Many more repositories would be needed. However,

the many stringent siting criteria which must govern the

site selection process could eliminate all potential site

locations. Because the number of acceptable sites, if any,

could be very small, the threat to public health and safety

would be substantially enlarged by a many-fold increase in

the amount of waste requiring isolation. The Commission

must do whatever it can to limit the growth of the waste

inventory until the disposal issue has been resolved.*

X A moratorium will significantly reduce the number of
repositories needed despite the continued generation of
military wastes. The accumulated inventory of fission
products generated by civilian reactors now exceeds
that generated to date by U.S. military nuclear programs,
.and the civilian proportion is rising. while the volume
of military waste is large, it is on the average almost
100 tines more dilute than commercial high-level waste.
Science, Vol. 197, August 26, 1977, pp. 883-884.
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We must in the final analysis return to fundamental

responsibilities. Under the Atomic Energy Act and the

Energy Reorganization Act, Congress has placed the re-

sponsibility to assure public health and safety upon this

Commission. As the Commission has stated:

[Plublic safety is the first,
last, and a permanent consid-
eration in any decision on the
issuance of a construction permit
or a license to operate a nuclear
facility.

Power Reactor Development Corn. v. International Union of

Electrical Radio and Machine Workers, 367 U.S. 396, 402 (1961).

~In fact, this duty to protect public safety continues beyond

the issuance of licenses:

If, in the Commission's judgment,
the public health and safety so
requires, the Commission may take
action to revoke, suspend, or
modify licenses, impose civil
penalties, or issue cease-and-
desist orders .... Such actions
may be taken with immediate
effect.

In the Matter of Petition for Emergency and Remedial Action,

7 NRC 400, 404 (1978). Thus, 'the fundamental principle guiding

all Commission licensing actions is the paramount consideration

of public safety.' In the Matter of Nuclear Engineering Company,

Inc., 9 NRC 673, 676 (1979).

In view of the sub.tartial waste inventory which

will continue2 'a aI .; :2. ".1 &t 2or re l4 Canzedr^
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and because we are not even close to having a factual basis

for confidence in safe disposal, it is incumbent on the

Commission to stop the licensing of new plants until what

appears to be a fool-proof method has been established and

fully tested at.specific sites, accepted by State and local

government, and other federal agencies if necessary. To

continue licensing without a satisfactory disposal method

violates the Commission's duty to assure public health

and safety. It is totally unreasonable.

Because of its duty to protect public health and

safety, the Commission has from time to time ordered nuclear

plants shut down. It is equally necessary that the Commission

hold up licensing new plants until the serious public health

issues involved in nuclear waste disposal have been resolved.

Such a moratorium has been recommended by the President's

Council on Environmental Quality.

If new plants are licensed, and their waste must

ultimately be disposed of in a less than satisfactory way,

the fault will lie squarely with the Commission. Some courts

have even gone so far as to say that the Commission has the

exclusive power in the field of protecting the public from

radiological hazards. If those decisions are correct, it

appears that unless this Commission protects the present and

future generations from the dangers of nuclear waste, nobody

else will be able to. We urge the Commission to make the

necessary deois'o:' tzr.;1&, t;w.'< :'u.ruc"
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CONCLUSION

We have shown above that there is no factual

basis for confidence today that nuclear waste will be

safely disposed of by any given date, and that even DOE's

Statement reveals many of the factual gaps and known problems

which preclude a finding of confidence. we have also shown

that there is no basis for confidence that nuclear waste

will be safely stored for the indefinite period until safely

disposed of -- conceivably a period of decades or centuries

or more.

We therefore ask the Commission to make a finding

of no confidence on both disposal and storage, and to impose

a moratorium on the licensing of new nuclear plants until

the technical and institutional problems of nuclear waste

have been resolved.

Dated: July 7, 1980

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT ABRAMS
Attorney General of the
State of New York

By

ASHN CO RIN
Assistant Attorney General

Assistant Attorney General
2 World Trade Center
heav YarJ:, Now York. 10047
(21x). 4e-3474
(i12j 4GE-7s5-S

The authors wish to exprc.ss itr.z. !--2 -Avati.on +to Prancss 7ornne_
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United States Department of the Interior
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

RESTON, VA. 22092

JUL t 0 1960

In Reply Refer To:
EGS-ER-80/482 i 0
Mail Stop 760 0D1:U ____S( DoO XU

PR.KSED RULEPR-d U610 SNT

(05 F9 313 3) JUL 14 4 G
Secretary U z rlxj Z/

Nuclear Regulatory Comnission _
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

We have reviewed the advance notice of proposed rulemaking on technical
criteria for regulating geologic disposal of high-level radioactive
waste as requested in the Federal Register of May 13.

On the whole the document represents significant progress toward defining
technical criteria for high-level waste (HLW) repositories. The overall
approach to development of the criteria appears to be sound and appropri-
ately conservative for establishment of a regulatory framework for the
licensing of a new technology. Considerations given within the supplemen-
tary information are well thought out and adequate, and a rule structured
upon these considerations would likely address the important issues
properly.

In particular, we believe that section 60.111(c), Performance of required
barriers and engineered systems, represents a sound approach to licensing.
It is sometimes stated that only the performance of the total waste
isolation system is relevant to licensing and performance requirements.
But assessing the total system, whether by models or some other approach,
is an extremely complex undertaking subject to considerable uncertainty
as the supplementary information points out. By requiring each major
element in the waste isolation system to independently meet certain
performance objectives, the proposed rules break the problem down into
more manageable parts and allow for uncertainties in the performance of
some components. The requirements stipulated for the major barriers in
60.111(c) should, when met, provide reasonable assurances that the
short-lived fission products (especially Sr and Cs) will be Isolated
from the accessible environment. The prognosis for the longer-lived
radionuclides will always be more uncertain than for Sr and Cs, but the
longer-lived nuclides may present a lower risk.
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Page 31397, col. 1, part (3). In the first paragraph the phrase "so that
the site can be easily understood" could be made more precise by substi-
tuting in future documents "so that geologic and hydrologic conditions
can be easily extrapolated from one area to another."

Page 31397, col. 2, part (5). It would seem almost impossible from a practi-
cal standpoint to codify in the regulations the models to be used to simulate
the geologic processes affecting the performance of a repository. However, in
view of the fact that predictions of alternative possibilities cannot be made
without modeling, the regulations should state that judgements of the adequacy
of a site will be based in part on the results of modeling. The statement in
the regulations regarding modeling should be more positive than merely allowing
the use of models. It should make it clear that the use of appropriatemoe
will be expected particularly for predictive purposes. Without such models
there will be no sound basis for forming expert opinions as to overall site
suitability.

The appropriateness of the various models for their intended purpose and the
degree to which the models approximate-natural conditions must be evaluated.
We question the assumption that only "old models" will be used in the fore-
seeable future.

It appears inconsistent to permit the use of quantitative models to compare
sites and designs, which involve evaluation of the same parameters and uncer-
tainties as a licensing decision, but to downgrade their significance in a
licensing decision. Models are an essential tool for evaluation although
they may be insufficient as a sole basis for judgement.

Page 31398, col. 2, part (7). It is noted that human intrusion cannot be pre-
vented and that such intrusion may be either deliberate or inadvertent. Is it
suggested that design of the repository consider methods that would facilitate
intrusion and recovery of the wastes? Extensive knowledge of the repository
and its contents would seem to be the best way of protecting future generations
from the deliberate intruder. It would seem fruitless to try to specify a time
when either deliberate or accidental intrusion is most likely to occur or to try
to define a "reasonable" period of time.

Page 31400, cols. 1 and 2, sec. 60.111. We support the performance objectives
presented here. Although demanding, they seem to be attainable, though at
considerable cost in funds and at a cost of several years delay in attaining
operational status for a repository, when compared to the performance charac-
teristics DOE formerly assumed.

Page 31400,col. 2, par. (3)(ii). We suggest the following insertion: "at a
rate that is as low as reasonably achievable and in no case greater than an
annual rate of one partfin one hundred thousand" (addition underlined).

Page 31400, cols. 2 and 3, sec. 60.121. This section might be modified to
specify that prior to granting a permit for normal and routine operations,
DOE shall have acquired the lands. We oouht that lands need to be permanently
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acquired by DOE during preliminary site characterization or even in situ char-
acterization. We expect that several sites will need to be evaluated for each
one found to qualify, and premature assignments to DOE could deny other valid
use (such as grazing, timber, etc.) that do not have the potential to compro-
mise the site for repository uses.

Page 31400, col. 3, sec. 60.122. The tenor of (a) is that only the simplest
of geologic sites need be considered. This is too restrictive; rather the
point should be that the knowledge acquired be complete and thorough, re-
gardless of how difficult this was to do or how complicated the details may
appear as they become understood. In reality, most "simple" sites have been
and are subjected to very complicated geologic processes of recrystallization
(WIPP), creep and/or folding (WIPP), emplacement as.domes with differential
flow between portions of the body, complex regional stresses and resulting
fracture patterns, and so forth.

Page 31401, col. 1, pars. (ii) and (iii). How is it possible to present bound-
ing values, etc., that affect "demonstration" of repository stability or
nuclide isolation?

Page 31401, col. 2, par. (v). This paragraph should be augmented by specific
reference to sorption properties ("KD") determined in situ at the candidate
site.

Page 31401, col. 2, par. (vi). Detailed characterization of this large vol-
ume of rock using available or foreseeable geophysical methods does not appear
possible.

Pages 31401-31402, sec. 60.122(b). This part specifies those potentially
adverse conditions which may result in the major components of the system not
meeting the performance objectives of section 60.111(c). At this point, the
language seems to depart from the sense intended in section 60.111 in that
repeated references are made to the geologic repository (total system), not
individual barriers. For example (p. 31401, col. 3, par. (1)(ii)), prior
drilling to depths below the lower limit of the accessible environment will
not affect the waste package and, depending on depth, may not affect the
underground facility. It most likely would affect the geologic environment.
It would sharpen up the regulations and make the potentially adverse con-
ditions less sweeping if the following changes in language were made:

1) On page $1401, col. 2, last sentence: "The presence of any of the
potentially adverse human activities or natural conditions will give rise to
a presumption that those barriers affected by the adverse human activity or
natural condition will not meet the performance objectives of 60.l11(c)'
(change underlined).

2) On page 31402, col. 1, par. 4, sentence 2: "A presumption that any
of the major barriers will not meet the performance objectives stated in
60.111 can be rebutted upon showing that the presence of the potentially ad-
verse condition does not adversely affect the performance of any of the
barriers within the system" (change underlined). As It stads, the eppli-
cant might argue that the waste pecitage alone eiasures that the s3stem will
perform as required aUa Cht trerufore ury adverse ConJtion mr.ay be tolerated.
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Page 31401, col. 3, par. (1)(vi). The statement about the effect on the re-
gional ground-water flow system of large-scale impoundments is vague. The
statement should specify which elements of the flow system might be affected
and the extent of change that would be considered significant.

Page 31401, col. 3, par. (2)(i). The term "extreme" is vague in this context.
The concern here, presumably that erosion might exhume the repository, should
be stated explicitly.

Page 31401, col. 3, par. (2)(lii). With the exception of fracturing ("fracture
zones" is not a process), the processes listed could result in structural deform-
ation of the volume of rock in a repository. However, it should be stated that
structural deformation is significant to the extent that it results in an in-
crease in the hydraulic conductivity of the rocks (through fracturing), and the
consequent increase in the rate of leaching and transport of waste radionuclides.
Uplift or subsidence may not be harmful by themselves if they are not differ-
ential within the candidate area.

Page 31401, col. 3, par. (2)(iv). The phrase "near field of a fault" requires
definition. In fact, the whole question of how to assess tectonic conditions
and future tectonics could well be-the subject of a Regulatory Guide.

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (vii). This criterion is questionable. We believe
a more relevant criterion would be "There are geophysical indications of the
presence of a magma body at depth." A cooling regime is as likely to have
a high gradient as a warming regime, but would not be equally adverse.

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (3)(i). "Storativity" is somewhat an archaic word;
"storage coefficient" clearly indicates the attribute intended.

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (3)(lii). Refer to our comment (above) regarding
page 31401, col. 3, par. (1)(vi).

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (3)(iv).
zontal fault length of "more than
relation between fault length and

What is the basis for
a few hundred meters?"
hydraulic properties.

stipulating a hori-
There is no obvious

Page 31402, col. 1, par. (4). Clarify as follows: "...Geochemical.
of the rock units ... exhibits .... ".

The sum

Page 31402, col. 2, par. (4)(c), line
what constitutes full documentation.
lesser set of records?

11.
Does

Clarification is requested as to
this imply QA standards or some

Page 31402, col. 2, par. (c), Favorable characteristics. The first paragraph
contains the notion of isolating the waste from the accessible environment by
restricting the access of ground water to the waste. A repository depth of
300 meters would place the waste below the regional water table in most of the
United States. It must be assumed, therefore, that after some time the closed
repository would be saturated. Of most significance is the travel time of
ground water and its contained redcnuvlodes B .e r.ppository to a discharge
area or some other accessble cart e! t% o The rctien cirf restrict-
ing the access of groundl water to t.hs vaite i: eAan-irgfL or'ly over -the Shcrt
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term with respect to an engineered barrier such as the waste container.
The movement of the water and nuclides through the geologic medium is
related to its natural characteristics and the effect, on the hydraulic
conductivity of the medium, of stresses produced by the presence of the
repository.

Page 31402, col. 2, par. (l)(ii)(b). What is meant by "inactive ground-water
circulation?" Virtually all ground water is moving but rates of movement can
range over 20 or more orders of magnitude.

Page 31402, col. 2, par. (l)(ii)(C). What is meant by near-normal p11?

Page 31402, col. 3, par. (iii)(a). This paragraph should read "very low ground-
water content."

Page 31402, col. 3, par. (iii)(b). Stipulation of "prevent ground-water intru-
sion" is in clear contradiction of section 60.101(3) which assumes disposal in
a saturated mnedium--by definition a zone where ground-water intrusion must
occur. In reality, what is to be regulated is not the presence of water, but
its movement. We suggest rewording: "(b) Retard circulation of ground water
in the host rock."

A generalization about Section 60.122 is that in many ways these attributes
resemble the general site acceptability criteria described on page 31397,
item 4, last paragraph.

Page 31402, col. 3, par. (iii) (d). Low hydraulic gradients are commonly indi-
cative of high permeability and rapid water movement. A low hydraulic gradient
does not indicate a low rate of water movement. Conversely, a high hydraulic
gradient does not imply rapid water movement. What is the intent here?

Page 31402, col. 3, par. (vii). Assuming that a reasonable range of climatic
extremes can be postulated, it is difficult to conceive of a relationship
between climatic change and tectonic characteristics.

Page 31403, col. 3, par. (b)(2). There is vagueness here as to whether the
retrieved wastes were recovered because they failed themselves, or were re-
covered because of a failure of some other portion of the repository, or for
an institutional reason. We believe there normally would be time to rig the
Special facilities required for failed canisters before retrieving them,
but the present statement does not distinguish among the kinds of facilities
needed as related to reason for retrieval.

Page 31404, col. 3, par. (5). Substitute the word "build" or "construct" for
"design."

Page 31404, col. 2, par. (iv)(b) and (c).: These two items should demand
equally effective sealing. We believe that item (b) is so demanding as to
be virtually Impossible to attain: restoring the disturbed annulus about
any hole or shaft to the same or higher performance as a barrier to migra-
tion than the original rock will be a heroinl unenrt:king 'in genera'.
Section 60.132(c)(2)(v) then prescrihn.; hr;i t '- . 14 O t'-;iK s0ith nuItIcurl:-
ponent seals), a suggestion that may he 'rwJorrri.td in Die of crEsenl (ard
possibly of future) understanding of bsiho-e1Ci- 'Lrc h-iuloe,. hfE

suggest paragraph (v) be merged into other p3ragrepIhs.
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Page 31405, col. 1, par. (5)(M) and col. 2, par. (9)(v). Both paragraphs
deal with water-bearing rocks encountered in subsurface facilities. As
written these are vague. It would be more appropriate to set limits to
permissible potential inflows from aquifers. In the event of failure of
the positive control device (linings, grouting, etc.), the repository
might be flooded if the capacity of the water control system is exceeded.
Furthermore, the potential inflow specifies the capacity of the devices
that must be supplied to restrict the release of radionuclides through
mine waters that must be routinely pumped or would need to be discharged
to contain or recover from flooding.

Page 31406, col. 1, part (e). The quality assurance records demanded by
section 60.171 are not integrated with this section. Must all the records
demanded by section 60.132(e) meet QA standards?

Page 31407, col. 2, par. (5). This paragraph prohibits the presence of
chemically toxic wastes, which is what many radioactive wastes are. The
wording about the chemical toxicity of these wastes should be deleted or
modified.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely yours,

#K Will Menard
/ 'Director
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Bechtel National, Inc.
Engineers - Constructors

Fifty Beale Street
San Francisco, California

OCKn It MU a _l lAddres: P. O. Box 3065,San Frmneisco.CA 9W11

OROWED RUILEPR-w 6
(M5 FR 313q3)
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Ij oOOK~IW

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch JUL 4 1 9 O t
Subject: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking A ert~ce,..SJ

on Technical Criteria for Regulating
Geologic Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Waste

Gentlemen:

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments during this formulative
stage of developing technical criteria for regulating geologic disposal
of high-level radioactive waste. In general, we are pleased that the NRC-
is developing such licensing criteria; however, we are disappointed with
the unrealistic, arbitrary and imprecise nature of much of the current
draft. We hope that the NRC final criteria will recognize the need for
flexibility to allow greater realization of the benefits from existing
geologic evidence, tested engineering practice, and future scientific
innovation. In this regard, we request the NRC to take careful note of
the information which will be generated and evaluated during the forth-
coming Waste Confidence Rulemaking (44 FR-61372) and not to finalize
these proposed technical criteria until that proceeding is complete, and
the findings derived therefrom have been carefully considered.

Detailed comments from our review of the proposed technical criteria based
on our engineering and construction experience are attached. In addition,
we offer the following general comments which are more philosophical in
nature and which underlie many of the more detailed comments of the attach-
ment:

* Reasonable Assurance of Conformance to EPA Standards - The
most significant of the overall repository performance objec-
tives defined in Section 60.111 of the technical criteria is
for the DOE to provide reasonable assurance that, after
decommissioning, the isolation of the radioactive waste will
conform to the applicable environmental standards established
by the EPA. A major portion of this proposed rule deals with
what the NRC considers to be necessary to provide this reason-
able assurance. In dealing with this questions we believe
that the VRC has placed undue emphasis on the nature of the
uncertainties associated with t:Lns'ort of the rwste through

AXze He 1' K:d j by d.v md7IJS . ...
-qv I
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the geosphere to the exclusion of other important consider-
ations such as: the extent to which uncertainties can be
negated or made inconsequential by'bounding analysis and
design; the very large costs in both time and effort associated
with quantifying and reducing uncertainties; and the incremental
magnitude of risks associated with residual uncertainties.
The deficiencies in the NRC approach are evidenced not only
by the tone of the supplementary information and the excessive
conservatism'of the proposed criteria, but also by the working
draft of the bases and rational document which was placed in
the NRC Public Document Room for inspection. This working
draft deals almost exclusively with the uncertainties associ-
ated with geologic/hydrologic site characteristics, waste
transport models, and supporting data. Little or no informa-
tion or rationale is provided on the extent to which these
uncertainties impact the risk to the public health and safety,
or how these uncertainties when found to-be safety significant
can be reduced in importance by conservative design and analysis.
Bechtel believes that the NRC requirements could be greatly
simplified and the apparent excessive conservatisms removed
if these additional factors in dealing with the question of
reasonable assurance are given adequate attention.

* Codification of Models - The staff's position "not to require
modeling to be the primary decision tool to determine the
capability of the geologic repository to contain'and isolate
waste from the biosphere", as stated in the Supplementary
Information, is unfounded and inappropriate. Models are generally
recognized as the primary means for assessment of all complex
technological systems where neither direct experience nor
recourse to experimental verification exists. They are the
means to systematically and logically express the sum of our
knowledge (both factual and judgemental) concerning the behavior
of a system under a postulated set of conditions. In addition,
models can and should be used as a means to unify "expert
opinion" so as to 'eliminate controversy and the imposition of
arbitrary and capricous judgements on an ad hoc basis.
Qualitative factors and judgements can be readily incorporated
into models to assure that they provide conservative predictions
of system behavior and adequately bound or account for the
uncertainties of our knowledge. Furthermore, requirements can
be established that require models to predict acceptable system
behavior under a set of initial conditions that are extreme or
even incredible. Consequently, the staff's arguments that
models cannot accurately predict the behavior of a repository
system .do not detract from the fact that models can and should
be used as the primary decision tool for system assessment.

* Retrievability - The liklihood of having to retrieve nuclear
waste once a license has been grartei nnd the waste has been
empluiced in the geolr,>1e m'xis r'^.ll5 ',e e+_ezl,' s In
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fact, it is difficult to foresee any circumstances where this
would be required. Paragraphs 60.111(a)(3), 60.132(b)(2),
60.132(c)(3), and 60.135 define design requirements for a
retrievability period which extends 50 years beyond termination
of waste emplacement operations, and require that the wastes be
retrieved in about the same period of time as that during which
they were emplaced. These requirements are much too conserva-
tive, have no apparent justification, are extremely costly with -'

little or no benefit in terms of risk reduction to the public
and, for some geologic media, are probably not obtainable.
In the case of a salt repository, where creep allowance would
be required, mining of a much larger cavity at greatly increased
cost would be required, and maintenence of the mined opening
to permit retrievability might be impossible. Furthermore,
the additional excavation required would diminish the future
isolation integrity of the repository. The 50-year requirement
would probably rule out all soft rocks such as salt and shale
which otherwise might serve as excellent repository media. As
an alternative, a 10-year retrievability period is suggested.

* Waste Package Integrity - The requirement that the waste package
integrity be maintained for 1000 years with full or partial
water saturation of the repository area is excessively conserva-
tive and cannot be justified if the other requirements for siting
and design of the repository system have been achieved. Such an
occurrence should be incredible if the repository has been
properly sited and designed. It should be noted, however, that
even if the waste package should fail in considerably less than
1000 years due to hypothetical water intrusion, the consequences
to the public health and safety would be negligible unless the
geology/hydrology of the repository area also changed drastically
in that short geologic time period. If such arbitrary and
totally unfounded postulations are to be made, geologic disposal
of nuclear waste may be ruled out entirely.

* As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) - ALARA should not be
.applied to a new technology where an experience base does not
exist and cost-benefit analyses have not been performed. How-
ever, if the provision is retained in the regulation, guidance
should be given for performing the cost-benefit analysis. An
example of this type of guidance is indicated by the following
statement from 1OCFR50, Appendix I:

"....the applicant shall include in the radwaste system
all items of reasonably demonstrated technology that,
when added to the system sequentially and in order of
diminishing cost-benefit return, can for a favorable
cost-benefit ratio effect reduction in dose to the
population....As an interim measure and until establish-
ment and ado-tion cf bcter vahv.?s (or other appropriate
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criteria) the values of $1,000 per total body man-rem
and $1,000 per man-thyroid-rem (or such less values as
may be demonstrated to be suitable in a particular case)
shall be used in this cost-benefit analysis."

When the ALARA approach is used, it is generally recognized
that a "de minimus" level has not been achieved. For waste
repositories, it is expected that for most repository breach
scenarios (with the possible exception of human intrusion)
it can be shown that de minimus levels of radiation exposure
will be achieved. For this reason it is recommended that the
ALARA objective be deleted.

It is our hope that you will find
useful in finalizing the proposed
of high-level radioactive waste.
this important matter, I would be
staff.

these comments and those of the attachment
technical criteria for geologic disposal
Should you have any further questions on
pleased to provide the assistance of my

Very truly yours,

a62I.dpA4
Ashton J. 0' nnell
Vice President

AJO/tf
Attachment

cc: John F. Ahearne



Attachment 1

DETAILED COMMENTS ON NRC PROPOSED TECENICAL CRITERIA FOR 10 CFR PART 60

Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Waste as published in Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 94 - Tuesday, May 13, 1980.

Supplementary Information

1. The discussion contained in this section approaches the development of a
ELW repository from a very negative point of view. The section portrays
a lack of confidence on the part of the NRC to deal with uncertainties,
and emphasizes potential shortcomings of geologic repositories by state-
ments like "such disposal of HLW is separable into five distinct problem
areas'when not all of the areas identified may be problems, "waste
undoubtedly will have a significant interaction with the rock" which we
would not expect to be true over the time frames of interest, "no way to
reasonably limit the variety of human activities which might compromise
a forgotten repository", "engineering against human intrusion is impos-
sible practically", "the site should be geologically simple... so that
the site can be easily understood", "mistakes will occur", and "human
intrusion cannot be prevented." Such absolute statements are negatively
oriented and could lead to public misunderstanding and lack of confidence.
Both overly negative and overly positive statements that tend to prejudge
the concept of geologic disposal should be avoided.

Section 60.2 - Definitions

2. The definition of items "important to safety" does not include engineered
items which are important for assuring the long term isolation of the
waste from the biosphere, e.g., the waste form, container and overpack.
Should such items be considered within the definition of important to
safety?

3. The definition of "important to safety" uses the words "without undue
risk to the health and safety of the public". Due to lack of specificity,
this qualitative definition has caused much difficulty in the licensing
of reactors. It is recommended that the definition be quantified to
specifically apply to items essential to the prevention or mitigation
of the consequences of operational accidents that could result in
exceeding some defined radiological release or exposure limits.

4. The term "unreasonable risk" is employed in Paragraphs 60.101(b) and
60.171(b). Is this intended to be the same as "undue risk" used in
Paragraph 60.2 or to have a different meaning? Please clarify.

5. Paragraphs 60.133(b)(4)(iii) and 60.171(b) use the term "safety related",
in one case referring to safety related structures, systems or components,
and in the other to functions of structures, systems or components.



Are these intended to be the same as structures, systems and components
"important to safety"? In 10 CFR Part 50 the nuclear Industry has
lived with an ambiguity between these terms for many years. It is
recommended that the same conflict not be repeated in Part 60. It
would seem that the requirements should consistently refer to functions
of structures, systems and components important to safety, or it
should be stated that the terms'Important to safety'and'bafety related"
as applied to equipment functions are synonymous.

6. The term "single failure" is used in Paragraph 60.132(b)(8)(i) but
is not defined. It is not clear whether this refers to an "active"
failure or both "active" and "passive" failures. In nuclear plants,
the single failure applies to a single active failure unrelated to
the initiating event. Is this intended here? Single failure should
be defined in Section 60.2.

7. The definition of "TRU waste" should be more specific since as currently
defined spent fuel could be classified as either HLW or TRU waste.
Is. this overlap intended or are the definitions of TRU waste and ELW
meant to be mutually exclusive as is implied by the criteria of Para-
graph 60.111 (c)(3)?

Section 60.111 - Performance Objectives

8. 60.111(a)(1) - This paragraph specifies exposure or release limits
during normal operation but does not specify limits for operational -
accidents. Should limits comparable to those of 10 CPR Part 100 apply?
It should be noted that, due to the nature of potential releases from
repositoriesunder both normal and accident conditions, exposure limits
need to be expressed in terms of dose commitments to critical organs
for a defined time period.

9. 60.111(a)(3) - We recommend that the retrievability period be shortened
to extend for no more than 10 years beyond the waste emplacement date.
Such a requirement would appear to be as arbitrary as the proposed
50-year requirement, but would have the advantages of much reduced cost
and assuring the continued viability of soft rock media, while still
satisfying EPA requirements.

10. 60.111(a)(3) - The basis upon which a decision could be made to retrieve
the waste in not clear. Certainly the decision could not be expected
to derive from the monitoring program of Paragraph 60.137 in a 50-year
period if the system had been found to satisfy regulatory requirements
for long-term barrier performance. Rather such.a decision to retrieve
would have to be based on some other type of data or predicted environ-
mental occurrence. However, in the highly unlikly event that a decision
were made to remove the waste, the requirement to provide for retriev-
ability within a time period that is about the same as that in which
it was emplaced seems to have little ox no justification considering
the low probability of havi1ng to peroerom thLs operation and the



relatively large costs, difficulties, and timeframe associated with
having to ship and dispose of the wastes at some other location.
Therefore,'it is recommended that the requirements for the retrieval
timeframe be deleted from the overall retrieval requirement.

11. 60.111(c)(2) - The first paragraph of this section states that waste
package integrity must be maintained for'the first 1000-years given
various water flow conditions including full or partical saturation
of the underground facility. Paragraph 60.111(c)(2)(i) then requires
that the design environment for the waste packages promotes the 1000-
year package integrity without full or partial water saturation required.
Thus, if the initial requirement is intended, the requirement of Para-
graph 60.111(c)(2)(i) appears superfluous.

Paragraph 60.111(c)(2)(ii) is even more confusing in that it states
that the 1000-year integrity requirement must be satisfied (presumably
without water saturation) but that some of the waste disolves soon
after decommissioning. The statement is self-contradicting and should
be deleted.

12. 60.111(c)(3) - After 1000 years, it should be assumed that the waste
packaging (engineered system) has performed its required function and
that it is then the function of the remaining barriers in conjunction
with the leach rate of the waste material (waste form) to assure that
the EPA criteria for radioactivity release to the biosphere are not-
exceeded. Thus, it is unneccessary and inappropriate to stipulate a
maximum leak rate from the engineered system after 1000 years. This
type of requirement adds nothing to the reduction of risk to the public
since it is not likely to influence the waste package design, but it
could cause considerable difficulty and delay in the licensing process
assuming demonstration of the criteria is necessary. This same comment
applies to the TRU waste packaging where the leak rate criterion is
applied starting at decommissioning.

Section 60.121 - Site and Environs Ownership and Control

13. 60.121(c) - Limiting institutional controls to only 100 years is
overly conservative. Although the controlling organizations of today
may not be the same ones 500 years from now, it is not unreasonable
to assume that there will be some controlling authority. Past history
has shown that civilized and conscience authority has been present at
least since the end of feudalism (1000 to 1200 A.D.). Hence, planned
and planning organizations have been present for the past 700 to 900
years.

Section 60.122 - Siting Requirements

14. 60.122(a)(2) - "Geologic" includes "tectonic". If tectonic is segregated
out, then other geologic aspects should be segregated also.



15. 60.122(a)(2) - The rule requires investigation and evaluation of
"natural conditions" and "human activities" that can affect various
repository activities. However, subsequent paragraphs (i), (ii),
(iii) seem to be directed toward "natural conditions" only. It is
recommended that combining the terms "natural conditions" and "human
activities" should be avoided. They are very separate.

16. 60.122(a)(2)(i) - The paragraph requires the conduct of investigations
over a radius of 100 km, however, the amount of detail required is
not indicated. The investigations -should be performed in much less
detail beyond the first 2 km.

17. 60.122(a)(3) - The paragraph asks for "representative and bounding
values" for "human activities and natural events" for three items.

-Two of the items, (ii) and (iii), ask for "demonstration" of natural
events only, which is not compatible with "representative and bounding".
It is recommended that sections (ii) and (iii) be combined and made a
separate number, e.g. (4).

18. 60.122(a)(5) - The paragraph requests site investigations be done in
such a manner to produce minimal adverse effects on long term perfor-
mance. Early shafts, particularly on multiple sites as requested by
the Commission, could produce significant adverse effects.

19. 60.122(a)(7) - The DOE is required to "continuously" assess and verify
changes. An assessment and verification time period should be stipulated.

20. 60.122(a)(8) - The request is made to assess the site within 100 km
radius using available literature. However, it is also requested to
use geologic and geophysical information to evaluate mineral deposits.
Is it the intention of the commission to require geologic or geophysical
surveys if none are available? Furthermore, the resource assessment
should be in far less detail beyond say the first 10 km from the center
of the site.

21. 60.122(a)(9)(i) - The paragraph calls for characterization of fractures,
etc., of the "host rock and confining units"; however, in some cases
(e.g. granite) there may be no confining unit, and if there is it may
not be within the "volume of rock" defined at the beginning of Para-
graph (9).

22. 60.122(a)(9)(iii) thru (vi) - Is it intended that the term "in situ"
imply a shaft to repository level to acquire data? If so, this intent
should be clearly stated. However, we believe that in situ tests in
shafts and drifts are necessary only for site validation purposes after
site selection. It should be noted that in situ determinations in a
host rock will not guarantee that the measured condition exists through-
out the repository.



23. 60.122(a)(9) - The last paragraph of this section states that "the
Department shall assume that the volume will extend a horizontal dis-
tance of 2 km....", whereas the first paragraph of this section
indicates the Applicant shall determine what volume of rock will be
significantly affected by construction of the geologic repository.
We believe that determining in situ properties for a volume at least
2 km from the limits of the repository and 1 km deep is excessive
for this purpose.

24. 60.122(b) - The statement "the presence of any of the potential adverse
human activities or natural conditions will give rise to a presumption
that the geologic repository will not meet the performance objectives"
is extreme and could rule out many excellent sites. There is no basis
for this presumption from the presence of such activities or conditions.

-25. 60.122(b)(2)(i) - The word 'extreme" should be defined.

26. 60.122(b)(2)(ii) - "Karst features", "breccia pipes" and especially
"insoluble residues" are not necessarily "extreme" bedrock incisions.

27. 60.122(b)(2)(iii) - Such evidences are often not extreme bedrock
incisions.

28. 60.122(b)(2)(iv) - The term "near field" should be defined.

29. 60.122(b)(2)(v) - eaving a "higher seismicity" is certainly not an
extreme bedrock incision, and may not even be a potential hazard.

30. 60.122(b)(2)(vii) - A higher than regional geothermal gradient may not
be extreme.

31. 60.122(b)(3)(iv) - A length of "a few hundred meters" is too vague
and should be defined.

32. 60.122(b) - The section at the end of 60.122(b) that rebuts requirements
stated earlier is confusing and should be incorporated in the individual
sections.

33. 60.122(c) - Several references are made to a host rock possessing "to
the extent practicable" certain characteristics (page 31402, middle
column). While one can probably understand what the Commission is
suggesting, the meaning is diffused with the use of "practicable".
Rocks cannot possess favorable characteristics as practicable.

34. 60.122(c)(1)(i) - Requirement may be too stringent and not attainable.

35. 60.122(c)(1)(ii)(a) - "Long flow paths" should be defined. Does this
imply distance or time? Time would be preferable.

36. 60.122(c)(1)(ij)(b) - "SurroundinS cvr1in.rg uni.ts" need not possess
inactive ground wst.r cirCuIt'.on it' t- ar 75 .om=rtnication
to the host rock.



37. 60.122(c)(2)(v) thru (vii) --These sections do not fit in 60.122(c)(2).

Section 60.132 - Design Requirements

38. 60.132(b)(4)(i) - The requirement to "minimize" the release of radio-
active materials in effluents during normal operations should be
deleted. The requirement to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20
which requires ALARA has already been specified.

39. 60.132(c)(2)(ii) - A regulatory requirement for design optimization
is inappropriate. It should only be necessary to demonstrate with
reasonable assurance that safety and environmental requirements have
been met.

40. 60.132(c)(6)(i) - This requirement should be deleted. The requirement
implies that the definition of "important to safety" is not adequate
for all components. If this is the case, the definition should be
changed. Determining that certain components are important to safety
by regulation in advance of design is not defensible.

41. 60.132(c)(6)(ii) - This requirement prejudges the design and prevents
the DOE from using more desirable equipment or mitigating devices
should they be available. At most, the requirement should specify
a no-free-fall characteristic.

42. 60.132(c)(9)(ii) - "Geologic repository operations area" should
replace the word "repository". This requirement also implies that
water will be allowed to flow into or from the repository operations
area. Please clarify. i

43. 60.132(d)(3) thru (5) - The portions of these paragraphs that dictate
techniques instead of specifying objectives and standards should be
deleted. During the licensing review, the NRC can review the techniques
or methods developed to meet the standards imposed.

44. 60.132(f)(3)(i) and (ii) - Change the concept of this requirement to
one of reducing hazards and potential for errors to aceptable levels.
The Department cannot demonstrate that minima have been achieved for
these items.

Section 60.133 - Waste Package and Emplacement Environment

45. 60.133(a)(1) - Revise this requirement merely to give acceptable
standards. Optima cannot be demonstrated.

46. 60.133(a)(5) - Revise this requirement. Delete the specification for
waste package tests to verify performance objectives. This is not
possible. Waste package life can be verified only by an analysis
based on test data that indicate performance requirements are likely
to be met. Delete the rcfereet to (.;O.133(E)(.,. it Is n)1. necessary
to test wVLct- ?z':n3ec tc imn:r^ f.-it ;4 u r t co!iprcmised.



Section 60.135 - Retrieval of Waste

47. 60.135 - Revise this requirement to say that the EPA standards covering
release shall be met. Whether packages are intact and whether all
material is recovered is immaterial. And it is impossible to predict
and guarantee compliance. For example, there may be a very small
fraction of waste packages that are not intact even at the time they
are emplaced.

Section 60.137 - Monitoring Programs

48. 60.137(a) and (c) - Define the terms, "site" and "engineered elements
of the geologic repository".

49. 60.137 - Delete the requirement to monitor through the period of
institutional controls. This monitoring cannot verify in the short
term that EPA standards will be met through millions of years. And
in the short term of say, 1000 years, there is no undetected way
enough nuclear material can be transported and released to exceed
EPA standards. Monitoring prior to decommissioning should be sufficient.

General

50. The criteria requires the avoidance of resources that are economically
exploitable, and in Paragraph 60.122(b)(2)(vii) includes as such a
resource "... a high and anomalous geothermal gradient relative to
the regional geothermal gradient". However, we also should acknowledge
that the placement of heat-producing materials in a repository will
build up the surrounding temperatures to a level that might be
interpreted by a future explorer as just such a high and anomalous
geothermal gradient. Thus, we must conclude that we can have adminis-
trative controls for longer than 100 years, or we must not entice the
explorer by allowing temperatures to rise to the level that he might

; interpret as being of interest. The term "high" needs to be defined.

In this regard, it is perhaps important to categorize the wastes by
a thermal characteristic, as well as the radioactive characteristics,
with the distinction being the time period during which the surrounding
media temperature will be increasing (due to a heat generation rate
that is greater than the heat dissipation rate) and a time period
after which the surrounding media will have essentially returned to
normal background temperatures. (It always will be somewhat above
ambient.)

51. We suggest that the Criteria should provide general guidelines defining
technical criteria for a safe HLW repository. To attempt to include
every conceivable qualification that may or may not occur or may or
may not be important for the suitability of a site will invite never
ending challenges from intervocors and a correspondingly unnecessary
lengthening of the repository licensing process. For example, state-
ments like "There is E. fault or fra:z.lte ztonLe, irrespective of age of



last movement, which has a horizontal length of more than a few
hundreds of meters" (page 31402, line 28) is unreasonable as a
technical criterion and is only a means by which an otherwise
adequate site can be disqualified. It would be to the advantage of
the program if those working to develop a safe repository could feel
confident that the rules outlined in the 10 CFR Part 60 were directed
toward licensing a repository, not away from it. Presently the NRC
is working toward revising 10 CFR Part 100 to remove some of the
specific details which the NRC has found are unrealistic or unnecessary.
It seems that this type of problem should be avoided in 10 CFR Part 60.

52. There is need for improving the paragraph and respective subparts
-umbering system. As it now stands, referencing or finding a particular
subpart is very cumbersome.
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Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Draft Technical Criteria for 10 CFR Part 60
PR 31398 - 31408, May 13, 1980

Dear Sir:

The enclosed comments on the above referenced subject
were prepared by the Subcommittee on High Level Radio-
active Waste of the AIF's Committee on Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Services.

The Subcommittee suggests that the opinions of DOE and
other cognizant agencies should be made available for
review and that the Advance Notice should be reissued
allowing additional time for comment.

Sincerely,

CW:plg
Enclosure
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E:= Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
7101 WisconsinAvenue
Washington. D.C. 20014
Telephone: (301) 654-9260
Cable: Atomforum Washingtondc

Comments of the AIF Subcommittee
on

High-Level Radioactive Waste
on

10 CFR 60 "Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste"

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 94, p. 31393-31407

May 13, 1980

The AIF Subcommittee on High-'Level Radioactive Waste offers'
the following comments on the Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking regarding the Technical Criteria for Regulating
Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste (10 CFR
60), as published in the Federal Register of May 13, 1980.
We recognize the desirability ofT establishing an appropriate
regulatory-framework for the timely disposal of high-level
wastes in geologic repositories; however, we are concerned by
the approach being taken by NRC as well as by the lack of a
basis for the quantitative values suggested in the Advance
Notice.

While it is noted in the Supplementary Information that bases
and rationale are being prepared by the NRC staff, the working
draft became available for review only recently. Specific or
detailed comments on the suggested numerical criteria cannot
be made until a thorough review of this draft is completed.
At that time we shall offer additional comments.

Because of the'importance of such technical criteria, we
suggest that NRC publish their bases and rationale, along
with appropriate critiques by DOE and other cognizant agen-
cies, and then reissue the Advance Notice of Proposed Rule-
making for comment and review by the public. A period of 120
days would permit thorough evaluation and comment by all
interested reviewers.'

Comments

1. The approach being taken by the NRC is not consistent
with the objective statel' OP. Page 31S96 nov wtith the
"systems approacbh" roecr qri~roeli 1-v, *'h ; XRG. Va loei ieve
that the NRC sbou16 be estilizhng appropriate criterie
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and standards for the performance of the overall system,
rather than defining specific performance values for
individual components. The systems designer (DOE) should
have the flexibility, for example, to permit optimum
trade-offs between the waste form and the container de-
sign as long as the overall system meets those criteria
that insure public health and safety.

2. We believe that several of the criteria represent ex-
tremely conservative numbers that cannot be justified on
a cost/benefit basis or comparative risk analysis. We
suggest that NRC provide appropriate comparative risk
analyses to show that there is a rational basis for all
quantitative criteria.

For example, in Paragraph 60.111 Overall Performance:
The annual release rate of one part in one hundred
thousand, based on the total activity remaining 1 000
years after decommissioning, seems to be an unjustififed
design constraint. At the baseline time of 1,000 years
after decommissioning, the bulk of the non-TRU activity
would have undergone 25 to 35 half-lives of decay. This
implies an additional DF of the initial activity of about
1x109, bringing the overall required DF for non-TRU to
about lx1014, which seems -- unjustified, particularly
when this means release from the underground facility
into the surrounding strata, and not release to the
biosphere.

The proposed release rate of one part in 100,000 of the
activity present is a quantitative variable that appears
to have no specific basis. Overall release rates should
be based on health and safety considerations.

3. We disagree with the statement under Item 4 on Page
31395 that reads: "First geologic disposal is an
entirely new enterprise - no experience exists with
geologic disposal".

It appears that NRC is not giving appropriate consid-
eration to the wealth of experience that has accumulated
over hundreds of years of mining experience, and geologic
research and evaluation. Also, geologic and archaeolo-
gical studies provide data on entombment as a means of
protecting man's arts and treasures over periods of
thousands of years.

This large technical base of information has been recog-
nized by many groups ili both the U.S. and in othe-,
countries which have recomne-niedi the olse of geologic

- I



disposal for HLW. In addition, DOE's (and AEC's)
experience base with geologic disposal research and
development extends back over twenty years.

4. On page 31398, the question is asked,, "Does the list of
considerations above clearly, adequately and fully
identify the relevant issues involved in disposal of
HLW?11. Following are several considerations which we
believe need to be more fully addressed:

4.1 No discussion is presented about the criteria that
will be used as the bases for a decision to perma-
nently enclose the waste. While it may be prema-
ture to develop these criteria on a detailed basis,--
we believe that a general outline of the decision
bases should be developed.

4.2 Criteria or considerations regarding the age of
the waste are not presented or discussed.

4.3 We believe that waste form is a very important
parameter, as is waste type. This does not appear
to be considered.

5. While we are in agreement with-the concept of retriev-
ability as a general design criteria, we believe that
careful evaluation and trade-offs need to be considered
before this concept is quantified or broadened exten-
sively. We suggest that retrievability be required only
during the emplacement period and until all or a part of
the waste disposal facility is defined as a permanent
repository.

6. We have also reviewed the recent DOE report regarding
the Proposed Rulemaking on the Storage and Disposal of
Nuclear Waste, DOE/NE-0007. We agree with the perfor-
mance objectives noted in that document and presented
below:

6.1 Containment should be virtually complete during
the period dominated by fission product decay.

6.2 Isolation from the accessible environment should
- be effective for at least 10,000 years, and rea-

sonably foreseeable events should not produce
consequences greater than normal variation in
background radiation.

*~~ T.*
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6.3 The operational phase of a waste disposal system
should be as safe as for other nuclear fuel-cycle
facilities.

6.4 Environmental impacts should be mitigated to the
extent reasonably achievable.

6.5 Conservative design and evaluation should be ap-
plied to waste disposal systems to compensate for
any residual uncertainties.

6.6 Acceptable performance should be based on methods
reasonably available and should not depend upon
continued maintenance or surveillance for unreason-
able times into the future.

6,7 Concepts selected for implementation should be
independent of nuclear industry trends and com-
patible with national policies.

We suggest that regulatory criteria consistent with these
objectives would provide the bases necessary for a prac-
tical and safe repository.

It would appear appropriate to reserve our additional
comments until after we have had an opportunity to review the
bases and rationale.

-4 ..
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777 - 106th Avenue N.E., C-00777, Bellevue, Washington 98009, Telephone (206) 453-4300

RAY K. ROBINSON
Vce Psiadetn /f &

£G -1 6 11 July 1980 /81M
PROPUSED RULE R 6o L

(45 3133)_JUL t 4 M 4-(L5Ft 3~)office f toer
Secretary of the Commission i Dcdaf¶ & e d i
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Attention: Docketing & Service Branch

Subject: Comments on 10 CFR 60 "Technical Criteria for
Regulating Geologic Disposal High-Level
Radioactive Waste" (Federal Register 5-13-80)

Dear Sir:

Exxon Nuclear Company has reviewed the referenced proposed criteria
and we are pleased to submit our comments. We are concerned that
the bases and rationale documents supporting the proposed criteria
are not available at this time and thus preclude our evaluation of
the public health and safety bases for the proposed guidelines. Our
comments on this Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contemplate
a future opportunity to review in further detail the proposed criteria
subsequent to the release of the rationale documents. We anticipate
we may desire to comment in further detail on the proposed criteria
at a later time.

Comments

The approach taken by the NRC does not appear to be consistent
with the "systems approach" recommended by the IRG and as noted
as an objective of the NRC: "the Commission staff believes that it
is reasonable to couple a prudently and cautiously selected geologic
setting (natural barriers) with a set of engineered barriers capable
of performing or assisting the performance . . . (containment and
isolation)." We believe that the NRC should establish appropriate
criteria and standards for the performance of the overall system,
rather than defining specific performance values for individual
components. The systems designer (DOE) should have the flexibility,

- for example, to permit optimum trade-offs between the waste form,
the container design, and the overpack as long as the overall
system meets those criteria that insure public health and safety.

A0vkci9 b. .ij
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While the rationale are not available for an independent evaluation
of the quantitative criteria, we believe that several of the criteria
represent extremely conservative numbers that cannot be justified as
desirable on a cost/benefit basis, or justified by any sort of a
comparative risk analysis.

We suggest that the NRC provide appropriate comparative systems
risk analyses to show that there is a rational basis for all specific
quantitative criteria.

There are certainly some desirable features in the philosophy
regarding "Human Intrusions," i.e., site suitability criteria which
would lead toward uninteresting sites having little or no resources.
These criteria would appear to preclude the disposal of any significant
quantity of spent fuel, since a large repository filled with spent
fuel would contain an energy source equivalent to a major oil
field, i.e., greater than the North Slope. As energy resources
become increasingly more limited in the next several decades; and
if advanced reactors operating on other than a throwaway cycle are
deployed in large numbers, such a resource would be very attractive
and could lead to purposeful human intrusion.

Following are several considerations which we believe need to be
more fully addressed:

No discussion is presented about the bases for a decision to
permanently enclose the waste. While it may be premature to
develop these bases or criteria in detail, we believe that a
general outline of the decision bases should be developed.

Criteria or considerations regarding the age of the waste
prior to the burial are not presented or discussed.

- We believe that waste form is a very important parameter, as
is waste type. This does not appear to be considered. For
example, the release rates noted in 60.111, C.3.c., as may be
required for wastes contained in spent fuel could be considerably
different than that required for solidified wastes after fuel
reprocessing.

- Although it is true that the geologic disposal of HLW per se
is an entirely new enterprise, we believe it is misleading to
omit the mention at this point of the wealth of relevant
geologic, engineering and hydrologic data which are available.
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Finally, we would like to briefly address the questions raised on page
31398: 1) it is difficult to comment on the list of considerations
until the rationale documents have been made available. One issue that
appears to have not been considered is the.extent to which disposal of
reprocessed high level wastes would alter the approach to defining
criteria; 2) it is inappropriate for us to comment on the scope of the
rule without reviewing the rationale documents; 3) as indicated in our
above comments, we feel that the NRC's EIS and technical criteria should
concentrate on the systems approach and its relevance to protecting the
public health and safety in a manner comparable to other nuclear activities
which the NRC regulates; and 4) the environmental impacts of criteria
constructed with the principles noted cannot realistically be assessed
without an evaluation of the rationale upon which they are based.

Very truly yours,

EXXON NUCLEAR COMPANY, INC.

RK Robinson
Vice President, Projects

RKPR: dl
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345 EAST 47TH NEW YORK, N.Y. t0017 It=.EPLY PLEASE ADDRESS:

1901 L STREET. N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

M Bay AMERICAN INSTITUTE TEL2223050

OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS

July 11, 1980 ED. RULE PR US_ __

(N5 F&. 3U53)

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Comments on Proposed Subpart E to 10 CFR Part 60

Dear Mr. Chilk:

The Nuclear Engineering Division of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers welcomes this opportunity to comment on the proposed Subpart
E to 10 CFR Part 60, "Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Dis-
posal of High-Level Radioactive Waste. " The Institue has over 47, 000
members, many of whom are involved in various aspects of the nuclear
industry anduare members of the Nuclear Engineering Division. As
chairman of the Division, I would like to state our strong support of
this effort by NRC to define quantitative requirements for disposal of
high-level radioactive waste. We have the following few comments on
the proposed criteria.

Basic Objectives

We endorse the usage in the criteria of the principle of "as well as reasonably
achievable" with respect to the degree of containment required. There are
many who would wish for "absolute containment" without realizing that this
is an unattainable goal. In whatever changes are made to these criteria, we
urge that this principle be maintained. To do otherwise would bring about
lengthy delays and introduce excessive costs.

Requirement for Retrievability

Although the concept of retrievability for a period of 50 years after filling
of the geologic repository seems attractive, we believe that this is illusory.
Our view assumes that retrievability is to be achieved by not backfilling the
repository rooms and not sealing the ishaftb into the repository for 50 years
after waste has been emplaced. First of all, rrining 3pecialists are dubious

IZ- / .wAe 11'1{Q@~
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that a deep underground structure with only partial internal support can
maintain its integrity for this long a period. Secondly, failure to seal the
shafts as soon as possible simply encourages influx of water to the reposi-
tory, subverting the careful choice of a formation that otherwise does not
allow easy influx. Furthermore, with no backfill of the rooms, the heat-
flow patterns will be distorted to conduct more heat downward by means of
an increased temperature gradient. These conditions are not truly repre-
sentative of those that the waste will encounter during the remainder of the
period during which fission product heating predominates. Finally, the
retrievability period will end at about 2050, at which time our grandchildren
must summon the capital to finish-the job in proper fashion; it seems more
prudent for our generation to complete the project.

In contrast, the unavoidable waste emplacement period of 10 to 15 years
should provide satisfactory monitoring of the same aspects of repository
behavior as would be revealed by the 50-year period. The early emplace-
ments could be monitored during the decade or so of filling. Because
technical flaws in systems design usually cause failure early in life, the
10 to 15 year emplacements should reveal the potential for failure nearly
as well as would the 50-year period. The design criterion for the package
is a 1000-year life, so that all we can detect is early failure. Emplace-
ment could readily be stopped at any time before filling is completed, and
the waste retrieved.

To summarize: if "retrievability" is to be provided at the expense of early
backfilling and shaft sealing, we suggest that it be deleted from these criteria.

Definition of High-Level Waste

The definition of "high-level radioactive waste" given in the criteria document
includes "irradiated reactor fuel" along with the customary HLW from repro-
cessing. Although either political considerations or lack of storage space for
spent fuel might require disposal of unreprocessed spent fuel, we do not con-
sider this material as a "waste" by any provident definition. As you know,
most nations using nuclear power view spent fuel as a valuable material,
particularly for the breeder reactors that they have built and are continuing
to build. Even the United States government must view spent fuel as having
appreciable value, in a defensive sense, because of the extreme security and
protection required to prevent its diversion to other uses.

Therefore, we recomrnrenel t.ht "11rr4 stfe*-' ft- el: not .ns hlt'ed in
the definition of hig level rzdiacv-s.e -va;L&. Li..t;id, Ilse ys.4:,ge * okdd b'
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something like "--emplacement of high-level waste or spent fuel in--.

Definition of Transuranic Waste

The criteria document defines transuranic waste as material having alpha
activity greater than 10 nanocuries per gram. As you know, -this value,
equivalent to the alpha activity in many ore bodies, was "pulled out of the
air" some time ago for application to shallow land burial and has been
often cited, but has no basis in a genuine.hazard analysis. In fact, we
understand that at least two unpublished anaylses by NRC staff show that
the number should be about 10 times larger than the above arbitrarily
selected, unofficial number. If you publish this value in the criteria
document, it becomes official. We urge that first the in-house analyses
be checked, approved, and published. A more rationally derived value
will, if higher, avoid much unnecessary cost and increase the accuracy
of detection; if the same value is arrived at, the analysis will at least
help reconcile industry to its necessity.

We will appreciate your consideration of these few points that we have
discussed.

Sincerely,

Leslie Burris, Chairman
Nuclear Engineering Division
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Secrez.ary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Attn: Docketing and Service
Washington D. C. 20055 Branch

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I saw your Federal Register Notice regarding the Geologic
Disposal of High Level Radioactive Waste (10 CFR 60) while
riding Washington's Metro. I sat on a piece of gum which some-
one left on the seat and I picked up the Federal Register
from the floor to clean my pants. Your 'regulation really
hit me. It was the greatest! I am glad to see that the
government is doing something about radioactive waste. There
is no concern for the environment these days. I am so glad that
the NRC is right on top of the problem. There's Just too much
waste these days; People are leaving things everywhere--even
gum on the Metro seats and they're littering the trains with
used Federal Registers.

Getting back to your regulation, I have several thoughts which
I think should be patented. However they are so good that I
have decided to give them to our government (the best! Three
cheers for the red, white, and blue) for free! Here they are.
Maybe they can be put in your regulation.

10 CFR 60

60.122 Siting
Since radioactive waste gives off heat and we have an energy
problem your repositories should be under our cities. That
way we could save on heating in the winter. Also you wouldn't
need salt on icy streets or snow removal equipment.

I read in the newspaper that someone is thinking of putting that
waste on Pacific Islands. That wouldn't be a good idea. We
ought to keep it in the good old USA (the Best!). We don't
want to let those Commies get it. I am sure you have heard about
-Continental Drift. Well those Russians invented it. They are
Just waiting for us to put the waste on an island and it will
drift over to them and get it for themselves. I bet thoseiJaps
would be happy also to see us put the waste on a Pacific
Island. They'd sure like to get their hands on-it. We all
know that it will leak into the sea water. The tuna will eat
It and the Japs will catch all the tuna and then keep the
waste for themselves.

ACknowlqdged by cotd. 37JJ14 1mh
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60.132 Repository Design
I guess you know Mr. Secretary, that radioactive waste gives
off heat. So why not put some of it in the middle of very
elastic balloons. They ought to be very large. The waste
will heat the air making the balloons rise. Our repositories
can then float high above the earth on the fringes of space.
As they rise the air in them will become less dense. If we
plan it right the density will be so low that they'll be Just
like giant neon tubes. We can then use them to send messages
or to advertise. That would make the best use of the capitalist
system. We could make money on.this!

60.133 Waste Form
The best solution to the waste form problem is to use the
good old American system of GELT (Good Engineering Long Term).
GELT can make us a lot of money. We ought to package the waste
in clear lucite blocks and gift box them. We can seil it in
all our Department stores. If you get on the ball Mr. Secretary
you can get it into the stores by Christmas.

Mr. Secretary, I know you have been getting a lot of criticism
for the way the government has been avoiding the waste
problem. Just remember Mr. Secretary, "names can never hurt
you".* I know that you are on the ball and you are doing
your best to solve the problem. I hope that my comments (free!)
are of use to you. Any time you need more please call on me.

Sincerely,

Lazlo Toth

*from the poem Sticks and Stones
author unknown
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Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
Washington, D.C. 20555

The Department of Energy (DOE) is pleased to submit comments on the 10 CFR 60-
"Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal (of) High-Level Radio-
active Waste" which were published as an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
in the Federal Register on Hay 13, 1980, 45FR94, pages 31393 through 31408.
Our comments are provided as three enclosures as follow:

1. Enclosure 1 provides the Departments' response to the four specific
questions raised on page 31398 of the Federal Register Notice.

2. Enclosure 2 addresses major concerns identified in the course of our
review and which we feel merit detailed consideration by the staff.

3. Enclosure 3 is a listing of specific comments and recommended revisions,
many of which are editorial in nature or would improve the clarity of
the regulation.

The enclosed comments represent the consensus of technical opinion available
to the Department. In addition to the consolidated comments noted above, we
are transmitting, verbatim, input we have received from a number of recognized
experts which we recommend for your consideration. These experts are R. Ellison
of D'Appolonia, I. Remson of Stanford University, H. Ross of the University of
Utah Research Institute, G. Xinder of Princeton University, F. Parker of
Vanderbilt University, N. Cook of the University of California and J. Bird
of Cornell University.

During our review of the draft technical criteria it became apparent that the
staff has expended significant effort in developing the proposed regulation.
Consequently, our review has been chiefly directed towards identifying those
areas where technical or interpretative ambiguities exist; where requirements
appear excessive without an associated benefit to the public health and safety;
where numerical criteria are suggested which have no supportive basis that
we are aware of; or where implementation of the criteria would be difficult
or impossible due to conflicting requirements or state-of-the-art limitations.
Additionally, there are a number of instances in the draft technical criteria
where we believed that design details and other limiting specifications (for
example, hoist design) are being considered by the Commission when 'detailed
design considerations are more appropriately within the purview of the
Department for ultimate review by the Nuclear Reguiitory Commission (NiC) staff.

' ' F* r _.'A .,j
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The considerations addressed in the draft technical criteria are in general
compatible with those currently being applied by the Department in its site
evaluation and preliminary design activities although the application of the
criteria causes some concern. The Department's approach has been extensively
documented in its Statement of Position (DOE/NE-0007) submitted in support of
the Waste Confidence Rulemaking. The licensing process to which the Department
will be subject, including SAPVER submittal and review, should provide an
acceptable forum for evaluation of the Department's approach to overall
repository safety. Consequently, we feel it necessary to take exception in
those cases where the Department's responsibility to demonstrate safety would
appear to be preempted by the NRC staff or where adequate flexibility is not
allowed. These concerns are more specifically discussed in Enclosure 2.

We will be pleased to discuss the enclosed comments with the NRC staff at your
convenience.

Sincerely,

Sheldon Meyers
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Nuclear Waste Management

3 Enclosures



Enclosure 1

RESPONSES TO FOUR PARTICULAR QUESTIONS
(Page 31398)

Question 1:

Does the list of considerations above clearly, adequately, and fully identify the
relevant issues involved in disposal on HLW?

Response:

The list of considerations does identify many key issues, but does not address
them with sufficient clarity. There was an apparent emphasis on exhaustively
listing items believed to be Important by the staff. The actual Importance of
meeting the criteria, relative to safety, was not explained. For example
60.122(b) lists what the staff perceives to be "potentially adverse" conditions
with no parallel attempt to explain why each item was stated.

Clarity suffers from both the organization and the writing style.

The "Nature of the Problem" is defined by listing five problem areas and six
underlying principles. Seven considerations are then listed and comments
requested on four questions. The draft technical criteria include eight
active sections which do not appear to relate to the considerations introduced
in the preamble.

The connection between the subtitles of the discussion of "Considerations" and
the material discussed is difficult to understand. Subsection (1) "Systems
Approach" is the basic "defense-in-depth" concept with which many are more
familiar; Subsection (2) reads like design-basis events; Subsection (3) is an
enlargement of (1) and might better be a part of it. Subsections (4) and (5)
are ambiguous as written. We assume that under (4) Commission staff was trying
to comment on whether one could identify "fatal flaws" that would exclude sites
from consideration and, conversely, whether one could identify inclusionary
attributes. It seems the issue of siting criteria remains open and is not yet
to be specifically addressed. In fact, however, the technical criteria do
include siting criteria. In (5), Codification of Models, the staff appears to
be attempting to come to grips with how much weight is to be given to the use
of predictive models and whether specific models should be specified. The
treatment given this subject does not clarify the issue. The codification of
specific models at this stage of development for both models and criteria is
premature.

The supplementary Information section is not worded clearly. The following is
quoted from discussion on "Codification of Models" (p. 31397) as an example:

"If one views the realization of our understanding in geologic
disposal from successively more nearly complete and accurate
qualitative descriptions of the observed phenomena in question
through more precise and semiquantitative and quantitative
approximations where uncertainties are be:ter understood alnd
can be treated mathematically, to an elegant theory embodied
in a mathematical descriptioi wiirh reprecew's a uulminatinu
of humav t1rig1t, tha p t e;; ;pr---A :." It
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The major problem with the Supplementary Information is the apparent inadequacy
of the treatment relative to the criteria themselves. More importantly, the
background section does not provide support for the criteria. For example, the
numerical requirements in the Performance Objectives (60.111) are totally
unsupported. Prior to issuing a proposed rule, it is imperative that the bases
and rationale be fully illuminated. Also, as noted above, there is little or
no correlation between the organization of this section and the criteria them-
selves.

Question 2:

Would a rule structured along the lines of the referenced draft rule reasonably
deal with issues in an appropriate manner?

Response:

The basic structure of Subparts E-I is appropriate, however, many changes to
the contents are needed. More importantly the bases and rationale should be
structured in a manner consistent with the structure of the rule.

Question 3:

In light of the fact that EPA has the responsibility and authority to set the
generally applicable environmental standard for radiation in the environment
from the disposal of HLW, with what factors/issues should an NRC environmental
impact statement on technical criteria deal?

Response:

The NRC EIS should address alternative approaches to regulating repositories
(e.g., no requirements on individual elements of the system, qualitative
requirements instead of quantitative requirements, etc.), environmental impacts
of complying with the rule as presented compared to the alternatives, and cost
benefit analyses of complying with the rule compared to the alternatives.
It should also address the trade off between potential decreases in long term
impacts versus the actual increases in present day impacts resulting from the
extensive site characterization requirements.

Question 4:

What are the environmental impacts of criteria constructed in accordance with
the above cited principles? What alternative criteria exist and what are their
impacts?

Response:

Environmental and cost impacts will be associated with the requirement to
characterize multiple sites at depth (44FR70410), the requirement to design
to preserve the option to retrieve for 50 years after emplacement, and the
requirement to utilize a 1000-year waste package. Alternative criteria are
proposed in the ONWI 33(1) through 13(4) series End ir the Department 's
Statement of Position for the NRC Waste Confidenca Rulewakirp.



Enclosure 2

MAJOR ISSUES

A. STANDARD OF PROOF

The staff apparently recognizes in 60.111, Performance Objectives, that it
is impossible to prove with certainty that the performance objectives will
be met in the far future. Thus the phrase "reasonable assurance" is used
in conjunction with several of these criteria. It would be useful to
provide, possibly in the statement of considerations, a discussion of the
standard of proof implied by "reasonable assurance". AThe Commission should
also provide guidance relative to the time over which reasonable assurance
of isolation must be provided. The Department has proposed an objective of
10,000 years as indicated in its Statement of Position on the Confidence
Rulemaking. We propose that a 10,000 year requirement be set by the
Commission in this regulation as a performance objective for the repository.

B. TRANSURANIC WASTES

Although this document is titled "Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal High-Level Radioactive Waste", there are references to TRU wastes.
It is assumed that the references are included to address the disposal of TRU
waste in a HIM repository. However, we believe this point should be addressed
to eliminate the potential inference that these criteria would be applicable to
a repository containing only TRU waste. In addition, with the exception of
the footnote on page 31400, it is not clearly stated whether the criteria apply
to HLW, to TRU waste, or to both.

It might. be appropriate that all references to TRU waste requirements be deleted
from 10 CFR 60 and made the subject of a separate regulation.

C. CONTAINMENT FOR 1000 YEARS

Paragraph 60.111(c) - Performance of Required Barriers and Engineered Systems
requires that both the waste package and the underground facility be designed
to provide reasonable assurance that radionuclides will be contained for
at least 1,000 years after decommissioning. There is no basis given in the
criteria or in the Supplementary Information to support the selection of
1,000 years. The discussion under "1. Lifetime of the Repository" discusses
a period which "begins following closure of the repository, and will persist
for the time that the relatively short-lived fission products dominate the
hazard". The Department agrees with the concept of containment during this
fission product period as reflected in the "Statement of Position of the
United States Department of Energy, DOE/NE-0007, April 15, 1980, in the
Proposed Rulemaking on the Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste. In that
document, the Department identifies as Performance Objectives 1 (p.II-7):

"Waste containment within the Immediate vicinity of
initial placement should be virtually complete during
the period when radiation and thermal output are
dominated by fission product decay. Any loss of
containment should be a gradiuel proces3 which results
in very small fractional waste inventoxy release
rates extending over verv Its- xelrtar t!les, 4.P.
catastroihic losses o0 tont!La:xen.: -idc i'oi. eccuc

I.
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However, if 1,000 years is intended to represent this period where the hazard
is dominated by the fission products, we believe that it is excessive. Several
organizations have developed curves of the relative contributions of actinides-
and fission products to the radioactivity, decay heat or hazard index of radio-
active waste. Fot example, EPA 520/4-79-007A, "Technical Support of Standards
for High-Level Radioactive Waste Management, Volume A, Source Term Characterization"
Figures A-4 through A-23 present curves of radioactivity, decay heat generation
and untreated dilution index for the cases of a PWR throwaway cycle, PWR U02
cycle and mixed oxide cycle. The following table was derived from Figures A-4,
A-5, and A-6 of that report.

Fraction of Total Contributed by Fission Products
in PWR throwaway cycle

Decay Time in Years Relative Value of Relative Value of Untreated Dilution Index
From Discharge Radioactivity Decay Heat ("Hazard")

100 0.5 0.286 1.0

300 0.18 0.02 8.3 x 10f3

500 1.5 x ic-3  9.0 x 10- 3.8 x 103

1000 1.0 x 10i3 3.5 x 10-4 1.4 x 10 3

Based on this table it can be seen that whether the concern is radioactivity,
decay heat, or hazard, the fission products no longer dominate at 300 years.
It is recognized that other studies have produced varying results due to
the input parameters assumed (burn up, etc.). We are not aware, however, of
any calculations that indicate that the hazard is dominated by fission products
beyond 300-500 years, let alone 1000 years. Even using the assumption that
fission products have decayed to insignificant levels (less than 0.001 of
original value) after 10 half-lives, and that cesium-137 and strontium-90 (both
having half lives of about 30 years) are the dominant fission products, 300
years containment would appear to be more supportable than 1000 years.

The bases assumed by the staff for assigning the apparently arbitrary 1000-year
containment period are not clear and we recommend that this question be
reexamined in the light of the potential benefits that could accrue.

D. ONE PART IN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND ANNUAL RELEASE RATE

Paragraph 60.111(c)(3)(i) specifies the annual release rate from the repository
but does not provide any basis or justification for the value given. Since
this release rate will be a direct contributor to the release to the biosphere,
it should be related to the EPA criteria and to the state-of-the-art rather
than stated as an a priori number. Also, it is not clear how long that release
rate must be maintained (100,000 years?) or where the boundary of the "under-
ground facility", at which the release is to be evaluated, is located. It must
be noted that compliance with this criterion, as wel1 as the other performance
objectives, must be demonstrated by predictive calculations and cannot be
"proven".

. I .1
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E. RETRIEVABILITY

Paragraphs 60.111(a)(3) and 60.135 require that the repository be designed so

that the option remains open to retrieve the waste for up to 50 years after

termination of waste emplacement. The basis for this period of time is not

presented. In fact, the meaning of the word "retrievability" is not clear.
We certainly agree that a specific time period, during which retrievability or
recoverability will have to be maintained, should be specified. "Retrievability"
implies that canisters can be retrieved as easily as they were emplaced,
whereas "recoverability" implies that waste canisters may be recovered intact
although requiring removal of backfilled material to do so. The exact period
of time during which retrievability or recoverability should be maintained
should not be specified now but should be established only after more information
is available on the phenomena of concern. It may very well be that the required

period of retrievability will depend upon and vary according to the geologic

medium and environment in which a repository will be placed.

We are not sure what the present rule intends concerning backfilling-of the
rooms. We accept the premise that containers should be placed so that they
are recoverable intact. However, the rule should not preclude early back-
filling of the repository rooms. We believe that sufficient information is
not yet available to specify the exact time at which backfilling of repository
passages should take place. Backfilling would provide improved conditions
for maintaining operational safety. Also, the lesser amount of waste rock
that would need to be removed from the repository if backfilling were permitted
during operation would reduce the environmental impact of any spoils pile on
the surface. Maintaining the rooms in an open, ventilated condition for long

periods would amount to storage and would, in effect, pass the responsibility
for disposal to future generations. Several initial options exist in approching
backfilling. For example, one option would be to backfill a representative
number of rooms after loading them with waste. This would allow a productive
monitoring program to begin. After the initial monitoring period, backfilling
could be done for all of the rooms as they are filled with waste. Therefore we

believe that specific time periods for maintaining retrievability or recover-
ability should not be specified at this time. Rather, the Commission should
consider stating that such specific time periods will be established at the
time of repository licensing depending upon the conditions at the proposed
site.

The Supplementary Information states that "it might be desirable to postpone any
irreversible (or not easily reversible) decisions until the maximum amount of

reasonably obtainable information about how well the repository is functioning and

can be expected to function and contain and isolate the waste for periods of time
required is at hand". However, there is no discussion of how this leads to 50

years after termination of waste emplacement nor is there any discussion of
negative aspects of postponing this decision.
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F. TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES (P. 31395)

While we agree that there are many uncertainties associated with the geologic
disposal of high-level radioactive waste, this section fails to put them into
perspective. Too little recognition is given to the ability to bound the issues
or problems. The end result is the impression of very little confidence in the
conclusion that the geologic repository concept is viable. We believe the
situation in regard to treatment of uncertainties is as noted in the following
quotation from the Department's Statement of Position on in the Waste Confidence
Rulemaking (p. 11-299):

"The conservative approach adopted by the Department is
based upon a step-wise approach to system development
and implementation, a multibarrier system for radionulcide
containment and isolation, and appropriate design and
operating margins to compensate for uncertainties.

Proceeding in a cautious, step-wise manner in the
development and implementation of waste disposal
systems adds assurance that the best available
information is considered in reaching decisions and
irreversible impacts are minimized. The use of
multiple independent natural and man-made barriers
against waste release minimizes the impacts of
potential disruptive forces by avoiding undue reliance
on any given barrier. The use of appropriate design
and operating margins provides assurance that residual
uncertainties inherent in disposal systems are com-
pensated for. Integration of scientific peer review
into the program adds further assurance that the waste
disposal objectives will be met. The Department's
approach insures that the best available pertinent
information will be considered in reaching decisions
and that a high confidence in safety will be attained
in spite of residual uncertainties in data, modeling,
or future conditions."

G. HUMAN INTRUSION

This discussion of human intrusion (p. 31398) identifies many problems and their
lack of resolution. The rule should provide incentives for developing measures
to decrease the probability or consequences of future human intrusion. It should
clearly differentiate between active (institutional) controls and passive measures
(e.g., markers, tell-tales, etc.). It should also recognize that avoidance of
resources is a weak argument against future intrusion. Resources are largely
determined by technology, i.e., our ability to use the resources. We do not know
what future technological needs may be. The emphasis should be on communicating
knowledge of the repository's existence to future generations such that
inadvertent intrusion is avoided. Merely avoiding present resources provides
little or no assurance. We interd to develop a posit.on paper on tI'is subject to
use to initiate a dialog with the Cormmission. stuff.
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H. SITING REQUIREMENTS

The overall tone of the background material contained as "Supplementary
Information"' seems to indicate that geology, or the characterization of
geology, will be insufficient to provide confidence that isolation can
be achieved without additional engineered barriers. The extreme emphasis
on "uncertainties" seems to indicate a negative approach to the problem
of site selection and characterization.

The siting requirements themselves are structured in a negative way. There
is an extensive list of adverse conditions, the presence of which means pre-
sumption of unacceptability. This is followed by a section saying that the
presumption can be rebutted by demonstrating a number of things including
the presence of favorable characteristics. A later section lists some of
these favorable characteristics.

The regulation should be focused on repository performance. Each criterion
should have a safety or environmental basis which is broadly applicable.
Also, criteria must be compatible. These conditions seem to be lacking through
the present draft. For example, literal interpretation of 560.122(g) would
appear to require that the repository buffer zone be permeated by tunnels for
in situ testing and to require shafts and a tunnel 1 km below the repository
for the same purpose. Not only is such information of questionable value and
very costly to obtain, but the act of obtaining the information could likely
render the proposed formation unsuitable.

I. GEOLOGIC SIMPLICITY

The entire Supplemental Information section stresses geologic simplicity as
a very important characteristic of a site without clearly explaining what is
meant by the term. While we agree that geologic simplicity is a desirable
characteristic, it is not the most important attribute of a site. The most
important attribute of a natural barrier is that it works, not that it is
mechanistically or descriptively simple. The prime purpose of the geologic
setting is to contain the waste, and not to facilitate the licensing process.
The geologic complexity of a site is based on two factors: (1) the real
geologic system and (2) the apparent complexity created by our own inability
to comprehend the system. As we learn about these systems the perceived
complexity will change. In addressing this problem in the development of
criteria, it is critical that the capability of the geologic setting to
contain the waste be given a higher priority than the simplicity of the
system.

The requirement in 60.122(a)(1) does put geologic simplicity in its proper
perspective and that approach should be reflected in the supplemental
information.

J. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS VERSUS PERFOPMANCE CRITERIA

In some sections of the document, speciiic desiga solutions to problems rather
than technical criteria or rerfonmanct obictetives are stated. Sper.fic examples
of this are 60.132(c.)(5)'¼) .ih±c}' sts ''f aCirfefe an vater-bnacilag structures
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are encountered during construction then the Department 
must use pregrouting in

advance of excavation"', and 60.132(c)(6)(ii) which 
states "The Department shall

design hoists with mechanically geared lowering devices that preclude cage free

fall". While these may be appropriate designs in some cases, they are not the

only solutions to the anticipated problem and may not be the best solutions. The

regulation should state criteria not designs. The Department will design to

meet the criteria and the NRC staff will have the opportunity to review the

design and discuss, with the Department, alternative 
designs and their relative

merits.
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Enclosure 3

SPECIFIC RECO01*ENDED CHANGES

A. 60.2 DEFINITION'S

1. tURC Proposed Wording:

"Aquifer" - means a distinct hydrogeologic unit that readily
transmits water and yields significant quantities of waste
to wells or springs.

Recommended Revision:

"Aquifer" - means a layer of rock or soil which is relatively
more permeable than the nearby layers above or below and
through which water flows. In an aquifer, the yield to wells
is generally considered to be more than 1/3 gallon per minute.

Rationale:

Words like "significant" can lead to endless debate in the
licensing process.

2. NRC Proposed Wording:

"Container" - means the first major sealed enclosure that
holds the waste form.

Recommended Revision:

"Canister" - means the innermost sealed enclosure that holds
the waste form.

Rationale:

Canister is the more commonly used term. The ternm "first"
is unclear depending on whether one is counting from the
outside or the inside.

4r
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3. t;:;C Fromosed lWordin-::

"Decom.missioning" - means final backfilling of subsurface facili-
ties, sealing of shafts, and decontamination and dismantlement of
surface facilities.

Recoazended Revision:

"Decomm~issioning" - means removal-from active operational usage
including decontamination and/or dismantlement.

Rationale:

Decommoissioning should be differentiated from isolation.

4. l-: Proposed Wordinr:

"Disposal" - means permanent emplacement within a storage spece
With no intent to retrieve for resource values.

Recommended Revision:

Delete "for resource values".

Rationale:

The term "permanent emplacement" earlier in the definition ir-
plies no intent to retrieve for any reason. If there is intent
to retrieve, the terim "storageo" rather than "disposal" would
apply, and emplacement would not necessarily be "permanent".
Although the capeaility to retrieve will be maintained through
the operational phase, there is no intent to retrieve unless re-
quired for safety.

5. NRC Proposed Wording:

"Expected processes and events" - means th-6se natural processes
or events that are likely to degrade the engineered elements of
the geologic repository during a given period after decomFissior.ing.
As used in this part, expected processes and events do not include
human intrusion.

Recornended Revision:

Change "degrade" to "occur and act upon".

- *.f a-- ---vA ...
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Ration BIe:

The definition of "expected processes and events" is limited to
these processes or events" that are likely to degrade the engineered
elements..." Since this is a much narrower definition than would
norrmally be ascribed to the term "expected processes and events",
either the term should be made more specific and descriptive, or
its definition should be more general for consistency with nor-
mal usage.

6. IRPC Proposed Wordinc:

"Floodplain" - means the lowland and relatively flat areas ad-
joining inland and coastal waters including flood prone areas of
offshore islands including, at a minimum, that area subject to a
one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year.

Recommrended Revision:

Use a different word than floodplain.

Rationale:

This definition does not correspond with the standard meaning of
"floodplain" as used by other government agencies (EPA). Suggest
another term covering all areas susceptible to flooding, e.g.,
"floodprone".

7. N;C Proposed Wordinc:

"Geologic repository operations area" - means a HLW facility that
is part of a geologic repository, including both surface and sub-
surface areas, where waste handling and emplacement activities are
conducted.

Reconrended Revision:

Redefine to address TRU disposal also, if appropriate.

Rationale:

See major comments.

8.- NRC Proposed Wordinc:

"Important to safety" with reference to structures, systems, and
components, means those structores, systems, and components that
provide reasonable assursn:e that rtd-iactive waste can be received,
handled, and stored without undue risk to the health and safety
of the public.

* -. pw-�- - .� g�.. q� � �.. �
4. -, -. . * - . I- .



"Important..." means those structures, systerms, and cormponerts
that Prevent or miticate events that could cause unreasonable
risk to the health and safety of the public due to release of
radioactive rzterial.

Rationale:

To be consistent with 60.171(b;.

a. ?NRC Proposed l-'ordinT-

"Stability" - means the rate of natural processes affecting
the site during the recent peolocic past are relatively lov
and will not sionificantly chance durint the next 10,000 years.

Pecorrrended Pevisicr:

"Stability" is a relative terr indicatinc that the rates of
natural processes such as erosion and faultino are so 1o0.
that their effect will not jeoDerdize isolation of the waste.
This is deterrined by treasurinc the present rates of thosc
processes and, by ceolocic evidence, deducing the rates ir
effect during the recent oeoboDic past.

PRatior.a! .

Specifyinc 10,03; years is useful and reasonable, but the
terms above are sorewhat subjective. It is also recorimendet
that the regulation stipulate tte first 10,003 years as the
period over which reasonable assurance of isolation be pro-
videe (i.e., consistent with DOE's proposed objectives as
set forth in its Stateerert of Position in the Confide-ce
Ruler.akinc).

10. NR,' Prooose' Wordinc:

"Transurar.ic wastes" or "TR'' wastes" - means radioactive
waste containing alpha eritting transuranic ele-.ents,
with-radioactive half-lives greater than one year, in
excess of 10 nanDcuries per grar.

*
- I . , . ,,



Feco.-ened- Revision:

a. Insert "other th r, FL'" after ' re-ioactive *. t:

b. Delete numerical definition of 10 nanocuries per cra-.

Paticnale:

c. Clarity

b. tumerical definitions for TRU wastes are beinc forrolatef
by EPA. and NRC reculations would rrmre appropriately ref ie:;
the EPA definition. Vhile DOE rerulations use IC, nanocvries
per crar. to define the level above which TRU'-contar-inate:
wastes will not be emplaced in shatlow lant burial, a r:'-.
precise evaluation of this lirit is undenr:ay which eay le^.e
to a redefinition.

i', I- Prcocsed ~cr*

"Unriwcround facilit:' - means tne civil encineered structure,
incluninc bslckfill r.tterials, b,: nct inclutire: se 1s, in hi:-
was:e is e...la:e.

rKecc=-e.nced Revision.:

Ct.a:e "civil" to "subsurface'.

Rariorn-le:

Clar it '.

12. Definitior.s should be added for the following term.. wu.ich were u'Se-
ir. the requaLticr:

E. "i t i'U ior.- Control"

b. "Lons Term"

c. "Module"

c. `Saturate* Media"

e. "'ite SuJ a2iii:y", (Contrast witn "Site/Facility A::e;tatility')

f. "Q>aterriary" (provide spe-ific lenrth of tirwe)

`. 'Vaezse Zone'
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'rZ Prcp^:sed .'orir:

(e) The reouire..ents and conitions in subsejent sections ass2u.-
that disposal will be in srnra:et_ '.ia. The Com.ission does r.:t
intend to exclude dispcsal in the vadose zone cr any other methr..
by pror-ulcating these criteria; however, different criteria m-^v
neec to be developed to license other cispcosal methods.

Recorriended Revisicn:

Rewrite or delete.

Rationa1e:

This seems unduly restric:ive an- raises cuestions as to wet:3
actually ccnstitutes a sea.uratedc.; recir. and as to chether these
criteria a;,ly to salt dep-s:si .

C. 63.111 PE;FO.'*''E OE2ECTiE

1. 6'D.111(c) Perfor.an.Ce cR ;ej ired EV-riers and Engineered Systers

'r' Proosc.s- W4rd.:

(1) Waste Pa~ke:^

The Department sta'.l desirn waste pa&;Oes so that there is
reasonable assuran:e that radior.nclides will be contained
fcr a-least the firi: I,VD vea-s a':e- de:o.-.issionir.c
and for as lr!n therea:fter as is reasor.11V ac.hievatle giver
expected prD:esses and even:s as well a: varicis water
flog conditions irintu .r,; fLi. cr par.ail saturation of
the unoerground fa:iliT..

(2) Un:e-o-ounc F;:il lit'.

The D= ;art;.ent sh!all desil-n the uri.ercrounrI fa:ility to
provice reasornble assurar&ce cf th.e follo-inrz::

(i) Arn environ-ert: ftr the waste pa:kages that promotes
the achievemtnt of Paracraph 6C.111(c)(1) above under
conditions resultin- from. expe.ted processes and events.

(ii) Containmre-.t of all rad onuvlidzs for the first ',003
years -. aftne.r tne ge vo;ic tepnsitory
Vt:.% t E .-: :Z s 'e',.C!'~ ; is r'Fe.sDnaly

~if~e~, --;:; ;^,t' cr!.~ 5n rprucetret arnd
tte t 5o07u rt t f e, : **e:; ^ . t r 5v ?rr, Ssi ni- .
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(_j Overall Perfcr,.r.a-:e of ti En:,zeere! Svster. After Cc..:a.r--z

The Departrnent shall desion the engineered system to prcOid-
reasonable assurance that:

(i) Starting.1,0O3 years after decom:-issior.irg of the clo:.;
repository o-erations area, the radionuclides prese-:
in HULW will be released -fror. the undercround facility
at an annutl rate tthat is as lo.: as reasonably achieva:le
and is in no case oreazer than an annual rate of orne
part in one hundre: thousand cf the total activitv
present in HY W':ithin the undercround fac.it: 1,0;2
years after oecom.,iissioninr assum.ing exp.:te: pro esses
and events.

(ii) Startir. at deco7-.-issiornin; radion:,ices present in
TRU waste will be released at a rate thtt is as lo.
as reasoneatoly achievable and is in no case greater
than one part in one hundred thousand cf the t::7
activity present in TPU waste within the undercround
facilizv at the tire of deco=.issidnir.; assu..i;:
expectec pro:esses and eve;-ts.

Reco-nended Revision:

a. Throughout, charce "1,0^ yeers after e-Placeernt" to a
value which can be rore readily supported ty techr.ical
analysis. (As noted in general corrents, 300 years see-s
to represent a r'ire ap|rcpriate pericd.)

b. In (2)(ii) delete all after "processes".

c. In (3)(ii) ade "annual" before "rate".

d. in (3)(i) anJ1 (ii) indicate tihe tine frare over wticth thL
release rate shculd be maintained.

e. In (3)(i) and (ii) the "one part ir one hundred thousarie"
should either be substantiated with a teChnical basis,
rep-aced with a value which car be substertieited, or le~t
qualitative. Clarification should be provided as to the
boundary across which the release is rneasured (e.o., entry
into aquifer) and how cor;;liance can be prover..

Rationale:

a. (i) The rationale for a different value is dicsussed
under Major Corrern:s.

(ii) As noted in 3.1l1(4l(3) the Dtlion exists not te
close .-je rtp* .j )ri3* fl 't'2.r.

of wast er-.- a ': it t c:cr*t>. Thbi r've. th?
tine of deco'iri>siO'Viong vr :r.:crtan.:.er. L!tht '?rst
waite is aurpli.c



b. The last phrass is toc vague to be useful in a reoulaticn.

c. Consistency with (3)(i). The tire fra2me is not stated. *Su:'
rates are likely to vary with tir,.

d. D^E knows of no basis for eitiher promulgating that rate ifi
ter.-s of safety cained or for beiieving that co-.-l ance with
that rate could be proven in a licensing-proceedin;.

2. 6D.111(c)(4) Perforimance of the Geolozic Environmen:

N'Rt Pro:osed IWordir7:

(i) The Department shall provide reasonable assurance that the
decree of stability exhibited bv the geologic environment
at present vill not significarnty d-cruase cver ttie line ter,...

(ii) The Department shell provide reasonable assurance tht, the
site ex:-ibits properties which pro,.ote isolation and tht,:
their capability to inhitit the ricration of radionuclide-
will not sirgnificantly decrease over the long ter,..

(iii) The Departrment shall provide reasonable assurance that th:
hydrologic ard geDche-.ical properties of the host rock an:d
surroundinc con~finin: units will provide radienuclide travel
times to the accessible ervironmen:t of at. least 1,000 years
assu7.inc expected processes and events.

Recomrend¢e evisi:.:

a. In (c)(4)(i) chanre "de:rease" to "degrade". Replace "over
the lon; ter-." with, "for th-e first lCO.n years".

b. Delete (c)(4)Ciii).

Rationale:

a. Clarity. Additionally, references in this proposed lO'FP.6'.
to chances in ar.ient conditions as "unfavorable" need to be
considered in terms of soe£ favorable, static arbiernt reference
condition. That is, decred- tior per se is not relevant, per-
forrance degradatior. beyornd 5Ome critical value is relevart.
Clarity would be enhanced by using lG,O3i years (consistent
-tith i deinition of 's taility'; in place of the more sut-
jective "long terr'

b. This item notes that the host rock will provide radionuclide
travel tire.to the accessible envtronr.ent of at least 1,00;
years assumin; expected events. Why a time restriction of
1,000 years? jht prikicipil poifin of wstse isolation is missed
he rt. The ef'eu t-:; c' 4  nr est Ihe rela-.d to riHO
crit.erie e'ic dosf, to .. irt1i6o.

f . - . . . - , , -, * .



G. 6 .121 SITE AND EVt IRONS MINE 0 RSI. P AN"D C ONRT

General:

This section appears to recognize that perranent markers end records
will last loncer then the 100 year institutional control perio_.
There needs to be a clear definition of what cre'it can be taker. fcr
r.-rkers and records, but w.e acree that it is nzt appropriate to d:
it at this timne.

E. 60.122 SITING REDUIR EtM-!.

1. 60.122(e)(2)

NR.C Proposed Wordino:

The Department shall investicite ard evaluete tfe natural
conditions and humain activities that can reason-bly be
ex-ected to affect the desion, construction, operatic:.,
and deco.rmissioning of the geologic repository operaticr.s
area. The natural conditions include geologic, tectonic,
hydrologic, and clir-tic process. The Departmer.t shall evalua:e
the stability of the geoloDic repository and the isolation cs
radionuclides after deco,-issioninc.

(i) The Department shell conduct investigations on the
order of 10 kiloreters horizontal radius from the
geCloic repository operations area,

(ii) The Department shall emphasize those natural conditions
active anytirme since the start of the Quaternary Perioc
in their investigations.

(iii) The departSment shall enphasize the first 10,0' years
follovin; de:o--issioning in their predicfio. cf chen:es
in natural conditions an". the perfoc..an:e of tr.e gestc-ic
repository.

Recornended Revision:

a. Change (i) to: "The Departmer.t shall conduct invecticattic-s
throu-hout the area and volume of the geolocic and hyetrolc ji:
environffent which ra, affe:t or be affe:ted by the geolc.i:
repository to assure that the local site conditions are
compatible with the regional setting. The level of deta.l .
investigated at each distance fro-; the geologic operatiors
area shall be cor-ensurate with the ilrpDrtance of data
at that location."



t. Criance (ii) tc: "The Deartrert shall document those rnatur:
orocesses active dr-inr tne 0. rternary Perio: in their
investigaticn.

c. In (iii) insert "and extrapolatior" after "prediction".
Subsection (iii) is a very significant principle and
should be elevated to a rajor perforrance otjective.

/ Rationale:

a. The area to be investioated is site dependent. Clearly there
is no need to do investir-:ions tzyond a defined connectior
to the accessible enviro?-er.t. Also the level of detail a:
the outer lirits of the investigation does not necessarily
have to be as intense as at the site itself.

b. Clarity. Cortitions are n; at'.\.

c. Corpleteness. Also, the princiole of 10,000 years beino tne
most sionificer.. tire c' interes- is very irportant ar.
should be er.Dhasizee.

2. Ent;;''ii r^ ii

tP. Propos-ed Wprdir!:

(ii) De.,xnst~atiCr, of the s~e-.-: of the geolo ic repository
after decor.issicnir,.

(iii) Demonstration of the isolation of radionuclides from
the accessible environ..-e- after de:o issiorin;.

Recon-tendeW Re'Visic.n:

Re;lace the wd "De- ratiot in ea:h se-terCe with "Prediction,'
2r. ad tne phrase "base: u-or. tre sttet-of-tne-art," to the
enr of ea:n sernenrce.

Rationale:

One cannot der.anstrate the futvre, b.t one car, predict future processes
to varying degrees base` uozr. state-f-tr---art tecx-ni~uzv.

3. 60.122 (a) (4)

NRC Proposed Wordin::

The Department shall evaluate rzsor'nly likely future variations
in the site charicteristiCs wtict, may resvlt fro- natural
processes, humran a:tlvities, c:.structict. 01 the repoitor.,
or waste/rock/hater in:ra:o.

. I
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P~e~o'.-e4e FevdSiC-:
Insert "therinomechanical and physicocher.ical" before "waste!
rock>/weter".

RatiDnale:

Clarity.

4. 60.122(a)(E;

tNC Prooosed Wordinc:

The Gepartrient shall validate analyses and modeling of future -
conditions and chances in site characteristics using field tests,
in situ tes's, field-verified laboratory tests, monitoring data,
or natural arnalot stu-'iel.

ReCom-.ende.e Revisic-.:

E. Insert "to the extent practicable" after "characteristics".

b. Delete "field-verifieS''

a. The Su;ple-rientarv Informa:ion section recognized the difficulties
er,:cuntere' ir. validt:ion.

t. M arnir1sful field verifications of laboratory tests are not
always possible witnirn a "reei-tire" period.

5. 6r.A22(a)(?)

HN. Prop~pse%'. Wordir:: J.

The Department shall continuously verify and assess any chan;ce
in site conditions which pertain to whether the perforimanze
objeCtives will be met.

Reco-:ended ̂evisicn:

Change "cortinuously" to "continue to'.

Rationtale:

Continuously means withOut ionteirriPtion.

I
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NRC Prooosed Wordinc:

The Departnent shell perforr a resource assessment for the recic-.
within 10D kr of the site usir.f available information. The Deoar:-
r.er.t shall include estir.ates of tbth kno;n and undiscovered de:zs4:s
of all resources that (1) have been or are being exploited or (2)
have not been exploited but are exploitable under present tech-
nolooy atnd m.arket conditions. Tnc Departrent shall estimate
undiscovered deposits by reasor!ale inference based on geolopic
and oeophysical infor-mation. Tne Departrir.: shall estimate bot
cross and net value of resource deposits. The estimate of ne.
Value sr.all take into account development, extraction and mar-
ketinc costs.

RPeor.nded Revision:

E. Chance "undiscovered deposits" to '"pz-tetial reserves'

t. Delete "both cross anr&

c. Chan-. "net' tc "fair rarie:.

a. It is imrossisle to assess undiscovered deposits, but is
co-.-,:n to estir~.-: p:tential reserves.

b. Gross value is irrelevae.t if extraction or Marketing costs
raie it impractical to deve:;.

c. Fair rarket is a mr.re useful terr. than net value in this case.

7. 6.2t)t

t;' Proposed Wordiric:

The Departmen.t shall deterrine by appro;riate analyses the extent
of the volume of rock within which the ge0lo;ic framrv:ork, 9rov.''
water floi;, ground water che.istry, Dr geo-e-chanical properties
are anticipated to be sicnificartly affecteW by construction cf
the geOlocic repository or by the presence of the e-.placed wastes,
with er-mpasis on the ther;-al loafi-.: CF tre letter. In order t^
do the analyses required in this paramrap', the Department shall
at a minimuvm conduct investiCations and tests to provide the
following input date:



(i) The pattern, distribution, and oricin of fractures, discontir-
uities, and heteropensities in the host rock and surrounir.:
confining units;

(ii) The presence of potential pathways such as fractures, discorntin-
uities, solution features, unsealed faults, breccia pipes, an-.:
other permeable anoraiies in tne host rock and surrounding con-
fining units;

(iii) The in situ determination of the bulk aeonechanical properties,
pore pressures and am.5ient stress conditions of the host rock
and surrounding confining units;

(iv) The in situ determination of the bulk hydrogeologic properties
of the host rock and surrounding confining units;

(v) The in situ determination of the bulk geochemical conditions,
particularly the redox potential, of the host rock and surroundino
confining units;

(vi) The in situ determination of the bulk response of the host road
and surrounding confining units to the anticipated therm!&
loading given the pattern of fractures and other discontinuities
and the heat transfer properties of the rock mass.

As a minimmr., the Department shall assume that the vDlure will extend
a horiz2ntal distance of 2 kiloa.elers from the limits of the repository
excavation and a vertical distance from. the surface to a depth of
1 kilometer belovw the lioits of the repository excavation.

Recomnended Revision:

a. Delete the last paragraph.

b. In (i) add "statistical" in front of "distribution".

c. In (i), (ii), and (vi) chanze the discussion of fractures to
permeability.

d. In (ii) delete "such as...anor.alies".

e. In (iii), (iv), (v), and (vi) delete "in situ" and add at the
end "by in situ, laboratory, adid field tests and/or calculation
as practicable".

f. In (v) change "redox poterntial to "equilibrium solubility
sorption data for the waste package and radionuclides".

- '. .
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Re tione Ie:

a. If the volume of rock defined et the end of this section is
the volume referred to in tire first paracra-h, it is irpossiblE
to assess all of these features throughout the volure (e.c.,
how can fracture patterns one km below the repository horizon.
be evaluated). Also, stating a minimum. volume, without con-
sidering a site, is unrealistic. A detailed in situ determination.
of the properties discussed in (i) through (vTT Gem this sut.-
section, to a depth of one kr below the repository horizon
could possibly compromise the inteority of the syster by
introducing potential pethways for fluid migration where none
existed previously. W~hat is pertinent to determine, by whatever
means are available, is whnEtc r extensive cor.tirte aquifers
occur below the repository level at dzeths wfich could be
significantly affected by the waste repository. are depth cf
investigation should be determined by the regional geology.

b. Mapping the entire volu-e is irpossible.

c. The term "frecture" tells nothing about the ability of the rock
medium to affect waste transport, while permeability doee.

d. Some of the features mentioned such as breccia pipes and
solution features r,2y be less permeable then the surrounding
ro c k.

e. These item.s all specify in situ determination of properties.
This is appropriate for mrany properties but so-.. geonechanical
(iii) and most oeocherical (v) properties cannot practically
be subject to "in situ deter ination". However, the "in situ
properties" may be deterrined in the laboratory. The langua2e
needs to be clarified to allow this.

In addition, the type of testing and depth of data should be
a function of parameter sensitivity (how much is warranted),
uncertainty (is mere data re:;ired), and rr-ifications (is
date collection coP-atitle with maintairnir; a sound structure).

By requirin- in situ deterr-lroations in both host rock ard sur-
rounding confining units, P.; is requiring at least twho and
perhaps many, test facilities to be constructed at each site.
One facility will not be able to propagate thermal effects to
surrounding rock units in a reasonable time fraee. This
appears to be an unreasonatle re.uirer-ent.

There should be some clar-fication here abou: t iert stress
conditions. In situ de:er .inetiorn is hard to do for the hoft
rock, but impossible for the surrounding confining units. Ttis
should refer to calculational determination of ambient stress
conditions..'

. . I . .



Fesc nse of surrounding confinino units to enticio tee ther-.-
loair1o cannot be rmasured, it can onlv be caicule:E-. thE
tir.e required for heat to reach surrounding confining units, is
very long and therefore it cannot be mieasured.

f. Red_^x potential is not a unique property of the rock but is
dependent on the geocheristry, the volurme of fluid and the
benavior of the waste package.

F. 6C122(b) POTEHTIALLY ADVERSE CONDITIC".S

1. ;:: Proposed WKrdirn:

The following paragraphs describe hu-.an activities or natural co--
ditio-ns which carn adversely affect tne stability of the repcsitcrv
site, increase the migration oi radionuclides fror. the reposizor%,
or provide pathways to the accessible environr.ent. The D oartr.,r.:
shell ce-onstrate whether anv of the pctentially adverse hu-'-
activities or naturel conditions are presen.t. The Department sham"c
c.cu-.er;' all investications.

The presence of any of the potentially adverse hu...n activities
or ratural conditions will aive rise to a presumption thet th.e
ceolcgic repository will not r-eet the perforimance objective-.
The con-itions anW activities in this section ap.ly, unless
other.s-ise stated, to the volu.e of rock determiine' by the Depart-
rs-rt in Paragraph 6E.122(a)(E) above.

,-5 -oer.2d P.evisic- :

Re.iace "can adversely" with "rayhave the potential to".
Delete second paragraph.

R;atic.le:

Wn.ether or not the stated conditions are actually of importance
is a .:ter of speczatioD. The statexent as writter. is witho-t
b-;is.-

These conditions showld not give rise to the stated presu-;!tion.
The last paragraph of the section identifies ways to shoe. hOe' thev
r.ay be acceptal5e. Also, 60.122(t)(8) is an incorrect reference
as it refers to the entire area with a 10; kim radius. Presurab-
(a)(S, is mean:.

2. -6D.122(b)(l)

li.: Proposed Wordinc:

Potent ially Adverse Human Activities

(i) There is or has been cor:ven-iona cr in situ subssoria.
miring fox resources.
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(ii) Except holes drilled for investigations of the oeolo-,.
repository, there is or has been drilling for whatev-
purpose to depths below the lower lirit of the accessid1^
envi ronr-r.:.

(iii) There are resources which are econonically exploitable
usine existine technologv under present miarket condition.v.

(iv) Eased on a resource assessment, there are resources the:
have either hicher cross or net value than the averace fcr
other areas of similar size in the region in which the
geologIc repository is located.

(v) There is reasonable potertizl that failure of human-made
impDundrents could cavse flooding of the geologic repositoryv
operations area prior to decor.issionin;.

(vi) There is reasonable potential based on existing peologic
and hydrolocic conditions and rethods of construction foC
construttion of large-scale inmpoundments which may affect

- tene regional ground water flow syster.

(vii) There is indication that present or reasonably anticipate:;E
hu-a6- activities can significantly affect the hydroneole:4:
frar-e.::r;.. Hu-ar. activities include ground water withdral:¢.,
extensive irrigation, subsurface injection of fluids, ur.2c-
ground putred storace facilities or underground mrilitary
a ctivitie-. -

Recor.-erned Revisic-

a. In (ii) delete everything after "purpose" and add "at deptis
which would adversely affect the subsurface repository voluwc".

b. Delete (iv).

c. Ir. (vii) c-erce tc reag "...activities that wold alter the
hydroqe'l oclc frarev::-I in ar, unacceptatle manner".

Rationale:

a. t'ines and boreholes which would not adve-sely affect the
repository volure should not preclude the use of a site.
Past drillinc to above the repository horizon or outside

* . z
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the horizontal exter~t of the subsurface workings dDes ne:
impact the atility of the repository to isolate Wastes.
Krnoiwr. holes car. be sealed ar? ukLnrcv holes are not kno:.--
and therefore wcuid not be considerec.

b. This philosophy places too rnuch importance on resources
which, as indicated in the cer.er2l co -nts, results in a
weak argument for proving safety. The nature of future
resource needs is not readily predictable and constartlY
chances.

c. Referring to 60.122(b)(1)(vii), it is conceivable that
some future hu...n activities can have little effect or
actually imiprove the repository hydrologic frarvcrt..
Ground water withdrawals froG. closed basins could eliminate
a potential water transport capetility. Of importance is
the significance of the chance to s aty.

3. 60.122(b)(2)

tiz Prooosee Vordir.-::

(i) There is evidence of extre-e bedrocl: incision since tt.
state of the Quaterriary Period.

(ii) There is evidence o' dissolutioninc, such as karst features,
breccia pipes, or insoluble residc .

(iii) Thiere i5 evide'n:e of prczesses in tre candidate area 0'.ic&
could result in structLrai c tory-matj.c iin the vclu-=r E
rock such as uplift, dia;irism, subsidence, foldinr, faultir.-,
or fra.cure 2ones.

(iv) The geolovic re-asitory opewatior.s area lies within the
near fieTh cf a fc It thc: has beer. a:tive since the stert
oft the Quaterr.n P} eriod.

(v, There is ar. area characterized by hicher seisricity thar. thct
of the surroundiric reicir. or there is ar area in which there
are indicatior.s, based c- correaticns of earthquak6es with
tectonic proce ses anr fea:ures, th.a: seisricity may increase
in the future.

(vi,) There is evidernce of intrcsive igr.e:us activity since the
start of the Quaternary Peric..



(vii) ir1 re is a hich and anoi-.alous oeothermal gradient relativ-E
to the re:ionr 1 qeco',terraz cracient.

ReCcor.ended Revision:

a. General; these features mzntioned are merely an inventor.-
of natural processes - ing on Et.,:s. everywsere. Whether cr
rn:t they matter is part of the site selection procedure and
the presumotion tha: tr.v do is a jud.e-rent rmade with bias.
They should be deleted cr a technical basis provided to support e-:.

b. Clarify the meenirn: cf ' e.ree" in (n;.

c. In (ii) replace "dissolutionir.:" with "dissolution". Insert
"Quaternary' before "dissolution".

d. In (iii) insert "QL--errnery tectonic" before processes.

e. Inr (iv) defire "near field".

f. Delete (v) or put an absolute level on seisI:icit;.

9. Ir. (vi) delete "intrusive".

Ratio_& e:

b. The . -nir: c' "extrere" is sutiject to wide-ran-ing inte-
pre:a:ions. Moreover, this requirem.ent rules out investica-
ti:- ir-t ct- so'rce cVf the entrenchren;t are its present e--'
ar.ticira:ed ste:t cf activitv. The requirement ou;ht to allo..
the Departriert to denorstrate by analysis whether grour,:-
surface lowerir.: c:2d adve-Sely affect the renository durinr
the re;-.ire- containrer.t period.

C. The presence of &iseciution featu-es d-,es rtt necessa-'1lv dis-
credit a carnidate s.:e. In the case of selt do-)es tre ca:
ro:' is a by-pdtof dissolution that ray have occurre-
mht. earlier in gecc.oic histo-y and r.ay presently be actir,;
as an effective ir.perm-eatle seal.

Evidence of dissolutlion. collaose. or sirilAr fv+t tres
which resulted frc-. Pre-Qua:ernary geologic processes thEa:
have since beer. inactive, shos-ld nct by itse'lf disq.Lir.iy a
site. Reasonatle prc^f of statility djrin: the Q~a:erncy
showld b re: r a end ade te.

d. A tine frame for these processes must be listed - o:hermvse
all areas of the earth are "adverse".



e. "Near field", in ca;::- rarv uc --, a;: ies to earthtue;,es.
It is not meaniniful to ref,er to tne "near field of a fa&1t'.
This criterion is imortant, and it should be addressed more
clearly and directiy.

f. Increased seisiricity is identified as a pctentially adverse
natural condition. Seismic e:tivitv can rance from rinzr
crustal adjustrents to rx.ijor disr.,:ivev eVen s. -inerefore,
by sirply noting that an increase in seisricity (with nc
qualification as to roi-ntude:) is Dc::entiaily a disruDtive
event involves fa.ty looic. In a . ca.e, seisricity effe:..
on a repository must be cor:sicered in tv: tire frames - durin.:
operation and after deco.-issioninr. Effects on a repository
vary greatly denendinr on the tire frare. After deco!r=issioninr.,
seismicity may or r.ay r:. t-e sitoificant.

g. Any ioneous activity since trne start of the Quvternarv Peric,
is mzore disqualifyinr tr.hn rar.ny factors listed in this se.-
ticn.

4. 60.122(b)(2)

N-r r: ProDosed Wordirc:

(i) 'There is potential fcr sicnificant chances in hydrologic
conditions including hydreulic gradier.t, average pore velc-
city, storativity, perneaility, natural recharce, pie:c-
mritric level, an: discharc-e p:irnts. Eveluation teck.niqu,¢
include paleohydrologic analysis.

(ii) The geolocic repcsitory operatiors area is located w-1ere
there world be lon- terr anrd short terr. adverse irpa:ts
associated with t.e- o:cu.pen:y and moi'fication of floo-
plains. (executive Order 119S2.

(iii) There is reasonable p-tenttial fcr natual phenorrerna such as
landslides, sutsidence, or volcanic activity to create lar:e-
scale impoundrerets that may affect the regional ground water
flow syste7.

(iv) There is a fault or fracture zce, irrespective of a;e of
last. mover.en:, wscic has a horizontal ler;,.h of more than a.
few hundreds of meters.

. I .- . .. . .
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FReco- - envd hevisi':

a. General:

ihe criteria listed are stated to be "technical" agair-st
which a license a:rlicatiCn can be reviewfed. However, fe.;
criteria (and here hydrologic criteria are principally a,-
dressed) can possibly be cillez technical. Tne reoulations
heavily rely on qualified ter...s sunh as lo. hydraulic cradien:,
little hydraulic corunicat:ion, lonz ground water residencia
time, lo0n flow paths, or such ptrases as '-r:.? effect the
regional ground water flow system". Instead of (or perhaps
in addition to) emphasizing these terrs, the requlatiors
shoukd stress end products ci waste isolation rather tfar. a
descriptive hydrogeolotic narrative. For example, imnortant-
prodi ts sh:uld be (a) estir-!tes of acceptable risl; afforded
by specific radionuclide retention in a given seolc~;c mediu-n
or con:barisons between miedia, and (b) dose calculations under
ratural flot. conditions and reasonable scenario variations.
To understand these iter.s, it is necessary to evaluate grount
water flow paths and travel tines plus radionu:lide concer-*
tra-ions and distributions to the biosphere. The difference
beinr the former is the ernd product hi le the letter are inter-
n'e.iate steps. Waste isolation is no. assured by high or lc,.

.oraeients or long or short alOy; paths but rather by the res-
ponse of the entire hydroceoiozic and hydroche-ical syste. cl
tr~e host mscdiu-.

b In part (i) deete "averace pore velocity" or chance it t;.
"seepage velocity". Also insert "adverse" before hchannes;.

c. Delete part (iv) es wrivten and replace with a criteric-,
ti-at ad&-esses g'ound water conductivity.

PR:~ior.&le::

a. Pore velocity is not a uniquely defined ter-.. Potertial for
chance to improve the isolat2ion cepatility is not adverse.

b. 14o site is likely to be free of tvis sort of feature. If
such "Old" features exist, they should require detailed ir.-
vesticatior. to dete,,.ine whether it functions as a groune water
barrier or condu:tor, where in the ground water systen it
occurs, and ho.; it may perturb the syste-.
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c. It is tne existirn: hverolo:ic erviron~^n that will be tn~
priTre fctcor in asressir.. trTrz::r . ir. scenarios for
change should nct. be consicer_ re:re irp:r;n; tL.,-tn In=
existing conditions.

5. 6£.122(b)(4)

N?.Z Prooosed Wordir.::

The rock units between the repositorv ane ti-e accessible enviror-
ment exhibit low retardation for r :s: of the radionuclides con-
contained in the radia:otiive W c r,

Recormended Pevision:

Delete this paragra-;..

Ratic-l e:

Unspecific terms suchI as "loi: retard-tiC.n' zn-d' "ir:st" ra.ke tfiS
useless as an adverse characte;-is:.c.

6. Textul I Mat'erial Follov.in: 65.122(t)(;)

t~: Proposed Wordir.::

A presumption that te qeolocic re~psitory will not meel the
perfom.ance objecti%-s can be rettted upon shot..in: that the
presence of the p te-tially edverse co:-ticn cOes noG edverse.
affect the perfori.ance of the geoloictreo.sitory. In order tc
make this showing, the Departmenrt shall first demionstrate that--

(1) The potentially adverse hu7-man activity or natural condition
has been ade;ately characterizee, including the extenft to
which the partic-lar featu-e r.a. be pwese-t and still b un-
detected takir; into alcoun: the de:ree c resolut:icn achievae
by the investicetions;

(2) The effect of the potentially adverse human activity or
natural condition or. the qe:loci: fraie*ork, cround water
flow, ground water che.istry ard ge echanicl inte:-ity
has been ade;,atelv evaluated cor.se-vative ar.alyses
and assurtptions, and the evalu~ticn used is sensitive to
the adverse humnan a:tivity or natural corn.4tion;

(3) The effect of the potentially adverse hu-..n activity or nratu-
ral condition is co-mpenseted by the preser-ce of favoratle
characteristics in Paregr2a,. 6D.122c) of this Section; and

I
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(') The potentially aevirse hu-.an activity or natural cc1d:i--
care be re-. -:- c-ir.: comstructicn, operation, or or : -
sioning of tne reposizory.

Fec dd -- R-tpe : ;c- -

Chen;e the first pragra;ph tc:

In order to mrae a stt)winq that env potentially adverse conrditic-
does not adversely affect the performance of the geologic repcs,-
tory, the Departmrent shall first demonstrate that#--; and put ac
oi this material b:fc!- fC.122(b)(1).

Riationale:

See tM.or.Co =.ten:s.

C. £^.122(c) FAV.-; r C;;:- S!!'

1. General corxent: Tr.is section should precede Potentially Adver_-
Chara:teristics ane a basis for each characteristic should t.e
prov i G__.

2. .^ Fromose W1::redr::

Each of the fcllov:in: cheracteristics represents conditio-.s h".ic'
enhanCe tthe atility of the eclo:ic repository to meet the pEr-
forr.arce otiectives. Candidte areas ard sites which exhitit as

1ravo favcra2e c".ara:teristcs as practicable are preferred.

Reco-.Aended kevisic-:

Delete "Candid-ate areas and". Adw "may" before 'enhance".

Rational e:

7re defirition cf candidate a--ea ( .r.J5) d:es nst indicate
the size of an area. D'' uses the term. to des:rite an area on the
order of 1OOZ square miles. It is not known whether or nt tte
characteristics r.er.:ioned wosld enthance isolation in actual case-.

3. 6.l2 c l)(

N;:: Proposed WZ-dir::

(i) Exhibits dem-onstratle surfa:e and subsurface :olo ic ceC-
chesmical, tectonic, and hyd-oloDic stability since the
begirinin; of thc Q1 atmerr.ay Feriod; Lr.d



_Reco'.ended Revisica:

Provide more guidance on what is meeant by this criterior.

Retior.ciE:

These are extrermely vague terms. As stated, all areas affecte:
by.Pleistocene glaciation (including tne periclacial zone) woulc
be unsuitable for sitinc. trt is not reasonable, and its probateb
is not the intent. Also, tectonically stable, meaning zero, do-.-
not exist.

Surface "stability" and near-surface hydrolocic "stability" accordir.-
to the definition in 60.2 are certainly n#t deemonstrable since the
beginning of the Quaternary Feriod. Vihat is a more reasonable
approach to surface peolocy and near-surface hydrology is the concert
of acceptable ranoes argr rates of chance. tne surface and neEt-
surface is the zone wnere rapid chanoes in earth processes ta2.-
place. The chanc-s w'ich hive c:curred durinr the Quaterna-.
Period can be evaluated aned future chances predicted withir
liritino values. If it can te sho%':n tnat chances which occu-
within these liritino values have r,: effect on repository safe.y,
then "stability" of the processes need not be demonstrated.

We believe a revision of this iter- (i) should separate surfacc
geology and near-surface hydrology fro- subsurface characteristics.
Stability of subsurface oeologic characteristics should be de-rr.-
strated. Surface characteristics and processes need to have lirits
or lirmiting ranoes defined and evaluate. Hydrologic attributes ,-
need to be evaluated separately for the near-surface and for the
deeper subsurface.

4. 60.122(c)(1)(ii)

Mrk: Proposed Woreir.::

(ii) contains a hos: ro:;. and surrour.ir.- corAs-inc units that
provide:

(a) long ground water residence times and long flow paths
between the repcsitory ane the accessible environar.nt;

(t) inactive groun' water circulation within the hos: rock
arn surromn-nc confining units, atd little hvdre;iIc
cor.-unication ;itt adeacent hdrc:- lc:ic u-its dwe to
ground water ccaracteristics su:h as les ir.irirsic
permneailizy an, lo.. fr :1.t- r -e r.iiiy V tt~e roc.
mass; ard



(c) oeochemical properties, su:h as reducing conditio--
w;ic&. r- ..: ifi 1oC. scIt-.Iity of recionu:lides, a-.
.ne r- r c.- r-;, or a 1 c*c co-plexing aen:.; .

Recor-ended P.evistz-:

a. In (_) changse "ir.:t':e' to "'nelicible deep".

t. Chance (c) to "fav:.-a;e oeocher..cal prorcerties'.

Rat~ion- e:

a. Tee terr "irnactive" repuires an atsolutc- la-k of roverenr.
ar.n it imrplies tr.Vt there rvst on:e have been mover-en:.
Ve are hoDeful tr.!t ca'didate areas and sites will shoC'.
evidence of tPere rever t.evtr.c been sinnificant orour.:
water circulation in the vicir.i:t cf tne hcst rc-L.

t. It wwuld be preferable to state the characteristics in te-r.
of net ceoche-ical perforr.!n:e, rather than specifyino wlhic
part of tt'e reorv, pH, ar.' con.plexino sret.tra is desirabl.
This could alSD includce such items as low leachability ar.:
m.zility of radior.iclide-Z.

It. is nct clear whazt is meaert by "near-norrnil pH". Wnate-,r
conditions ex'st at the site prior to disturbance are, t.
definition, ncrr-al. If the authors miean "neutral p'-, tta.e
is neither possitle nor beneficial in rocks whose usual
er viro,,-set is e:idic or basic. Furtt.ermsore, "neutral1 pl
cor~traC~Icts "rez:;:inr, corfl;t; -^ s^-<':.

'... 6','.l22(c)1,2)(iWi

h~ Prop^sXe ;'^er':

(1 i) p:sseses .5 w--her flw caranteris~ics that.--

(a) resl;t ir. a host roctk with very low water contert;

(06 prevent £ound water intrusion or circulation of
9round water ir. the host roci.;

(c) prevet. significa't upe-. ground ;a2.er flow betwees
hydr:eo'.o;lic uni:s or 21o0 st.afts, dri`ts, ard
bar:ly es;

(d) result in low hyeraLiic gra:i'erts in the h:sttrl
and s urrourdin, confinin; units;

.



(t e lir :-'_- cr i~V-- ,. c-; qracC;-z-
in tl-e t.:--: " an^:c. s .,rou7,:ir.^r-'nr u..: -:

(r) result ir, crCr-! wzte-r residence irjms under areie-:
concitions, bstt-r. t-- re:nzit-r ar.; the access',--.
environ-en:., tt.: ex:cer_1: ver-.

Recor¶-ended FRevisic-:

c. Delete (W>

b. In (b) delete "orz-. wun r ir. i:t. cr". - "rapi befcr..
"lci rculatc-ic'.

PFeticr.-le:

c. Wcaer cor.nten is rn:: re pir:, pe-r..- iity es, va:ter r_*;'
irier;t a rE.

t.. Ev defiriti -.cr, vr mune v r villill te irntrueee ir.::m tke, ro-i..
Alsc, s5- cro.` ver -- , alteit s1c..., whOS1 be e>-
peCt : Gr .tar re-: ae a t rte c* w:jld resL :
ir, irnwfSfics .; is lei:- tiris are tc.: avcici-::.

PossesCs a 1o; pa; lo:i:' eer.-i;'

Recorr-ended Fevisic-

Spe:ifyv arr eynrair a. lov. pc-J:atic- dersity is necesse-y.

Lo^. pc;~;laticr. dersity rmears eiee- tt.irzs to efferenv.
pe.;le. As Writter. this codi le!d to enless detate in a hea-l'ir:.
Note that poplat-;:. der.sity aj rvetero-e.cai characteristics
(MO) are nrot properties ce th.e Vz' -._ o' rc:; as s:rte'.

* .
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t. 0,.132(a)k1s) C om I i an e wti;. l4, , i n^eCz ie ,lciSt

t;.: Proroset Wordir::

The Dezartment shall desic , corstra:: anrd oerate the surfe:
anr sutsurface fe:ilities to co-:iv vith all applicat'e Fe'erzc
anr' s.zte rining revi.laticrs ir.:ludir^ S<:hza;ters _E, a*t:
I; of 3K Cr;. Part 57 as az:lica',.

Re vi Sc-C.:

De l :e

This ;aracrz:-n is n. a::;:opriate in an 1;-. rectlatio:.. .r.--
is soG- cjet:ionr 0seriner cn unCercrornC' civil stru::vr-E :
e mrin . Tris reCula:icn refers t, it as a 'civil e: .re--e-E
sTrn:ire th.s o-.;es i.v wl te resolved tb D'E a.: 1C-l-:
If it is ceterr.ire- tt,_ I'_ ruies are applicable, trev v`.
be enfcrce; by t . a-. t-e II:.: cara:rac;, a-:s ncv.ir.-:.
If I'.-.' deterrines t.-. t',Er rules are nc. ap:-licatle, I.
t: ~~ZJ1d be in tte pCs i:icn of er.forcin: antr.er ager.:y.
r.es .cri tuta ae--.: sc ss are n.- a-;iicacVl-.

1. s.:Lc ac Ls be n::e :'.a: rir.e safety re-latior.s r.av, in.
so-a casel, r ir.:o.v_;.e ts s ce rev;c, c:-.:; ..
For exar:;e, reversir.-: .r flo,. dire tion ir. tne case of a
fire h"'ld byvass t,.e veiila:i-w exns :t filtevs. TP:'sE
cases nee% to be w:sr;e;_ o: ^oQao to.e eq licak5e re;.,to-
a-recies to evcid ccr.-Flictir.; otiective:.

2..

Preve.: the accu-%la:ior. cf racioa::ive w aterial ir, tr.:se
svsyet.s to wr.-i;h a:cess by .personrel. is req;ire .

-e o~rernde Revisicr-

Chanze "Prevent" to "niri.ize'

Rationale:

In general it !s ir.wss~iblt to txv<4!t slict. arcu.;rlatior of
rabil;:io stteti. ^.. t*er ftiv,r v.r v~rini!Azz it.
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t..: Proposed Wzr i r.f

The D[epartm.ent shall oesicnr are: constru:t surface facilities
to facilitate safe ar.d pro-.e: re:-.e; l of was¢s in:lueir.:
facilities to inspecz, rep-ir, cezor:aeir.nae, and store
retrieved wastes pricr to t-eir steip-entI off size. Sirface
storage capacity of c'1 er:, 1as e is n-t req;.rec, t-.
must be sufficiert tz t, n:ie vz-sie baio:s prior tv snip-es-.:
of I Site

RF.e no.-. e RFevisic:

Delet.e "and cornstrL::'

Utior- le:

Ve acree that desic'ns should exist for fe:iiities re-uired tc
retrieve waste to assure trt. tri'y are properly integrate
into the overall desigr.. Iow:ever, tr.e actual construction c'
fac:ilities that v.ill not be user for several years and in a.1
probaility r~y never be usef.

J. A'.1A . ON.! D-S:G'. R ;'E5 F. SUES"E FL";:

N:.: Pro.-:,se," k::--

Tr.e De;.rtr: sthal desic-s tVe ur.'ercrojst fa , aity as -a,%
urnercroinwr civil er.:ireere~ st.acture ttl: setisfie:
requireents for structural perforriar.:e, control of grzut -
water movement and control of radionicliie trarspot:. Tne
De;artmr.,tshell desizn the fa:-1i:y to provide fcr sa'e
o,;erra:ion durinc constru:i e%;.er:, an.- retrieval
of o iste and t. assuret?. £ (cer r-a
0tje;ti ves).

Reco-r-ended Revisicr.:

This paragraph tsho.:lc be rese' to irfI^cate t'hSt is r-eart ty
an underoround civil en~ir, ere- s-u t'e ar.t r reren:e the
requirerecrts for strurtur&l rfr..:e th:a ire mentioned.

i a ri ty .



2. 6'_.l3_7(c)(2)(iv)(a)

The shafts and boreholes are sealed alon- their entire len-::.
as soon after they have served their overational purpose as
is pra:ticatAe.

F.R:o-n-ended Revisic-.:

P. : ) O'. .

This paragraph would see- to contradict 60.111a")) wticht
indicates that the opticr. .;s: e.ist to leave tn- s- :s
open for 53 years after they have served tneir o eratior '1
purtose. The tire at Which boreri:cles ard s'.!f;s are tc tb
se~ek: sshodlc be ceder.iried as per: r' .th. licer.sir.:
prc:ess bet:..er. issuan:e cf the Licernse an-- De0o7..issior.ir.:.

6-.l I',(c,2) (iv) (L'

Tr,= sealed shafts arcn borehnles provide a barrier to redionuclict
mc^-:icn. whic!% is at le-s: e;jivaler:t to tie barrier provic.
t'. t!.- Un isturbe ro:,..

______e::- '.eas i 5. :

Mre sealed penetraticns su:h as bc-eizles and sh-'-s -.rovide
a terrier su:r. tht;: ra:'or.j:lide rI.-a:ion iro- ?., pPr.etreticr.:
is s./ficier.:1y lo., so ttmzt accepta!le conse:cejen:es are nc;.
e.cee-ze v.',en pes-erati& riceei C p:tent.als ?re ad:' t
a.I cGrer repository rele-ce p:tentials. Tne r r:ir. c- sc e:.
ap:lieW tc de:err.ire acceg;etl-e seal perforraer.:e sh-'i bt
deter.irne: or. a site-t)-site basis.

-Rationale:

The criteria should relate to rePDSitory perforrence, nct t~e
undistu'bed rock properties. Utis criterion could. ir tVs
eytree, lead to rejection of rock with very low r-erneat-lity
because seals could nct be developed to atcr. the rc:l.
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4. 6^". 1 3-2( c ) ( 2) ( vi) ;

U-MC ProDs s Worir.::

The Department shaHl czsicn tre vferoro.;nd facility to
ir.clude encineered barriers *ri:r, protle:t the waste packece
from.. (1) nazural ever:s an: processes, (2) in situ stresses,
(3) chem.ical attac.,, e-t ' - -s er ta::. The Departrmert
shall determine tne :-:icn c. tre ctrriers ty prc;*er enoineerirn:
arnalysis ar. in s :t tes;i . Tt.e a rtr r.: sthll irn:iu
in trne cesicr-

.Del 
e:_-: c dP F.t-

Tr-s se;;ic~. calls fcr re::e crez- oeform-;atiorn ir. tn hc.s
r;;i. aT. conse:.e-.t re :e: c .-crx.T.io ir. trie Whste packa.t.
This i.:iies tr!-. re:%-:e ceforr.atiCfi ..ld enhance Ion^ terr;
is:.a-tin whnich pra'l.v is fi_; true. i-.iy'ly plastic urterics
s:r. as salt, possess ex:e'e.t Icr.: ter- isolation ceap ilitie.
pFrecise. because tr. c; cre, c: ac hi . rate, th.;s closin: tt
vc ,ds ir tr,- re::s . :-: w c:'e-.'ae act as preferentaic
P. -a-h.;.. f cr tr r, a :o :1.- I::F i f v c;.e- stsi~leerv;-
rcEr.. Cree;r r... be - E r ir th e desi--., nct sir;l.
're :e"' as tr.is se::I - S. -:-,



1;:.: ProD>see Worti-,-4

The Depart.Ment shall design the underground facility to
facilitate retriev'l G-' w=- e in accordance with
!5e''.Al(a)(S). IG ~ct;.plIsr. tfis :fne Depar;!rnet shell
desion the unrderprourA facility to assure stru:tlral
stability of oper.ir.-s ar.d mitnimize c-o~nwater conrt.a :
with the waste pa:ka-zes end desicn an em.Dlace-ent ecniror;-
mect that otherwise promotes wascet recovery wh"thout cot.-
promisin- the abifi.- cf tr; ce:ov : reposit:ry to reet
the perforrar.rce o',-.:tive .

Reco-e.r-enced Fevisicn:

Delete second sentence.

Rationzle:

This retuire- -.: .o assure structural stability of oFetnin:--
appears to assur-.e no ba:.fill oarir.c the retrieval perio:.
See mzcr co-er-. oGn retrieva.bility'. The reculatior, sho%.:
st:e% trIS re;uire-en.; (first sernter.:e). Tr.e Departr.-.:
Will design tc. :-e ; 2d ar.%. sho~l revie4 the desicn for ede W :.

The Departmen: staV' desicr. subsurface openings to assure
stability thro; ;; : +-~ e nstru ticzr, ;;era , * an, re:rievai
perio s. If su;;:t syste-.s an' stru:tures are re ire' fvr
stabil-ity, tthe Det.-er-n: shall desiSr. them to be co-.*i.le
Wr. lonc-terr c,':c 7 tior c ha a:teri :is of tr.- ro:;. as a
el70^, for k'-_': i --. C bc :$il

Del ete retri e v .peri cs.

Rat ionale:

See previous co. er.:.



7*6*.32(c)\-)

1;-.; Pro-.csed Wr'r:

Linine of Sutsurface Excev ic-

The Departmrent shall lire s-; :e ekcave:ic-.s in arezs
that require:

(i) A positive conrtrcl of wEtsr or c-s inflow fro- a2_.er-
or ottner porous zoneS;

(ii) Support for zones oc v.-;; cr fra:ture. r::i.;

.i) Anchora;e for equih7.rent or hard arE.

Recor.,-nde; Revisi -:

Del e-E

RationalIe:

Tnis paracraph would, presv-;.Aly, elirinate altern2te technolgcic- ::
lining, even when alter.atives rmay prove suitable and cost effe:4i%;.
In sore cases, lining ray be particularly undesira2le. Foe eyarIte,
adeoua'te anchorace is p;ssitle in cor-ete t rocV witbout linir,.
Further, this criterion shcv&d consider ary consequences of linir.' Ct
requireier.ts for sealir.. If the stateernnt is required at all, it
should sir;Iy state to-,.: '"n:4nee'eW conrrel proe~ures shozlW t-
usee in any areas the' requirE:..."

E. 60.132(c)(EC

S!-i etr.eoq -ces user in w-ste har.ir::

(i, The Departrer.t s.all ccrs-. r she. corveyances as a
systen. importanr.t tc satee:).

(ii) The Departrnent st.1 desigr. hzists wih"' re:t.anical ceare
lo^erirn; devices that pre:lute ca;e free fc'.

(iii) The Departrent sh'al Gesi-n heists wht" a retalle ce;e
lo:aticn syster :rt : .ir-:: s-:- - 'r;- C
levels in the sta '. Tne De:.art+-'.-: st.i' desion a.
construct final unrlct pcirt.:s whicth are cor-trolled and
verifies by local posiziorn ZE*e:trcrs.



.s -

iv, Trne Departmen 4-.: 5-a 1 Cesi-r s!st: 1oaDir. ar;- unloainr.:
svs:e-., witf a r.ia;at ss:-. c. irntercc,:s tr.-at v;i.
fail safely upon r-1flu:ntion. The Departm.ent snal1
include in the desion t*: independent indicators to
indica'e whether wxste pa2kats are in place, grappie6,
and ready for trans .er.

Reco..-ernded Revisic-

E. Inser: "Radioactive" before 'waste" in the tit-e.

t. Insert "used to transort razioa:tive wastes" before 'as"
ir. (i).

c. Delete "with rrechrcncaiiy seared lc*:erinr devices" in (i'.

Ratior:,E:

as:. it shoulc be clear tn-:t trnese rezireren.s to nzt a::!'.
.ctt~e >-;.r:;hw.

c. Aitv- tri- prevernttiCn c' iree fail is an irtr:
desicrn o:ai, there is rn: reason at. tVis tirlS tc* res-ri;;
the technnlo*y method for a:rievin^ it.

The Departvenrst sht. insue V-t the cortact betweern linin;
ar. the ro:k surrcr,.:ir,^ sus.rfa:e ex:e;.:iors &es r::
je.:ardize rep-sitcry cDr.tair.-E-: by providir',c a preferential
patr.-Ey for grount w!ter cr rrbicra:ition.

Re:o . eD eW ReVisl:.n:

Delete all after "corntein-e'.'.

A preferentiel pe:.twax r,. or c.- r:: je:-xrcize re;:zsi :cry
cortainmrent.

20. CO. 132 (c )OS

P;: Prp:-^:,e W-'>-dir-:

Ctomacted Lackfill Test Sect*io

To verify pe--or.sa;.: ; L.- r w ; in : P
Depart..i* m, ha' tste., e'tt ut;'- ts91 pe'r .i5



N

initia"-', a progrea for ,,lace-^rnt, ar- ~ir.:, and testinm of t..
backfill section. If tr.e r-. cf t- .: an- otservations r_:-
at the test section are different fro7, the oricinal design intetr:
then the Departmient must analyze the need for changes and repcr.
the recorr.ended changes to the Commission.

Reco;:.ended Revision:

Delete "Comnpacted" from the tit..le.

Rationale:

It presupposes that corpa:ticn is the best mrethod. One minht
want to use material that would expand upon being wetted. Most
backfill may not be comrrpa-:te.

11. 60.132(c)(9)(v)

NP-' ProDpsed W:rdir.:

If aquifers or water-bearing structures are encountered durir:
construction then the Departrent mnst use pregroutinc in advan-e
of excavation.

Reco. -endev Revisic-:

Delete

Pregroutinc in advance of excevaticn is only one of several eno-
ineering solutions to water ir.floK problen-s. Others includ
freezing and lining and temporary dewatering, with short boreholes
fror. withirn tt.e excavaticr,. In the case of repositories, pre-
gro^ir.; ria be pariicl1alyv urat-:ra::ive be-a~e the grout Tr-y
eve.tually re-ace the efleztive-less of ta:- ilfir; and repository
sealir.g. This pararraph sh^ 1d be rernvee fror tre re;claticn.s
ent.irely. The method for handlin; water is a norral design cDn-
sideration.

K. 60.132(d) GENE;2L DISIG; REQPtts cO CO. ,

1. 60.1 32 (d) (I ) ( i i)

Nt: Proposed Wordir:

The Departrrentt shell coordinate tt-e desir; cn ' the geologic reposi-
tory with site &eracterization activities to assure that.



boreholes necessarv for site cha-a:erization are located a:
future positions of s,.a.;s or large ur. :ava;ed pillarz.

Fecc ..e nded F.evisi c.:

Del ete

Rationale:

Requiring boreholes for site characterization to be located a.
positions of future shtfts or zillers is desira-le but too res-
trictive for all cases. Treis restriction rzy cause irsorz;r.t
geolocic irnfor...i-..ion to be missed during invesoicxticn. For
example, (1) it rMay be desirable to drill a boring away from. tfiE
shaft area to.further ex.a.ire an^.alcvs conditiorns in a geophysic-;
survey or (2) inclined tWores.oies riay provire sig.ificant aeolocic
infor.7-:ion but tunnels or shf:ts r".v nct be c-structed aroun.-
these boreholes. Also a deep borehole cannot be controlled wh-
ernovn to provide this assuran:e.

In any event, it should be nade clear that this section d-- s
onlyv with dzep boreoles th2at penetrate the host rock or otner
rocks im.port.2st to isc7:tcn. It does not necessarily aply t.-
shallow hydrologic boreholes.

2. 60.1 -2 (d) (I )(i i

Nz: Prozosec W:r-dr-:

If critical host rock and other site specific design essu".;:ions
cannot be verified fro,. boret:les, o;;;sical reas e'e-s, 2ndcr
an ext oratory shaft and initial ex:avation, then ;r.e De; r;,.--

estatlish a pilot proora7 to further cteracterike the ertire
volume to be occupied by the unrc-und eacilit) and to Verify
critical host rock ane site specific desi;n ass-.;:ions pricr tC
desi;r firalizatior and waste era r .:.ac.. t.

ReCo-=r.ende Revision:

Clarify the timing of this piltc pro-ra-..

Rzticnrle:

We assume that this d it. onl cetrecterizstic5 is to be ;rfor.ed
following the CA, cDn:urrernt with rep:si:Gor cepre!.;
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31. 6. V.1 32 (d 3 (

W!: Pro~osed W'rdinc

Excavat.ion TechnicuES

The Departnent shall assure that methods used for excavation will
neither create a preferential path;:y for cround water or radio-
active waste migration, nor increase the po:ential for migration.
through existing pathway. The Department shall use to the exter.
practicable mechanial excavators, boring rachines and other non-
blasting methods. If blasting is required for excavation, the
Department must use methods specifically designed for each phase
of the work that mrinir..e fracturin; of the surrounding roci. In
this prograri the Deacrtv-.r.t m.ay include the use of pilot bores
and tunnels and delay syster-s desicned to minitnize the anrunt of
explosives dtr.onated siniltaneoUsly. If blasting is utilized
the Uepartrment rust utilize controlled perimeter blasting such
as the smo^th blasting or preshearing techniques and cushion.

Reco,..ended Revision:

Delete all after the first sernten:e.

F~atio.a ,e:

The regulatios shoule crly state the criterion not the techrnique-
used to mee' it.

L. 6D.132(e) PECO>.D A';D w IT.-1: RE'].@R-"EX$

1. l.CFR 60.132(e)(2) FPetention of Cores and Lo:s

N't Pro:^-ed WXvdijn::

The Department sh.a'l retain on site, urtil de:6rnission-Ing, all
cores fron. all exploratory borin;s drilled during site selection,
site characterization, construction, and operation. The Depart-
rent shall store the cores in durable boxes housed in weather-
proof buildinc. The Departmer.t shall arran-e the cores to be
readily available for inspection. The Dep ztment. shall store in
the same area logs of the borirngs, An:luring ge:physical lo;s.

Reconrended Revision:

Chanoe first sentence to: The Depatrtment shall retain
until deconrissionin;, represer;t:ive cores from, exploratory
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borinrs drilled at the site during site characterization, conrstru:-
tion, and operaticn.

C-tiorna I:

ihe requirement, as written, is unrealistic. During tte.
course of the riationl s.:e c&-ra:eriza4 "-n ard selection prc-
oram., tens of miles of cores will be cenerated fror- all over the
United States. There is r.o ovious utility in st-Orinc a core frc~
a salt dome in Mississip;i at a besalt repository in. Washinp:tr.,
or vice versa. If a regin 1al repository procra- were to be ini-
tiated, it would be i:7;: I.bie to store a1l co -s at .al reposi-
tories. In additiot, it its Cc,7;-.r,, and neCessrv, to send por-ion-
of cores to laboratories for testing. Such tes;ing may be des-
tructive and therefore that portion of the core cannot be store:
in accordance with tre ri:.ire7-ent. The staff should review tt,,

paragraph to detemir.e w-t is really reciired.

t'. c:. 133 1:.STE P,:KAr AN'D E!0:LACE!?-tNT ENV1iR'l'KE-J

1. 6tKI33!c)

t;R' Prooosed Woredir7:

General Requirer.ents. The Denartment sh'll insure...

Recorne.ended Pevisic-:

General Requiremen'ts. The recuire-ents of this section are
applicable only tc, t'. Tne terartrer.t shall insure...

2. 60.133(a)(2)

Nh-. Prooose4 Wordirv:

Provide reasonable assurance that the in situ Ohe-ical, physical,
andfor nuclear proerties of the waste pa:k.a- anr!or its
interactions with the emplace-ert environ-e^t will nct cotise
the function of the waste packages. Supporting analyses shall
include, but-not be limited to, evaluation of the following
factors: solubility, cher-icai reactions, cor'osion, gas
generation, therral effects, mechanicel strencth, mecharical
stresses, radiolysis, radiation dearge, nuclide retardation,
leachinc, fire ac explosion hazards, therr&el loads, ard
synergistic interactio's.



e o--ended" Revision:

Chance "synergistic" t^ ' CV'-_^ .

Rationa1e:

Synergistic interac.tions m.v n:t a2v1t;s be unfavoratle.

3. 60.133(b)(3) Free LiouitS

h;.; ProDosed kordin::

The waste package m.ust con.ein r.o free liquids.

kecomrended Pevisior,:

Chance "e.tst not ccntain free licuies in e-.OD'fits ti-at cct-d 1)
impair the structural integrity of wast_ packace co, pon.ens dC_
.to che-ical interactions or form.ation of pressurized vapor, or
2) result in spillape and the spread of contanination in the ever,
of package perforat7i- .

Pation-Ze:

In the case of spent fuel, it is not. apparent how the presence-.
of free liquids could be detected, how they could be re^r'ves,
or what harm. they could cease. In any case, an ir.nication of
w'hat r. st be protected acg-r.st should be provided.

4. 60.133(c)(1)

N!: Proposed Wordin:

Phvsical Dimiensions and Each container has been desi:nee
and fatricated to per-it safe har-.dinc 2.t the rep:-sitry drir.r;
operations and if necessary, duris- retrieval pricr. to repost iry
de:orrissionina.



't; 4-.

Fe^:o.-r.-.eic R~evi s .~

Cthance "has been' to "shall be'

Pation2le:

Editorial.

f;. f' .137 MKD!TORl!. PRIDS"St

1. 1, Prososeo Wo rdir.-:

The Departrment shall initiate a syste- of rionitors durinc site
characterization. The Deartr-en- shall reintain arn supple7sr:
trese rornitors, as approwriate, throughc*t the perioo c-
irstitutionel control. T7e Departnent shell design the mnonitorin:
syster.s to verify that the performance objectives of Section.
6D.111 are bein acinieve:.

P.eco-...ended Fevisic-:

Chenre "throucot trne perict cF institutionei control" tc

iur.:ii re, sitory c*,cs*j --
Fc:a.onaie:

1z:^s cf the ironitorar.: perform.e durir,. repository operetic.r
is n;t eppropriate a'fer clcsure (e.c.; 6^.l32vc)(2)(vii)(t)).
r;~ c1csire o:r.itcrir;: is a differert s4t e:t e1: .
and shoild be treated separately fro#-. preclosure nr.nitorir.;.
Perha',s it is too early to develop a regulatory reqvireen.-.
for post closure rI7,r~itorinc.

E .1 7:16

t-.. Prop:,see Wor-r.-

They provide baseline informatiorn on those peraneters an¢ natural
processes pertainin; to the safety of a carteida:e site tha:
m~a be caused by site characterizaior. a::iv-tie;.

P.e:o~r-endee Revision:

Clarify

Rationale:

The meaning of this ite.. IL n;z clear. Is it tte intert to
MeCasure base line infon ttior: cr. ^r aramters irad processes whiP:h
may be dist§bv d by ty arateictan acti ities'

Simae 1,.R'' Jis reniirin- t"..; fZ' ~ r'_.:e* 4..
r ~it;!i n reiquirerner,%.; -9 4 t: ee':. rn:' r: ;rC

key parameter:; 'sifc:' c4;I ' ' -;;ite seleT.ed for tt.e
re-ository and not on ail -OBAe' ;itiE.
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS, INC.
JUN I 91E60

Rictlerd D. Ellison
r .£ .ES;--Ex;: June 18, 1980 LY!U: E". l''ier'js

Mr. L. B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

Enclosed are our Priority I coments (listed
draft 1lRC regulations for UL': repositories.
we feel that the issue is very important and
important that changes be made.

on Table I) to the
Priority I means that
that it will be very

Tomorrow, we will mail our Priority 2 comments. Those comments are
also important and should be considered. However, if changes in
Priority 2 items are not accomplished, the impact will not be nearly
as severe.

We would be pleased to provide any clarifications
that you may request.

Very truly yours,

L tc( a. 5
Richard D. Ellison

RDlE: se
Enclosures -

to our comments

Ir, Piri ^,t, FlatAs = FTSE'-';~'?- . A 1522" 1 r-:r '_:.-' *' I I2 ';::

.. . : -, . 1 .... .

::t :.C . I . , .- _



TABLE I

Priority I Comments

General

60.111 (a) (2)

60.111(a) (3)

60.111(c) (2) (ii)

60.111(c) (3) (i)

60.111 (c) (3) (ii)

60.111(c) (4) (iii)-

60.122(b)

60.222 (b) (1) (ii)

60.122 (b) (1) (iii)

60.132(a) (3) (ii) -

60.132(c) (2) (iv) (a)

60.132 (c) (2) (iv) (b)

60.132(c) (3)

60.132(c) C7) (iii)

60.132 (c) (9) (v)

60.135

139 ;1TA ) XJto.
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[GENERAL]

Subject of Comment:

General--The entire Draft of lOCFR60.

Comment:

The document represents a comprehensive effort with consideration of the

multiple geoscience, health safety and engineering disciplines involved.

It emphasizes the need of overall public safety concerns regarding

radioactive waste disposal, while generally recognizing the realistic

fact that absolute isolation mev not be assured or necessary. The

document attempts to address fairly comprehensively major criteria for

siting, design and decommissioning of repositories. A few significant

reservations on the overall document are expressed below, while comments

on specific sections are discussed separately.

The statement of overall performance objectives is an essential first

step in the development of any design criteria. However, the draft

tends to intermix the overall objectives with delineation of specific

methods on how to achieve these objectives. Such specifications are not

necessary at this time and will inhibit the development of alternative

design approaches based upon extensive R&D activities and site specific

investigations. For instance, requirement of minimum 1,000 year migra-

tion period through a geologic media [60.111(c)(4)(iii)], probably would

not affect most repository sites. However, there may be sites which

have extremely low potential for any release to occur that would not

completely meet the 1,000-year criterion. Each site should be judged on

its total merits. Another example relates to the designation that the

waste package contain radionuclides for at least the first 1,000 years.

This could be stated as a general goal, but allowance should be made for

consideration of a shorter period if the Department can show some

repository sites to have geologic barrier conditions thet can confident-

ly be relied upon during the Cixrt 1,3)0 year,. I! the NRC feels that

.\- . X 14- we () f I (). *\ A
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example specifications must be included, there should be clear designa-

tions that alternatives will be acceptable if the Department demon-

strates that overall performance objectives are met.

In summary, it is recommended that all quantitative specifications

related to radionuclide release be eliminated or qualified as being

go£8s only. The final acceptance or rejection should always' be based on

a comparison of predicted release rates with established EPA radiation

standards.

Also, comment is appropriate for absolute or extreme terms such as

"all ," "optimum," "minimum," "maximum.," "most severe," and "too cor.plex"

that are used in many locations in the draft. It is suggested that use

of these terms be reexamined to make sure that an unnecessarily rigid

position is not taken that will lead to future controversies in design

development and licer.sing. For instance, the requirement to design

against "most severe" geologic event (60.132(a)(3)(ii)] is impossible to

meet, since literally the absolute most severe geologic event possible

at an! site would be eruption Of a volcano or displacement due to

faulting. In reality, however, the probability of occurrence of these

events is so small as to make the-_ unimportant to overall objectives.

: ) D -L. I
I.. ) '.. ,,\.\ t ......... *. -) fs_, I -. 3 I ,4 ........ "*\
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.111(a) (2)]

Subject of Comment:

60.111(a)(2) Releases after decommissioning. "The Department of Energy

shall provide reasonable assurance that after decommissioning the

geologic repository will isolate radioactive wastes to such a degree

that quantities and concentrations of radioactive waste in the acces-

sible environment will conform to such generally applicable environ-

mental standards as may have been established by the Environmental

Protection Agency."

Cozxnent:

This statement is very reasonable and discussions at meetings with mans

scientific contributors indicate general concurrence tha: releases

should conforr. to generally applicable environmental standards.

It is noted here, that this same approach should also be taken relative

to determination of the adequacy of penetration seals [Section 60.132(c)

(2)(iv)(b)]. At the recent International Meeting on Penetration Sealing

(Max 7-9, 1980 in Columbus, Ohio) it was a consensus that required

performance of seals should be measured in terms of potential nuclide

release rates vs allowable standards; as opposed to relating potential

seal behavior to undisturbed rock behavior.

.



PRIORITY I ISSUE
(60.111(a) (3)]

Subject of Comment:

60.111(a)(3) Retrievability. "The Department of Energy shall design the.

geologic repository operations area so that the radioactive waste stored

there can be retrieved for a period of 50 years after termination of

waste emplacement operations, if the geologic repository operations area

has not been decommissioned.' If during this period a decision is made

to retrieve the wastes the Department shall insure that wastes could

be retrieved in compliance with Part 20 of this Chapter and in about

the same period of time as that during which they were emplaced."

Comment

As an initial com-ment, the above statement about retrievability can be

confusing. It states fairly positively that the waste must be retriev-

able for 50 years after termination of operations if the area has no:

been decommissioned. However, the statement does not address retriev-

ability if the area is decommissioned. Also, what are the conditions

Which can lead to decommissioning of an area? This confusion should be

resolved in the final regulations.

Possibly of'even greater importance, the period of 50 years after ter-

rination of operations appears to be very excessive. It is reasonable

that the Department and the Commission have some time after waste

placement to determine by monitoring that conditions are acceptable for

decommissioning without providing special efforts to permit future

retrieval. However, the major effort during backfilling and decommis-

sioning should be to maximize long term adequacy of the repository.

Trying to maintain a retrievable condition for the operating life plus

50 years could in-and-of-itself reduce the safety of the repository by

causing undesirable rock stresses and movements. This will be important

in salt because of natural creep closure. It also may be very important

in other rocks which will crack, cnusing additional potential flow

paths, if the voids are not backiilled in a reasonable period.

_. I .') -�'� '\� FI-P (4 )7 11.1 ( 1"'IZA. \
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The actual time required for retrieval should be set on a site by site

basis depending on conditions at that site and the overall repository

design. It would be reasonable to request a minimuz retrievable period

for the first several years of operation when monitoring is being

accomplished. A reasonable time frame would be 5 to 10 years for the

first portion of a repository. Then at that time, the Department and

Commission should develop a final decommissioning plan for all future

areas of the repository.

It is worthy to note that the regulations are requiring engineered waste

packages which will last for many more than 50 years. On that basis,

retrievability would always be possible for at least 50 vears if some

extreme condition occurred. The cost would be very high, but that very

small risk is justified by having a decommissioned system that tends to

maximize long term storage safety.

In closing, the Commission is urged to not close on this issue with an

extreme 50 year position until all of the ramifications of such a

decision are understood.

.1 X- \. R)'P ) '( ) I D1 ( "L.. i.
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.11i(c) (2) (ii)

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(2)(ii) "Containment of all radionuclides for the first 1,000

years after decommissioning of the geologic repository operations area

and as long thereafter as is reasonably achievable, assuming expected

events and processes and that some of the waste dissolves soon after

decommissioning."

Coz.ment:

On the basis of Section 60.111(a)(2) the geologic system should not have

to contain all radionuclides under all possible conditions. Instead,

the level of escape should be within an acceptable standard. Also, it

does not appear appropriate to consider "expected" geologic events in

this connotation.* Instead, one should consider the probability of

events occurring during this relatively short geologic period and the

consequences of the events. Tne resulting risk (determined bv consider-

ing the probability of the event, the probability of waste dissolution-

ing, and the probability -of intersection of the event and dissolved

waste) should be less than the acceptable standard.

*Note: If expected means the probability of event that could occur, or
only those events with a high probability of occurrence for a given
period, this definition should be incorporated into the Definitions
section.

.1... \ _'I 1 CDl-'t:f I( )'. N 1. \
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.111 (c) (3) (i)]

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(3)(i) "Starting 1,000 years after decommissioning of the

geologic repository operations area, the radionuclides present in EL:,

will be released from the underground facility at an annual rate that

is as low as reasonably achievable and is in no case greater than an

annual rate of one part in one hundred thousand of the total activity

present in HLW within the underground facility 1,000 vears after de-

commissioning assuming expected processes and events."

Corm.er:

Relating the allowable release rates to the total activity in the

repository is inappropriate. Using the arbitrary ratio could
100,000rti

be either conservative or unconservative depending on the size of the

site and repository conditions. Instead, the allowable release rate

should De determined by the consequence or risk of the indicated release

in relation to an acceptable standard. Tne consequence depends on the

mode of potential release, concentration of contaminants, tvpe of

radioactive source, etc., in addition to the activity release rate.

Risk will depend on the probability of potential events occurring.

(Note: It is not appropriate to discuss "expected" geologic events in

this situation.*)

sSee footnote for Section 60.111(c)(2i(ii.

hI I . Al D. t "*Z I)[:(;b;(
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.111:(c) (3) (ii)]

Subject of Content:

60.111(c)(3)(ii) "Starting at decommissioning radionuclides present in

TRU waste will be released at a rate that is as low as reasonably

achievable and is in no case greater than one part in one hundred

thousand of the total activity present in TRU waste within the under-

ground facility at the time of decommissioning assuming expected

processes and events."

Co=rernt:

ISee the comments to Section 60.111(c)(3)(i).] The Commission should

always lizit releases so that consequences or risks are within accept-

able standards. Arbitrary quantitative designations can not be appro-

priate for all repositories and all conditions. Also, geologic events

are not hexpected."* Instead, there is a probability of their occur-

rence during any designated time period.

VSee footnote for Section 60.ll1(c,(2)(Ji).

-i -:'.1-\ I l-.) I, . ():~.fL.
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.111(c) (4)(iii)]

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(4)(iii) "The Department shall provide reasonable assurance

that the hydrologic and geochemical properties of the host rock and

surrounding confining units will provide radionuclide travel times to

the accessible environment of at least 1,000 years assuming expected

processes and events."

Comzent:

This objective is technically impractical. The travel time alone is

only one consideration in determining the influence of nuclear waste

release on public health. Other considerations include type, rate,

concentration, total quantity of release, entry point to biosphere,

mans use of biosphere, etc. As noted in comments on Sections 60.111(c)

(3)(i) and (ii), the Commission should be consistent in limiting the

consequence on risk of any release to accepted standards. Arbitrary

cuentitative designations vithour consideration of site specific

conditions just do not make sense and can not be rationally defended.

An appropriately designed repositiory will have varying requirements on

engineered and geologic barriers, such that the net release to acces-

sible environment is acceptable. Imposing an arbitrary travel time

requirement could lead to discarding of some otherwise very attractive

sites.

-1. - F.,� N'. ( \.) -1 "," ( "Y � -:1 ( "IJ , '%. J . % t �- i .. ' . P.
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.;122(b)]

Subject of Corment:

60.122 (b) Potentially Adverse Conditions. 
"The following paragraphs

describe human activities or natural conditions which can adversely

affect the stability of the repository 
site, increase the migration of

radionuclides from the repository or provide pathways to the accessible

environment. The Department-shall demonstrate whether 
any of the

potentially adverse human activities 
or natural conditions are present.

The Department shall document all investigations. The presence of an;

of the potentially adverse human activities or natural conditions will

give rise to a presrmption that the geologic repository will not meet

the performance objectives. The conditions and activities in this

section apply, unless otherwise stated, to the volume of rock determined

by the Department in Section 60.112(a)(6) above."

Corment:

The inpact of potentially adverse conditions 
is very much overstated

by the statement that "the presence of any of 
the potentially adverse

..... conditions will give rise to a presumption that the geologic

repositorv will not meet the performance 
objectives." That statement

is qualified at the end of Section 60.122(b) by allowing 
a rebuttal

if it can be shown that the potentially 
adverse conditions does not

adversely affect performance of the geologic repository. It is strongly

recommended that this latter position 
be taken at the beginning of this

section to avoid the process of first "disqualifying" and the "requali-

fying" sites. This could be accomplished by changing the above wording

to state "The presence of any of the potentially adverse human activi-

ties or natural conditions will require demonstration 
by the Department

that the-conditions do not adversely 
affect repository performance

within acceptable standards if the site is to be considered as a viable

option." Example methods of demonstrations are 
included at the end of

this section. (Another way to accomplish this would 
be to leave the
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adverse list out of the regulations entirely and state that it is the

Department's obligation to show that the repository vill perform adequ-

ately for all site conditions. This process will give better poten:ia2'

for selection of the best candidate sites in the United States.)

Finally, the volue considered for evaluation cannot possibly be the

100 km distance stated in Section 60.122(a)(8). It is assu=ed that

this was a typographic error in the draft regulations. The correct

reference for volume would appear to be Section 60.122(a)(9).

'. ,A ,' 1. .:] -T)f X ( X Z , L. %,
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.122(b) (1) (ii)]

Subiect of Co='ent:

60.122(b)(1)(ii) "Except holes drilled for investigations of the

geologic repository, there is or has been drilling for uhatever purpose

to depths belowg the lower limit of the accessible environment."

Conment:

Tne requirement to consider all drilled holes as an "adverse" condition

as defined in the draft regulations is unnecessarily restrictive. Cer-

tainly, borings several Ik from the site do not necessarily pose extreme

problems in all cases. A primary example would be a salt dome where the

boring is completely away from the dome.

Further, borings nearer to the site may be separated from the repository

by an adequate barrier or they May be sealed--and all open borings can

be reentered for cleaning and sealing. This statement should be elir-

inated entirely or restated to include only borings at locations *nich

could adversely affect containment and if the boring is not accessible

for sealing.

,1~ ~ ) -_- -t-.i l -),. t ..) .. , \,
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
[60.122(b) (1) (iii))

Subject of Comment:

60.122(b)(1)(iii) "There are resources which are economically exploit-

able using existing technology under present market conditions."

Comment:

This item should refer to resource demands and alternate supplies and

not just to its exploitability. For example, sEat is a resource which

could be exploited economically from manv salt domes and bedded salt

areas. However, that resource will not be exploited because of the

abundance of salt. Tnerefore, use of a particular dome for waste

disposal is a preferable use of that resource.

I)id .' 5 t > 1: r L )IJ., Ag ~_ ( , \*.
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PRIORTTY I ISSUE
160.132(a) (3) (ii)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(a)(3)(ii) "The Department shall design and locate structures,

systems and components important to safety to withstand the most severe

of natural phenomena that are likely to occur at the site including

seismic, meteorologic and hydrologic events without loss of capability

to perform their safety function."

Cc-mer::

It is assumed that this section deals with support facilities during the

operations and no: related to the repository after decommissioning. In

that event, it is noted that the issue of designing nuclear facilities

for natural events such as earthquakes has been debated for two decades.

The proposed wozrding is sufficiently subjective to initiate a new series

of debates to define "most severe," "likely to occur," and "safetv

function." It appears more logical for the Commission to adopt the

"operating basis" and "safe shut dowm basis" events presently used for

nuclear power plants as given in lOCFRIOO Appendix A. The analyses

procedures are understood and accepted. Also, they should not be highly

controversial for repositories because they usually will not be sited

in high risk areas and/or the number of safety related facilities are

relatively limited.

.: Y ? 1Y"* *'
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PRIORiTY I ISSUE
[60.132(c) (2) (iv) (a)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(a) "The shafts and boreholes are sealed along their

entire length as soon after they have served their operational purpose

as is practicable;"

Comment:

Justification for not initially sealing the entire length could include:

* Only certain locations ziong-penetrations are
critical to seal performance. Sealing of one or
several critical locations could bE satisfactory
for interim sealing if reentry at a later time
to complete the seal is assured.

* Partial seals in boreholes for a temporary period
swould allow for some monitoring or testing of the
seal before the entire penetration is filled.

* Possiblv of greatest importance, by only partially
sealing a penetration initially it will be
possible to complete the seal at a later time
(possibly at' the time of decommissioning) using
the best techniques available at that time.
Improved techniques will be developed by ongoing
R and D programs and/or by sealing activities of
other repositories.

* In the case of shafts and tunnels, it may be desirable
to temporarily leave a condition which permits reentry
if desirable for future overall operational changes.

ONI and the EVIF programs are both sponsoring major multiyear contracts

to develop acceptable criteria for the materials, installation, and per-

formance of penetration seals. Preliminary results (OlVI-55 and ONNWI-90),

show the potential benefits stated above for only partial sealing

initially. The desirability and technical requirements for temporary

partial sealing will be extended to firm, fully justified recommendations

during the next several years of these ongoing investigations.

l.) \VP 1P f X i):YL.N
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To account for the Commission's objective to assure that penetrations are

sealed and yet leave room for improved procedures resulting from exten-

sive generic and site-specific design efforts, the following wording is

reco ended for this section.

"Penetrations such as boreholes, shafts, and access tunnels shall be

sealed along their entire length as soon as practicable after they have

served their operational purpose, unless the Department provides proce-

dures for only partially sealing any penetration initially, and has

acceptable procedures for completing the seal prior to decommissioning.

Justification for partial sealing will only be if there is a real

po:ential for reentry into the penetration or if a substantial benefit

fro= future advanced sealing technology is anticipated. In all cases

where partial sealing is planned, the Department must demonstrate that

the unsealed portion of the penetration will be preserved in an acces-

sible condition and that all sealing will be completed at the time of

decommissioning."

It is recommended that the extent and timing and extent of sealing be

in:orpora:ed in repository and seal designs and that the SRC criteria

reflect this recommendation.

~~(. L s' .N ... \ ..
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
160.132(c) (2) (iv) (b)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(iv)(b) "The sealed shafts and boreholes provide a barrier

to radionuclide migration which is at least equivalent to the barrier

provided by the undisturbed rock."

Coment:

The report ONWI-55 (Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, "Repository

Sealing Design Approach - 1979") discussed the following alternative

design goals for penetration seals.

1. Flow of permeant through the seal zone should
be no greater than the flow through a similar
area of undisturbed host material.

2. Flow of permeant through the seal zone is small
compared with the total flow over the entire
repository area.

3. The concentration of any radionuclide escape is
within an acceptable limit.

4. The radionuclide migration rate through the seal
zone is always less by a specified factor of
safety than an acceptable level determined by a
consequence analysis.

The proposed draft regulation is similar to the first of these alter-

natives except that the seal function is related to blockage of radio-

nuclide migration as opposed to permeant flow. ONWI-55 also concludes

that radionuclide flow is the appropriate measure for evaluation of seal

adequacy.

Arguments against either the proposed draft criterion as well as the

first two ONlI-55 design goal alternatives are:

* They are not quantitatively related to the most
fundamental objective oi the repository, i.e.,
to mitigate the constquen-cs of the storel waste
to the biorihe.e

i)T D. : {y 10Y7(A
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* With them it Till not be possible to conclu-
sively prove that the objective of the goal is
ever met, except perhaps after long-term monitor-
ing of the performance of the seals.

* The goal does not recognize time variations of
the repository conditions and of the seal
materials.

7o these, one could add that the goal could result in the best host rock

not being acceptable because it's very low permeability condition makes

it much more difficult to satisfy sealing requirements according to the

draft. In the limit, a very good repository could be disqualified

even if extremely tight seals could be placed--if one could not demorr-

strate that the seal was exactly equivalent to the host rock in terms of

radionuclide blockage.

OYI-55 recommends that the fourth design goal (see above) be accepted

as a criterion for sealing. This goal is the most flexible and workable

considering:

* The goal relates to acceptable release rates,
thus requiring consideration of all site-specific
conditions and institutional standards.

* It is expected that sealing investigations will
show that sealing can be accomplished so that
potential escape rates are very low. However, it
may not be possible to positively conclude that
escape rates at and near to a seal positively
will be equal to or less than through a very good
host material. Thus, the recommended goal does
not unduly penalize (and possibly eliminate) the
best host rock environments by requiring extreme
sealing requirements, while much reduced sealing
is required for less ideal host conditions.

* The use of a factor of safety (or some other
similar reducing factor) permits the acceptable
release level to be reduced as appropriate to
account for the-total number of penetrations,
other potential release paths, any uncertain-
ties in seal behavior or future events, and
potential future reductions in institutional
standards.

iT) 'MV P DJ.Z D ': .
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* The use of the factor of safety concept can
permit consideration of time changes in reposi-
tory and seal conditions, by assigning different
factors for different time considerations.

Recognizing that the concepts of penetration sealing requirements will

be greatly enhanced during the next several years, it is recommended

that the draft regulations at this time be revised to permit the Commis-

sion and Department to agree upon the best solution vhen actual seal

designs are being developed. The following wording is suggested.

"Tne sealed penetrations such as boreholes and shafts provide a barrier

such that radionuclide migration from all penetrations is sufficiently

lo; £o that acceptable consequences are not exceeded when penetration

r.irra:ion poten:ials are added to all other repository release poten-

tials. The margin o! safety applied to determine acceptable seal

performance shall be determined on a site-by-site basis."
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
160.132(c) (3)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(3) "Design to facilitate retrieval of waste. The Department

shall design the underground facility to facilitate retrieval of waste

in accordance with Section 60.111(a)(3). To accomplish this-, the

Department shall design the underground facility to assure structural

stability of openings and minimize groundwater contact with the waste

packages and design an emplecement environment that otherwise promotes

waste recovery without compromising the ability of the geologic reposi-

tory to meet the performance objectives."

Coment:

[See co=ments to Section 60.111(a)(3).] It is apparent that much

additional discussion and evaluation is required before the Commission

can give an absolute quantitative requirement for retrievability. It

ma. be that there are several types of retrievability; i.e., "with

direct access" before backfilling which would apply for a short period;

and "technically feasible but with remining" for some longer period

after backfilling. However, the backfilling would be accomplished using

procedures aimed primarily at the long term isolation goal. It does not

make sense to jeopardize long term isolation of an entire repository

simply to achieve an excessive period for "direct access" retrievability.
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PRIORiTY I ISSUE
[60.132 (C) (7) (iii)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(7)(iii) "During repository construction and operation the

Department shall conduct a continued program of surveillances testing,

measurement, and geologic mapping to ensure that design parameters are

verified and to provide additional data to confirm the isolation and

containment characteristics of the seals and the underground facility.

The Department shall measure and monitor changes in subsurface

conditions on a regular basis."

Corment:

A.s with all underground construction activities, it must be anticipated

that changed conditions will be encountered from time to time that m2a

recuire that revisions be made to design parameters and construction

techniques. I: will be of major benefit to repository schedules and

costs if the regulations include a mechanism for making the changes that

will not change the overall intent of the repository without disrupting

operations. Section 60.132(c)(7)(iii) appears to be an appropriate

location to introduce this concept. A suggestion is to modify the

wording as follows: ".....that design parameters are verified or appro-

priate changes made to suit actual field conditions, and to provide

data .. "
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PRIORrTY I ISSUE
[60.132(c) (9) (v)

Subiect of Comment:

60.132(c)(9)(v) "If aquifers or water bearing structures are encountered

during construction then the Department must use pregrouting in advance

of excavation."

Co-nent:

?regrouting in advance of excavation is only one of several engineeringt

solutions to water inflow problems. Others include freezing and lining

and temporary dewatering with short boreholes from within the excava-

tion. In the case of repositories, pregrouting may be particularly

unattractive because the grout may eventually reduce the effectiveness

of backfilling and repository sealing. This paragraph should be removed

from the regulations entirely. The method for handling water is a

normal design consideration.
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PRIORITY I ISSUE
(60.135)

Subject of Comment:

60.135 "Tne Department shall design and construct the geologic reposi-

tory operations area to permit retrieval of all waste packages,

mechanically intact, if retrieval operations begin within 50 years

after all of the waste has been emplaced and if the geologic repository

has not been decommissioned. The design of the geologic repository

operations area shall provide for retrievability of the waste within

a period of time that is about the same as that in which it was

emplaced ."

Conmr.et::

It is again noted that the retrieval/decoamissioning situation in the

draft regulations is confusing and probably not appropriate. (See

co.-.ments to Sections 60.111(a)(3) and 60.132(c)(3).)
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Richard D. Ellison
ExECU71TV VICE PRESIDENT

LYx B. "YERS
June 19, 1980

Mr. L. B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

Enclosed are our Priority II conments (listed on Table II) to the draft
NRC regulations for HLW repositories. We do not want to diminish their
value because we hope that these changes are made. Eowever, the
Priority I issues sent to you yesterday appear to be most critical.

Our review comments resulted from a variety of our personnel working
for ONWI and for other repository activities. Accordingly, I a:
going to bind our comments so that each of our people will have a copy
for review and their files. I will send you one of those bound copies
so that you will have a complete record of D'Appolonia suggestions.

Very truly yours,

Richard D. Ellison

RDE:se
Enclosures
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TABLE 1I
Priority 11 Comments

Pg. 31396 Considerations

60.2 Definitions

60.101(e)

60.111(c) (1)

60.122(a)(2)(i)

60.122(a) (6)

60.122(a) (9)

60.122(a) (9) (v)

60.122(b)(1)(ii)

60.122(b)(2)(v)

60.122(b) (3) (i)

60.122(b)(3)(ii)

60.122(c)(1)(ii)(c)

60.132(c)(2)(i)

60. 132(c)(2)((ii)

60.132(c) (2)(v)

60.132(c) (4)(ii)

60.132(c)(5)

60.132(c)(6)(ii)

60.132(d)(1)(ii)
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
(CONSIDERATIONS (1)]

Subject of Comment:

Pg. 31396 Considerations (1) Systems Approach. "The term ..... decision

bases.

"It is evident that for a geologic repository, the geologic setting must

be one barrier. In considering whether there should be other barriers,

a kev question which needs to be answered is whether it is prudent, in

view of the nature of the problems and the uncertainties involved;

to rely on the geologic setting alone to accomplish the functions

stated above. The state-of-the-art in the earth sciences is such that

all of the uncertainties associated with tbese functions cannot be

resolved through consideration of the geologic setting.

"It is appropriate ..... medium and site."

Corment:

This comment may not require any action by the KRC, but is made to

possibly avoid future confusion. The thought presented in this para-

graph indicates that the geologic setting can provide only one barrier.

At the same time, however, ONW'I is performing studies to see if sites

can be located which have multiple natural barriers--i.e., where the

geologic setting provides more than one barrier. It would appear to be

potentially beneficial for the Department and Commission to concur on

this concept. That concurrence should also have some effects on how the

Commission treats undesirable quantitative specifications which present-

ly cover all sites..
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
(60.2)

Subject of Comment:

60.2 Definitions.

Comment:

Definitions of the terms "saturated media". "site", "institutional

control", and "module" should be added.

Subject of Comment:

60.2 "Decommissioning-vmeans final backfilling of subsurface facilities,

sealing of shafts, and decontamination and dismantlement of surface

facilities."

Comment:

Change of ".,sealing of shafts..." to "...sealing of penetrations such

as shafts..." is recommended.
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
160.101(e)]

Subject of Cowment:

60.101(e) "The requirements and conditions in subsequent sections

assume that disposal will be in saturated media. The Commission does

not intend to exclude disposal in the vadose zone or any other method

by promulgating these criteria; however, different criteria may need

to be developed to license other disposal methods."

Comment:

Without a definition of saturated media, the statement is not very

precise and will have different meanings to different persons. For

example, does the term "saturated media" mean that the host is within

a continuous water table condition or does it simply imply "below the

water table."



PRIORITY 1I ISSUE
160.111(c)(1))

Subject of Comment:

60.111(c)(1) waste Packages. "The Department shall design waste pack-

ages so that there is reasonable assurance that radionuclides will be

contained for at least the first 1,000 years after decommissioning

and for as long thereafter as is reasonably achievable given expected

processes and events as well as various water flow conditions including

full or partial saturation of the underground facility."

Comment:

The general purpose of the 1,000 year designation appears reasonable

based upon radionuclide decay rates and desired redundancy with the

isolation provided by the geologic system. However, it seems premature

at this time to absolutely conclude that 1,000 years is the correct

number for all repository sites. For example, if a site is determined

to provide-extremely good natural isolation, but waste packages can

be assured for only 700 years because of a chemical condition or waste

package costs, the site may still present a very attractive alternative.

It is strongly recommended that this section be qualified to permit

shorter periods, if the Department can demonstrate that the combined

geologic barriers and engineered barriers satisfy the intent of a HLm'

repository.
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PRIORITY II ISSVE
[60.122(a) (2) (i)1

Subject of Comment:

60.122(a)(2)(i) "The Department shall conduct investigations on the

order of 100 kilometers horizontal radius from the geologic repository

operations area."

Comment:

For some sites 100 km may be too small, While for others, such as

salt domes, 100 km may be too large. It is recommended that this.

section eliminate the strict use of a "quantitative designation" and

replace it with "the investigation of each geologic tectonic? hydrologic

and climatic factor important to repository functioning should be

conducted over that area required to fully describe and analyze that

feature." At some sites and for some factors, the distance could be 100

km or more. The level of detail investigated at all distances from the

repository site shall be determined to suit the type and importance of

data at that location.
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
[60.122 (a) (6)]

Subject of Comment:

60.122(a)(6) "The Department shall validate analyses and modeling of

future conditions and changes in site characteristics using field tests,

in situ tests, field-verified laboratory-tests, monitoring data, or

natural analog studies."

Comment:

It is always difficult to envision every scientific procedure thai may

be used to verify and/or validate a finding, particularly in an area

with major R&D efforts. It is recommended that the following statement

be added to the end of this section: ". . .or other method demonstrated

to be appropriate by the Department."

PH l
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
[60.122(a) (9)

Subject of Comment:

60.122(a)(9) "The Department shail determine by appropriate analyses

the extent of the volume of rock within which the geologic framework,

ground-water flow, ground-water chemistry, or geomechanical properties

are anticipated to be significantly affected by construction of the

geologic repository or by the presence of the emplaced wastes, with

emphasis on the thermal loading of the latter. In order to do the

analyses required in this paragraph, the Department shall at a miininum

conduct investigations and tests to provide the following input data...

"As a minimum, the Department shall assume 'that the volume will extend

a horizontal distance of 2 kilometers from the limits of the repository

excavation and a vertical distance from the surface to a depth of 1

kilometer below the limits of the repository excavation."

Comment:

In some cases, such as a salt dome, a distance of 2 km from the reposi-

tory may be excessive. This can be handled without excessive effort, if

all parties recognize the level of detail actually needed as distance

may vary from site-to-site. Possibly of greater importance, the 1 km

depth below the repository as an unqualified requirement may not always

be desirable. For example, if there are several aquifers within 1 km

distance, it will be desirable that borings below the repository be

limited to-only the absolute minimum required--and their locations

should be very carefully selected. It is recommended that this section

be changed to say that the volume extends to 1 kin, but that the extent

of data required between 300 m and 1 km below the repository will be

determined on a site-by-site basis.
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PRIOPITY II ISSUE
160.122(a) (9) (v)]

Subject of Cornent:

60.122(a)(9)(v) "The in situ determination of the bulk geochemical

conditions, particularly the redox potential, of the host rock and

surrounding confining units."

Comment:

This statement implies that the most important geochemical characteri-

zation is likely to be redox potential (or eW). First, it may not be;

p1 or trace element/mineral geochemistry may be far more important.

Second, this is a very difficult measurement to make accurately under

good in situ conditions. Finally, unless the location of in situ

measurements is exceptionally clean of foreign matters (drilling mud,

oxygen, etc.), the measurement may be meaningless. More important and

practical than in situ measurement may be good laboratory work using

simulated host rock and fluids.

-
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
[60.122(b) (1) (ii)]

Subject of Comment:

60.122(b)(1)(ii) "Except holes drilled for investigations of the geo-

logic repository, there is or has been drilling for whatever purpose

to depths below the lover limit of the accessible environment."

Comment:

This requirement is unncessarily restrictive. Borings may be separated

from the Repository by an adequate barrier or they may be sealed. The

statement should include the qualifier, "if it is probable that the

boring could adversely effect isolation and if complete sealing may -

not be accomplished."-
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
160.122 (b) (2) (v)

Subject of Coment:

60.122(b)(2)(v) "There is an area characterized by higher seismicity

than that of the surrounding region or there is an area in which there

are indications based on correlations of earthquakes with tectonic

processes and features that seismicity Bay increase in the future."

Comment:

This factor is not needed as special adverse condition. The seismicity

of an area will always be one of the important site selection and design

factors. The importance of seismicity will be decided on a site-by-site

basis.
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PRIORITY 1I ISSUE
160.122(b)(3)(i)]

Subject of Comment:

60.122(b)(3)(i) "There is potential for significant changes in hydro-

logic conditions including hydraulic gradient, average pore velocity,

storativity, permeability, natural recharge, piezometric level, and

discharge joints. Evaluation techniques include paleohydrologic

analysis ."

Comment:

What is "average pore velocity?" Also, if required at all, this section

should apply only if the change would reduce the isolating capability

of the repository.
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PRIORITY IT ISSUE
160.122(b)(3)(ii)]

Subject of Conment:

60.122(b)(3)(ii) "The geologic repository operations area is located

where there would be long term and short term adverse impacts associated

with the occupancy and modification of floodplains. (Executive Order

11988)."

Comment:

The intent of this condition is not clear. Apparently, it deals only

with surface facilities. It is premature at this time to rule out

underground spaces on the basis of surface hydrologic and hydraulic

conditions. Future studies may show that surface facility designs

can be changed at less cost than required to improve less suitabl*6

underground conditions.
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.122(c) (1)(ii) (c)]

Subject of Comment:

60.122(c)(1)(ii)(c) "Geochemical properties, such as reducing conditions

which result in low solubility or radionuclides, andtnear-normal pH, or

a lack of complexing agents."

Comment:

It would be preferable to state the characteristics in terms of net geo-

chemical performance, rather than specifying which part of the redox,

pH, and complexing spectra is desirable. This could also include such

items as low leachability and mobility of radionuclides.
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PRIORITY I1 ISSUE
160.132(c) (2) (i)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(i) "The Department shall demonstrate that the underground

facility includes those engineered features that are needed to limit

radioactive releases after decommissioning to levels that are as low as

reasonably achievable. The Department shall'include an'identification

and a comparative evaluation of alternatives to the major design fee-

tures that are provided to enhance radionuclide retardation and contain-

went. "

Coment:

As low as reasonably achievable could be stated as a goal. However,

the requirement should be related to the acceptable standard.

ON.
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.132(c)(2) (ii) ]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(ii) "The Department shall design the underground facility

such that the orientation, geometry, layout, and depth of the under-

ground excavation in addition to any engineered barriers provided as

part of the underground facility are optimized for that site. The

Department shall use as optimization criteria the performance objectives

in Section 60.111(c)(2), (c)(3)."

Comment:

This paragraph requires that the underground facility be optimized

(presumably with respect to performance objectives, although this is

not clear) for a given site. First, optimization is a normal design

function and does not need to be stated in a regulation. More

importantly, the section specifies the optimization criteria. It is

impossible for anyone to state today all of the factors that should be

considered in the design process. These factors and their relative

importance for different site conditions will be finalized during the

next few years as site investigations, designs and R&D programs are

completed. The last sentence of this section should be eliminated

as a minimum.
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PRIORITY Ii ISSUE
[60.132(c) (2) (v)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(2)(v) "The Department shall place emphasis on multicomponent

borehole and shaft and seals and use materials that are compatible with

the rock properties and other in situ conditions."

Comment:

Consideration should be given toward better qualification of the term

"compatible." Compatibility incorporates a spectrum of material pro-

perties, including geochemical, thermal response, mechanical response,

and must consider host conditions, under a range of physiochemical

conditions. It is not necessary for the seal properties to be the

same as the rock for compatibility requirements to be completely

satisfied. For example, it often will be desirable for the seal mate-

rial to be more ductile/flexible than the host rock so that the seal

will not crack under thermally or mechanically induced movements.
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.132(c) (4) (I)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(4)(ii) "The Department shall design openings to minimize the

potential for deleterious rock movement or fracturing of overlying or

surrounding rock. The Department shall optimize opening design, includ-

ing shape, size orientation, spacing and support materials with respect

to natural stress conditions, deformation characteristics of the host

rock under thermal loading, and the nature of weaknesses or structural

discontinuities present at the location of the opening."

Comment:

See comment to Section 60.132(c)(2)(ii).
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.132(c) (5)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(5) Lining of subsurface excavations. "The Department shall

line subsurface excavations in areas that require:

(i) A positive control of water or gas inflow
from aquifers or other porous zones;

(ii) Support for zones of weak or fractured rock;

(iii) Anchorage for equipment or hardware."

Comment:

This paragraph would, presumably, eliminate alternate technologies

to lining, even when alternatives may prove suitable and cost effective.

In some cases, lining may be particularly undesirable. For example,

adequate anchorage is possible in competent rock without lining.

Further, this criteria should consider any consequences of lining on

sealing requirements. If the statement is required at all, it should

simply state that: "Engineered control procedures should be in any

areas that require:...."
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PRIORITY II ISSUE
[60.132(c) (6) (ii)]

Subject of Comment:

60.132(c)(6)(ii) "The Department shall design hoists with mechanical

geared lowering devices that preclude cage free fall."

Comment:

Although the prevention of free fall is an important design goal, there

is no reason at this time to restrict the technology method for achiev-

ing it.
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PRIORITY 11 ISSUE
160.132(d)(1) (ii)

Subject of Comment:

60.132(d)(1)(ii) "The Department shall coordinate the design of the

geologic repository with site characterizaton activities to assure that

boreholes necessary for site characterizaton are located at future

positions of shafts or large unexcavated pillars."

Comment:

Requiring boreholes for site characterization to be located at positions

of future shafts or pillars is desirable but too restrictive for all

cases. This restriction may cause important geologic information to

be missed during investigation. For example, (1) it may be desirable

to drill a boring away from the shaft area to further examine anomalous

conditions in a geophysical survey or (2) inclined boreholes may provide

significant geologic information but tunnels or shafts may not be con-

structed around these boreholes. This section could state that bore-

holes for site investigation that will not be at a shaft and will

require sealing.should be minimized, and that they will be permitted

only if the Department demonstrates their need and how the seal will'be

successfully placed.

In any event, it should be made clear that this section deals only

with deep boreholes that penetrate the host rock or other rocks

important to isolation. It does not necessarily apply to shallow

hydrologic boreholes.
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o-STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD. CALIFORNIA 94505

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED EARTH SCENCES Phone: (415) 497-0M47 JUN 23 19SE
School of Earth Sciences Telex: ;4&402 STANFORD/Smi..

June 18, 1980

Mr. L.B. Myers
*ONWI
Battelle
505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

Some very serious hydrologic errors in the "Technical Support Documentation
for the Siting Requirements In USNRC 10 CFR Part 60 - Disposal of
High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories" overshadow all other
aspects of the document. These errors have resulted in the preparation of
an "Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking" that sets up unnecessary require-
ments and misses the essential requirements.

It should be emphasized that this erroneous information did not come from
the regular refereed hydrologic literature. Rather, it came from inexcusable
verbage that has been allowed to creep into print in sources other than the
regular refereed hydrologic literature as referenced on page 3-6.

First let me describe the erroneous information and erroneous thought trends
in these documents:

-10
Page 6-9 discusses "permeability" values as low as 10 cm/sec. I have

seen even lower values in non-refereed literature. First of all, if the
units are cm/sec, the correct terminology should be "hydraulic conductivity".
When such numbers are substituted into the flow equations at normal ground-
water gradients over very long periods of time, they can predict objectionable
radionuclide transport to the biosphere. Therefore, it appears to the uninit-
iated that "Regardless of host rock permeability and depth, there is sufficient
time for groundwater to penetrate the repository and return biologically
significant radionuclides to the accessible environment." (Page 1-4). As a
cnsequence, groundwater containment cannot be counted on and "Performance
studies and sensitivity analyses Indicate, over the long term under reason-
able conditions, It is primarily the geochemical system that will determine
the rate of release of radionuclides to the accessible environment,. . ."
(Page 3-6). Because of uncertainties about the geochemical system, it is
therefore essentially Impossible to prove containment. The result has been
the specification of unnecessary testing and requirements while the truly
Important ones are not mentioned. Fortunately, this Is completely wrong!



Mr. L.B. Mayers -2- June 18, 1980

When there is a linear relationship between groundwater discharge and
gradient, the flow regime is said to be "Darcian". Hydraulic conductivity Is
the constant of proportionality, and the relationship is Darcy's Law. Darcy's
Law and the commonly-used transport equations apply only when the flow is
Darcian. In the case of a nuclear repository site, the fluid flow regime will
be non-Darcian because of the low permeabilitles of the host rocks. In fact,
if Darcian flow can occur in a geologic material, that material is too perme-
able for use as a repository host rock.

As mentioned, "hydraulic conductivity" values of 10 10 cm/sec and smaller are
reported from studies of potential repository host rocks. If very large time
frames are used, solution of the transport equations may-predict objectionable
radionuclide transport to the biosphere even for these low values of "hydraulic
conductivity." However, such low values of "hydraulic conductivity" indicate
the presence of materials sufficiently impermeable to preclude Darcian flow.
Therefore, these computations are completely without meaning. They are not
even approximations. They are totally worthless.

I have read of laboratory experiments in which the ends of cores of dense
unfractured granite or salt are subjected to pressure differences of 250,000
psi. After some time, water Is driven through the core. Using Darcy's law,
"hydraulic gradients" of 10-10 cm/sec or there about are computed and reported.
Subsequently, people use such "hydraulic conductivities" under normal ground-
water gradients of say 0.001 to predict significant groundwater transport
over long periods of time. Again, this is completely wrong.

The water that passed through the core was not subject to Darcian flow. A
value of 10-10 cm/sec is not hydraulic conductivity. Because Darcy's law
does not apply, there is no linear relationship between flow and gradient.
Therefore, that number can only be used at the experimental head gradient of
250,000 psi per core length. If It takes 250,000 psi differential to move
water through the core, the water Is not moving through capillary cores. It
must be moving through spaces of subcapillary size and against tremendous
adsorptive force fields. Almost certainly, a large threshold gradient is
needed to move water molecules against such forces. In short, it is likely
that a rock that tests at 10 1 cm/sec under such huge gradients will have a
zero transport rate under a field gradient of 0.001.

The other problem with the laboratory core Is that It Is likely to miss joints
and faults. Thus, for fractured impermeable rocks, the laboratory tests can
seriously underestimate transport. Fortunately, the answer to this is simple.
Before emplacement of canisters in repository cored holes, the cored holes,
can be pressure tested at non-destructive pressures. If a test results In
a "hydraulic conductivity" of say to cm/sec, two things are apparent. First,
there are no open fractures that are conducting significant amounts of
fluid. Second, the transport to the blosphere under normal field gradients over
the 1,000 year specified transport period Is zero because the flow is
"sub-Darcian".
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Mr. L.B. Mayers -3- June 18, 1980

In conclusion, the hydrology can do the containment job especially for
a period as short as 1,000 years. Second, with the geochemistry as a.
backup, the transport problem is tractable over the short design periods
now specified.

Sincerely yours,

Irwin Remson
Professor

IR:rh

cc: Dr. R.B. Laughan
Mr. Thomas Nicholson
GRG Committee
Professor Krauskopf
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EARTH SCIENCE LABORATORY
420 CHIPETA WAY, SUITE 120
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108

TELEPHONE 801-581-5263

June 17, 198

!'r. L. B. Myers
*Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
535 tino Avenue
Col-.us, Ohio 43201

Dear ?^r. layers:

I am. pleased to sub.mit the following commnents reoarding the ?Nuclear
R.emulztory Cc.iissicn document 10 CFR 6n, Subparts [, R as published in the
ay 13 Federal R.egister. I understand these comments will be forwarded to ?5C

as an attachment to the Ot!I developed review.

General Comments

7he SupPleient.ary Information developed as Bac!.cround, Nature of the
Problem., Underlying Principles, and Considerations would appear to adecuately
identify the key issues involved in the disposal of HL.'. The underlying
conservative evaluation of repository sites is appropriate to the importance
of the prcblem, but should not be so rigidly applied that reasonably
acceptable sites are eliminated without full consideration of offsettina
favorable factors. Predictions of future site stability for the long term.,
(i.e. 10,000 years or more) will be impossible to demonstrate. Thus well
reasoned, competent judgement based on the geologic record of the last
millions of years must be an acceptable substitute for demonstrated future
stability. One point not adequatel, addressed is that the risk and economics
of timely geologic storage must u itrptely be compared with the risk and
economics of no geologic storage -l1he alternative which could result from
the ultimate in conservative site evaluations.

Specific Comments

Subpart E - Technical Criteria

*60.2 Definitions. The definitions are adequate and sufficient.

*60.101 Purpose. No comment.

. d



*60.111 Performance Objectives

(3) Retrievability - The requirement of 50 year retrievability should
not exclude backfilling of the mined areas; to do so may place
unnecessary thermal and mechanical stress on the repository site.
- Is the waste package requirement of radionuclide containment for
1,000 years feasible with current state-of-the-art? If there is
some uncertainty in this, the specific (1,000 years) time require-
ment should. be modified. -

(4) Performance of the geologic stability - Reasonable assurance of
geologic stability for 10,000 years seems reasonable and achievable.

*60.121 Site and Environs Ownership and Control - No comment.

*60.122 Siting Requirements

(a)(2)(i) Geologic investigations completed for a radius of 100 km from
the repository area is a reasonable requirement, but the level of
detail of these investigations is not specified. It is probably
best this way, with the level of detail being a judgement rather
than specified regulatory consideration.

(a)(2)(iii) A 10,000 year period for prediction of changes in natural
conditions and the performance of the geologic repository is
reasonable and appropriate.

(a)(5) A reasonable trade-off must be made between drill hole testina
to reduce geologic uncertainty and the intent to minimize drilling
to preserve the integrity of the reservoir.

(a)(9)+ Knowledge of the geologic and physical properties of the repcsi-
tory host for a distance of 2 km from the limits of excavation is
reasonable and prudent. A similar knowledge for depths of I km
below the repository excavation must either

a) admit and accept considerable uncertainty and rely largely upon
geologic judgement and geophysical measurement, or

b) provide for several drill holes within and surrounding the
repository, to depths 1 km below excavation levels.

A reasonable trade-off between the two possibilities must be
accepted and acknowledged as a clarification of statements within
this section.

(b)(1) Potentially adverse human activities.
Items (i) through (vii) provide an adequate and reasonable listing
of potentially adverse human activities.

(b)(2) Potentially adverse natural conditions - geologic and tectonic.
Items (i!. (ii.), (i), (v', (vi', (vi} arL reasnnable and' prudent.



(b)(2)(ii) Evidence of dissolutioning, collapse, or similar features
which resulted from Pre-Quaternary geologic processes that have
since been inactive, should not by itself disqualify a site.
Reasonable proof of stability during the Quaternary should be
required and adequate.

(b)(3) Potentially adverse natural conditions - hydrologic.
(iv) Presence of a fault or fracture zone with a horizontal length
of more than a few hundreds of meters should not by itself
disqualify a site. Countless examples may be sited of fractures
tightly sealed with quartz, calcite or clays which show no evidence
of movement or fluid flow for 10's of millions of years. The
requirement as stated may be unnecessarily restrictive.

(c) Favorable characteristics.
The intent of this section is clear and reasonable. However the
degree to which many characteristics can be measured or demonstrated
is questionable. The entire section should be qualified by
"consistent with the state-of-the-art" and "in-so-far as possible
with acceptable drilling limitations".

*60.132 Design Requirements - No comment.

*60.133 Waste package and Emplacement Environment - No comment.

*60.134, 60.136 Missing in Federal Register??

*60.135 No comment.

*60.137 No comment.

Subpart G - Quality Assurance

*60.171 Quality Assurance Program

The need for a quality assurance program to maintain quality control
for studies and data gathering associated with siting a geologic
repository is recognized. Nevertheless many geological, geophysi-
cal, geochemical and hydrologic studies are not readily amenable to
tightly specified field procedures, measurement procedures, etc.
The nature of geoscience exploration activities is that step 3
depends upon the results of steps 1 and 2, upon terrain and earth
conditions, etc. The implementation of a quality control program
for these activities implies substantial increases in cost, perhaps
less data for the same budgeted expenditures, and increased delays
in receiving data and survey results. Thus I urge recognition of
the unique aspects of geoscience exploration in the detailed
statement of the quality assurance program, and I encourage the use
of reasoned judgement and flexibility instead of riqid specifica-
tions normally associated with quality assurance programs.



I hope these comments are useful in your evaluation of the current form
of 10 CRF Part 60.

Sincerely,

Howard P. Ross
Oeophysicist; ONWI ceologic Review Group
Senior Geophysicist/Project Manager, ESL/UURI
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Dear Mr. Myers:

Please find enclosed my comments on "Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission 10 CFR Part 60, Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal (of) High Level Radioactive Waste" as requested.

Sincerely yours,

George F. Pinder
Director
Water Resources Program
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COMMENTS ON "Nuclear Regulatory Commission 10 CFR Part 60

Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic

Disposal (of) High Level Radioactive Waste"

by George F. Pinder

1.0 PREAMBLE

The technical aspects of the geologic disposal of high level radio-

active waste (HLW) are cosmopolitan in scope. This attribute of

the problem is reflected in the broad spectrum of related yet

separate topics covered in this document. In the remarks to

follow I have elected to focus only on those elements of the

docurment that are within my primary area of expertise--the physical

description and analysis of mass transport in the subsurface.

2.0 GENERAL COMMENTS

2.1 "Indelible concepts" and "golden numbers"

While the proposed document can, and indeed should, be viewed as a

preliminary statement of the Commission's position regarding the

technical criteria for regulating geologic disposal of HLW, it is

very important to examine the most fundamental concepts presented

therein so that the more general ideas as well as the technical

details of the presentation are properly evaluated. In this spirit

I feel one must beware of what I shall call "indelible concepts"

and 'golden numbers". Indelible concepts are those ideas introduced

early in the formulation of a problem which become inviolate as

the analysis of the problem proceeds. The inertie against change

in these concepts often arises becusai;* the Evolving dacinent is

inextricabl!u tied toi tsL-.. rnzus a co<,rplets ravision, cF toe :oncepttlal7



model underlying the analysis would 
be required should they

change.

Golden numbers are similar. These are numbers introduced into

an analysis without careful deliberation 
or scientific Justifica-

tion. They are generally considered a working 
estimate, but often-

become cast in concrete as the analysis 
proceeds. I feel this -

document contains both "indelible concepts' 
and "golden numbers".

An example of an "indelible concept' 
is found on page 31394 of

the Federal Register Vol. 45, No. 94. 
There the problem of the

disposal of HLW is decomposed into five subproblems 1) 
lifetime of

the repository,2) physical extent of the 
repository 3) waste/rock

interaction, 4) treatment of uncertainties, 
and 5) problems of

human intrusion. These subproblems are further subdivided 
into

appropriate sub-subproblems. For example 1) lifetime of the

repository is broken into a) site selection, 
b) construction and

emplacement of wastes, c) post closure 
of the repository. The first

of these, site selection; is further 
broken down into two sub-sub-

subdivisions I) site suitability criteria, 
11) site acceptability

criteria. It is evident that this hierarchial 
structure, which

essentially dictates the fundamental 
form of the final criteria,

is built upon the original five subdivisions. 
These original sub-

divisions, however, are selected without 
documented consideration

of alternatives. *Because of the impact each step in this 
problem

decomposition has on the final analysis, 
I feel it is Imperative

that each procedural step be properly 
justified.
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Golden numbers are at least as insidious as "indelible concepts"

in inadvertently dictating long range decisions. Consider, for

example, page 31401. Permissible travel time to the environment

is given a lower bound of 1000 years; the lower bound on waste

package containment. is also given to be1000-years. -The annual rate

of release from the facility is required to be no greater than

1/100,000 of the total activity present in HLW. The siting in-

vestigations shall extend on the order of 100 kilometers. No

justification or rationale is given for selecting these four numbers

which, in my opinion, play an important role in the final selection

of appropriate criteria. Because the reasons for choosing these

figures are not presented, they are not subject to scrutiny

commensurate with their importance.

2.2 The Role of Models

The proposed rules recognize the irreducible residual uncertainty

inherent in forecasts of environmentally related processes. Radio-

nuclide transport is, of course, such a process. However the

concomitant deductions regarding modelling which appear to have

arisen out of this recognition warrant additional consideration.

Models, whether they be mathematical, physical or electrical,

assist the hydrologist in predicting the behavior of hydrologic

systems under new or existing stresses. They play a particularly

important role when a system is so complex that hydrologic insight

and experience are inadequate to provide an accurate determination

of system behavior. In systems which respond very slowly one cannot

rely on olbserve'd ''eh.-Ar tc --.:dic rt .M n'j 5Is are



essential in providing meaningful forecasts. The radionuclide

transport problem certainly qualifies as a candidate for modelling

when viewed from this perspective (this is consistent with the dis-

cussion of "fundamental difficulties" on page 31395).

While it is evident to most hydrologists that modelling is an

important tool in forecasting the movement of contaminants in the

subsurface, one may argue that our knowledge of the HLW disposal

site is so inadequate that such models are fraught with fundamental

irreducible uncertainty. Recall, however, that a model is simply

the physical or mathematical realization of our conceptual under-

standing of the problem. In other words the accuracy of a model

is a direct reflection of the accuracy of our conceptual model.

All field investigations are designed to enhance our conceptual

and, by inference, mathematical (or physical) model of the system.

If the inherent uncertainty in our mathematical model is so great

as to preclude its utility as a forecasting tool then, inasmuch as

our conceptual model exhibits the same uncertainty, there is very

little hope that "expert opinion" will provide additional insight.

One must then conclude that one of two alternatives remain. 1) ad-

ditional field experiments or alternative investigations must be

performed to reduce' the residual uncertainty or 2) the fundamental

HLW problem is not amenable to analysis In a classical scientific

or engineering sense.

It is the stated position of the Commission staff 'not to require

modelling to be the primary decision tool to determine the capability

of the geologic repcsitory to contain and {so ace wastes from the bio-

sphere". 1 em diametrically cpPOsed to this rinrt oV Mi. I belieXv



that a model (probably Lut not necessarily mathematical) is an

essential element of the decision making process. It provides

the following advantages:

1) it presents, unambiguously, to the scientific community
and public at large the state of knowledge regarding
the behavior of the system

2) it provides a clearly defined focus for professional
discussions, contributions and criticisms which gradually
Illuminate our understanding of the behavior of the
proposed repository site

3) it allows us to evaluate the impact of our lack of know-
ledge on the acceptability of a particular site. The
simplest type of analysis along these lines involves
the use of ranges of parameter values in a series of
simulations

4) it is the only methodology that will provide meaningful
information on the time of travel of radionuclides
from the disposal site to the biosphere under various
breaching scenarios

5) carefully orchestrated, the model can-be used to demonstrate
to public officials and the general population the probable
behavior of the repository under a reasonable range of
conditions.

In summary, I feel that a representative model of any potential

site is a necessary but not sufficient condition for licensing.

To attempt anything less would surely jeopardize the credibility

of the licensing program in the eyes of the scientific community.

3.0 SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Inasmuch as this document is now part of the public record, I

will not point out-those typographical errors which have doggedly

escaped the editorial staff. They sedeem coTprormise the message

of the eocumnr.t..



Pg 31394, Col. 3, Line 23-31: The difference between the two re-
quirements of technical criteria is too subtle for me to pick up
on first reading. Could this be clarified?

PQ. 31394, Col. 3, Line lb*: While I concur with the observation,
I suggest some evidence to substantiate this statement is warranted.

Pg. 31395, Col. 2, Line 31: Considering geologic disposal is an
entirely new enterprise and that there will be no opportunity to
observe behavior over the long term it seems contradictory to rely
on expert opinion which, in turn, relies on past experience.

Pg. 31395, Col. 2, Line 9b-lb: Although I concur with the concept
of uncertainty as a major problem with HLW repository siting, I
feel the concept of uncertainty described here misses the mark.
Perhaps it could be re-examined?

Pg. 31395, Col. 3, Line 13: The meaning of the statement regarding
the separation of temporal and spatial elements of geological
disposal-eludes me. I cannot see how such a separation is possible
either physically or mathematically. Moreover, were it possible,
I fatl to see how it would influence uncertainty.

Pg. 31396, Col. 1, Line 7b: In looking at uncertainty, I feel one
must keep in mind the final goal. Is it 1) to make the uncertainty
amenable to analysis, 2) to reduce its magnitude, 3) to evaluate
its impact? Each objective requires a different course of action.
The comment "Such measures..." seems to confound 1) and 2) above.

Pg. 31397, Col. 2, Line 5b: The general discussion of modelling
appears naive. The allusion to qualitative models is inaccurate
and inappropriate. I strongly recommend reconsideration of this
entire section (5). If I were to present all of my concerns about
this section it would require another much longer report.

Pg. 31398, Col.l, Line 14b: "A satisfactory if imprecise margin
ot safety". .1 have more than a little difficulty accepting an
imprecise margin of safety as satisfactory -- perhaps you could
substitute another word for satisfactory.

* b indicates lines counted from batt:otr



Pe. 31400, Col. 2. Line 14b: Calculation of transport travel times
requires transport models -- have you de facto required: models in
your rules? The same argument can be made for items (iii) top
of page 31401, Col. 1 and elsewhere beyond this point.

Po. 31401, Col. 2, Line 14-Line 18b: I believe this list of (vi)
requirements is not now, nor likely to be in the foreseeable future,
within the capability of earth scientists or engineers. This
strikes me as an unreasonable wish-list devoid of consideration
for and of available technology.

Pg. 31402, Col. 1, Line 12: "Storativity6 is irrelevant to problems
within this time frame.

Po. 31402, Col. 3, Items a)-f): Many of these items are irrelevant
misleading, or misinterpretations of the literature. I think
this section requires careful scrutiny by a qualified hydrologist.

Pg. 31405, Col. 2, Line 9b-5b: Why?
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Gentlemen:
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Best personal wishes.

Sincerely yours,

Frank L. Parker
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission Document on

"Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal

of High-Level Radioactive Wastes"

10 CFR-Part 60 in the Federal Register of May 13, 1980

pp. 31393-31408

GENERAL CM ET S

FR}K L. PARKER

Vanderbilt University

The document is, in many mays, admirable, in that it tries as best it

can to state forthrightly what the present status of knowledge is in the

field of geological disposal of radioactive wastes. However, though the

proposed rule-making and the "Technical Support Documentation for the

Siting Requirements in 10 CFR-Part 60"1 (4/7/80 draft) go on for hundreds

of pages, the final result is the same generic conclusions as have been

regurgitated many times by many other groups in many other forms. The

proposed rule-making finally concludes that expert opinion will be required

to determine whether or not the site is suitable. Consequently, there is

no defense of the specific numbers mentioned in the proposed rules other

than generalized comments such as until the end of the effective lives of

the fission products and beyond tines which it is impossible to even hope

to determine Aiat the human population and its characteristics are liable

to be. Therefore, it places an enormous burden on the Department of Energy

in trying to satisfy criteria which depend so much on expert testimony, when

at no place in the document is there any discussion of bow expertise will be

determined ard, possibly more i -crtan4,t wVito swi evaluatLe the cxier: opinion

and on what bases.
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1Uhile it is ablost impossible in administrative hearing to challenge

the qualifications of the expert witness, it is impossible to challenge

the qualifications of the hearing authority and the basis on which the

hearing authority will be constituted. Hai can the public be assurred

that the best interests of the country will be fostered if the quality of

the hearing examiners and if the criteria which are of cnrcial importance

are left strictly to the judgement of undefined experts? Consequently,

this makes the problem of the proposing agency, The Department of Energy,

exceedingly difficult.

Equally crucial in a determination of this sort is the degree of

confidence that the hearing authority must have or the expert witnesses

must have that the proposed solution will be successful. Will the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission be satisfied with a SO confidence, 90% confidence,

99% confidence, or will it demand 10O confidence that the site will work

as planned and at what stage will this confidence be demanded? The

attached figure shows the extent to which legitimate expert opinion can

differ, depending on their degree of risk-adverseness.

For exam-le, a risk-adverse person might follow only a curve that would

be essentially only the abscissa, based on forthcoming Office of Technology

Assessment Report on Radioactive Waste Management. That is, he would not

have any confidence in the success of a repository until the repository had

been in place for 10,000 years or more. At the opposite pole would be a

person siho, from a cursory glance at the literature, would have 100% belief

in the success of a repository. His curve would lie along the ordinate.

These are extreme positions. .bwe-ver, the tio positions shcwn are

generalized as the envelope within which rcs;c ccp*t.uit gewogiszs, geo-

hydrologists and earih science peonle trued fird IlriteIves. Thc-* uwuld have

. ( .. ; '

.,. .

*1t

c... I
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some confidence from a surve\ of the literature to eliminate spots that are

unlikelv to be successful and their confidence would increase as one made

further investigations both at the surface and below ground. The

pessimistic person (responsible pessimist) would still not have 100D

confidence even after the repository itself was closed, whereas a responsible

optimist would believe that, after a reasonable amount of underground

exploration, he would have high confidence in the development of a

'successful' repository.

There is also insufficient discussion or ack¢iledgenent that each

of the individual barriers does not have to be totally satisfactory in

itself, but it is the whole system that is of importance. While lip

service is given to the systems approach, insufficient attention is paid

to the fact that each component of the system can be the regulating step.

While one does design the barriers in depth, one would not need to have

each component in itself totally capable of attaining all the objectives

of the siting requirements. This is certainly not clear in the document.

One could think of the system as a series of coupled reservoirs with the

final discharge leading to the biosphere. Consequently, a holdup in any

one of the reservoirs could be sufficient to reduce the concentrations to

the biosphere to acceptable limits. This is a crucial point. Consequently,

this would make possible the siting of facilities in locations which may

be so diverse that one would have better hydrologic characteristics, one

would have better geological characteristics, one might have better man-made

barrier characteristics, and these could be tailored and should be tailored

to produce a system that gives satisfactory results.

I agree wholeheartedly with the najcr eiiphasis that is given to in-situ

testing. 11hCrt is not clear is at Na2t st.pv! '-% the, Iiiensin Dro :ess this



would be required and what specific tests would have to be held and what

would be the go-no go criteria of the tests.

There seems to be no advantage taken of the INFCE studies, where in

the long run, it assumes that all the waste materials wind up in the world's

oceans. The study, therefore, concludes that one should calculate the

dosages both for the naturally-occurring radioactive elements and without

the naturally-occurring radioactive elements, because these all would

eventually wind up in the world's oceans.

Equally important in such criteria is the assumption that no mitigating

measures are possible, though retreival is, of course, indicated. There

are other mitigating measures which could be possible and which should be

evaluated. There is no discussion about the projected slow rate of releases

of contaminants from the repositories relative to the rate of release of

contaminants from reactors if accidents should occur. The enormous

differences in release rates are not documented and are not taken into

account in the analysis of the requirements.

Finally, in the technical support documentation there are some outrageous

statements tucked away in the long, drawn-out narrative. For example, page

5-32, the first full paragraph, first sentence, says "as a minimuMx, a

site is presumed unsuitable if there is past evidence of dissolutioning

.ithin the repository/site interaction zone. . . . What is sought are

indications of substantive dissolution as indicated by a laver of

insoluble residues." As the writers must be well aware, many of the salt

domes have layers of insoluble residues on top of the domes and, frequently,

on the sides of the domes which most likely have been left behind by

previous dissolutions However, thase {? vvtrs of insoluile residues now protect

the salt darwis fi :28 turlle.; SIVI .! :%c O:ti t¶ 3 Y ;.X

rate. Yet by this defxitica, riare ot -,e~ salt f m&e; wi. be r.cnsidered

0



ineligible. I an sure this is not the intent of the document, but in a

document as long as this, it is very possible that many more such outrageous

statements are included.

It is also obvious that the process of site approval must be better

designed than is given in this document. As is evident in the book edited

by Lawrence Tribe, 12hen Values Conflict, attempts to improve benefit/cost

analyses finally result in having an open process that is well understood

and that develops the trust of all responsible people on various sides of

the issue. There is no indication here had the process would be structured

so that it would be an open and acceptable process to the majority of the

people involved in such a decision.

DETAILED cOE2NTS

Federal Register

Page 3139S, item 4, the whole sentence states "first, geologic disposal is

an entirely net enterprise/no experience with geologic disposal." It may

be true that no eaterience exists with purposeful geologic disposal, but,

in fact, one can find in salt mines relics from the Celtic age and one can

find in Pompeii and other areas items that have been disposed of in a

geologic setting which have remained inviolate over long periods of time.

One can certainly obtain some data from these instances. The data base

is not quite so bleak as is indicated in the discussion.

Page 31396, item 3, dealing with the conservative analysis, "conservative

analysis because of the manv uncertainties associated with high-level

radioactive waste and geological repositories," reinforces my original

cSoments that unless one is prepared to state what level of confidence

one is willing to settle for, t~hni one .zaiint handle these uncertainties.

In cSuryins: out a crnserv-v..ivr Lwa s *v b tSLk Liit.l so 0

many conservative =.ss .uaptiow 4'r hr.-t my ih.t evEnti:.lv zi ,-s-
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conservative solution is found.

Page 31397, item 4, last sentence, "it will be necessary to determine the

site-acceptability question on a case-by-case basis." Since there will be

so few sites selected, picking them on a site-by-site basis is not such a

bad idea, but more substance has to be given so that, in fact, the agency

can have sone indication whether or not it would be possible to obtain

a license prior to going to the expense of developing a full-scale

repository.

Further justification needs to be given for the basis upon which

models are almost totally excluded except to compare sites and designs.

It is not clear at all hot; the long-term (far future) dosages can be

determined except by the use of mathematical models. While the absolute

value of the numbers certainly cannot be taken to be very accurate, it

is difficult to see other nethods that wrill be superior. Expert opinion

leaves the process so open ended that it is difficult to see how one can

avoid using models to bound long-term futures. The major advantage

of the nodels is that the assumptions must be documented, whereas expert

opinion is based upon internalized models.

Page 31399, definition of expected processes - unfortunately agencies have

frequently tried to redefine the English language. It is indicated here

that human intrusion is not to be treated as an expected process and

event. It should be so treated. Definition of high-level radioactive

waste should indicate that spent reactor fuel will be treated as waste if

so defined. Should follow the International Atomic Energy Agency's

definition of high-level waste.

Page 31402 (C)(2)(iii)(a), norvull b "result in a host rock with very loa

water content.. Tn:, z.u:;. . B . c!:,y, w1:ich Io not



thin]; is the intent.

Page 31403 (4), should be some indication of the use of modular design which

does show up later. (5) should also include non-propagation.

Page 31404 (2)(ii), would seen to indicate that if one wants the optinzm

solution one should extract maxinuz amount. In fact would like to err on

the side of safety so that one would leave a larger amount of media to be

sure of providing a margin of safety. The same point is made (iv) (2),

optimizing opening design, etc.

Page 31403 (8), presupposes that compaction is the best method. One might

want to use material that would expand upon being wetted.

(9) (v) The requirement of using pregrouting is not compatible with

mandating performance rather than technique.

Technical Sunocrt Documentation

Page 1-4 - Some statements are very difficult to understand, since they

are pronounced ex cathedra. For exanple, in (ii), third sentence,

"regardless of the host rock permeability and depth, there is sufficient

time for groundwater to penetrate the repository and return biologically

significant radionuclides to the accessible environment." Where is the

justification for this? One could certainly conceive of host rock

permeability such as in salt where there is not time for the groundwater

to cone through and return any material in signficant quantities to the

environment.

Page 1-6 - The 100 km distance certainly is an arbitrary value. It might

be more useful to talk about the geologic anu hydrclogic regime that is of

interest rather thaT an atb.rhiir,: I JO) ijv*je*
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Page 1-8 - The second to last sentence in the second full paragraph is a

very important comrent, and yet it receives very little attention through-

out the document.

Page 1-9, first sentence, how does one rationalize spent fuel disposal

with the indication that "valuable subsurface resources that could encourage

activities related to exploration and recovery"Owould eliminate sites?

(iv) would indicate that "the lack of substantive geochemical properties

to significantly retard radionuclide migration to carry with it the presumption

of site unsuitability," seems to be overdrawm, since it is only one of the

retarding factors. One could easily install man-made barriers.

Page 3-3 - second paragraph, third sentence, the "waste packages provide a

means to transport and shield the waste." This should indicate that waste

packages are nore than that and thus provide containment as well, at least

for the short term.

Page 3-4 - third full paragraph - "in order to reasonably demonstrate the

sufficient isolation of radioactive waste, each of the three components of

the repository system miLst contribute to:" One can see that, as mentioned

earlier, each of the components does not have to, in itself, make the site

desirable. It is the sumn total that is inportant, not the individual

components.

Page 3-15 - 25 square kilometers and 10 cubic kilometers were previously

used. That does not make them ideal for all circumtstances.

Page 3-21 - section 3.4.1.3. - item 2 - "each of the site components to

provide a margin of safety and it requires . . ." Again the same comments

about each.

Page 3-23 - item 3.4.3. - fo'rth Rilie fr-n hhe auttom - rno deftivtion of

"biologically significant."
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Page 3-24 - fourth line - ery lcng travel tines." No definition.

Page 3-2; - middle of the first paragraph - "as noted by Heckman and others,

. . . radioactive decay has not substantially reduced the hazard." Since,

at the end of the time period, the fission products are gone, the toxicity

has been substantially reduced, as a matter of fact, by four or five orders

of magnitude.

Page 3-26 - first full paragraph - -it is very inportant item and vet it is

relegated to the rear. It should be e-pmhasized up front that "this objective

through different combinations of site parameters."

Pave 4-2 - second paragraph - item 3 - verification. Does not indicate

over what period; how it should be done or whether one can do a retrospective

type verification in trying to fit the models to natural phenomena that have

already occurred.

Page 4-7 - item 3 - should indicate that hydraulic recharge and discharge

areas are also critical areas.

Page 4-51 - last complete sentence - makes no sense whatsoever when it

says "as such there may be too rnz'a factors to permit use of modeling."

That is the reason why one does nodeling because there are so many factors

that one cannot do a sizmple hand calculation or determine the outcome

intuitivelv.

Page 4-55 - last full sentence - indicates that the near field is far more

important than the far field, because it might be possible to short circuit

through the far field by changes in the near field. This is an area that

needs further development by the Departnent of Energy. It should be noted

that, in spite of any short circuiting in the near field, there may be

sufficient latitudle in the ,i;r fHed c vbscrb s'hort ci-LcuitinF in the near

field. If that i.s so, it ShoiUiff be StC-;,ra -.cry exp.Aick:y.
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Page 4-62 - iten 4.5.2.4. - second and third sentences - ignores the work

done in Sweden and elseuihere on near field tests to measure the flow of

nuclides.

Page 5-3 - item 8 - the final sentence in the first paragraph is very

important. Yet in no place does this report say what is the range of latitude

in adverse conditions that is acceptable. It needs to be spelled out in

very great detail, and yet it is not.

Page 5-6 - last full sentence in the first paragraph - the emphasis seems

to be on this "little influence on all the performance objectives." Since

it was previously indicated that if the process is rate-limited in a nuiber

of the performance objectives, then it is not necessary to show that all of

them limit the dose.

Page 5-11 - first paragraph - it is not indicated who will resolve at an

early time the definition of "acceptable risi." I agree that it is vitally

important but there is nothing indicated here as to how it will be

resolved.

Page 5-25 - section 5.2.1.3. - needs to indicate that site is unsuitable if

the influences on groundwater are adverse.

Page 6-1 - end of pane - needs to indicate volume of water flowing is important,

as well as velocity.

Page 6-5 - first line - "re uired favorable . . ." seems incompatible.

Page 6-6 - last line - sare comment.

Page 6-20 - first full sentence - not "dose significant" only accessible.

June 18, 1980
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Neville G. W. Cook
3261 Rohrer Drive
Lafayette, California 94549
June 11, 1980

Mir. L. B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
505 King Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Myers:

COMMENTS ON NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMM.ISSION
ADVANCE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING.
Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal High-Level Radioactive Waste
IOCFR6O (Subparts E-1)

These comments concerning the technical criteria for regulating geologic
disposal of high-level radioactive waste are made in response to a letter from
Dr. W. A. Carbiener of ON"'I dated May 27, with which were enclosed copies of the
1May 13 Federal Register and background information from the USNRC Public Document
Room.

The letter information on "Technical Support Documentation for the
Siting Requirements in USNRC lOCFR Part 60: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Waste in Geologic Repositories", proved to be of particular assistance, and
includes a commendably useful list of references.

The treatment of this question in the Federal Register both in the
Supplementary Information and in Subpart E is very uneven, reflecting probably
the current state of knowledge. However, a more systematic presentation would
likely lead to a clearer identification of the problems, and specifications of
the criteria.

For example, under the heading "Nature of the Problem" five distinct areas
are identified, namely, (1) Lifetime of the Pereository, (2) Physical Extent, (3)
Waste/Rock Interaction, (4) Treatment of Ulncertainties and (5) Humen Intrusions.
,Although these problems are important, tney de not seem to define any hierarchical
system.
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It has seemed to me always that the foremost motivation for geologic
:s.<ssal is that it makes radioactive wastes much 'ess accessible to human
:.ic-n and less susceptable to meteorological and seologic changes in the long-term,

:-.an can be envisaged for any form of near surface storage. If this is so, the
-ex- most important question is: Do there exist rccks -at convenient depths and
c' sufficient extent within which it is practicable to develop a repository of "a
..ss%-l size? Is this question not more pertinent than the discussion on page
Z: under (2) Physical Extent? If rocks within which a useful repository

c:'- be developed exist, is tne next question not: Do such rocks exist within
;sc c;ic and hycrologic settings likely to provide assurance of the safety and
staPility of a repository, in both the short- and the long-term, and of the
Esclation of radioactive wastes within it? Provided that these two questions
cir. be answered in the affirmative, and to date there does not appear to be any
e.I'ence that they cannot, the next level of detail such as waste/rock interactions
a2c the methods by which the performance of a repository can be predicted and
as-jred, must be examined.

The discussion under Considerations, starting on page 31396, includes
-.:es which can be commended and others which can be criticized. As examples, a
co-endable statement is "The two most important attributes of the natural
tarrier are that the site should be geologically simple and stable so that the
site can be easily understood ... ". On the other hand, a statement which can
. criticized is "... whekher the geologic setting at a particular site can

'..ill the stated purpose of the geologic barrier relies fundamentally on the
-redictive power of the particular transport model appropriate to that site".

: f:t, the transport model may be quite correct but the field data used inmit
c:;2d easily be totally inadequate.

Finally, the statement that "The lack of empirical data on the performance
C; er.:ineered barriers or the inability to obtain credible data may preclude the
cevelopment of use of credible quantitative models in the showing that either
tie uncertainties are addressed properly in the performance standards or the
performance standards are met in a particular licensing action." is both clumsy
and confusing. The facts are that engineered barriers can be based on geologic
analogs, the behavior of which over long periods of time is known and the properties
oF which have been, or can be, understood well. Such engineered barriers have
a<l the long-term advantages of geologic media but their properties can be
understood, determined and controlled for use in achieving assured performance
o a repository.

The discussion and examples above indicate that the answer to Question 1 on
page 31398 is "No, the list of considerations does not clearly, adequately and
fully identify the relevant issues involved in disposal of HLW.'.

Turning now to Subpart E, itself, at least thre of the definitions may
la: t-o confusion. First, a 'Stab-t1t.!' - il3ans the rate of natural processes
a fecting the site dufirig the raentr ;eclsgic parS are relatively low and will
n:t significently chreroe dcuriPg Tile r-Xr.t 10,.'Cl'.r a .. ers". Tfis is Whitney a
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ricorous nor precise statement. Second " 'Underground Facility' - means
the civil engineered structure, including backfill r3terials, but not includino
seals (emphasis added) in which waste is emplaced"; in some rocks backfills anE
seals may have to.be synonymous.

Under the headinas of Performance objectives, Site and environs ow-nership ard
control and Sitino reouirements, the Department of Energy is cirected to provioe
a number of assurances. An important omission seems to exist in that it is not
always stated when the Department is to provide these assurances in relation to
repository design, development and licensing, how they are to be provided nor
how they are to be used. In fact, many of these assurances will have to be a
function of the development of the repository, because the data needed to provide
tnem will become available only as the repository is excavated and observations
and tests are made underground. e

In practice, the selection of a potentially suitable site, the characterization
of such a site by surface exploration and, if favorable, further by underground
exploration, followed by repository development and sealing is most likely to
proceed by a process of elimination. Initially, a number of sites that seem to
be potentially suitable as hosts for a repository will be selected, as directed
in the Message from the President. Only those, or that, site which undergoes
the whole sequence of site, screening, characterization, testing and development
without revealing any features which disqualify it from providing reasonable
assurance that a repository constructed within it will provide isolation of
radioactive wastes from the biopshere is likely to be used.

With a few reservations noted below, the discussion under the heading Desion
requirements is probably the best section of Subpart E. Possibly, the reason
for this is that it is closest in character to questions for which precedents
exist in licensing of reactors. The first reservation concerns Compliance with
Tining regulations; a repository is not a mine. To "design and construct" a
repository "to comply" with "all appTicable Federal and State mining regulations"
may not result in the best repository. Cer.tainly, they should be applied where
beneficial and this is likely to be the case in the underground operations but
not applied indiscriminately elsewhere. Items 7 and 8 under this heading are
very important; sufficiently so to warrant a separate discussion.

Items [2) Construction and mapping records and £3) Retention of cores and logs
on page 31406 and other vitaly important data are identified but no mention is
made of how this information should be adduced to confirm or reject the suitability
of a site. Such information must be collected, analyzed and adduced on a
continuing basis throughout the development of any repository.

Under General design requirements for subsurface operation a highly significant
statement concerning tne design of repository-i iModules is made. This
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concept should not *be limited to repositories where concurrent 
excavation and

emplacement of wastes are planned; it is not unlikely that 
even a suitable

repository site will not be uniformly satisfactory -n its properties. 
IModular

design enhances greatly the opportunity for using tnose parts 
of a site which

are suitable, without jeopardizing them by includir.n parts found to be less than

completely suitable.

In conclusion it is suggested that a systematic, hierarchical 
approach to the

establishment of geologic waste repositories is likely to facilitate 
the

development of defensible regulatory criteria, including those of a specific

nature, and that it is important to recognize that the establishment 
of a

repository is likely to be a continuing process of selection 
based on the

absence of any features which would disqualify a site or the 
repository within

it, from providing reasonable assurance that radioactive wastes 
will be isolated

from the biopshere adequately.

Yours sincerely,

Neville G. w. Cook
ViMember ONWI Earth Science Review Group

NG'rZ te



Department of Geolog&Ial Sciences

Conomell University
Ithaca, New York 14853

Mr. L.B. Myers
Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation
Battelle
505 King Ave.
Columbus, Ohio 43201 26 June 1980

Dear Mr. Myers,

,Enclosed are my comments on 10CFR60, sub-parts E-1. I apologize
for being tardy with this. My schedule during the past six weeks has
been so crowded that I simply have not had enough time to get everything
completed in time. I have very carefully studied this document, and
chose to be late rather than do a hasty job of it. I have sent copies
of these comments to the other members of the Earth Scienc Xiew Panel,
and to Dr. Carbienier. /

/



COMMNTS ON THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION DOCU!.E`T lOCFR60, TECHNICAL

CRITERIA FOR REGULATING GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE, IN

THE FEDERAL REGISTER OF 13 MAY 1980, PAGES 31393-31408.

-JOHN M. BIRD

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, N.Y. 14853.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Concern about the safe disposal of radioactive waste has led to the

general agreement that high-level wastes might best be buried within rocks

of the Earth's crust. This consensus is founded on the knowledge that

geologic features can be very old, and that a mined repository could be

essentially permanent and isolated from the biosphere during the time

required for isolation of the radioactive wastes. Essentially, two main

barriers are provided by geologic disposal, containment of the waste in

a waste-form and "package" that can be very resistant to leaching, and

utilization of rocks, that because of their composition, geometry, and

age, could prevent or retard possible migration, via ground water, of

the radioactive elements to the biosphere. The various proposals for

geologic waste-disposal utilize our knowledge of the behavior of rocks

and geologic processes, and our ability to determine the amounts of time

during which many various rocks and geologic features in the Earth's

crust have persisted.

For many centuries mankind bas extracted geological materials from

the Earth. Today,- we hive a hn.ghly dev.oxpued knnwledge and terenology of

mining, and exploratica for 0usefu rocks cmrd rtr.ala~r. Be ire'



basis for industrial economics is mineral and fuel extraction from the

crust of the Earth. Geologic disposal of radioactive waste involves

mining practice, however, with a very significant difference. What is

desired, the opposite of a mine, is to put radioactive waste into the

Earth so as to completely isolate it from the biosphere for times

sufficient to ensure complete safety. Unfortunately, the magnitude

and difficulty of this task have been underestimated until a few years

ago. Now the magnitude and difficulty are being overestimated, and

confused, in the context of the geologic aspects of the task. It is

known that many of the various ore bodies and other rock resources

mined by humans are hundreds, even thousands of millions of years old.

A very sophisticated technology exists for dating these rocks, and a

great deal is known about how these rocks have formed and persisted

during geologic time. We know a great deal about how to extract mineral

resources. That we want to know now is how to return something into the

Earth so that it stays there. Therefore, it is my view that, essentially,

we must utilize all those aspects of rocks, minerals, and geologic

processes that produce "permanent" geologic assemblages, for the design

and construction of a geologic repository. Rather than "fight" the

geologic environment by constructing an "unnatural" repository that would

inexorably be altered by geologic processes, we must construct a repository

of materials and within sites that can be demonstrated will remain in

geologic "equilibrium" at depth, for a time sufficient to insure complete.

isolation and immobilization of the waste. Appropriate rocks, analogs

of rocks and minerals, and geologic processes can be incorporated in the

design and construction in ways that erhance our conilden:e in the safety

and perqanerce of the repository. For ax=pl, thOn be63 generated by the



radioactive waste can be used to drive mineralogic reactions that further

seal the host-rocks and retard water-migration; waste cannisters can be

made of analogs of natural rocks and minerals having properties that

provide great inertness and strength. Mly view is that the underlying

philosophy for geologic disposal of radioactive waste should be to

utilize all the various geologic materials and processes that lead to

chemical stability and permanence as can be demonstrated in natural

geologic examples. In a sense, geologic disposal of radioactive waste

is the reverse of mining. Certainly there is nothing "new" about mining.

However, what we are attempting is to create a long-lasting geologic

feature rather than consuming one. The difficulty and magnitude of the

task can, I believe, be constrained and well-defined by existing geologic

knowledge. Our confidence in our ability to do so, and our confidence in

resulting repository designs, will be based on our understanding of

geology and geologic time rather than "expert" opinions. It is not enough

to satisfy a select group of experts that the design is viable and safe.

Although the repository must be evaluated and demonstrated to be safe in

the most rigorous ways by our most capable minde, it must also be under-

standable and acceptable to all concerned. We should be able to explain

and predict the behavior of the geologic repository in terms similar to

those used to explain a 150 million-year-old dinosaur skeleton to a

museum visitor.

It is with these views that I have studied lOCFPr60,E-l; I have

concentrated on those parts that are within my expertise, geology.

This is in many ways a very good document. It provides a great deal

of information ubtv~t vrlzut nspct- Of ;:rC:_Jo:, d tsth

must be completed. However, I irnd I'LL %l. .i:._a1 *i- I.1e ?.;ogin.



aspects of the task is, in places confused or lacking. The document

fairly states what the objectives are; however, it does not provide much

evidence of a basic understanding of geologic materials and processes,

and the opportunities for utilizing this knowledge to enhance the

permanence and safety of a mined repository. Rather, the document

reflects a lack of confidence and understanding in detail of the geologic

aspects of Geologic Disposal.

SPECIFIC COThMENTS

P. 31394, Nature of the Problem, 1st DaraeraDh. It is not clear how these

"five distinct problem areas", lifetime of the repository, physical extent,

waste/rock interaction, treatment of uncertainties, and human intrusions,

supercede other, more fundamental questions pertinent to regulation of

geologic disposal. Although they are important, there are other questions

of equal or greater importance, eg. the validity of the basic premises of

geologic disposal, the existence of appropriate sites, rocks, and limited

hydrologic conditions. Also, it can be argued that one or two large

repositories present problems that could be avoided by constructing many

small repositories. As more waste is concentrated into a single site,

the potential dangers increase significantly. A.E. Ringwood (pers. comm.

and pre-print, April, 1980) has argued that deep-drill-hole burial in

many sites has significant advantages. Has it been shown that large

repositories at a few sites are preferable to many small and therefore

dispersed, deep repositories?

P. 31395, no. 3, waste/rock interaction. 'The chemical and thermal

properties of the tasties undcto teds u'Ll:c. .IaE e a S,.Cant iL~ractiun

with the. rock unit into which they are 'iaA:e-" :ilthog1: .sliifitant



heat would be generated by the waste, and would affect the surrounding

rock, the statement implies that chemical reactions also would take place

between the waste and the rock. One would certainly hope not! The

technology exists to matrix the waste in extremely inert materials and

to encapsulate the waste-matrix material in containers and overpacks

that constitute a package that would prevent chemical reactions between

the waste and host-rock. The matrix material and container can be

constructed of analogs of minerals and rocks that are extremely inert,

resistant to leaching, and of very high mechanical strength. Their

behavior in repository conditions can be predicted from examples in the

geologic record.

P. 31395, no. 4, Treatment of uncertainties. The statement, "First

geologic disposal is an entirely new enterprise - no experience exists

with geologic disposal" is misleading. The endeavor of geologic disposal

of radioactive waste is not comparable in difficulty, for example, to

landing on the moon. A great deal of experience and technology already

exist to facilitate the task. What we want to do is, in a sense, the

reverse of mining. What we want to have is great confidence in the

permanence and safety of the resulting construction. Also, in the next

sentence, "based upon observations of the past" does not make sense.

What is intended, I believe, is - based on observations and interpretations

of the geologic record. The discussion of uncertainty is rather complex

and confusing. I would argue that a large number of "geologic and

hydrologic elements" in itself does not always lead to compoundrng

uncertainty. Would ore argue thnat a dctzil.te r~ap of the avers of the

U.S. is uncertain!? We must sc;.e' .Ty s.cEa't& ht J7Si'g UDsCft.eints



in geologic features or processes. Also, the last sentence is certainly

wrong. How is it possible to argue that temporal and spatial relations

are "separable aspects" of geologic disposal? This sentence supports

my earlier view that the document is in places lacking in geologic

understanding.

P. 31395, no. 5, Human intrusions. "The only logical recourse, since

engineering against human intrusion is impossible practically, is to

avoid targets, i.e. sites which may -invite such intrusion". If significant

amounts of spent fuel are put into a geologic repository, an ore body has

been created.

P. 31396, considerations, (1) systems approach. The concept of "natural

and engineered barriers" has led to considerable problems in assessing

geologic disposal schemes. I consider this section to be one of the best

examples in lOCFR part 60 of i lack of basic understanidng about the

geologic aspects of geologic disposal. If one argues that all of the

components of the repository must be made of geologic materials or analogs

of geologic materials, including the waste package, then "engineered

barriers" are not something comprised of an artificial material for which

there is no analog to be studied in the geologic record. In other words,

much of the discussion in this section is based on the view that the

repository will contain parts made of artificial materials that will

change or fail during the lifetime of the repository. It is stated that

"The state-of-the-art in the Earth sciences is such that all of the

uncertainties associated with these functions cnr. not be resolved through

consideration of tht gEc'tSe retiJ,;On. _sUs act vc. Ore Larth

sciences-can explain in great detail how rULs billi~os 0- .e. 7s -,ol



formed and have existed to the present. Given a specific geologic site,

many combinations of "engineered barriers" comprised of analogs of

geologic materials can be compared and selected in designs to reduce

or eliminate uncertainties about the performance of the repository.

The statement - "Engineering can be used to narrow the extent of

geologic processes which need to be considered in the rule making and

licensing processes; that is, engineering can be used to bound and/or

diminish the importance of certain geologic processes" - does not make

much sense. Essentially, this is a philosophy that one "fights" the

geologic features. I would argue that the repository must utilize the

geology and be comprised of geologic materials of known properties and

behavior under the conditions that would prevail in the geologic setting.

Finally, the statement "Similarly, to the greatest extent possible,

the performance of the engineered systems should-be insensitive to changes

in those characteristics and should provide a high degree of protection

by themselves" reflects a lack of understanding about the possibility of

introducing ingredients into the repository/waste package that in

anticipation of changes such as inflow of water, would be sensitive to

the change and react in such a way as to counter the adverse event.

Many such analogs of rock/mineral systems could be "engineered" from

our understanding of geologic environments and processes. These possible

ingredients for specific sites and anticipated processes need to be

studied in detail. They promise to greatly increase our confidence

about the behavior of a repository during its lifetime.

P. 31397, no. 3. ThF rat'n air F "The two

most important attri utes ofA. z.t .brU i a tAhst t bitU should



be geologically simple and stable so that the site can be easily understood

and so that there can be confidence that the ability of the site to contain

and isolate the wastes will remain viable for long times". I would ask

what constitutes "simple and stable". For example, basalt is not a

"simple" rock in-terms of its composition. What constitutes stability,

eg. tectonic stability, chemical stability, thermal stability, and to

what limits? In the second paragraph, - "their insensitivity to any

changes in the site characteristics so that there can be confidence in

the predictability of their performance over time"; this requirement is

wrong. It can be argued that one can engineer a "barrier" that would be

sensitive to a change, and would react so as to counter deleterious effects

of the change. For example, an overpack containing MgO would react with

entering water to produce brucite, Mg(OH) 2. The reaction has a significant

volume increase and could tend to seal the waterpathways and counter the

further encroachment of water.

P. 31397, no. 5, Codification of models in licensing process. The first

sentence of the second paragraph is too complex. Also, as stated in the

next sentence, I am not sure that it is a fact.- However, the point that

we should not rely solely on quantitative calculations and assessments in

developing technical criteria, or licensing, is very important. It is

well known that geologic features and processes have many variables.

Attempts at quantification can lead to a great deal of effort to solve

what might be relatively unimportant or ancillary questions.

P. 31398, 1st column, 17 lines from bottom, - a satisfactory if imprecise

margin of aateiy for s' t lte, . E d ri a con be

realized". What is an imprecise zIuargJis cr Afm;;y 1. do .lot t Jink It

would be satisfactory.



P. 31398. Ouestions (1). My view, from the preceding is no, the list of

considerations does not clearly, adequately and fully identify the

relevant issues involved in the disposal of high-level wastes.

P. 31399. Sub-part E. Technical Criteria, definitions. 'Expected

processes or events' - means those natural processes or events that are

likely to degrade the engineered elements of the geologic repository

during a given period after decommissioning." How are these processes

or events distinguished as being deleterious? Some might improve an

"engineered" barrier, as discussed earlier.

P. 31399, 2nd column, overpack. - "any additional receptable (sic),

wrapper, box or other structure" - I would suggest adding material to

the list because a component of the overpack might not be only structural.

P. 31399, 3rd column, stability. The definition-is too imprecise, and

does not make clear the distinction between rate of natural processes

versus events of short duration during the specified period of the next

10,000 years.

P. 31399, 3rd column, underground facility. Seals might be made of

geologic materials and be part of the engineered structure.

P. 31400, Siting requirements, (a) general requirements. It is not clear

what "not so complex" means. For example, the tectonics of salt domes

can be very complex and the petrology of the rock salt relatively simple.-

The tectonics of plateau basalts is relatively simple whereas the petrology

of the basalt is quite complex. This is an Important requirement and its

intentions must De made quite clear. Uader 1'!3 -%)`he Naturbl coaditions



include geologic, tectonic, hydrologic and climatic process". "Tectonic"

and "hydrologic" are part of the geology of a site and should not be

distinguished as separate "natural conditions". In (i) following, on

what basis was 100 kms selected. The list of objectives of understanding

the geology and climate of a site preclude specifying such a distance

before-hand. This distance would have to be evaluated on a site-by-site

basis.

P. 31401, 1st column. (8). Under (ii) - have not been exploited but are

exploitable under present technology and mbrket conditions". This is an

important task. However, it is not clear why, in terms of the desire to

understand the possibilities of human intrusion, why the resources would

be estimated using present market conditions. For example, one hundred

years ago, a large copper ore body became uneconomic if the grade of the

ore went below approximately 14X. Today, such an ore body would be valuable.

P. 31401, 2nd column, (i)-(vi). At what level would all of these questions

and tasks be resolved? I very much doubt that all of the fractures, for

example, at a given site could be recorded; how would the "bulk geomechanical

properties" be recorded, and at what level of detail, etc? These topics

constitute a list of things that, from a geologic point of view, could

never be "satisfied" beyond some level of accuracy and description. To

present such a list in the way\it is here again reflects a lack of

judgement and understanding of geologic features, processes, and the ways.

they are studied.

P. 31401, 3rd cowiunlj -s'i". Present. m.:..et :zonDitions should not be

used, as discussed praviously.



P. 31401. 3rd column, (2)-(ii). "There is evidence of dissolutioning,

such as karst features, breccia pipes, or insoluble residues". Many

breccia pipes are not the result of "dissolutioning", such as diatremes.

Many sedimentary rocks contain evidence of dissolutioning, such as

styolites in limestone, and clay mineral segregations in rock salt.

These features would not necessarily be potentially adverse natural

conditions in a site. Also, under (iv) what amount of activity of the

fault would be serious? It can be argued that all faults are active,

even very ancient and "inactive" ones, because of tidal forces and plate

movement. It is very important that (i) through (vii) be re-written and

very carefully considered. These statements are based on the premise.

that any geologic "activity" would be detrimental to the site. One can

argue that the converse might be true in the context of using geologic

processes to enhance the repository design! _

P. 31402, (4) Potentially adverse natural conditions - geochemical,

following to design requirements. This section is confusing and imprecise.

It reflects a lack of understanding of potential benefits of ground water

on sealing certain kinds of rock. Although it is true that waste-generated

heat would tend to increase water flow, it is also possible that such an

effect might be utilized to drive mineralogic reactions that would seal

fractures and effectively prevent the water from reaching the waste

package. This section reflects the general assumption that water in

the repository site is always an adverse condition. We are not yet sure

that this is so.

P. ,1402, Design Iui-;.eIt. x . ro.:ve sigatfic.;.t u i.on this

section. I found It' to be clear anœ well th-i.L ht-o'ur, asd tht best pa rt

of the 10CER60 document.

I
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Bechtel National, Inc.
Engineers - Constructors

LEPR _6GO© Fifty Beale Street

B'OND RUL _SanFrancisco, California
(c1 Fl3,3q lAddress: P.O Box aOn FrunCjnd.CA 419

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch ARC

Subject: Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
on Technical Criteria for Regulating I
Geologic Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Waste

Gentlemen:

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments during this formulative
stage of developing technical criteria for regulating geologic disposal
of high-level radioactive waste. In general, we are pleased that the NRC
is developing such licensing criteria; however, we are disappointed with
the unrealistic, arbitrary and imprecise nature of much of the current
draft. We hope that the NRC final criteria will recognize the need for
flexibility to allow greater realization of the benefits from existing
geologic evidence, tested engineering practice, and future scientific
innovation. In this regard, we request the NRC to take careful note of
the information which will be generated and evaluated during the forth-
coming Waste Confidence Rulemaking (44 FR-61372) and not to finalize
these proposed technical criteria until that proceeding is complete, and
the findings derived therefrom have been carefully considered.

Detailed comments from our review of the proposed technical criteria based
on our engineering and construction experience are attached. In addition,
we offer the following general comments which are more philosophical in
nature and which underlie many of the more detailed comments of the attach-
ment:

* Reasonable Assurance of Conformance to EPA Standards - The
most significant of the overall repository performance objec-
tives defined in Section 60.111 of the technical criteria is
for the DOE to provide reasonable assurance that, after
decommissioning, the isolation of the radioactive waste will.
conform to the applicable environmental standards established
by the EPA. A major portion of this proposed rule deals with
what the NRC considers to be necessary to provide this reason-
able assurance. In dealing withl this questicn, we believe
that the NRC has placed xmaue emphasis on the nature of the
uncertainties asuocirred vrtth tr'nsiert of t;tic. ta;'hrough

!r, OrM. .
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the geosphere to the exclusion of other important consider-
ations such as: the extent to which uncertainties can be
negated or made inconsequential by bounding analysis and
design; the very large costs in both time and effort associated
with quantifying and reducing uncertainties; and the incremental
magnitude of risks associated with residual uncertainties.
The deficiencies in the NRC approach are evidenced not only
by the tone of the supplementary information and the excessive
conservatism of the proposed criteria, but also by the working
draft of the bases and rational document which was placed in
the NRC Public Document Room for inspection. This working
draft deals almost exclusively with the uncertainties associ-
ated with geologic/hydrologic site characteristics, waste
transport models, and supporting data. Little or no informa-
tion or rationale is provided on the extent to which these
uncertainties impact the risk to the public health and safety,
or how these uncertainties when found to be safety significant
can be reduced in importance by conservative design and analysis.
Bechtel believes that the NRC requirements could be greatly
simplified and the apparent excessive conservatisms removed
if these additional factors in dealing with the question of
reasonable assurance are given adequate attention.

* Codification of Models - The staff's position "not to require
modeling to be the primary decision tool to determine the
capability of the geologic repository to contain and isolate
waste from the biosphere", as stated in the Supplementary
Information, is unfounded and inappropriate. Models are generally
recognized as the primary means for assessment of all complex
technological systems where neither direct experience nor
recourse to experimental verification exists. They are the
means to systematically and logically express the sum of our
knowledge (both factual and judgemental) concerning the behavior
of a system under a postulated set of conditions. In addition,
models can and should be used as a means to unify "expert
opinion" so as to eliminate controversy and the imposition of
arbitrary and capricous judgements on an ad hoc basis.
Qualitative factors and judgements can be readily incorporated
into models to assure that they provide conservative predictions
of system behavior and adequately bound or account for the
uncertainties of our knowledge. Furthermore, requirements can
be established that require models to predict acceptable system
behavior under a set of initial conditions that are extreme or
even incredible. Consequently, the staff's arguments that
models cannot accurately predict the behavior of a repository
system .do not detract from the fact that models can and should
be used as the primary decision tool for system assessment.

* Retrievability - The liklihood of having to retrieve nuclear
waste once a license has beei. grpned and the wasCe! has bcen
emplaced In the cso1^ -,ri dm ,E.:,d s la - . I;
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fact, it is difficult to foresee any circumstances where this
would be required. Paragraphs 60.111(a)(3), 60.132(b)(2),
60.132(c)(3), and 60.135 define design requirements for a
retrievability period which extends 50 years beyond termination
of waste emplacement operations, and require that the wastes be
retrieved in about the same period of time as that during which
they were emplaced. These requirements are much too conserva-
tive, have no apparent justification, are extremely costly with
little or no benefit in terms of risk reduction to the public
and, for some geologic media, are probably not obtainable.
In the case of a salt repository, where creep allowance would
be required, mining of a much larger cavity at greatly increased
cost would be required, and maintenence of the mined opening
to permit retrievability might be impossible. Furthermore,
the additional excavation required would diminish the future
isolation integrity of the repository. The 50-year requirement
would probably rule out all soft rocks such as salt and shale
which otherwise might serve as excellent repository media. As
an alternative, a 10-year retrievability period is suggested.

m Waste Package Integrity - The requirement that the waste package
integrity be maintained for 1000 years with full or partial
water saturation of the repository area is excessively conserva-
tive and cannot be justified if the other requirements for siting
and design of the repository system have been achieved. Such an
occurrence should be incredible if the repository has been
properly sited and designed. It should be noted, however, that
even if the waste package should fail in considerably less than
1000 years due to hypothetical water intrusion, the consequences
to the public health and safety would be negligible unless the
geology/hydrology of the repository area also changed drastically
in that short geologic time period. If such arbitrary and
totally unfounded postulations are to be made, geologic disposal
of nuclear waste may be ruled out entirely.

a As Low As Reasonably Achievable (AIARA) - ALARA should not be
applied to a new technology where an experience base does not
exist and cost-benefit analyses have not been performed. How-
ever, if the provision is retained in the regulation, guidance
should be given for performing the cost-benefit analysis. An
example of this type of guidance is indicated by the following
statement from 1OCFR50, Appendix I:

".....the applicant shall include in the radwaste system
all items of reasonably demonstrated technology that,
when added to the system sequentially and in order of
diminishing cost-benefit return, can for a favorable
cost-benefit ratio effect reduction in dose to the
population....As an interim measure and until establish-
ment and adoption of better values (or other appropriate
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criteria) the values of $1,000 per total body man-rem
and $1,000 per man-thyroid-rem (or such less values as
may be demonstrated to be suitable in a particular case)
shall be used in this cost-benefit analysis."

When the ALARA approach is used, it is generally recognized
that a "de minimus" level has not been achieved. For waste
repositories, it is expected that for most repository breach
scenarios (with the possible exception of human intrusion)
it can be shown that de minimus levels of radiation exposure
will be achieved. For this reason it is recommended that the
ALARA objective be deleted.

It is our hope that you will find
useful in finalizing the proposed
of high-level radioactive waste.
this important matter, I would be
staff. -

these comments and those of the attachment
technical criteria for geologic disposal
Should you have any further questions on
pleased to provide the assistance of my

Very truly yours,

a624I. ,
Ashton J. 0' nnell
Vice President

AJO/tf
Attachment

cc: John F. Ahearne



Attachment 1

DETAILED COMMENTS ON NRC PROPOSED TECHNICAL-CRITERIA FOR 10 CFR PART 60

Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Waste as published in Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 94 - Tuesday, May 13, 1980.

Supplementary Information

1. The discussion contained in this section approaches the development of a
HLW repository from a very negative point of view. The section portrays
a lack of confidence on the part of the NRC to deal with uncertainties,
and emphasizes potential shortcomings of geologic repositories by state-
ments like "such disposal of HLW is separable into five distinct problem
areas"when not all of the areas identified may be problems, "waste
undoubtedly will have a significant interaction with the rock" which we
would not expect to be true over the time frames of interest, "no way to
reasonably limit the variety of human activities which might compromise
a forgotten repository", "engineering against human intrusion is impos-
sible practically", "the site should be geologically simple... so that
the site can be easily understood", "mistakes will occur", and "human
intrusion cannot be prevented." Such absolute statements are negatively
oriented and could lead to public misunderstanding and lack of confidence.
Both overly negative and overly positive statements that tend to prejudge
the concept of geologic disposal should be avoided.

Section 60.2 - Definitions

2. The definition of items "important to safety" does not include engineered
items which are important for assuring the long term isolation of the
waste from the biosphere, e.g., the waste form, container and overpack.
Should such items be considered within the definition of important to
safety?

3. The definition of "important to safety" uses the words "without undue
risk to the health and safety of the public". Due to lack of specificity,
this qualitative definition has caused much difficulty in the licensing
of reactors. It is recommended that the definition be quantified to
specifically apply to items essential to the prevention or mitigation
of the consequences of operational accidents that could result in
exceeding some defined radiological release or exposure limits.

4. The term "unreasonable risk" is employed in Paragraphs 60.101(b) and
60.171(b). Is this intended to be the same as "undue risk" used in
Paragraph 60.2 or to have a different meaning? Please clarify.

5. Paragraphs 60.133(b)(4)(iii) and 6O.i;1(b) use the term "safety related",
in one case referring to safety ralated otruztures, systems or components,
and in the other to flmrcions of structvres, systems or components.



Are these intended to be the same as structures, systems and components
"important to safety"? In 10 CFR Part 50 the nuclear industry has
lived with an ambiguity between these terms for many years. It is
recommended that the same conflict not be repeated in Part 60. It
would seem that the requirements should consistently refer to functions
of structures, systems and components important to safety, or it
should be stated that the terms'Lmportant to safety"and 'afety related"
as applied to equipment functions are synonymous.

6. The term "single failure" is used in Paragraph 60.132(b)(8)(i) but
is not defined. It is not clear whether this refers to an "active"
failure or both "active" and "passive" failures. In nuclear plants,
the single failure applies to a single active failure unrelated to
the initiating event. Is this intended here? Single failure should
be defined in Section 60.2.

7. The definition of "TRU waste" should be more specific since as currently
defined spent fuel could be classified as either HLW or TRU waste.
Is this overlap intended or are the definitions of TRU waste and HLW
meant to be mutually exclusive as is implied by the criteria of Para-
graph 60.111 (c)(3)?

Section 60.111 - Performance Objectives

8. 60.111(a)(1) - This paragraph specifies exposure or release limits
during normal operation but does not specify limits for operational
accidents. Should limits comparable to those of 10 CFR Part 100 apply?
It should be noted that, due to the nature of potential releases from.
repositoriesunder both normal and accident conditions, exposure limits
need to be expressed in terms of dose commitments to critical organs
for a defined time period.

9. 60.111(a)(3) - We recommend that the retrievability period be shortened
to extend for no more than 10 years beyond the waste emplacement date.
Such a requirement would appear to be as arbitrary as the proposed
50-year requirement, but would have the advantages of much reduced cost
and assuring the continued viability of soft rock media, while still
satisfying EPA requirements.

10. 60.111(a)(3) - The basis upon which a decision could be made to retrieve
the waste in not clear. Certainly the decision could not be expected
to derive from the monitoring program of Paragraph 60.137 in a 50-year
period if the system had been found to satisfy regulatory requirements
for long-term barrier performance. Rather such a decision to retrieve
would have to be based on some other type of data or predicted environ-
mental occurrence. However, in the highly unlikly event that a decision
were made to rem ove the waste, the requirement to provide fcr retriev-
ability within a time per~id tbat Is altcnr the same as that in which
it was emplaced seems to heve little or no justification considering
the low probabi1ity of havitg *o pe forr this operation and the



relatively large'costs, difficulties, and timeframe associated with
having to ship and dispose of the wastes at some other location.
Therefore,'it is recommended that the requirements for'the retrieval
timeframe be deleted from the overall retrieval requirement.

11. 60.111(c)(2) - The first paragraph of this section states that waste
package integrity must be maintained for the first 1000 years given
various water flow conditions including full or partical saturation
of the underground facility. Paragraph 60.111(c)(2)(i) then requires
that the design environment.-for the waste packages promotes the 1000-
year package integrity without full or partial water saturation required.
Thus, if the initial requirement is intended, the requirement of Para-
graph 60.111(c)(2)(i) appears superfluous.

Paragraph 60.111(c)(2)(ii) is even more confusing in that it states
that the 1000-year integrity requirement must be satisfied (presumably
without water saturation) but that some of the waste disolves soon
after decommissioning. The statement is self-contradicting and should
be deleted.

12. 60.111(c)(3) - After 1000 years, it should be assumed that the waste
packaging (engineered system) has performed its required function and
that it is then the function of the remaining barriers in conjunction
with the leach rate of the waste material (waste form) to assure that
the EPA criteria for radioactivity release'to the biosphere are not
exceeded. Thus, it is unneccessary and inappropriate to stipulate a
maximum leak rate from the engineered system after 1000 years. This
type of requirement adds nothing to the reduction of risk to the public
since it is not likely to influence the waste package design, but it
could cause considerable difficulty and delay in the licensing process
assuming demonstration of the criteria is necessary. This same comment
applies to the TRU waste packaging where the leak rate criterion is
applied starting at decommissioning.

Section 60.121 - Site and Environs Ownership and Control

13. 60.121(c) - Limiting institutional controls to only 100 years is
overly conservative. Although the controlling organizations of today
may not be the same ones 500 years from now, it is not unreasonable
to assume that there will be some controlling authority. Past history
has shown that civilized and conscience authority has been present at
least since the end of feudalism (1000 to 1200 A.D.). Hence, planned
and planning organizations have been present for the past 700 to 900
years.

Section 60.122 - Siting Requirements

14. 60.122(a)(2) - "Geologic" Includes "te.:zcnic". If tectonic is segregated
out, then other geologic aspects should be segregated also.



15. 60.122(a)(2) - The rule requires investigation and evaluation of
"natural conditions" and "human activities" that can affect various
repository activities. However, subsequent paragraphs (i), (ii),
(iii) seem to be directed toward "natural conditions" only. It is
recommended that combining the terms "natural conditions" and "human
activities" should be avoided. They are very separate.

16. 60.122(a)(2)(i) - The paragraph requires the conduct of investigations
over a radius of 100 km, however, the amount of detail required is
not indicated. The investigations should be performed-in much less
detail beyond the first 2 km.

17. 60.122(a)(3) - The paragraph asks for "representative and bounding
values" for "human activities and natural events" for three items.
Two of the items, (ii) and (iii), ask for "demonstration" of natural
events only, which is not compatible with "representative and bounding".
It is recommended that sections (ii) and (iii) be combined and made a
separate number, e.g. (4).

18. 60.122(a)(5) - The paragraph requests site investigations be done in
such a manner to produce minimal adverse effects on long term perfor-
mance. Early shafts, particularly on multiple sites as requested by
the Commission, could produce significant adverse effects.

19. 60.122(a)(7) - The DOE is required to "continuously" assess and verify
changes. An assessment and verification time period should be stipulated.

20. 60.122(a)(8) - The request is made to assess the site within 100 km
radius using available literature. However, it is also requested to
use geologic and geophysical information to evaluate mineral deposits.
It it the intention of the commission to require geologic or geophysical
surveys if none are available? Furthermore, the resource assessment
should be in far less detail beyond say the first 10 km from the center
of the site.

21. 60.122(a)(9)(i) - The paragraph calls for characterization of fractures,
etc., of the "host rock and confining units"; however, in some cases
(e.g. granite) there may be no confining unit, and if there is it may
not be within the "volume of rock" defined at the beginning of Para-
graph (9).

22. 60.122(a)(9)(iii) thru (vi) - Is it intended that the term "in situ"
imply a shaft to repository level to acquire data? If so, this intent
should be clearly stated. However, we believe that in situ tests in
shafts and drifts are necessary only for site validation purposes after
site selection. It should be noted that in situ determinations in a
host rock will not guarantee that t!le measured condition exists through-
out the repository.



23. 60.122(a)(9) - The last paragraph of this section states that "the
Department shall assume that the volume will extend a horizontal dis-
tance of 2 km....", whereas the first paragraph of this section
indicates the applicant shall determine what volume of rock will be
significantly affected by construction of the geologic repository.
We believe that determining in situ properties for a volume at least
2 km from the limits of the repository and 1 km deep is excessive
for this purpose.

24. 60.122(b) - The statement "the presence of any of the potential adverse
human activities or natural conditions will give rise to a presumption
that the geologic repository will not meet the performance objectives"
is extreme and could rule out many excellent sites. There is no basis
for this presumption from the presence of such activities or conditions.

25. 60.122(b)(2)(i) - The word "extreme" should be defined.

26. 60.122(b)(2) (ii) - "Karst features", "breccia pipes" and especially
"insoluble residues" are not necessarily "extreme" bedrock incisions.

27. 60.122(b)(2)(iii) - Such evidences are often not extreme bedrock
incisions.

28. 60.122(b)(2)(iv) - The term "near field" should be defined.

29. 60.122(b)(2)(v) - Having a "higher seismicity" is certainly not an
extreme bedrock incision, and may not even be a potential hazard.

30. 60.122(b)(2)(vii) - A higher than regional geothermal gradient may not
*be extreme.

31. 60.122(b)(3)(iv) - A length of "a few hundred meters" is too vague
and should be defined.

32. 60.122(b) - The section at the end of 60.122(b) that rebuts requirements
stated earlier is confusing and should be incorporated in the individual
sections.

33. 60.122(c) - Several references are made to a host rock possessing "to
the extent practicable" certain characteristics (page 31402, middle
column). While one can probably understand what the Commission is
suggesting, the meaning is diffused with the use of "practicable".
Rocks cannot possess favorable characteristics as practicable.

34. 60.122(c)(1)(i) - Requirement may be too stringent and not attainable.

35. 60.122(c)(1)(ii)(a) - "Long flow paths" should be defined. Does this
imply distance or time? Time ta)uld be preferab'se.

36. 60.122(c)(1)(111)(b) -- "Suvr o if!inS c-xUiriuS uaits" aned Nuct possess
tingtive -rht-t Iift .:J cr cko .- mt-f.Catior
to the host rock.--



37. 60.122(c)(2)(v) thru (vii) - These sections do not fit in 60.122(c)(2).

Section 60.132 - Design Requirements

38. 60.132(b)(4)(i) - The requirement to "minimize" the release of radio-
active materials in effluents during normal operations should be
deleted. The requirement to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 20
which requires ALARA has already been specified.

39. 60.132(c)(2)(ii) - A regulatory requirement for design optimization
is inappropriate. It should only be necessary to demonstrate with
reasonable assurance that safety and environmental requirements have
been met.

40. 60.132(c)(6)(i) - This requirement should be deleted. The requirement
implies that the definition of "important to safety" is not adequate
for all components. If this is the case, the definition should be
changed. Determining that certain components are important to safety
by regulation in advance of design is not defensible.

41. 60.132(c)(6)(ii) - This requirement prejudges the design and prevents
the DOE from using more desirable equipment or mitigating devices
should they be available. At most, the requirement should specify
a no-free-fall characteristic.

42. 60.132(c)(9)(ii) - "Geologic repository operations area" should
replace the word "repository". This requirement also implies that
water will be allowed to flow into or from the repository operations
area. Please clarify.

43. 60.132(d)(3) thru (5) - The portions of these paragraphs that dictate
techniques instead of specifying objectives and standards should be
deleted. During the licensing review, the NRC can review the techniques
or methods developed to meet the standards imposed.

44. 60.132(f)(3)(i) and (ii) - Change the concept of this requirement to
one of reducing hazards and potential for errors to aceptable levels.
The Department cannot demonstrate that minima have been achieved for
these items.

Section 60.133 - Waste Package and Emplacement Environment

45. 60.133(a)(1) - Revise this requirement merely to give acceptable
standards. Optima cannot be demonstrated.

46. 60.133(a)(5) - Revise this requirement. Delete the specification for
waste package tests to verify performwnce objectives. This is not
possible. Waste packaga life can lie verified only by an analysis
based on test data that indicate perfonwance requirements are likely
to be met. Delete the refnverce tc 650.143(a)'2). It is ant necessary
toJ test &:aste s.nz" ' ' :'- .: *.ro nt. -coctzrdisec..



Section 60.135 - Retrieval of Waste

47. 60.135 - Revise this requirement to say that the EPA standards covering
release shall be met. Whether packages are intact and whether all
material is recovered is immaterial. And it is impossible to predict
and guarantee compliance. For example, there may be a very small
fraction of waste packages that are not intact even at the time they
are emplaced.

Section 60.137 - Monitoring Programs

48. 60.137(a) and (c) - Define the terms, "site" and "engineered elements
of the geologic repository".

49. 60.137 - Delete the requirement to monitor through the period of
institutional controls. This monitoring cannot verify in the short
term that EPA standards will be met through millions of years. And
in the short term of say, 1000 years, there is no undetected way
enough nuclear material can be transported and released to exceed
EPA standards. Monitoring prior to decommissioning should be sufficient.

General

50. The criteria requires the avoidance of resources that are economically
exploitable, and in Paragraph 60.122(b)(2)(vii) includes as such a
-resource "I... a high and anomalous geothermal gradient relative to
the regional geothermal gradient". However, we also should acknowledge
that the placement of heat-producing materials in a repository will
build up the surrounding temperatures to a level that might be
interpreted by a future explorer as just such a high and anomalous
geothermal gradient. Thus, we must conclude that we can have adminis-
trative controls for longer than 100 years, or we must not entice the
explorer by allowing temperatures to rise to the level that he might
interpret as being of interest. The term "high" needs to be defined.

In this regard, it is perhaps important to categorize the wastes by
a thermal characteristic, as well as the radioactive characteristics,
with the distinction being the time period during which the surrounding
media temperature will be increasing (due to a heat generation rate
that is greater than the heat dissipation rate) and a time period
after which the surrounding media will have essentially returned to
normal background temperatures. (It always will be somewhat above
ambient.)

51. We suggest that the Criteria should provide general guidelines defining
technical criteria for a safe HLW repository. To attempt to include
every conceivable qualification that may or may not occur or may or
may not be important for the suitability of a site will invite never
ending challenges from intervenors and a correspondingly unnecessary
lengthening of the repository licensinv provess. For examoJe, state-
ments like "Thern is a f'ul t nr fr2cro.de zonn! irresective of age of



last movement, which has a horizontal length of more than a few
hundreds of meters' (page 31402, line 28) is unreasonable as a
technical criterion and is only a means by which an otherwise
adequate site can be disqualified. It would be to the advantage of
the program if those working to develop a safe repository could feel
confident that the rules outlined in the 10 CFR Part 60 were directed
toward licensing a repository, not away from it. Presently the NRC
is working toward revising 10 CPR Part 100 to remove some of the
specific details which the NRC has found are unrealistic or unnecessary.
It seems that this type of problem should be avoided in 10 CFR Part 60.

52. There is need for improving the paragraph and respective subparts
numbering system. As it now stands, referencing or finding a particular
subpart is very cumbersome.
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Secretary &
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory, Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

ATTENTION: Docketing and Service Branch

SUBJECT:. Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal, High-Level
Radioactive Wastes

Dear Sir:

This is in response to your advance notice of proposed rulemaking 1OCFR Part 60,
"Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal High-Level Radioactive
Waste."

Westinghouse has the following general comments on the specific questions raised
in the "Supplementary Information" section:

a. Instead of focusing on performance of the repository system (NRC Consideration
1), the draft criteria specify performance standards for major components
of the system (NRC Consideration 2). These component performance standards
should be-eliminated. We believe it is essential that the criteria focus
on performance of the overall system and on protecting current and future
generations.

b. The list of considerations should be expanded to acknowledge that the draft
technical criteria apply to a repository which will not be operational
before 1997, according to latest Administration schedules. The initial
rule should develop performance goals and requirements for the overall
system. The current draft criteria incorrectly specify engineering design
requirements. Instead, the criteria should provide the future designer and
analyst with guidelines that allow the latitude necessary to accommodate
repositories in various geologic media, advances in technology, and the
influence of complementary regulations such as EPA Standards. We do not
believe that these aspects have been thoroughly considered. For instance,
paragraph 60.132 "design requirements" are ton specific in addressing shaft
and borehole sealing, conveyance design, and water control requirements.

*t~r 'X -, 7 12.{f.7A0.s. v~
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In being so specific, they arbitrarily constrain the benefit of future
research and development or suitability of a specific site. Paragraph
60.111 refers to as yet unestablished EPA performance standards but is.
very specific in defining release rates for the repository. Conversely,
the technical criteria also contains words like significant, optimized,
reasonable, likely, etc. when addressing other issues. These areas must
be kept to a minimum to discourage future conflicts in interpretation.

c. The Commission should consider requiring the Department of Energy to
conduct early demonstrations of repository disposal systems in various
geologic media such as those proposed in House Bill H.R. 7418. This
would allow the Commission to develop the lOCFR60 regulations in conjunction
with the design, construction, and operation of the required system
demonstrations.

d. Many of the draft technical criteria are not reasonable or realistic, and
as such do not deal with the issues in an appropriate manner. In addition
to specifying engineering design requirements (see comment b above), many
of the numerical criteria appear to be arbitrarily selected. For example,
this sense of arbitrary requirements exist in sections dealing with
retrievability and resource assessment. It should also be recognized
that numerical criteria apply to unique conditions which may not be
generically applicable.

e. The planned NRC environmental impact statement should justify proposed
numerical criteria with cost/benefit analyses as required for such statements.

Additional detailed comments are provided in the attachment. Westinghouse fully
recognizes the national importance of nuclear waste management, and is prepared
to assist in any way possible in the resolution of our comments.

Very truly yourr

Attachment



ATTACHMENT - DETAILED COMMENTS ON ADVANCE NOTICE
OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

1. General - As noted in our comment letter, we believe that many of the draft

technical criteria are not reasonable or realistic, and as such do not deal

with the issues in an appropriate manner. We recommend the following

significant changes:

a. Component performance standards should be eliminated. Instead,

the criteria should focus on the performance of the overall

system and on protecting current and future generations.

b. The considerations should acknowledge that these draft criteria

apply to a repository which will not be operational before 1997.

Engineering design requirements should be deleted from the criteria.

This is needed to provide the latitude to accommodate advances in

technology, and future knowledge gained on various geologic media.

c. Numerical criteria should be justified by both technical analyses

and by cost/benefit analyses.

2. General - Based on comment 1 above, significant changes will be required in

the technical criteria. Our additional comments, listed below, are provided as

illustrative examples. These do not represent a complete set of detailed

comments on the draft technical criteria.

3. Considerations (6) Retrievability - The time period for retrievability of

50 years after decommissioning seems excessively long. When coupled with

up to a 40-year repository operational period, it could require that some
mined portions of the repository remain fully operational for 90 years. To
design and construct the repository openings for this period of time and

to maintain them for this period of time could add very considerable expense
to the repository. It would seem appropriate and reasonable to require a

shorter retrievability period after start of waste emplacement (10 to 15

years) in which the major concerns about long term effects are reasonably

answered and confirmed. After this point in time, going back in for retrieval

could require some remining and addiricnal operbtions. However, the potential

for having to perfcrim those oprrt4CknS i: c(l4t.e fill. It w>ua'd te 'oetter
to face the small potential of tt.ese ceo l- ;oneraions thn 10 require the
expensive, very long r trieval ptericd 5 c-,es1gr.ed irIto every -epository.
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4. 60.2 - Under definitions, the definition of "barrier" should be expanded

to include materials or structures which function to reduce corrosion and

modify or exclude groundwater and thus prevent anything from getting to

the radioactive waste to move it outward. As written, the barrier function

only covers retardation of radionuclide movement outward.

5. 60.101 (e) - We believe the first sentence of this subparagraph should state

that the "subsequent sections assume that disposal will not be in saturated

media".

6. 60,111(a)(2) - This subparagraph refers to as yet unestablished Environmental

Protection Agency performance standards which will apply to radioactive

waste releases to the accessible environment after repository decommission-

ing. As such, it seems premature to specify an annual release rate 005

of 1000 year inventory per year) without guidance from the EPA.

7. 60.111(a-)(3) - The last sentence requires that retrievability be accomplished

in about the same period of time as that during which the wastes were

emplaced. There is no technical justification for this requirement. The

designer should estimate the time required for retrieval and design the

underground structure to permit retrievability to be accomplished over the

estimated time period. Since retrieval is not expected to occur, the design

of the waste package should not be unnecessarily influenced by the time

required for retrieval, which could be the case if a specified time require-

ment is imposed.

8. Paragraph 60.111, item (c) (1) and (2) - The footnote to these subparagraphs

notes that these sections apply only to HLW. In fact, the entire regulation

applies only to HLW and, as such, item (c) (3) should not distinguish

between HLW and TRU waste. If a distinction is necessary, reference should

be made in item (c) (3) (ii) to long-lived actinides contained within HLW

such that the applicability of this regulation would not be confused.
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9. 60.111(c)(1) - The beginning of this paragraph states that the waste

packages shall be designed so that radionuclides will be "contained".

Referring to the definitions of 60.2, "containment" means keeping radio-

active waste within a designated boundary. In the case of the 60.111(c)(1)

requirement, what is the designated boundary? One would assume that the

designated boundary is the boundary of the waste package, but does this

include the retrievable package or all components emplaced (such as a liner

that might be preplaced)? This should be clarified.

This subparagraph also requires waste packages to contain all radionuclides

for at least 1000 years given expected processes and events as well as various

water flow conditions. These two requirements are not compatible. The

assumption of full or partial saturation as part of expected processes and

events is overly conservative and unreasonable. These types of conditions

would most likely occur only as a result of gross failure of the geologic

environment and all engineered systems, the very conditions against which

the geologic environment and engineered systems were selected.

10. 60.111(c)(2)(ii) - This subparagraph requires the design of the underground

facility to contain all radionuclides within the first 1000 years after

decommissioning. In addition to expected processes and events, it requires

the assumption that "some of the waste dissolves soon after decommissioning".

This assumption appears overly conservative. Major efforts and expense are

going into waste package design to contain all wastes for at least 1000

years so an assumption that some dissolves immediately after decommissioning

is inconsistent.

Also, what is the "designated boundary" for containment? It cannot be the

boundary of the underground facility since, after decommissioning, the boundary

is not longer definable. What is important is that radionuclides not reach

the accessible environment for 1000.years. This is accomplished by providing

a waste package that will last for 1000 years and, in case of failure of the

package, a geologic barrier that provides a radionuclide travel time of 1000

years as required by SO.111(c)(4)(iii).
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11. 60.111(c)(3) - The title of this section should be "Overall Performance of

the Engineered System After the Containment Period."

12. 60.121(c) - The last sentence indicates that institutional controls should

not be assumed to persist for more than 100 years. Based-on past history,

this assumption is unnecessarily conservative. Also, the time assumed for

institutional controls to exist should be specified to start after decommission-

ing.

13. 60.122(a)(2)(i) - The 100 kilometer radius specified for investigations has

no technical basis. The area surrounding the repository site should be

investigated to the extent required to characterize the principal features

of the geologic regions in which the repository will reside. The extent of

this area is site specific.

14. 60.122(a)(7) - This paragraph requires continuous verification and assessment

of changes in site conditions. This is impractical if the word "continuous"

is interpreted literally. Furthermore, there is no indication of how long

this should be carried out.

15. 60.122(a)(8) - This paragraph requires estimates of all resources. This can

be an endless job depending on the interpretation of "all" and the definition

of a "resource."

16. 60.122(a)(9) - Many of the properties and characteristics required to be

determined by the subparagraphs of this section are impossible or impractical

to obtain in the implied detail without adversely affecting the future

integrity of the repository.. Also, use of field tests in lieu of on site

in-situ tests and off site in-situ test where appropriate, should be allowed.

17. 60.122(b) - The applicability of this section should refer to Paragraph

60,122(a)(9), (2 kilometers from the limits of the repository) rather than

item (a)(8), (within 100 kilometers of the site).
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18. 60.122(b)(1) - In the draft technical criteria, paragraph 60.122(b)(1)

"Potentially adverse human activities" the repeated use of the word "reasonable"

when assessments are made may well lead to significant controversy. Better

definitions would be appropriate and quantification best, if such were

possible.

19. 60.122(b)(1)(iii) - This subparagraph indicates that the presence of

economically exploitable resources would disqualify a site. This is overly

restrictive since it will be difficult to find a site where no resources

exist (again, what is the definition of resource). This restriction makes

some sense in the case of a rare commodity, but not in the case of a commodity

that is widely available since the probability of that commodity being sought

for-at the precise location of the repository is low.

20. 60.122(b)(1)(iv) - Resource assessments should be limited to the net compara-

tive value of the resource since this value and not the gross value will

determine the probability of recovery.

21. 60.122(b)(4)(1) - This paragraph is confusing and appears to be unnecessary.

22. 60.132(b)(2) - The option to overpack rather than decontaminate retrieved

waste should be maintained,

23. 60.132(c)(2)(i) - The second sentence of this paragraph states, "The Department

shall include an identification and a comparative evaluation of alternatives

to the major design features -that are provided to enhance radionuclide

retardation and containment." It is reasonable to describe alternatives

that have been considered, but as stated, this requirement implies a never

ending search for perfection when the objective should be to exceed the

performance requirements. Looking at all possible alternatives will not help

in performing this function.
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24. 60.132(c)(2)(iv)(a) - It is unclear what the phrase "sealed along their
entire length" requires, It may not be desirable to provide a continuous
seal from the repository level to the surface in lieu of a series of seals
separated by backfill of the host rock. The criteria borehole plugging
methods and their anticipated performance prematurely.

25, 60.132(c)(2)(iv)(a) - This subparagraph should be deleted. It is up to
the designer, not the regulator, to determine how the shafts and boreholes
should be sealed as long as the. seals meet the performance criterion which
is stated in the following subparagraph. Furthermore, the time of sealing
will be dictated by operational considerations and should not be specified
by the regulator. Subparagraphs (c) and (d) are redundant to the basic
criterion of subparagraph (b).

26. 60.132(c)(2)(vi) - This subparagraph is incorrectly designated as (iV).

27. 60.132(c)(4)(ii) - This subparagraph indicates that the design of openings
shall be "optimized". What is the meaning of "optimized"?

28. 60.132(c)(6)(ii), (iii), and (iv) - Criteria of this type should generically
address the issue. It is up to the designer to develop a satisfactory means
of meeting the criteria.

29. 60,132(c)(9)(iv) - This subparagraph talks about control of water from waste
emplacement areas. Is the concern that the water might be contaminated?
If so, it should be stated.

30. 60,132(c)(9)(v) - This is too specific. The concern should be specified along
with a requirement that a means be provided to ameliorate the concern. It
is up to the constructor to determine if pregrouting is appropriate.

31. 60.133(a)(1) - The comnents on 60.132(c)(2)(i) and 60.132(c)(4)(ii) also
apply here with regard to 'comparative evaluation" and "optimization".
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During the design process, it can be expected that a number of designs will

be developed and evaluated. However, this is an evolutionary process aimed

at achieving a balanced design to accommodate all the applicable functional

requirements and performance objectives, some of which might be conflicting-

(for example, the desire to design a package to contain radionuclides for

as long as possible is contradictory with the requirement for retrieval; that

is, the package cannot be designed with such high integrity that it cannot

be taken apart again). Making design comparisons solely for the purpose

of comparison is not productive.

32. 6.133(a)(5) - Testing to show compliance with 60.133(a)(1) has no meaning

Testing should be directed toward supporting the basis for concluding that

the performance objectives of 60.111 will be met.

33. Paragraph 60.133(c)(3) - Surface contamination limits should not be referenced

to an exposure criteria but rather should relate to the waste package content

such as the DOT regulations do.

34. 60.135 - The comment to 60.111(a)(3) also applies here with regard to the

time period in which the waste must be retrieved.
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Federal Register/Vol 45, No. 94 - Proposed Rules. Nuclear Regulatory Co

1. Lifetime of the Repositor'. Paragraph 3 states"...construction of
repository and emplacement methods will not compromise...protect future
populations." In the background info, we find that technical criteria
is still under development. How, then, can we determine licensing for
technical procedures that are not yet known.

Page 31395, para. 1 states "final protection is achieved by ability of
geologic setting to inhibit migration of wastes..." Yetvin Area 3 -
Waste/Rock Interaction, we find that we know there will be a physical
effect on the rock, but we do not know the extent of that effect. How,
therefore, can we depend on the rock as final protection.

Page 31395 4. Treatment of Uncertainties "...no opportunity to observe
-behavior over the long term-the decision to close the repository in effe
will be a statement of its expected behavior based upon inference, deduc
and extrapolation..." Considering the nature of the waste, and
the uncertainties of its interaction with rock, it would seem short-
sighted to be unable to observe it. With that many variables, it
would also seem short-sighted to be unable to retiieve it even 1,000
years from now, with some wastes having a half-life of 24,000 years.

Page 31395. 5. Human Intrusions. Those geologic, hydrologic or miners
resources that are not interesting to man now may be 1000 years from nou

Page 31396.. (3)...simplicity and stability of geologic settings."
Is it feasible to try to predict geologic events with regard to the
longevity of hazardous waste.
(4) "...problems associated with HLW disposal are sufficiently under-
stood, it is possible, even in absence of an EPA standard, to
identify relevant areas of regulation..." This is debatable.

Page 31397 (4) Adequacy of Favorable and Unfavorable Site Character-
istics to Impose Proper Technical Restrictions. ;
Reading and re-reading consideration #4 leads one to wonder how the NRC
can possibly consider lic.nsing the DOE for HLW disposal. Specifically
"...the question of general site acceptability criteria is an open one
in the sense that the staff has not identified to date such criteria...'

Page 31398 Para. #2 "...Through expert opinion in public proceedings,
and the exercise of judgment by the Commission, a satisfactory if
imprecise margin of safety for site characteristics and engineering des:
can be realized..."
satisfactory - maybe for DOE and NRC. What about the people who live
near the site - will they be comfortable with a "satisfactory if
imprecise margin of safety"?????

(6) Retrievability. Is it possible to pinpoint a safe &&te for sealing
the repository.

Q)- Human Intrusion Probler ".U. tattd, huomr. a ritrusion cannot
be prevented..."Siuply SL&Le., Ln., : -bAucingiky a siga'-ii'icant factor
in consideration of l.icensing a. ge-oti.. uitae.



Page 31400 60.111 (2) (ii) "...and that some of the wasted
dissolves soon after decommissioning..." What wastes, how soon???

60.121 (a) Ownership and control of the geologic repository operations
area. "...lands that are either acquired lands under the jurisdiction
and control of the Department or lands permanently withdrawn And
reserved for its use..." How does the DOE propose to "acquire" 2000-
6000 Acres of land. In all probability, it will not be without
considerable ill will by former land owners; certainly with the
discomfort of neighboring landowners. What about control -

completely by DOE? is it feasible or advisable for local input?
(c) Long-term control. It is good to see that the NRC recognizes that
this procedure is of global concern.
t...For the purpose...institutional controls will not persist for more
that one hundred years." Does that mean that after 100 years someone
else_ (i.e. a private company) takes over management of facility?

Page 31401 (7) The Department shkll continuously verify and assess any
changes..." What if 51 years later adverse conditions appear and the
repository is sealed? How often is "continuously"

Page 31404 (2) Waste isolation engineering (1) "The Department
shall demonstrate that the underground facility includes those engineer
features that are needed to limit radioactive releases after decommissi
ing to levels that are as low as reasonably achievable."
"Reasonably achievable" may vayy from agency to agency, expert to
expert.

Page 31405. (7) In situ testing and verification (iii).. .The Department
shall measure and monitor changes in subsurface conditions on a
regular basis..." How regular - daily, every 10 years???

(9) Water control during operations "...The Department shall provide
water control systems...to minimize the potentially atdverse effect....
minimize - once again, measure. The tendency to use such
terminology is alg9 extensive on page 31406 under (3) Waste handling an
emplacement (1) and (ii)

Pare 31407 60.135 Retrieval of waste "...The design of the geologic
repository operations area shall provide for retrievability of the wast
within a period of time that is about the same as that in which it was
emplaced." ---Vague and non-specific

Respectfully submitted,

RalpY Taue,H.D.
Marilyn Adam

T, 5, q po S)PRI



STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Governor

ENERGY RESOURCES CONSERVATION
A AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

1111 HOWE AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95825

(916) 920-6815
July 14, 1980

0O0MU tRUM&
P.cN.D RULE PR-60 0

Secretary pf the Nuclear w R j
Regulatory Commission JUL 7 1M

Washington, D.C. 20555

Attn.: Docketing and Service
Branch

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The California Energy Commission (CEC), Nuclear Fuel Cycle Committee,
submits the following comments on the Draft Technical Criteria for
Regulating Geologic Dosposal High-Level Radioactive Waste lOCFR60,
Subparts E and F (45FR31393).

With two exceptions, the draft technical criteria identify what appear
to be the important technical issues relevant to the performance of a
geologic repository for HLW. But identifying technical issues is dif-
ferent from resolving them. The discussion of uncertainty in the Sup-
plementary Information accompanying these draft technical criteria
indicates that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) understands
this difference. The NRC also appears to understand that efforts to
resolve the outstanding technical issues through rigorous scientific
investigation have begun only recently; otherwise the notion of uncertainty
probably would not occupy the prominent position it does in these draft
technical criteria. It is therefore difficult to determine whether the
technical issues are identified "adequately and fully." (p. 31398) Some
technical issues may of wider scope than is currently believed. New issues
may also arise as investigations continue.

The first exception concerns the importance of in situ testing as a
necessary step in determining how the physical and chemical properties of
a proposed site affect transport of radionuclides. Although Section
60.122(a)(9)(iii-vi) requires in situ investigation, there is no dis-
cussion of what constitutes an*intsitu test. Moreover, it is unclear
whether these in-situ investigations are necessarily site specific or
whether generic test data for a particular medium are acceptable.' The
CEC recommends that in situ testing be performed at repository depth
and under conditions which are as close as possible to the actual
repository environment. The acceptability of generic and site specific
in situ testing data should also be clarified. For example, gereric
in situ testing data may be acceptable In conjunction with additional
site characterization criteria to assure tho.t che propertWes o. a
particular site do not vav~; siqr11ficentiv from theo3s in wIich teIl ceneric
data were obtained.

-Olt'sO7rPl&
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Secretary of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
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Page 2

The second exception is more fundamental. It concerns the basic approach
to scientific investigation which is embodied in the draft technical criteria.
The content of the draft technical criteria indicates that the CEC and the
NRC have fundamentally different conceptions of what it means from a scientific
standpoint to "reasonably deal with issues in an appropriate manner." (p.31398)

The CEC's position is best explained by considering, first,that the goal of
nuclear waste management is to isolate wastes from the biosphere during the
period of hazard; and second, that the scientific feasibility of isolating
radioactive wastes in geologic media remains to be established.2 ' 3 These
two factors imply not only that a basic understanding of the processes
in a loaded repository is necessary in order to be confident that the stated
goal can be achieved, but that current scientific knowledge falls short of
that basic understanding.

The flaw in the draft technical criteria is that they do no establish a
minimum of scientific knowledge which is necessary for licensing. In fact,
these are not licensing criteria at all but categories of information which
must be addressed to an unspecified extent in an effort to hedge against
technical uncertainty. Thus, instead of assuring that a licensing decision
will be based on an understanding of the repository environment, the draft
technical criteria would simply use whatever body of scientific knowledge
exists at the time a licensing decision is made. Although the draft
technical criteria provide a framework within which the knowledge base
could be advanced to the point of understanding the repository environment,
the current proposal lacks sufficient clarity to be even an effective
hedge against uncertainty. For example, as stated above, there is no
definition of what constitutes an !'in situ determination." What does it
mean that the "Department (of Energy) shall validate analyses and modeling
of future conditions and changes in site characteristics using field tests,
in situ tests, field-verified laboratory tests, monitoring data, or natural
analog studies." (p. 31401) What constitutes validation?

The CEC's position on the technical basis for a licensing decision is that
a predictive capability must be demonstrated. Experiments must be performed
whose anticipated results are matched by empirical data. This approach is
stated more clearly in the CEC's Statement of Position in the NRC's Waste
Conference Rulemaking (44FR61372). Until a predictive capability has been
achieved, no hedging strategy can presume to assure isolation of radio-
nuclides from the biosphere.

Although the draft technical criteria represent a serious effort to come
to grips with the problems of licensing a repository, the criteria are
premature. The qualitative, philosophical approach embodied in these

I.
1The "basic approach to scientific investigation'-snould not be confused
with the approach to licen~irnq in the Lprocedur3l element '4tFR70408).

'California Enerav Resources Zvrisr.eatiicn enrd Leve-tlp;nrit C'Tiuision,
Nuclear Fuel Cvc'.e Comiltte.P, i.._ fig * ed Rohi .r^r F:i I.#ac.,<r o,
Suent Fuel Stora>., and Hih S Jorit' Ti. '978

4Report of the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear 435ste Managt'ent,
March 1979, p. 42
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criteria is an indication of how little unambiguous data currently
exists on repository performance. This approach simply does not
provide confidence in licensing decisions. Moreover, the formal
criteria which do exist are not well conceived.

For example, the criteria provide no containment standard applicable
to the geologic barriers. Section 60.111(c)(1) directs that waste
packages should provide reasonable assurance of complete containment
for the first 1000 years after decommissioning. Section 60.111(c)(2)
requires only the same 1000-year containment, as does 60.111(c)(3)
pertaining to overall performance of the engineered system.. In other
words, the criteria do not require the geologic media to provide any
containment whatsoever. Under this approach to isolating wastes, it
is not likely that investigations of the physical and chemical
properties of host media will be performed adequately.

Furthermore, how can the NRC have confidence that the current proposal
will meet the Environmental Protection Agency's radiation protection
standards when those standard do not yet exist?

The draft technical criteria nevertheless serve the purpose of demonstrating
that the.NRC is aware of the technical issues relevant to repository li-
censing and is proceeding as rapidly as possible toward useful technical
criteria under the constraints of an incomplete data base. We applaud this
current effort and hope our comments will be useful in focusing additional
efforts.

Sincerely,

EMILIO E. VARANINI, III
Commissioner and Presiding Member
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Committee
California Energy Commission



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
"'er WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

18 JUL 1980

PROM D RUL 6 OFICE OF THE

(4s Ft 313 )A ADMINISTRATOR

Secretary of the ommiss in
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 0oanission
Washington, D.C. 20555 S 5

Attention: Dcketing and Service Branch. c' me Wm

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The U.S. Ewvirmntal Protection Agency (EPA) has review the advance
notice of proposed rulereking, 10 CER Part 60, "Technical Criteria for
Pegulating Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste", which

ere published in the Federal e Vol. 45, pages 31393-31408. EPA
views these draft Technical Criteria as providing the regulatory neans
to inplenent the requireennts of the generally applicable environmental
standards to be proposed by EPA in the near future. She proposed draft
Technical Criteria provide a satisfactory means to assure compliance
with the standards to be promulgated by EPA. Adequate discussion is
given the technical issues necessary for the licensing of a high-level
radioactive waste (HME) repository. We provide our ommrents below on
specific issues and also address the questions posed by the Omuiission.

1. Cn page 31396 in the section on "Considerations", it is stated that
engineering can be used to narrow the extent to which geological processes
must be considered. This could be interpreted to nean that the NRC will
allow substituting engineered barriers for poor geological characteristics.
We feel that (1) a site with acceptable geologic characteristics should
be selected and (2) engineering should be used to supplement the geology
and enhance confidence that the waste will be retained in the repository.
T1hus, assurance will be given that engineering will add to the total
effectiveness of a repository rather than substituting for a poor geological
barrier. We believe NRC should give more emphasis to these points.

2. In the same section in (5) "Codification Qf Models in the Licensing
Processes", NRC concluies that, because of the great uncertainties
involved, the state of knowledge to determine the adequacy of a site is
more qualitative than quantitative. Therefore, NRC proposes to rely
primarily on judgements by experts in the applicable fields to arrive at
a decision, rather than on numerical assessment methods (models). EPA
agrees with NRC that, at the present stage of development, it is premature
to codify specific models for use in the analyses. lkxever, EPA plans
to include both qualitative and quantitative 3equirements in its proposed
standards. Therefore, EPA retcxkrreds 2it 1%C expand the discussion to
state that quantitative assessments mrset be psr.c.rTaft, at least to the
extent necessary to ass-ire EPA ad1:h BRA .. unrrie3al 1,erf'.manc-'
reluirMennts .

72- o 3 7 z wclr-oded ty wmi..7.l
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3. The proposed regulation does rot a uately address the subject of
groundwater resources. In several places, consideration is given only
to present uses of grouxdwater. This view is not in conert with the
reodt in Section 60.121(c) that institutional controls ray rMt
persist for a long time. "Accessible envirt", as defined in Section
60.2(a), would only protect "presently used" aquifers as designated
under 40 CFR 146. However, the legislative history of the Safe Dinking
Water Act nakes it clear that both currently-used and potential drinking
water sources should be protected.

4. Sections 60.122(a)(8) and 60.122(b)(1)(iii) indicate the need to
avoid sites with significant resource potential. However, these provisions
specify resources which "are eonomically exploitable using existing
technology under present market conditions" (emphasis added). Interpreted
strictly, this could mean that a resource like oil shale need not be
considered if a repository were to be licensed today. We believe that
this provision sheuld be broadened to include "reasonably foreseeable"
technology and market conditions; this would be consistent with the
approach used for other site characteristics.

5. In response to the specific questions asked by the Commission on
page 31398, we wish to present the following replies to questions 1
through 4:

(1) The list of considerations adequately defines and identifies the
relevant issues involved in disposal of HIW.

(2) TLhe referenced draft rule will address the issues in an appropriate
manner.

(3) Ihe draft Envronrmental Impact Statement now in preparation by EPA
in support of the draft enviromental standards (40 CFR 191) will be
less detailed than is required for an EIS supporting licensing of a.HLW
repository, and will be limited to a discussion of the health risks and
the costs for disposal of HIW in specified model repositories. In order
to avoid unnecessary duplication, we believe that the envirormental
inpact statement to be prepared by NMC should deal with the specifics of
implementation of the draft Technical Criteria. It should therefore
examine implications of specific geologic and engineered alternatives
which NRC believes would satisfy the Technical Criteria. The EIS should
specifically address those areas where NRC judgments are operative in
narrowing the choices available in the EPA standards, or where NRC
interpretations are needed to define the range of available alternatives.

(4) NIC will need to review applicable secatzcns of the proposed draft
Technical Criteria to reflect coBmliss wVlch EPA fcpecsL to receive on
its fort1aoing generally appl.icable stardards. (40 CFR ll), especially
these cmments which m.ay kaA 1 _rs'ei :.r tl. f-L~ sindros.
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6. We anticipate that the proposed EPA standards will include a reguirement
that provision be iade for recoverability of wastes. If this reguirement
is praxulgated, the NRC draft Tehnical Criteria must provide for mPlamentaton.

7. Sdction 60.11 (a) (1) "Radiation exposure or releases during operation"
should add the following: "... or such other standards as way be established
by EPA".

8. Section 60.122 (b) (2), Potentially adverse natural conditions -

geologic and tectonic, should include an additional item which reads as
follows: "(viii) there is a uniqueness about the site that nay sbstantially
increase future exploration for purposes other than resources".

9. NC and EPA should assure that the definition of "high-level waste"
be identical in Section 60.2 and in the forthcoming EPA standards.

10. The numbering system used does not allow for easy reading of
grouped and eial ideas. Perhaps a number of additional subh eadings
would provide greater clarity,

We appreciate the opportunity to coment on the advance notice of proposed
rulemaking and look forward to a continued, oordinated effort on this
urgent national problem. Should you have questions concerning EPA's
0omments, please contact Ms. Betty Jankus of my staff (202) 755-0770.

Sincerely yours,

k fiialN. Hedeman, Jr.
ofiirector
Office of Environmcental Review (A-104)
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DUKE POWER GoMPAwY
POwER BumLDIxO

422 SOUTH CRURCHr STREET, CHARLOTTE, N. C. 8242

July 14, 1980
WILLIAM C PARKCR,JR.

Vice PRtSIOCHNA TELEPHONE:ARCA 704
STEAM PRODUCTION I"ff Minn ,373-4083

PROPOSED RULE (c
Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission DOOKTED
Nuclear Regulatory Commission USNRC
Washington, D. C. 20555 t JUL 21 1980 .

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch ffice of the sect
Dockeftig & semvic

Subject: 10 CFR Part 60 -xAch
Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposa
of High Level Radioactive Waste
File: GS 514.86

Reference: 45 P.R. 31393; Hay 13, 1980
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Dear Mr. Chilk:

By the referenced notice, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published for
public comment an advance notice of proposed rulemaking on the technical
criteria for regulating geologic disposal of high level radioactive waste.
We understand the published technical criteria are simply draft ones, and
as such are not being formally proposed at this time.

Duke Power strongly supports the prompt development of criteria for regulating
the disposal of high-level radioactive waste. We believe that public concern
in this area is a major obstacle to the continued acceptance of nuclear power
in this country and abroad. High-level waste exists now, both from military
and civilian sources, and will continue to be generated in the future. There-
fore, whatever the future role of nuclear power in our society, a solution to
the waste disposal question must ultimately be implemented.

Duke further believes that technology for high-level waste disposal in a
conventional, mined geologic facility in salt is currently available and
should be implemented by the Federal government on an.. expedited basis. While
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has not yet developed its high-level
waste standard (10 CFR 191), Duke believes it is entirely feasible and appro-
priate for the NRC to develop at this time its regulatory frame work, which will
ensure compliance with the EPA standard.

The following represents Duke Power Company's comments on the supplementary
information discussion provided in the notice. For reference, the underlined
topics below correspond to topic headings set forrh in the notice.

Act.4ii';.'t dee t..' S i j . 1 ,.



Nature of the Problem

We believe this discussion serves a useful purpose in that it separates
consideration of the problem in time, space, natural processes, and human
actions, etc., and thus frames the problem in a form more tractable to
solution.

We do, however, take exception to a few of the assertions contained in this
section. First, it is stated that "[tihe chemical and thermal properties
of the waste undoubtedly will have a significant interaction with the rock
unit into which they are emplaced." This is true in the case of thermal
properties, and eventually we can expect significant chemical interaction.
However, the statement creates the wrong impression in that significant
chemical interaction can take place only in the presence of water, which
through proper repository siting and design, we can expect to be absent
during the time frame most important for protection of the public.

Second, the assertion is made that the very fact that we do not have experience
with geologic disposal "pose[s] fundamental difficulties." On the contrary,
extensive experimental programs, both in the U. S. and abroad, have validated
the concept of geologic disposal. The Atomic Energy Commission's report re-
garding Project Salt Vault, ORNL - 4555, stated

"With the completion of this experiment, it can be concluded
that most of the major technical problems pertinent to the dis-
posal of highly radioactive waste in salt have been resolved.
Project Salt Vault successfully demonstrated the feasibility and
safety of handling highly radioactive materials in an underground
environment. The stability of the salt under the effects of heat
and radiation has been shown, as well as the capability of solving
minor structural problems by standard mining techniques. The data
obtained on the deformational characteristics of salt have made it
possible to arrive at a suitable design for a mine disposal facility."

Canadian experiments at Chalk River have provided additional evidence that at
least one waste form, glass, can contain waste for long periods of time, even
in flowing groundwater. Moreover, this experiment provides additional confi-
dence in our predictive capability regarding the degree of retardation which
can be expected in actual geologic settings. In-situ testing conducted by the
United States and Sweden at Stripa, in granite formation has provided valuable
data on hard, crystalline rock as a disposal medium. Swedish migration
experiments at Studsvik have confirmed retardation of two of the most significant
fission products, cesium and strontium, provided additional information on
sorbent materials which may be used to augment the retardation capability
of the natural emplacement medium, and corroborated predictive modeling
capability.

We could cite other experimental evidence which points to the acceptability
of the geologic disposal concept. However, it is most instructive to point
to the Oklo uranium mine site in the Republic of Gabon. Here we have approx-
imately two billion years of "e.perience" with geologic disposal of about
6 tons of fission products from a natural chail' rema -tion (which. incidentally,
took place in an environment saturated, or ie-ar.y so, with wate-). investigators
here concluded that most of the fission prc0u.s's zewiaUfii csn-f_.Ualli immobile
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over periods of their half-lives and that the actinides, particularly
plutonium, were also essentially contained.

Thus, we do not believe the fact that we do not now have an operating,
commercial scale repository for high-level radioactive waste should be
equated to "no experience...with geologic disposal."

Third, we would take issue with the statement "the problem of hman intrusions,
intentional or inadvertent moots much of the previous discussions, since there
is no way to limit the variety of conceivable human activities which might
compromise a forgotten repository." We would emphasize that the primary goal
of nuclear waste management is to protect the general public's supplies of
air and water. Attainment of this goal is dominated by the fission product
content of the waste, the toxicity of which decays to that of the original
one body from which the uranium came after only &' few hundred years.
Viewed in this light, the problem of intrusion becomes much more tractable.
Further, safety analyses conducted for waste repositories treat natural events
much more severe than that which would reasonably be expected from human in-
trusion, thereby bounding the problem. Finally, we assess the intrusional
scenarios to produce minimal risk since we have to assume two unlikely circum-
stances with respect to society's continuity: 1) that the location and nature
of the repository is lost, and 2) the technology for radiation detection is lost.

Underlying principles

We particularly agree with the statement that "(tihe analyses and requirements
must reflect a degree of examination and control which corresponds to the
importance to safety of any given technical area." This concept is central
to our understanding of the "systems approach" as advocated by the Interagency
Review Group and the technical community at large. We would strongly suggest
strict adherance to this principle will result in efficiencies in program
implementation and regulation, as well as a more cost-effective waste manage-
ment system.

Considerations

The discussion defines the term "systems approach" as "relat[ing] to the set
of natural and engineered barriers which would function to contain and isolate
the waste from the biosphere..." While this statement is true, we believe
a "systems approach" means something more. The fundamental precept upon
which this approach is founded is that the requirements for each barrier,
or element of the system, should be formulated only in the context of its
contribution to the performance of the overall system.

We agree with the discussion pointing out the "three primary barriers of the
waste disposal system: the geologic setting; the design configuration of
the repository, including the waste emplacement scheme and engineered barriers;
and the waste package." We would point out however, consistent with the
concept of a systems approach, additional engineered barriers between the
waste package and the host geologic medium should not be a regulatory require-
ment unless they are shown to be necessary for overall s-stem performance. Also,
with respect to the threei barriers delineeted in the discussion any analysis
of health and eavirotmental impact must also include the effee.te of dilution
in the accessible e~naironme-.t and ntbcr precessec. _omwisina t. e a-2 iwexyS of
radioisotopes to tan. In a manner of spak.'wng. this may gjso be regarded as
a "barrier."

A/



With respect to the discussion regarding minimum performance-standards, we
agree that such standards are sometimes appropriate. For instance, .during
handling and emplacemnet, the waste package must retain its integrity under
normal and hypothetical accident conditions, for protection of operating
personnel. However, the danger in the widespread use of minimum performance
standards for each element of the system is that, if too stringently set, they
can defeat the systems approach concept which looks to overall system perfor-
mance as the only meaningful figure of merit.

The discussion regarding the adequacy of favorable of unfavorable site char-
acteristics to impose proper technical restrictions raises the question as
to whether it may be appropriate to impose general site acceptability criteria
or to determine site accepatbility on a case-by-case basis. We believe a
search for sites is quite properly guided by site suitability criteria;
however, at the stage where a potential site must be analyzed for ultimate
acceptability it is our view that such a determination should be made on a
case-by-case basis. This, we feel, is consistent with the systems approach
concept.

With respect to the discussion as to whether regulations should codify models
to be used in licensing analyses or simply allow their use, it is our view
that some degree of codification will be required. In the absence of such
codification, the licensing proceeding will be unduly complicated and extend
not only to whether the repository meets all applicable criteria, a question
quite properly addressed in such a proceeding, but also to the question as to
whether the analytical models perform adequately and as they are intended.

While we claim no particular expertise in the area of nuclide transport
modeling, it is our view based on our present knowledge that the statement
"the 'old' models, in which there is the greatest confidence because of their
'proven' use appear to be as qualitative as they are quantitative" is in
error. All models have their limitations; they represent, to varying degrees,
approximations of reality. The key .to- the proper use of models does not
necessarily lie in their development to the stage of an "elegant theory em-
bodied in a mathematical description which represents a culmination of human
thought," but rather in an understanding by the user of the limitations of
the model and the sensitivity of the overall model results to approximations
internal to the model and uncertainties in input data.

In the discussion on retrievability, the implication is made that one reason
for retaining retrievability might be the expectation of future, "improved
technologies..., better designs..., operational procedures improved." We
strongly suggest the regulations specify that retrievability need be maintained
for only that period required for performance checkout. In the case of disposal
of spent fuel, further retrievability for resource recovery could be maintained
based on an assessment of economic viability, but should not be mandated by re-
gulations.

We have long maintained that the waste ultimately disposed of should be high
level waste from reprocassing. rather tk;an spas t. ful.' with its nrormous energy
content, and we con ince to ts:ckc t!;w tL ; loev-e, '-o thc rtaadpoint
of the Commission's regulaetilo', -Pe hI16d dhaL *;kiL'L3 desh.gaS uh3d :)A.
required to incorporate retrievabJilt u'e! /v Late exp&ect.s ean fo. the period
necessary to obtaiL meauningfil data welatinj t: lon0ig Lerar Lafety jf the repository.



Questions: Below are our responses to the specific questions raised in the
notice.

(1) Does the list of considerations above clearly, adequately, and fully
identify the relevant issues involved in disposal of HLW?

Response: First, we understand these considerations to relate only to
the technical aspects of the problem, and not to the procedural aspects--
of the problem which are being addressed separately. Our comments with
respect to the latter (10 CFR Part 60, Subparts A-D) were submitted by
letter of March 3, 1980. As we have stated at other times and in other
forums, we believe the institutional problems associated with nuclear
waste management far outweigh the technical ones.

Having noted this, and in the context of our discussions above relating
to the "Considerations" section, we believe the considerations identify
the major technical issues. However, we are concerned that the discussion
of the issues provided in the notice does not reflect our view as to what
the term "systems approach" should mean to the regulator. Simply stated,
we do not believe the term "systems approach" means simply that the re-
pository is a multicomponent series of barriers, each backstopping the
next, but rather extends to the concept that each component of the system
should be viewed only in the context of the performance of the whole to
produce the desired effect.

Our other concern with respect to this section is the emphasis on the
unknown. In our view, the information we lack we currently know how to
get. By and large this is in-situ data which we can obtain only by
moving forward in a site identification and characterization program.
Naturally, there..will be some uncertainty in this data, but the effects
of uncertainty can be accommodated by conservative analyses. Where models
need further development and validation, again it is our understanding
that there are no insuperable difficulties; we merely need to proceed to
do the necessary work.

(2) Would a rule structured along the lines of the referenced draft rule
reasonably deal with issues in an appropriate manner?

Response: The overall structure of the referenced draft rule seems
appropriate; however, its content indicates inadequate attention to the
systems approach concept. See our specific comments on the draft rule,
attached.

(3) In light of the fact that EPA has the responsibility and authority to
set the generally applicable environmental standard for radiation in the
environment from the disposal of ILW, with what factors/issues should an
NRC environmental impact statement on technical criteria deal?

Response: Since the EPA will presumably set generally applicable environ-
mental standards, NRC's environmental impazt statereat on itF technical
criteria should examtnTe onion those qdiestions relted to the onvironmental
impact of the proposed and poss'hle. alt:ernativf crijtpr'a. itclud.lng cost-
benefit analyses and eValzatioa oC resuIarce 'teR'c".0 environ-
mental impact statement: sheutd no: re2pceine the ?rogrinrQat^ choice of
disposal tec'.raology, resultny. Irnm DO]' . on envliorLmental Cmpact state-
ment.



(4) What are the environmental impacts of criteria constructed in accordance
with the above cited principles? What alternative criteria exist and what
are their impacts?

We have indicated in the discussion contained in the body of this letter,
as well as in the attached specific comments on the draft rule, that the
major shortcoming of the discussed criteria lies in inadequate attention
to what we believe to be the essence of the "systems approach" concept.
Regulation of individual components of the system tends to separate the
true purpose of regulation, the protection of public health and safety
and environment, from reality, that reality being simply the overall
performance of the repository system. We would suggest that it is
entirely possible to develop reasonable criteria around this concept,
and that the result of such an effort would be criteria which regulate
exactly what we wish to regulate - population doses - rather than release
rates from individual system components which are some steps removed from
man.

Please find attached Duke's specific comments on the draft rule. We should note
that we have not had an opportunity to review the support and rationale document
which the NRC generated in conjunction with this draft.

Duke is currently participating in the development of more extensive comments on
this draft rule, in conjunction with the Utility Nuclear Waste Management Group.
We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments to the Commission, and
hope they may be useful in the development of effective technical criteria for
high-level waste disposal.

V i truly yours,

William 0. Parker, Jr.

Attachment



Specific Comments on 10CFR Part 60

Draft Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste

45 F. R. 3193-31408

60.101 (e) Why the presumption of saturated media?

60.111 (a) (3) The retrievability requirement is unclear. What is the
rationale behind a retrievability requirement which extends 50 years beyond
emplacement of the.last waste? Can the retrievability aspects of repository
design,'construction, 'and operation be relaxed if decommissioning is planned
before the expiration of such a 50 year period? At any rate, such a period
is far longer than that required for gathering of in-situ data confirming
the acceptability of the disposal scheme.

60.111 (c) (1)-(2) The specific performance requirements placed on the waste
package (including waste form) and underground facility violates the concept
of a systems approach - overall repository performance is the appropriate
figure of merit.

60.111 (c) (3)-(4) This section deals with the overall performance of the
engineered system and the performance of the geologic environment. Again,
the discussion ignores our view of the systems concept. In any event, however,
it would seem inappropriate to regulate a release rate per year, based in terms
of a fraction of the inventory present at some given time. Such a criterion
is unrelated to impact on public safety and the environment, since a greater
fractional release rate from a small repository might well be less in absolute
magnitude than a smaller fractional release rate from a larger repository.

In sections (4) (i) and (ii), the term "long term" needs to be defined. In
section (4)(iii), we have the same problem of inconsistency with the systems
approach concept, but in any event, do not understand how the specified travel
time is directly related to public health effects, and cannot ascertain from
what point the 1000 years is measured. From the waste package to the accessible
environment? From the repository boundary (undisturbed geology) to the accessible
environment?

60.121(c) We believe it realistic to assume that institutional controls will
last beyond 100 years.

60.122 (a)(8) The question of avoid.ance of natural resources has, in our view,
been somewhat overemphasized. We find it difficult to envision a future civil-
ization with the capability to bore 2000 ft. deep holes, which at the same time
is unable to detect rFdioactivity. Even :'his unlikely set of circumstances is
of concern only if ell rec.ords of re.*n*'coaq l.1.c4rRti Pa. rne conteut a-e lost.

60.122 (2b A) Again wAe Lave t& t c r1 . Z ';. I cmins'shr_.t ..n z:-CVEraUZe
resources. Wh-:.e we see the need .; li'+t t.e iossiVL~ity of furitre adverse
human activitiss et th1. raapDsi-:ury aite, t:: draft mriteris ara aruch too



stringent axi could well eliminate otherwise superior sites, especially in
salt. In particular, the criterion that "drilling for whatever purpose to
depths below the lower limit of the accessible environment" shall "give rise
to a presumption that the geologic repository will not meet the performance
objectives" is particularly inappropriate.

60.132 (b)(2) We do not see the logic-in requiring that full scale retrieval
facilities be built on the surface. To the extent the retrieval option is
considered necessary for repository performance checkout, the surface facili y
should be designed and constructed to allow full scale retrieval facilities
to be added if deemed necessary in the future. We simply cannot conceive of
a situation where we find ourselves so much in error as to the actual perfor-
mance of the repository system that we find it necessary to immediately re-
move waste; rather, we would have time to act to put in place any surface
facilities required.

Certainly the capability of retrieving small numbers of canisters should be
incorporated into the surface facilities, and the design of such facilities
should include the capability for expansion, but any further requirement for
such full-scale facilities to be actually constructed at the outset would
result in an unjustifiable expenditure of funds.

60.132 (c)(2)(iv) In paragraph (a), the requirement for shaft and borehole
sealing "as soon after they have served their operational purpose as is
practicable" seems to be inconsistent with the retrievability requirement.
With respect to paragraph (b), we would suggest that the requirement that
sealed shafts and boreholes provide at least as good a barrier to radionuclide
migration as does the undisturbed rock ignores the concept of a systems approach.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Departmeni of Civil and Mineral Engineering
TWIN CITIES 112 Mines and Metallurgy Building

221 Church Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455O (612) 373-2969

{Drt~ wu~ v or

bruary 21, 1980 6

Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTENTION: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:

Following a recent discussion with Mr. Seth M. Coplan of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, I have reviewed the Proposed Licensing Procedures
for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories,
as they appeared in the Federal Register Vol. 44 No. 236, pp. 70408-70421,
of Thursday, December 6th, 1979. 1 would like to comment as follows:

1. Multiplicity of sites for characterization

It will be necessary to essentially complete characterization of at
least 3 sites before submitting a request for licensing of one of the sites
as a repository. It could well arise that all the sites were found to be
suitable for licensing as repositories, perhaps with varying levels of
engineered barriers. In such an event it seems logical to license all suit-
able sites. This may be possible under the proposed regulations, but it is
not clear whether, for example, 2 or more sites must be rejected for each
one accepted. This would be an unnecessary restriction. -

Considering the cost of repository excavation and exploration it should
be noted that all U.S. commercial nuclear waste generated to the year 2000
could be accommodated in 2 national repositories. It should be noted that
repositories found unacceptable or unnecessary for nuclear waste, although
not ideally suited for alternative use, could possibly be put to good effect
in other applications, e.g., strategic oil storage, pumped hydro-electric
power, etc. In this way the cost of multiple site characterization may be
reduced.

It may also be that a site originally intended as a large repository
could be made acceptable if redesigned on a more modest scale, e.g., by the
addition of engineered barriers.

The proposed reiult.;i..Ins shou-.ld rnot elirntt.f lt'e 1-h-ove possibilities.

J , .
tC~rr.,r.:a. - As ,, .. f. ;

. <,- - i
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Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
February 21, 1980
Page 2

2. Site characterization report

§60.11, p. 70416, "extent of planned excavations" should include a pre-
liminary design of the repository. Knowledge of the proposed design would
help indicate how the in situ testing program related to the repository lay-
out, the susceptibility of the design to modifications in the event that the
site characteristics were found to differ from expectations, and the oppor-
tunities for provision of additional engineered barriers.

3. License application

§60.21, p. 70417, (c)(l)" . . .The assessment shall contain an analysis
of the geology, hydrology. . .etc." Presumably "meteorology" as used here
relates to the possibility of meteorite impact at the site, rather than study
of general weather conditions. It would seem advisable to include also "tec-
tonic and volcanic history" (unless these are understood within the term
"geology"). The same grouping of "geology, hydrology and meteorology" is
used in other parts of the regulations.

(c)(3)"A description and analysis of the design and performance require-
ments. . .(iii) the effectiveness of engineered and natural barriers" should
be defined to include the start of 'in-situ' demonstration of the effectiveness
of proposed shaft-sealing and tunnel back-filling techniques. Such tests
should be conducted for as long a period as possible, using in-situ test sec-
tions, prior to closure of the repository. In this way the efficacy of isolation
of the filled repository from the biosphere can be given the fullest possible
test, prior to the request for decommissioning (§60.51, (a)(4), p. 70420).

4. General

Overall, the proposed regulations appear to provide a prudent procedure
for the development of safe permanent repositories for high level radioactive
waste isolation.

Yours sincerely,

Charl es'a- rhurst
- Professor and Head

CF:dt
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Secretary of the Commission L

U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Wastes in Geologic Repositories;
Proposed Licensing Procedures
10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 30, 40,
51, 60, 70
44 F.R. 70408 (December 6, 1979)

Dear Sir:

In response to the Commission's request for comments on
its proposed procedural rule for licensing of disposal of
high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories, we
are pleased to submit the following comments on behalf of the
Utility Waste Management Group (UWMG)*and the Edison Electric
Institute (EEI).

*/ Arizona Public Service Company; Boston Edison Company;
Commonwealth Edison Company; Consolidated Edison Company,
Inc.; Department of Water & Power, City of Los Angeles;
Duke Power Company; Florida Power & Light Company; Georgia
Power Company; Houston-Lighting & Power Company; Illinois
Power Company; Iowa Electric Light & Power Company; Long
Island Lighting Company; Nebraska Public Power District;
Northeast Utilities Service Company; Pacific Gas & Elec-
tric Company; Portland General Electric Company: Power
Authority of the. Scate of Nes York SE.craienno Municipal
Utilitv District; Vi.ruiria Eiectric L Power Comnpany:
Yankee ^tom.L1c E.ect.ra.-i Cviior .-

Q Ackncd A Id. #;AknoW33. bY .4l.



LOWENSTEIN. NEWMAN, REIS, AXELJ & TOLL

Secretary of the Commission
Page Two
March 3, 1980

The Commission's proposed rule supersedes the proposed
General Statement of Policy it had published on November 17,
1978 (43 F.R. 53869-72). In the UWMG's January 16, 1979, com-
ments we pointed out that the Commission has statutory flexi-
bility to fashion specific procedures for the licensing of
repositories tailored to the particular activities and hazards
involved; and we stressed that the Commission has the obliga-
tion, as well as the opportunity, to develop procedures which
assure that decisions relating to the Federal waste management
program are reached in timely fashion in the appropriate forum
without duplicative and unnecessary environmental reviews. We
indicated that there was a great deal in the procedures with
which we agreed, but that the proposed policy did not seem to
take into account fully that NRC licensing was only one aspect
of an overall Federal program. We were concerned that the
proposed licensing approach did not appropriately reflect the
basic importance of the steps that.the Department of Energy
(DOE) will be taking nor did it reflect an appropriate alloca-
tion of responsibilities and decision-making between the two
agencies.

Now that the Commission has proposed its more detailed
licensing procedures, there continues to be a great deal in
the Commission's approach with which we agree. Moreover, we
heartily endorse the change in the Commission's approach which
would eliminate the formal step of "provisional construction
authorization" and permit site characterization work (includ-
ing work "at depth") to be performed in advance of the filing
of an application.*

However, some of the concerns we have previously ex-
pressed persist, and some new questions-,have arisen in light.
of the detailed requirements that first appear in the proposed
rule.

The views and recommendations of UWMG and EEI on all of
these matters are set forth below.

Duplicative Review of
DOE's Programmatic Decisions

For reasons that were set forth'at some length in the UWvIG's
January 16, 1979, comments we urged that programmatic decisions

*/ As set forth later. in these comments, we-do not agree that
such site characterization work should be mandated at all
alternativ'e sites. UPages 4-5, infra.) In addition, we
believe that: +-he scope of the ; 7 3 T ied shaft work should
be expanded to include such work as son dea6e necessary or
desirable. 'PeCes 5-, ilira -



LOwEN-STEIN, NEW24AN, REIS. AXELIH & TOLL

Secretary of the Commission
Page Three
March 3, 1980

reached by DOE in accordance with NEPA should not be subject
to unnecessary duplicative review in a subsequent licensing
proceeding. For example, we recommended that the Commission's
policy and regulations should assure that its licensing pro-
ceedings not reexamine DOE's programmatic decisions on the
objectives, structure and timing of the overall DOE program
for the management of solidified high level wastes or spent
fuel.

The Commission appears to defer acting on the UWMG's rec-
ommdendation by stating that the proposed rule does not explic-
itly address the NEPA responsibilities of the Commission regard-
ing matters within the scope of DOE's generic environmental
impact statement on the management of commercially generated
wastes (the "GEIS"). 44 F.R. 70408. The Commission indicates
that the possibility of adopting DOE's GEIS may be considered
at an appropriate time. Id.

We do not quarrel with the notion that the Commission can
defer some aspects of consideration of the impact of the GEIS
on the Commission's program until the final GEIS is issued.**
But in our view, the Commission's proposed rule fails to re-
flect appropriate consideration of the deference that should
be given to DOE 's programmatic decisions -- regardless of the
precise decisions reached by DOE on the basis of the GEIS.
Specifically, we believe that the Commission should not dictate
either in the proposed rule or in the accompanying statement
of considerations the number of alternative sites or media that
DOE should explore. As the Commission is well aware, in his
Message to Congress of February 12, 1980, the President, pend-
ing final decisions under NEPA, adopted an interim planning
strategy under which DOE will investigate a number of potential
repository sites in a variety of different geologic environ-
ments with diverse rock types. When four to five sites have
been evaluated, one or more will be selected for further develop-
ment as a licensed full-scale repository. Following completion
of the GEIS, the President will reexamine this interim strategy
and decide whether any changes need to be made. DOE will also
prepare by 1981 and update biannually a National Plan for

*V Our comments set forth the detailed legal basis for avoid-
ance of duplicative reconsideration of programmatic deci-
sions citing, inter alia, Scientists Institute for Public
Information v. AEC, 481 F.2d 1079 (D.C. Cir. 1973); Energy
Research and Development Administration, et al., (Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Planti, CLI-76-13, 4 NRC 61, 73 (1976),
and the then recently adopted CEO regulations (40 CFR
SS 1502.4, 3302.20). To avoid repetit on rif that discussion,
we simply incorporate it by reference.

* DOE hLi indi.cated that tne enil {EIS rvay We isL:':ed this
fall.
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Nuclear Waste Management. Both the interim strategy and any
changes thereto will, of course, be subject to Congressional re-
view processes.

DOE's ultimate determination -- subject to the foregoing
Presidential and Congressional reviews -- as to the number of
sites and number of media it will investigate prior to selec-
tion of the first repository site "are the very.paradigm" of
those entrusted to DOE under its authority to manage the Nation's
defense and commercial radioactive wastes. The Commission
should avoid directly or indirectly appearing to dictate the
minimum number of sites and media that DOE will investigate --

otherwise it will improperly place itself "in the position of
scrutinizing afresh" the judgments on program development made
by the agency to which such judgments were primarily confided.*

In discussing the proposed rule, the Commission states
that it anticipates that DOE will characterize a minimum of
three sites representing a minimum of two geologic media and
that it fully expects DOE to submit a wider range of alterna-
tives than the minimum suggested. 44 F.R. 70411. Although at
this time the Commission's expectations appear to be fully con-
sistent with DOE's program, this does not remedy the basic
flaw in the Commission's approach. The Commission's expecta-
tions simply have no place as part of the regulatory scheme.
The scope and timing of DOE's consideration of alternative sites
and media may change because of any number of policy considera-
tions; such programmatic developments should not be impeded by
a regulatory requirement that improperly deals with programmatic
decisions.

Scope of Information
on Alternative Sites

In addition to our disagreement with the possibility that
the Commission may seek to dictate the number of sites and media
to be investigated by DOE, we also disagree with the Commission's
indication that exploration "at depth" will be necessary at the
alternative sites. 44 F.R. 70409.

Until the technical requirements of Part 60 are developed,
it is highly premature to judge that exploration "at depth"
will be needed to satisfy such requirements.

Even when the requirements are known, however, the Commis-
sion's regulations should not prejudge or dictate how DOE
should obtain the necessary information. The regulations should
describe the type of information required, and allow DOE to
determine how it can mnost af fc'tive.1,:7 comply. Sure3y if DOE
could devs-2cp the c 5: r :c;i Exam t.-isti7r- records

*/ See Clinch Riosr, supre., 4 N{?C Dt 83.
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or from data available at an adjacent site or elsewhere within
the region, the Commission should not mandate investigations
"at depth" for their own sake.

We should emphasize that we concur fully in the thrust of
the Commission's proposed rules that would permit site charac-
terization work (including excavation of exploratory shafts
and limited subsurface laterial excavations and borings) prior
to the filing of an application and the obtaining of construc-
tion authority. We agree that the obtaining of information
"at depth" with respect to the site for which a license is
sought may be important prior to a formal licensing decision,
and we do not believe there is any countervailing significant
consideration that should impede DOE's ability to obtain such
information before a formal licensing proceeding is held. How-
ever, we seriously doubt that such information is necessary for
purposes of a comparison of alternative sites,* and we believe
that the Commission should not require that it be obtained.

It is possible that the Commission seeks to require DOE
to perform work "at depth" at alternative sites in order to
avoid the appearance of a premature commitment by DOE if it
sinks a shaft at only a single site. 44 F.R. 70410. We be-
lieve such concern is unwarranted. DOE is entrusted with im-
portant responsibilities and is subject to a multiplicity of
reviews, including those by Congress. There is no reason to
expect that it will not carry on its site selection activities
properly. It should not be subjected to arbitrary delays and
expenditures for work that may not be required to characterize
a particular site.

In this connection, we also believe that the regulation
should provide that, as part of authorized site characteriza-
tion work, the permitted "exploratory shaft" can include shaft
work to the extent deemed necessary or desirable by DOE. If,
for example, at a particular site, DOE determines that a large

*/ In reactor licensing, the Commission has explicitly
recognized that it is not necessary for purposes of site
comparison that the applicant develop as much informa-
tion concerning alternative sites as it has developed
for the proposed site. Public Service Company of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-77-8,
5 NRC 503, 529 (1977). The Commission pointed out that
requiring such intensive analysis of alternative sites
would involve unconscionable costs which should not be
imposed in the absence of a hi'a.icm that Iwould Dermit
banking of any sites wrAc~h niont be prevxou)3.y approved."
Id. Since Zchc! "Lanklrig" niechanieu' .s e'cJ Jy an t.?ai].-

able for repository sites, tnree Threg4)3n' ar-onrent is
similarly applicable to rupository liceis2.ng.
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exploratory shaft or expanded work associated with the shaft
(work comparable in magnitude to a main shaft) would obviate
the time and expense later required to expand or- seal the
shaft, the regulation should enable DOE to take what it con-
siders to be the most effective action.

Standard for Commission's Action
Under NEPA

The proposed regulation states that the Commission may
authorize construction if it determines as to environmental
matters, "That, after weighing the environmental, economic,
technical and other benefits and considering reasonable al-
ternatives, the action called for is issuance of the construc-
tion authorization." (Proposed S 60.31(c)) In the Supple-
mentary Information, the Commission indicates that it will
authorize construction if it "finds after considering reason-
able alternatives that the benefits of the proposal exceed the
costs under NEPA. . . 44 F.R. 70411.

Although these iterations are similar to the approach
employed in the issuance of other licenses by the Commission, in
our view they are not properly applicable to the unique circum-
stances relevant to repository licensing.

First, we believe that a specific licensing proceeding is
not the appropriate forum to compare the benefits of a reposi-
tory to its costs. In our view, such overall balancing, if
performed at all for regulatory purposes, should be done ge-
nerically by the Commission as an amendment to the regulations
after it adopts the substantive requirements applicable to
repository licensing. We take this position because we believe
that such balancing involves essentially policy judgments which
the Commission would be better able to make than a licensing
board and that relegating such decision to a licensing proceed-
ing could unnecessarily complicate and protract such proceeding.
In the case of all repositories the benefits will be the same,
i.e., the fulfilling of the Federal Government's responsibility
for the management of the Nation's defense and commercial wastes.
Such benefits are unquantifiable, and certainly not measurable
in terms which can be balanced simply against costs in a pro-
ceeding involving a single repository. The costs and impacts
of a repository which satisfies the Commission's forthcoming
substantive requirements -- otherwise it would not be licensed --
can be generically bounded by the Commission. Thus, there is
no reason why the Commission should not reach the decision
generically, instead of subjecting a specific licensing pro-
ceeding to the potential delays and Complexities associated
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with adjudicatory determinations of a basic policy question.*

This does not mean that the specific environmental costs
or impacts of particular sites, designs or methods of opera-
tion could not be considered in the licensing proceeding. Such
information would be used in evaluating whether improvements
to minimize specific environmental impacts should be required
as a license condition, and would also be used in comparing
sites to determine that an alternative under consideration is
not obviously superior. But such information would not be used
for an overall balancing of benefits versus costs in an inappro-
priate forum.

Second, the regulation should make clear that only alterna-
tive sites proposed by DOE would be compared. For reasons
discussed above, the scope and timing of DOE's investigation of
alternative sites and media are basic programmatic decisions
which should not be reexamined in the licensing process. Such
decisions could be utterly frustrated and the licensing process
subjected to extraordinary delays, if determined opponents were
permitted to engage in endless debate concerning the unlimited
number of sites throughout the country which might ultimately
also be proven suitable for a repository.

Similarly the regulation should make clear that there
would be considered only repository-related technology
would be reasonably available by the time the repository is ex-
pected to be operational.*** Proceedings could be unnecessarily
protracted if they were permitted to encompass discussion of
future technology not available for application in the scheduled
time frame for implementation of the repository program. If
the technology proposed by DOE satisfies the Commission's

*/ If, notwithstanding our recommendation; the Commission de-
termines that the overall balancing should be relegated to
the licensing proceeding, the regulations should be modi-
fied to make clear how the benefits of the repository are
to be measured and to provide explicit guidance to licens-
ing boards as to how the balancing is to be performed.

/ Our comments presuppose that disposal methodologies other
than repositories would not be considered in a proceeding
under Part 60. The Commission indicated it will consider
alternative technologies later (44 P.R. 70411), but ob-
viously any such consideration should be in a generic
proceeding and not within the framework of a proceeding
involving a specific repousiit ory ccnrse application.

***/ In other worts, the uioceer3LiAgj =aould nc.t enga,- , a cxys--
tal-bali >gex±titi 4;is . ; ±t re w;st.? -. ris,
packaging, repositori; dssiane enrgiree.red bar-i-rs, etc.
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substantive requirements, it should only be compared to other
available repository technology and needless speculation should
be avoided concerning the benefits'of improvements that will
not become available until the distant future.

Information To Be Included
in an Application

As in the case of reactor licensing, the proposed regula-
tion contemplates that a construction authorization will be
issued prior to construction and that an operating license will
be issued prior to operation of the repository. The regulations
applicable to construction permits for reactors recognize that
to make the decisions pertinent to authorizing construction it
is not necessary to have available final information concerning
all aspects of facility design, construction and operation.
Thus the regulations permit the applicant to file an applica-
tion at the construction permit stage (the preliminary safety
analysis report) which contains "preliminary" information on
such subjects as design of the facility, analysis and evalua-
tion of the facility's design and performance, plans for the
applicant's organization, training of personnel and conduct of
operations, and plans for coping with emergencies. 10 CFR
§ 50.34(a). The regulations then require final such informa-
tion to be filed in the application for an operating license
(the final safety analysis report). 10 CFR S 50.34(b).

The proposed repository regulation concerning the contents
of the application for a construction authorization, however,
does not use the adjective "preliminary" in describing any of
the information to be submitted. (Proposed S 60.21(b)). Thus,
it appears that prior to the issuance of a construction authoriza-
tion "final" information must be submitted even with respect to
such subjects as design of the facility, the quality assurance
program for operations, plans for coping with emergencies, plans
for decommissioning, etc. The only concession that some informa-
tion might properly be less than final appears in another sec-
tion which states, somewhat ambiguously, that the application
"shall be as complete as possible in the light of information
that is reasonably available at the time of submission." (Pro-
posed S 60.24(a))

We can appreciate that the Commission would prefer to
reach its judgments, even at the construction stage, on the
basis of final and complete information. However, it should
be recognized that until construction is authorized (including
the approval of-specific design criteria and design bases) re-
finement of design can be a. wasteful and needless exercise, and
that many aspects of design aiid s-cza::o`ii cart be wore suitably
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determined during construction than prior thereto. We there-
fore suggest that the Commission modify S 60.21(b) to identify
those items of technical information which can properly be
submitted in preliminary form without affecting the Commission's
ability to reach an appropriate decision on construction autho-
rization.

Respectfullly submitted,

UTILITY WASTE MANAGEMENT GROUP
EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

ByT\je QU
Lowenstein, Newmah, Reis,

Axelrad & Toll
1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, D. C. 20036
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Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

The Environmental Policy Institute makes the following comments
concerning the Commission's Proposed Rule on Disposal of High
Level Radioactive wastes in Geologic Repositories: Proposed
Licensing Procedures (44 F. R. 70408, December 6, 1980):

The Environmental Policy Institute endorses, in principle, the
licensing procedures outlined in the proposed rule. These new
procedures address many of the problems we found with the
November, 1978 General Statement of Policy regarding early site
activities. Specifically, the Instituteendorses the concept, and
substance, of the "site characterization" requirement contained
in Sec. 60.1.1 of the proposed rule. We also agree with the
proposed series of licensing steps: a construction authorization
(Sec. 60.31), a repository license (sec. 60.41), a decommissioning
amendment (Sec. 60.51) and a license termination review (Sec. 60.52).

The proposed rule is deficient, however, in several key respects
and continues to reflect the overly passive approach of the Commission
to dealing with the Department of Energy program which we criticized
in the 1978 General Statement of Policy.

First, much is made in the Notice of the Commission's intent to
require DOE to characterize several sites before construction will be
authorized. Nowhere in the rule, however, is there any requirement
for multiple characterizations. Such a requirement is most notably
absent from Sec. 60.21 "Content of Application" which should explicitly
require characterization of multiple sites and the degree to which
these characterizations must be described aniicomparable with one
another. Since this section establishes the fundamental requirements
for licensing, and since the NRC intends to maintain an "informal"
prelicensing relationship with DOE concerning site selection activ- a

ities, it is essential that a specific multiple site requirement be
included in the first "formal" stage outlined in Sec. 60.21.

Second, "Construction Authorization" (See. 60.31) is not dependent
upon any finding that the best site, to say nothing of the best site

?A3YA ; .-
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among those characterized, be selected. While there is a recognition
that the construction authorization, as envisioned by the Commission,
is a complex process and extends beyond the issue of site suitability,
DOE has embarked upon a "systems approach" to repository development
wherein the site decision cannot be removed from the other components
of a repository development. Similarly, choice of a site represents
a fundamental decision in many respects on a repository technology.
To omit a "best available site" determination from Sec. 60.31 "Construc-
tion Authorization" is a serious flaw especially in light of DOE's pen-
chant for developing sites of convenience on its own reservations.

Third, the NRC continues to adopt an overly passive approach to.the
fundamental issue of technology selection. The Commission has not
put any teeth into its licensing procedures that would allow it to
cull out inadequate DOE repository technologies either in terms of
types of geologic media or waste forms. While the Notice implies that
the NRC will, at a miniumum, permit DOE to develop only the best of
several characterized sites, the proposed rule contains no such require-
ment. The NRC proposes to oversee the DOE waste form development
program, but does not intend to specifically license waste forms. The
Commission proposes to oversee the DOE's site selection program, but
does not require that DOE in fact even have such a program. Rather,
NRC assumes that the sites DOE has chosen to characterize have resulted
from a careful and thorough selection process. DOE's interest in the
WIPP site at Carlsbad, New Mexico, the Nevada Test Site, and the Hanford
Reservation do not reflect site choices based upon a technical site
selection process.

The Commission is not, as the Notice points out, licensing nuclear
reactors under this proposed rule. It is licensing a completely
undeveloped technology in which every repository is a generically new
facility. To this end, the NRC licensing process should be based upon
a defense-in-depth approach requiring DOE to find and develop the best
site, the best waste form, the best repository design. The proposed
rule does not establish these minimum requirements.

The "Other Reviews" referred to in the Notice (44 F.R. 70412) concern-
ing site screening and waste form should be formalized. They are not
merely programmatic decisions by the DOE but represent critical elements
of a waste repository and certainly basic elements of a defense-in-depth
approach. The Site Characterization Report preparation should not be
defined as an "informal conference between the prospective applicant and
the staff" (Sec. 60.11). We cannot agree with the Commission's unquali-
fied assurances that the opportunities for public participation and
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staff review provide an acceptable process for review of DOE's site
characterization program. NRC's argument that multiple site .
characterizations would nullify the value of a hearing process is
irrelevant given the lack of requirements that such characteriza-
tions will in fact occur. We request that the NRC propose procedures
under lOCFR Part 2, Subpart F for review of the DOE site characteriza-
tion report.

Respectfully,

David Berick
Director
Nuclear Waste Project
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Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attn: Docketing and Service Branch

RE: Comments on Proposed rule for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Geologic Repositories; Proposed Licensing Procedures

Dear Secretary of the NRC: -

This is to reserve our final comments on this proposed rule. Since we did not
receive a copy of the proposed rule until February, we will not finish our
comments until next week. They will be mailed on or about March 3, but you
will not receive them until a few days thereafter. Because of our interest and
involvement with nuclear waste disposal issues, we do want to officially comment,
however.

.

Our major concerns are in three areas: site characterization, consultation and
concurrence with states and public participation.

Regarding site characterization, our detailed experience with the proposed WIPP
site in New Mexico is that site characterization has not been properly defined in
§60.2 (n). Specifically, there has apparently not been adequate consideration of
problems below the repository level or in the regional geology which are the basic
problems (in addition to the mineral resource conflict) at the proposed WIPP site.
It is not clear that the definition of site characterization or the site characterizati
report must deal with these or similar issues. Obviously, if there are such
problems with a site, the time, expense and work of in situ testing should be
avoided. Thus, we would suggest that in §60.2(n) and in §60.11(a) specific
mention of regional geologic conditions be required. Furthermore, it seems to us
that in §60.11(f) that an environmental impact statement should be prepared,
rather than leaving it to the discretion of the Department, as in the proposed rule.

Consultation auid concurrence with the state should be required in §60.11(b), rather-.'
than merely a notification that state or local governments may be requested, as in
the proposed rule. State participation and approval in all significant decision
points of repository development is essential for any kind of public confidence in
the licensing process. Thus, in §60.61 NRC staff must be readily available to
the states to provide technical assistance and information.

Regarding public participation, it should not be 'eft exclusively to the states,
which is what the proposed rule seems to imply ir, §60.62(c)(4). NRC should have
public participation in its proceedings. And nrc than just allowing such
partcination throug4 heariis, NRC 0Iol'.1 n1Je 'lr.e1rg h i.;icipation,
at least under a reimbursement srethcd similzr to t':ht, 11Sc i.n tne Public Utility
Regulatory Policy Act CPURPA). Vurticrwvre, NRC' rule should req.Ire ..hat DOE
fund and be responsive to peblic conferos arni input. Specif'Pcally, in §50.11(a)
OX4O+4 7 B Q E U ftEW.koXeC1id1cdLYc' . 5 -2 -
DX 4524 ALBUQUERQUE NEW s`E4XI1 715505 -242-PS.0. BI 4766
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(6) the rule should include not only the means used to obtain public input, but
also the substance of the public input and.what response the Department has made
in addressing such input.

As we have more detailed comments on the proposed rule, we will submit them.
Thank you for your consideration.

Cordially,

Don Hancock
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington; D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories

Dear Sir.

This is in response to your request for comments on the proposed licensing
procedures for disposal of high level radioactive wastes (HLW) in geologic
repositories.

The proposed licensing procedures have several general deficiencies:

a. The preamble's references to "best" (pages 70410 and 70412) makes inevi-
table a never-ending quest for a licensable repository site. It is un-
likely that a "best" site can ever be determined. More likely, many sites
will be found, each capable of meeting realistic licensing criteria pro-
vided a systems approach is utilized.

The National Academy of Sciences recently concluded that it is not neces-
sary to look upon HLW disposal as a problem to which a perfect solution
must be found before any action can be taken. They emphasized that storage
of waste at geologic sites would engender much smaller risk to the public
than that of routine emissions from the rest of the fuel cycle.* NRC's
rulemaking on lOCFR60 should take this into account. A licensing philos-
ophy based on a "best" site, a "best" waste form or a "best" waste package
should be avoided. Instead, an overall systems approach should be adopted
to license a geologic repository. Realistic licensing criteria should -be
developed during the design, construction and operation of repository sys-
tem demonstrations which should become a required element in near-term
national programs.

b. It is our understanding that forthcoming technical criteria, lOCFR60 Subpart
E, will place no reliance on the geology for radionuclide containment during
the first 1,000 years. If this is the case, the proposed licensing procedures

* Handler, P. et al, "Energy in Tran3action,1935--?0l0" Coninitte2 on Mhuclear
and Alternative Erergy System: (COAES)l_ , NZtirai r T..,: ; a,57 t.aenrces,
Washir.gton, D.C., DPcsrhar 19r.-

Alcticui by card. . . e
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concerning site selection are too conservative (e.g., see Attachment Item 1).
However, we believe that due reliance should be placed on geologic barriers,
and that performance criteria should apply to the overall repository system.
Therefore, NRC should not finalize the proposed rule until the forthcoming
technical criteria are published and acted upon.

c. In some cases these proposals go beyond licensing procedures, and appear to
establish national policy. For example, irradiated reactor fuel should not
be included in the definition of high level waste, 60.2(i). Such a defini-
tion preempts a change in the existing National Policy on reprocessing. In
addition, the footnote to 51.40(d) and the definition of required site char-
acterization, 60.2(n), call for a large number of exploratory shafts and
testing at depth. These policy proposals appear to exceed both technical
and NEPA requirements, and should not be included in NRC regulations.

d. The proposed procedures tend towards increasing bureaucracy and taxpayer
expense rather than toward assurance of public health and safety. For ex-
ample, lOCFR60.3(b) and lOCFR60.11(g) state that NRC may deny DOE a license
for a given site if certain NRC administrative procedures are not followed.
The granting or denial of a license should be determined solely on a balance
of factors affecting the public interest, and not regarded as an inter-agency
punitive remedy.

Also, need for the proposed extensive involvement of NRC during the site
characterization process is far from clear. Since NRC will issue no license
or authorization at this point in the process, or be in any way bound as a
result of such review, it is difficult to see how this accomplishes any use-
ful objective.

Additional detailed comments are provided in the attachment. Westinghouse fully
recognizes that national importance of nuclear waste management, and is prepared
to assist in any way possible in the resolution of our comments.

Very truly ours,

~'

General Manager

Attachment



ATTACHMENT - DETAILED COMMENTS ON NRC PROPOSED LICENSING PROCEDURES

1. The requirement for at-depth evaluation of alternative sites and geologic
media in addition to the preferred site is more than that which is required.
Surface investigation and borehold drilling will allow a comparison of poten-
tial sites and geologic media which can be identified as alternatives. In
order to provide a balance between data required and expenditures, only the
preferred site, as determined from the surface evaluations should be investi-
gated in situ. The in situ evaluation will identify whether this preferred
site is adequate as a geologic repository. Assuming the site is found to be
adequate, there should be no need to further investigate alternative sites
since from a surface evaluation, none is clearly superior. The concept that
a proposed site must be adequate with no clearly superior alternatives, rather
than optimal, has been determined in several Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board Hearings.

If the preferred site should be evaluated as not adequate based upon the site
characterization at-depth, the program must then be modified to make the re-
pository adequate by changing the scope of the mission or an alternative re-
pository must be evaluated in depth. This evaluation can be substantiated
by the NRC at the time of construction permit application and would eliminate
the need for expending resources to evaluate alternate repositories at depth
which would not be required for the mission.

2. The stated costs of 20 million dollars per site investigation (including in
situ experiments) appears to be much too low, depending on the geologic media.

3. Note that not only can NRC (Director) comment on site work, but based upon
DOE's research and development in waste matters he is free to comment on all
such matters, and can do so, presumably, based upon preliminary data that DOE
would furnish under the explanation of "Other Reviews", Page 70412. The Di-
rector can also provide ... "specific guidance on technical matters relevant
to licensing requirements". This can seriously delay the timing for DOE's
submission for construction authorization, and receipt of wastes (Part 3).

4. The definition of high-level waste in 60.2(i) should be revised so that ir-
radiated reactor fuel is not included in material emplaced "with no intent
to retrieve for resource values" (60.2(e).

5. In 60.6, it would appear that exemptions can be granted without notice or
opportunity for comment. This seems inappropriate.

6. 60.11(e) should be revised to specify time limits for NRC's review.

7. It should be clarified throughout that DOE regulations require an Environmental
Assessment for each site characterization, and not an Environmental Impact
Statement.
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February 28, 1980

Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

Washington, DC 20555
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sir:

Enclosed.are the League of Women Voters.of the United States'
comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's-proposed rule
on the disposal of high-level radioactive wastes- in geologic
repositories,. 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20,.21, 30, 40, 51, 60
and 70.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Powers
Energy Chair
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Comments on the Proposed Rule for
Licensing the Receipt and Disposal of High-level Radioactive Wastes (HLW)

at Geologic Repositories

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 30, 40, 50, 60
and 70.

We are pleased that the proposed rule includes opportunities for state and -

local involvement in HLW repository siting and licensing. To further improve
these provisions, we would like to offer the following recommendations:

(1) While the proposed rule provides opportunities for formal hearings during
the siting and licensing process, it leaves the decision on whether hear-
ings are actually needed to the NRC Commission. [2.105(a)] Considering
the national importance of such projects and the concern that state and
local governments and the general public have expressed with regard to
nuclear waste disposal, it seems reasonable to require mandatory hearings
before any HLW repository is authorized for construction.

(2) While the proposed rule states that "proposals for participation and re-
view shall be signed by the governor of the state submitting the proposal..."
the regulations do not specify that the governor's office will coordinate
the preparation of the proposal. [60.62ic)] Thus, under the proposed rule,
citizens would be at a loss to know whom in their state to approach with
recommendations for this proposal. The regulations should require the
governors of affected states to appoint a lead agency, office or committee
to serve as a liaison with NRC staff and citizens on the site characteriza-
tion plans. and license application.

(3) The regulations state that after the Department of Energy has published a
notice of the availability of the draft site characterization analysis in
the Federal Register,."a reasonable period, not less than 60 days, shall
he allowed for comment-on the draft site characterization analysis."
160.11(e)]. The regulations also say that states potentially affected
by DOE's analysis may submit to the Director (NRC) a proposal for. state
participation In the review of the site characterization report and/or
license application. [60.62(b)] But what is not clear is how much time
a state will have to prepare a proposal (including obtaining citizen
comments), apply to NRC for funding of that proposal, and complete its
program. Assuming that the state participation program takes a year or
longer to complete(whi.ch'is. very likely), it would seem that the general
public should have the same length of time concurrently to comment on
the characterization plan.. Thus, the regulations should clarify how the
time frame for state participation in DOE's site analysis will relate to-
the-time frame for general public review and comment.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 8S721

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

POSED RULE PR- vz4I a..

Secretary of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Docketing and Service Branch
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:

February 20, 1980

Attached are my comments on the proposed rules, lOCFR Parts
2, 19, 20, 21, 30, 40, 51, 60 and 70 as published in-the Federal
Register, Vol. 44, No. 236, December 6, 1979.

The overall proposed rules are well written; however, it is
apparent from my comments that I take issue with several concepts.

If there are any questions on my comments, please feel free
to contact me at (602) 626-4985.

Srincerely,

es . Mting Director
ea e L..Qyc e Research Program

Encl.

JGM/mfr /

hAewd~d ly arwd. . .fi/.I.,

A2 oe 7o c9 / .%'
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COMMENTS

1. It should be clearly specified that no EIS is necessary for

the Site Characterization Report.

2. The Site Characterization Report should be made to NRC on

a site by site basis. This report should be restricted to

justification for beginning site characterization at a

particular site and not involve comparisons with other

candidate sites.

3. The Site Characterization Report should not involve the

Department's program for further development of alternatives.

4. The NRC should not be involved in the screening of sites

for site characterization.

rt B - Licenses

60.11 Delete (5)

Delete in (7) .... "The Department may include multiple

sites in a single site characterization report." and...

"and alternate areas".

Subpa

Comment:

The Site Characterization Report should not be a candidate

site comparison document.

Subpart C - Participation by State'Gdvetrments

Paragraph 60.83 (c)

Add: ".*..,'the decision shall be approved by the

Commission'and shall state the reason for the rejection."

Comment:

If there is a requirement that the state plan be signed by

the State Governor, then it seems appropriate that any

rejection be approved a: trne highesc level, i.e. the

CoMiin on.
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SIERRA CLUB
330 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E.
Washington, D.C 20003
(202) S47-1141

by Ansd Adams in This is tkh Ameran Ianh

March 3, 19
/ DOCKETED t

Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission /USNRC
Washington, D.C. 20555 MAR 4 1980.

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch \Voceofm&Mbq

The Sierra Club appreciates- this opportunity to comment on the Commis
Proposed Rule on Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic
Repositories: Proposed Licensing Procedures (44 F.R. 70408, December
6, 1980).

The Sierra Club endorses many of the principles in the Proposed Rule,
many of which have been supported by the Final Report of the Interagency
Review Group on Nuclear Waste Management and in President Carter's
February 12, 1980 Policy Statement on Nuclear Waste Management. However,
we do differ wHha number of the provisions of the Proposed Rule. The
comments below are limited to several of these key provisions. However,
our interests and concerns are not necessarily limited to those sections
specifically addressed below.

Before addressing specific provisions in the Proposed Rule, we must discuss
the underlying assumption that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should
retain the legal authority to license and otherwise regulate the geologic
disposal program. This is assumed, of course, by the Interagency Review
Group and President Carter.

There is no question that the geologic disposal program should be regulated-- e
by a federal agency other than the Department of Energy, which is
responsible for conducting the program. However, the Sierra Club does
not believe that, barring fundamental changes at the Commission, the
Commission can counted on to perform this important function.

We believe that the Commission, both as an institution and in the
case of the majority of its persornel, is biased in favor of the nuclear
power industry. This pro-industry irclk:tation has been aioted recently
by the President's Commission on the Acc!.dent at Three File Island.
The Commission's Report stated:

...xwe h1Lv ofsaft 'iu wl- tna' '- i e old pvevrom .Onul

philosopliy 'iLl m1El au-ci-s tmtt: rzuieatory practi-es c:, the
NRC. Ermine soan cot prumames Luie'nt ate needs of saiect

6 e Y ' .5 ,,
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and the needs of an industry are inevitable, the evidence
suggests that the NRC has sometimes.erred on the side of
the industry's convenience rather than carrying out its
primary mission of assuring safety. (p. 19)

The NRC, the Commission found, "is so preoccupied with the licensing of
plants that it has not given primary consideration to overall safety
issues." (p.. 51), and that "(w)ith its present organization, staff, and
attitudes, the NRC is unable to fulfill its responsibility for providing
an acceptable level of safety for nuclear power plants." (p. 56)
(emphasis added),

The Rogovin Report was also highly critical of the NRC's operations,
finding that `(i)n sum, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has provided
neither leadership nor management of the Nation's safety program for
commercial nuclear plants." (p. 114)

Largely in response to the evidence of this pro-industry mind set, the
President's Commission recommended a major restructuring of the NRC,
including the establishment of an oversight committee on nuclear reactor
safety, to be appointed by the President, to examine the performance
of the NRC and the industry in addressing nuclear power plant safety
issues and "in-exploring the overall risks of nuclear power."
(Recommendation No. 2)

The second reason for our concern is that the growing uncertainties
regarding nuclear waste management, including the absence of an approved
geologic repository, are beginning to have significant adverse political
and economic consequences for the nuclear industry and the future of
the nuclear power program. Representatives of the nuclear power industry
have publicly identified the nuclear waste issue as being as great a
threat to the nuclear power program as the Three Mile Island accident
and power plant safety questions. Moreover, legislation now before the
Congress would require a phase-out of the nuclear powr program unless
specific "solutions" to the nuclear waste crisis are achieved by certain
dates.

In the area of nuclear power plant regulation, the President's Commission
found that the pro-industry bias of the Commisssion resulted in at least
some actions designed for the protection of the industry, at the
expense of public safety concerns. Neither the President's Commission
nor the Rogovin Report investigated the nuclear waste regulation role
of the NRC. Unfortunately, we find no substantial reasons to believe
that the NRC's pro-industry bias will not also prejudice the Commission
in its regulation of nuclear waste management activities, including
the Department of Energy's geologic disposal program.

The NRC has not demonstrated any intention to regulate the geologic
disposal program with the resolve to be expecced of the regulating
agency. The weaknesses of this Propossi '.wule, &E .'.scussed bell,
unfortunatskv, are fu-.t~her tft.t^ -I t!¢-@vJF"Gi s.;'W^ns
to cast aside its past pra.judices to1 tc e. nsrate 9.e p.,3.4.tiC8;
courage requi.site tc a succ",sfu. gar'o£i.: dlsp.saje. r
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The safe management and disposal of high level wastes, transuranic wastes,
and spent fuel, &*a necessary to protect the public health and safety
and natural support systems, both now and for generations to come.
We must ensure that the regulators of the nuclear waste management program
will strive only to provide for the safest possible disposal of these
wastes, and will not be influenced by concerns for the well being of
the nuclear power industry. Therefore, we must conclude that, barring
a radical change in its attitudes and its operations, the NRC should
not remain responsible for regulating the geologic disposal program.
We recommend that, absent rapid,^Ljor shifts in the the Commission's
attitudes and functioning, the Commission's licensing authority over
the DOE geologic disposal program be transferred to a new independent
commission in the federal executive branch whose sole responsibility
is the regulation of nuclear waste activities and programs including,
but not necessarily limited to, geologic disposal.

Notwithstanding the above comments, we welcome the opportunity to
comment on this Proposed Rule. Adoption of these and similar suggestions
by other interested persons could, of course, constitute the major
shifts we believe are necessary in the NRC program. We endorse, in
principle, the majority of the licensing procedures outlined in the
Federal Register discussion preceeding the Proposed Rule. (Assuming,
of course, that the NRC retains its licensing authority.) However,
the Proposed Rule would fail to implement adequately several of
the most important of these principles.

(1) The Proposed Rule should expressly require the Department of Energy
to characterize fully several sites in a variety of different geologic
media as a prerequisite to applying for a license under Section 60.21.
The Federal Register discussion preceeding the Proposed Rule stresses
repeatedly the value of characterizing several potentially acceptable
sites in a variety of geologic media. Moreover, it is assumed that
DOE will conduct such a program. (See "Departure From the General
Statement of Policy" at 70409, "Site Characterization Review" at 70409,
"Provision for Characterizing Several Sites" at 70409-10, and "Procedures"
at 70411.) This requirement was also stressed in President Carter's
February 12, 1980 Policy Statement. Yet neither Section 60.21 nor any
other section requires multiple site characterizations prior to DOE's
application for a license.

(2) The standard to be applied in deciding whether to authorize construction
of a geologic repository is entirely too weak. (Section 60.31)
The required "Safety" finding (Swetion 60.31(a)) is merely that there
be a "reasonable assurance" that the types and amounts of wastes in the
application "can be received, possessed, and disposed of in a repository
of the design proposed without unreasonable risk to the health ard safety
of the public." This finding is Entirely too lax.

The purported "Environmental" Undina (3ectiin £0l.31(c)) .r ant evein an
environmenta). findirg. Rztber. 'ft isa m a p-.1rr tdp rnt tm ovt '.lov

a construction authorizatior for e reposifr.y Both rccogui~ta c~tVstrcPh:.c
potential eizvi-:CUr~e~ztea af`-Ct6- "'edtri' "\7 -'riz*, S vt:. qS to
be of virtually noi valAe to t.he CZ.LrnfatFs~'rr Z' e 4 .nterested P:rtles.
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Similarly, the suggested "Common defense and security" finding (Section
60.31(b)) is so vague as to be of no consequence.

This Section should include a "best available site" standard, in addition
to stricter versions of the "Safety," "Common defense and security," and
"Environmental" standards currently in the Section.

The laxness of the Commission's standards is further-evidenced in the
"Other Reviews" discussion preceeding the Proposed Rule, describing the
Commission's hope that the DOE sitercreening process will lead merely
to "a slate of characterized sites whose members, are among the best
that reasonably can be found." (at 70412)(emphasis added)

(3) Similarly, the standards for issuance of a license under Section
60.41 are entirely too weak. Among other things, the test in subsection
(c) should be strengthened substantially.

(4) Section 60.11sAould require formal public hearings prior to site
characterization. The value of these hearings is touched upon in the
"Site Characterization and Authorization of Construction" discussion
(at 70410-11) and the "Site Characterization Review" discussion (at 70409).
The reasons given for rejecting these hearings are not sufficiently
strong to outweigh the hearings' merits. We find it difficult to comprehend
the Commission's reasoning that "any decision on alternative sites issues
at this early point is likely to require reexamination at the construction
authorization proceedings and, therefore would be of questionable
value," given that the Proposed Rule does not require the characterization
of alternate sites. (at 70410) Moreover, the Commission's finding that
the hearing process "can be an inefficient and cumbersome means of
arriving at decisions" (at 70410) should be outweighed by the importance
of the issues and the Commission's own recognition that "it would be
possible for the Commission to structure its proceedings so as to provide
for formal hearings on limited issues at an early stage in the process,"
and that "(t)he hearing process has clear advantages as a mechanism for
fact finding." (at 70410)

(5) The Proposed Rule should also require formal proceedings for public
consideration of DOE's waste form research and development program.
The Proposed Rule should contain other action-enforcing provisions enabling
the Commission to ensure that the waste form program is sufficient.

(6) The Proposed Rule should establish an intervenor funding program
for persons who contribute in a significant fashion to any proceeding
which is a part of the regulatory process described in the Proposed
Rule. The NRC currently has the power to establish such a program.

(7) The Proposed Rule should provide thac the Immediate Effectiveness
Rule shall not apply to any official act:ions of the Ccmmission covered
by the Proposed Rule.

(8) athe C0=14S.Sica !Ineld:'*r-_..-.-t. ' t; . %~

for tha Prop sed Eule. Ihnle *.;u:J 1: *^u*;-tde w-rn shae Fina! -,-DO'Ct
of the Interagency Re¢ew GLL'up cn. r:.- tze Ma'i,.ge:nr1 an ±:esident
Curter's Feb:.azay 12 ftisc;y Grat-:. t ULza .jj hi - r;h rtresvrrd che
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importance of NEPA in the nuclear waste management program. (See 70412)

(9) The strictness of the "important to safety" standard applicable to
structures, systems and components should be increased significantly.
(Section 60.20j), at 70416)

(10) The minimum period for-public comments on the draft site characterization
analysis should be increased from 60 days to 90 days. (section 60.11(e),
at 70416)

(11) Section 60.32 should be strengthened by amending subsection (b)
to read: "The Commission shall incorporate provisions requiring..."
(at 70419)

(12) Section 60.52, which provides for the termination of a license
following the decommissioning of the site, should be eliminated.- from
the Proposed Rule. The issue of license termination is a major policy
question requiring further study prior to adoption. Such a provision
can always be added to the Commissions's Rules at a future date.

This concludes our formal comments on the Proposed Rule. Once again,
we appreciate the opportunity to comment on this important proposal.

Respectfully Submitted,

Drew S. Diehl
Washington Representative
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95825
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PROPMSED RULE PR -

Secretary of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Service AR 4 8
Branch _7 #AR 4198*

_ 0fric of ths~emtv, 5,
*aDocketint &. Sff

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The proposed licensing procedures for disposal of high-level radioactive
waste in geologic repositories (Federal Register, December 6, 1979) are
a significant improvement over the proposed general statement of policy
which the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued in November
1978. The current proposal demonstrates this improvement in two ways.
First, the Supplementary Information indicates NRC's recognition that
an understanding of the fundamental scientific questions associated with
long-term geologic isolation from the biosphere of nuclear wastes is the
key to a successful licensing program. Second, it provides a framework
within which the necessary information may be gathered as a basis for
determining whether a specific repository design at a specific site will
provide "reasonable assurance" that radioactive wastes can be disposed.
of without "unreasonable risk to the health and safety of the public."

We commend NRC's efforts toward structuring a workable licensing pro-
cedure, and support the basic approach embodied in these proposed regu-
lations. In general, we agree with the statement on page 70411 of the
Supplemental Information that:

"The technical criteria against which the license .A ,
application will be reviewed are still under
development. However, the scope of the technical
criteria is regarded as being sufficiently develop-
ed to determine an appropriate licensing procedure
for their implementation." (Emphasis added)

We do not believe, however, that the curren- prcposal contains all the
procedural steps whIch our understaidng oi tnis scopi:C implies are neces-
sary to mele licencirr. dzctvr:r cl '7,- 'r~ t+Ve -eaulitions are
vague; we beieve they can te impreved bl inrAi"E cha1nges consstxpnt with
the followina di.su":sioo.

______W__wdgrd by cbd...4r r.. 7.I
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Site Characterization

Site characterization is the foundation of the licensing process; it provides
the data on which the licensing decision will be based. Similarly, a key
feature of site characterization is the investigation of alternative sites
and media.

NRC appears to agree with this view. Footnote seven on page 70411 of the
Supplemental Information states that NRC expects the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) to submit a "wider range of alternatives" than what is con-
sidered a minimum: three sites representing a minimum of two geologic
media. The "significance of the decision selecting a site for a repository"
is cited as justification for expecting DOE to exceed the minimum require-
ments.

We have two concerns about this approach. First, our interpretation of
the significance of repository selection is such that two media should be
investigated at a minimum of two sites per medium. Second, NRC's intent
with respect to considering alternatives is not reflected in the regu-
lations. There is no requirement for DOE to submit more than one site
characterization report or to characterize more than one site. Furthermore,
the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) filed with the license application
may have to be site specific to fulfill the requirements of sections 51.5
and 60.21. We suggest that the regulations specify more explicitly the
requirements for site characterization and the contents of the site charac-
terization report. Alternatively, an E11S could be required for the site
characterization process. In addition, the proposed regulations do not provide
for adequate consideration of either NRC's or the public's comments on site
characterization reports. The regulations'should specify that DOE must
respond to issues raised in the site characterization report.

The process for implementing the technical criteria is also vague. The
draft regulations indicate that the hydrology, geochemistry, geology, etc.,
of the proposed sites must be explored. They also indicate that these
features need to be explored through a series of tests, including in situ
testing at depth. The data obtained from these tests would then be compared
against the yet-to-be-developed technical criteria. We envision these
criteria to be such things as, for example, tolerance limits for thermal
response of the host rock, leach rate limits for the in situ waste form,
and ion migration rates under conditions of repository failure. Since the
technical criteria are nonexistent, however, the regulations lack an im-
portant step;-that is, a matching of technical criteria with the specific
test or tests which will prove that these criteria can be satisfied by the
proposed repository site. Although such a matching is impossible to complete
without technical criteria, it can be approached by specifying certain
experiments which absolutely must be perforned. These experiments can be
specified using the current scope of understanding of the technical aspects
of repository design, and witncut obligating NRC to issue a license once
the experiments are done. The Callforv' a Energy Cc'rrmission has done extensive



work in this area and has discussed these experiments in public documents.;
For example, in addition to the requirements for alternative site and
media investigations mentioned above, we recommend that thermal experi-
ments be run at well above design base heat loads to determine if unexpected
effects occur and to our ability to predict thermal response. In situ tests
should also include radionuclide or stable element migration over reasonable
ranges of water temperature, pressure, Eh, and pH to examine actual geo-
chemical, diffusion and waste-rock interactions under natural conditions.

Thus, NRC could currently specify within the procedural element of the
proposed regulations, a number of specific experiments which would aid in
the successful licensing of a repository. Doing so would demonstrate the
good faith of NRC to address the scientific issues, including the most basic
issue: Are the technical criteria adequate to assure isolation? Furthermore,
specifying such experiments is a necessary step if NRC views the licensing
process as a means for developing technical criteria.

License Application and Construction Authorization

Section 60.21(c)(13) requires DOE to specify in its license application--that
is, after site characterization and before construction authorization--"those
structures, systems, and components of the geologic repository, both surface
and subsurface, which require research and development to confirm the adequacy
of design." A time scale is required for resolving issues related to items
"important to safety."

Although this language describes a procedure which is cormion in reactor
licensing, repository licensing differs from the former in at least one
critical aspect. As noted in the Supplemental Information section, under
Site Characterization Review (page 70409), the two processes differ in "the
extent to which engineered features can be relied upon to accommodate-oe-
ficiencies in site characteristics." Obtaining such information for geologic
repositories has been an elusive goal in the past, and there is little
certainty about how quickly such information can be gathered in the future.
Therefore, if critical, unanswered scientific and engineering questions are
identified as requiring further research and development, and construction
is authorized on this basis, there is a possibility that the licensing process
and construction may have to be terminated at a later date--at a great cost.
There is also a possibility that the project will acquire sufficient momentum
that, except in the event of highly visible failure, termination will be
ruled out. The regulations therefore should specify criteria which must be
met prior to NRC's authorizing construction.

The most important criterion to be met concerns the geologic disposal concept
itself. Our first concern is that the proposed regulations do not address
adequately the contribution which geology makes to successful isolation.
None of the criteria for site characterization includes'provisions for locating
a geologically stable site which provides assurances for predicted stability
over the life of the repository. Site studies which do not consider geologic
history may neglect adverse future charces ir the ability of a si'e to isolate
wastes for thousards of yepe. TJierr:-s. rvi 6r^eOTrad the+ the proposed rule
adopt the following guideline which was su ssd , the IIRC 'or.t'rence on
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State Reyiew of Site Suitability Criteria for High-Level Radioactive Waste
Repositories which was held in Denver, New Orleans, and Philadelphia during
September, 1977:

"The repository site should be shown to be geologically
stable, i.e., it shall no} have experienced geological
events during the past 10' year period of a type and
magnitude such that the long-term effectiveness of the
repository could be compromised were similar events to
occur at some future time."

In addition, we recommend that the geology of a proposed site be classified
as "important to safety."

Second, the generally accepted view is that the geologic disposal concept has
not been verified as a method which will assure long-term isolation of high-level
radioactive wastes. This view is reflected in the Interagency Review Group's
(IRG) report and in President Carter's recent statement on nuclear waste
disposal. The licensing regulations therefore should require NRC, prior to
authorizing construction, to 1) hold a formal proceeding and 2) make a specific
finding on the feasibility of geologic disposal at the proposed site.

Deferring detailed consideration of decommissioning until all wastes have been
emplaced (Section 60.51) is inappropriate. On p. 70409, it was noted that
improper evacuation of an exploratory shaft could make the repository unsealable.
The NRC cannot make a decision as to whether the repository can be sealed unless
the methodologies for sealing are set forth and demonstrated prior to
drilling the first shaft. Although relevant information will be acquired
during the operational period and should be used at the time of the issuance
of a license amendment, detailed plans. should be in hand well before then to
assure long term isolation.

State Participation

Support C -- Participation by State Governments -- does not meet what we see
as the necessary criteria for state involvement in the siting, construction and
decommissioning of a repository. Although the proposed regulations offer the
state an opportunity to participate, and allow states to specify the scope of
their concerns, the NRC is given the authority to make the ultimate decision
on what issues states will and will not be able to review in a specific licensing
proceeding, as well as the level of funding for review of approved state proposals.
In addition, there is no process through which states can appeal an NRC decision
on the scope of state involvement.

We realize that DOE bears a large portion of the responsibility for State
participation and that NRC's proposal for State participation in the licensing
process may be limited for that reason. What DOE proposes for State participation
is unclear,however. It is therefore important for the licensing process to
provide the basis for meaningful State reviei. Moreover, the comprehensive
nature of the current prpposal provides a framework for implementing necessary
State participation processes.
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The fundamental shortcoming of the current proposal is the lack of a mechanism
for states, whether potential host states, or adjacent states, to halt the
repository siting process when their concerns are not resolved. Interested
states (i.e., states which have a generic interest or a policy concerned with
nuclear waste) also have concerns which must be met through specific procedures;
the scientific questions in repository development are the same for host,
adjacent, and interested states. Section 60.62(b), which contains the undefined
term "affected (states)," may eliminate input from interested states.

One mechanism for state involvement-which has received a good deal of attention,
most recently by the Interagency Review Group (IRG), is consultation and con-
currence. While the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Committee of the Energy Commission
is not tied to this-specific terminology, we do support the concept which is
embodied in the terminology. Consultation implies an absolute requirement for
the federal government to meet, interact, and exchange information with states.
Moreover, the idea of concurrence necessarily includes the possibility of
nonconcurrence. The proposed licensing regulations appear to bypass entirely
the latter concept.

The essential role of a potential host state under current scientific conditions
and state-of-the-art should be to participate in the fundamental scientific
verification program, even prior to a project being initiated within the state.
This role means not only some form of consultative type interaction between
the state and the federal government, but also that the state itself should
be able to issue a series of concerns or scientific questions and have those
questions resolved by its own experts by means of literature searches and
informational hearings.

Normally the potential host state role is defined as either having a veto
or some form of "cooperative" interaction with the capability to stop the
project. This essentially anticipates a subordinate role. In terms of
development and in terms of verification prior to licensure, a potential host
state should have a capability of interacting on the project and halting the
project at any phase of its development if the state is not satisfied that the
project is moving forward with a reasonable and predictive set of methodologies.
Of course, a mechanism must also be specified for arbitrating cases on non-
concurrence and for an ultimate federal override if arbitration fails.

We offer these comments as constructive criticism of the proposed licensing
regulations. We hope you give them serious attention.

Very truly yours,

EMILIO E. VARANINI, III PRISCILLA C. GREW
COMMISSIONER AND PRESIDING MEMBER DIRECTOR
NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE COMMIlTTEE VEPART'NENT CF CONSERVATION
CALIFORNIA ENEFRCY COTAM^1TsSIf4
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Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Geologic Repositories; Proposed Licensing
Procedures (44 Fed. Req. 70408; December 6, 1!

35;

New York Office
22 EAST 42ND STREET

EW YOK, N.Y. 10017

21S 949-0049

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) hereby submits

its comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC or the

Commission) proposed licensing procedures for the disposal of

high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories. The

development of both these licensing procedures and the upcoming

safety standards for repositories are urgently needed to guide

the on-going activities of the Department of Energy (DOE or the

Department) in selecting possible sites for geologic reposi-

tories. Unfortunately, due in large part to the absence of

such procedures and safety standards, the Department continues

an inadequate approach to the selection of potential sites for

geologic repositories.-1

l/In particular, NRDC finds the DePart.ngent's eph.sis on sRlt
domes in tale Guif Coast region highly.Lyi.-advised, Felt domes
are inherently unstably foarn~t.ins. zrex ,teri sc":iaid eikth
significant natvursl. resource. (f o'tnoto ccntinuerc or oex; page)
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The Commission's proposed rule is a significant improvement

over the earlier proposed general statement of policy.-(43 Fed.

Reg. 53869; November 17, 1978.) We applaud the overall

approach incorporated in the proposed rule, and we congratulate

the Commission on a job basically well done. NRDC strongly

supports, in particular, the proposed step-by-step process for

reviewing the Department's development of geologic reposi-

tories. This cautious approach, together with appropriate

technical conservatism that we urge be incorporated in the up-

coming technical criteria, is desirable because there is no

experience in constructing geologic repositories anywhere in

the world, and because there are known significant scientific

uncertainties and gaps in knowledge about how to design, con-

struct, and operate geologic repositories safely.2/ Careful

review at each initial stage in the selection of sites, con-

struction and operation of repositories, and in the closure of

repositories is necessary to protect public health and the

environment adequately.

Also, geologic exploration and in situ testing at depth of

several potential sites in different geologic media are an

/(cont. from page 1) are potentially valuable as storage
facilities (as in the case of the strategic-.petroleum reserve),
and they have the other disadvantages of salt, e.g., high solu-
bility, low sorptive capacity, and inconvenience of maintaining
ready retrievability of wastes. In our view, if DOE had had
the benefit of adequate standards addressing the issue of
natural resources and human intrusion, there would not be the
current emphasis on salt domes.

.2/See, for instance. Intsjrsen-v spdv P r. jp on %i!r:'.aT
Waste Management, Sl '5 ro up Report _ectrpl1%q
Strategies for the Isoiatin o. Puc'oe. i:st, Tf.ts--,3
(Draft), Appendix Tr , pe it 1c ier ,< ,
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essential component of regulations designed to protect the

public health and safety of thousands of human generations to

come. Important information about the possible future behavior

of wastes emplaced in a deep geologic environment can be

obtained only by study in that environment. Laboratory tests

and investigations from-the surface are useful and important,

but they are also inherently limited. A high degree of assur-

ance that wastes will remain isolated from the biosphere can be

obtained only by extensive study deep underground at the actual

site proposed for disposal.3-

An important aspect of the proposed approach is that there

be investigation of several sites prior to selection of one for

development, because this procedure will reduce the chance of

undue institutional momentum accruing to a site that may be

inferior. We believe that it was this concern that was behind

the President's recent decision to cancel the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant, for instance. Indeed, without a provision for

comparative review prior to commitment to one site, the desir-

ability of a requirement for exploration and in situ testing at

depth would be significantly diminished. The proposed regula-

tions help ensure that the commitment of a particular investi-

gative and design team to an individual site will not be

3/See, Committee on Radioactive Waste Management, National
Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, Implementation
of Long-Term Environmental Radiation Standards: The Issue of
Verification, A Report Prepared Fie Panpl on the Implsmen-
tation Requirements of Enviroun~menit;t2. Racdiation Standarcs (1977).
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controlling, because there will be a comparative review of

several alternatives that have been studied to the same

extent.

The intent of the proposed provisions for state and general

public involvement in the NRC's reviews of DOE's plans are also

highly desirable. The federal government in the past gave too

little attention to the advice and concerns of state officials,

independent scientists and the general public, particularly at

the early stages-of investigating and developing facilities for

long-term storage or disposal of radioactive wastes. Had

early, independent comments been heeded about proposed sites

at, for instance, Lyons, Kansas, tax dollars would not have

been misspent on unsound approaches and progress toward safe

disposal would have been much faster. Furthermore, confidence

in the federal program, which is almost totally absent today,

would have developed.

There are, however, fatal omissions in the proposed rule.

In order for the stated objectives of the NRC to be fulfilled,

and for the NRC to meet the Atomic Energy Act's (AEA) require-

ments to protect public health and safety, these serious

deficiencies must be corrected in the final rule. In partic-

ular, (1) the final regulations should specify a minimum number

of sites that must be characterized by the Department before an

application to construct a repository can be docketed by the

NRC; (2) all of the minimum number of sites should qualify

under an early screening test to assu.re .:hat the! satisfy, to

the extent possinle prior to eyplersatinn and ir situ testing at



depth, NRC's technical criteria for sites;41 (3) the regu-

lations should explicitly identify the problems of conflict

with natural resources, and other situations potentially

leading to inadvertent human intrusion into a repository, as

major issues to be discussed fully in site characterization

reports and license applications; (4) the rule should explicit-

ly state that in the event there is NRC dissatisfaction with a

site characterization report, an appplication to construct -a

repository will not be docketed; and (5) DOE should be required

to explore and investigate these multiple sites at depth.

Additionally, the discussion of the environmental impacts-

associated with site characterization preceding the proposed

rule should be substantially improved, and the final regula-

tions should improve the provisions for state participation in

the NRC review process, particularly by "interested" states.

Finally, we are concerned that the NRC has omitted discussion

and formulation of policy on (1) the implementation of the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), as it applies to

NRC's activities in licensing geologic repositories, and (2)

provision of financial and other assistance to public interest

groups that, with the availability of adequate resources, could

4/The determination, based on information prior to explora-
tion and in situ testing at depth, that sites are "qualified"
should be made only after there has been a public hearing on
the issue.
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meaningfully contribute to the NRC's review of DOE plans.

We urge the NRC to direct attention to these two important

matters at the earliest possible time, because adequate

policies on them are essential to a sound licensing approach.

The licensing procedures should not become final until the

NRC's NEPA policy and program for providing assistance to

intervenors is available. Moreover, the comment period on the

proposed licensing procedures should remain open until the

proposed technical criteria are available formally for public

review and comment. These documents are integral to the NRC's

overall regulatory program to assure high-level wastes will be

disposed of safely. Piecemeal review of the NRC's approach is

inherently unsatisfactory, prohibiting comprehensive and

thorough analysis by the public.

I. The Proposed Licensing Procedures Should Require the

Department of Energy to Characterize, Including Exploration

and In Situ Testing at Depth, A Minimum Number of Sites.

The NRC prefaces its proposed regulations with the expecta-

tion that the Department will characterize "a minimum of three

sites representing a minimum of two geologic media" in response

5/Additionally, within the context of the proposed regula-
tions, the NRC should maintain a current list of individuals
and organizations that are interested in radioactive waste
disposal or licensing matters. Written notification of the
NRC's receipt of site characterizaticn reports and license
application should go to all those on this list Putomatically.
Reliance on notices in the F.3derril R:Iste_- Fre inanUcauste in
this regard.
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to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) to consider alternatives to a proposed action. (44-Fed.

Req. 70415; footnote.) NRDC concurs that NEPA requires DOE to

evaluate fully several alternative sites in a variety of geo-

logic environments. The proposed regulations, however, inex-

plicably do not themselves require the Department to consider

several sites in a variety of different types of rock as matter

important for protection of public health and safety. (See, 44

Fed. Req. 70415; footnote.) We believe strongly that, pursuant

to its obligation under the Atomic Energy Act to protect public

health and safety, the NRC should require a specific, minimum

number of sites that the Department must characterize. In

particular, we urge the NRC to incorporate the recent Presi-

dential directive, based on the recommendation of a majority of

the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste Management, to

the Department to locate at least four sites in a variety of

different geologic environments before selecting the first site

for a repository.61 We interpret the phrase "a variety of

geologic environments" in the Presidential "Fact Sheet" to mean

that at least three different types of rocks have to be

characterized.

The need for characterizing several sites in a variety of

rock media is justified by more than the need to consider

alternatives under the provisions of NEPA, although that is

A/Office of the Wnhte Hcuse Press BeerstRry, ".at Sheet. The
President's Program on RadloscL .ve W'rqe Hlenii pritt " F. 4
(dated February 12, l980;.
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sufficient justification. Specifically, we believe that there

are two more compelling reasons for characterization of several

sites: (1) consideration of several sites in a variety of rock

types provides critical information about the relative safety

of different environments; and (2) characterization of several

sites avoids Departmental momentum in favor of only one site -

and undue institutional commitment to only one proposal. These

are issues at the heart of the NRC's responsibility to protect

public health and safety under the requirements of the Atomic

Energy Act.

There are significant gaps in our scientific knowledge

about the geologic disposal of radioactive wastes. These

uncertainties have potentially serious implications for the

level of safety provided by geologic repositories. Predicting

possible future releases of wastes from geologic repositories,

furthermore, is an activity of unknown, but probably low,

reliability and accuracy. To compensate, at least partially,

for these problems in assessing safety, the NRC should assure

that during the selection of a disposal environment the "best"

of a set of qualified sites is selected.

To help assure that the selection of a site involves com-

parison of valid alternatives, the NRC should conduct a careful

review of DOE's selection of sites for characterization.

Before a final determination on whether DOE's sites are

"qualified," the NRC should hold a public h!iaring to obtain the

views of members cf the pvblio, Intersted o:aenizatiatns,

independfert scietists i YndiaCr. 1ia Ir; l,'o-al ,and e t, ta
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governments. Such a procedure would help avoid the undue com-

mitment of public funds to sites that could never be acceptable

for construction of repositories. The basis for comparison

should be NRC's as yet unreleased technical criteria for siting

repositories. DOE should not be able to count as one of the

minimum number of sites any that clearly violate the technical

criteria .2

The federal program in radioactive waste management, more-

over, has suffered in the past from an inability to maintain

flexibility and to consider a range of possible solutions for

each step of the process ending in disposal. A requirement to

characterize several sites in a variety of geologic environ-

ments, thus, is not only fully justified on safety and environ-

mental grounds, it also would improve the likelihood of success

of the Department's program.

The "supplementary information" to the proposed regulations

concludes that, ". . . the data needed to establish the ulti-

mate suitability of the site is likely to be obtained only

through exploration and in situ testing at depth, i.e., in the

proposed rock unit. . . . [Wlithout exploration and in situ

testing in the proposed host rock unit, neither the defects nor

the key parameters can be determined with confidence." (44

Fed. Req. 70410). NRDC concurs with this judgement, which is

7/As indicated in these commentrs, we benieve thet such a
careful. early s ireentnv treit w',,. -.d fG;u1 Cr,,. s4- sEat
domes and the beddecd spit sit ear M.rexibai Ntl N:'icc.
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amply justified by recent technical analyses.8- We are sur-

prised, therefore, that the proposed regulations do not require

DOE to conduct the necessary exploration and in situ testing at

depth.

In conclusion, consistent with the recent decision of the

President, we urge the Commission to revise its proposed rule

so that the Department is required to characterize, through

exploration and in situ testing at depth, a minimum of four

qualified sites in three different rock media before an appli-

cation to construct a repository is docketed.

II. The Environmental Impacts of Site Characterization Have Not

Been Adequately Addressed by the Commission in the Proposed

Rule.

The Commission states in its rationale for a site charac-

terization report that the environmental impacts of site

characterizations are "relatively insignificant" and that the

principal impact will be the "management of the spoils from

8/See, for instance, Interagency Review Group on Nuclear
Waste Management, Subgroup Report on Alternative Technology
Strategies for the Isolation of Nuclear Waste, TID-28818
(Draft), Appendix A (October 1978); J. D. Bredehoeft, et al.,
U.S. Geological Survey, Geologic Disposal of Hiqh-Level Radio-
active Wastes -- Earth-Science Perspectives, Circular 779
(1978); U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Report of an
Ad-Hoc Panel of Earth Scientists, The State of Geolooical Know-
ledge Regarding Potential Transport of Hiqh-Level Radioactive
Wastes from Deep Continental Repositojries, EPA7520/4-78-004
(June 1978); and Committee on Rsdioactive Waste Management,
National Academy of Sciences - tHatiorel. Research Council,
Iplementation of nnq-T'rg m Fnirnmnt ad &tlrJn tpantsrds
The Issue of Vr~j7P3 a ion, A Re-or.t Preperen by the PanTer in
the Implementetio-n Requirements of RS-r.r tc' Riiati.n
Standards (1979).
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excavation of an exploratory shaft" measuring 5000 cubic yards.

(44 Fed. Rea. 70409; footnote 4.) This statement fails to

consider the economic and political impacts of land with-

drawals, and the potential impacts of aquifer disruption and

reclamation of the site if subsurface exploration results in

abandonment. Furthermore, the NRC's view that site character-

ization has insignificant environmental impact is inconsistent

with other statements suggesting that the Department may decide

to prepare an "environmental impact statement with respect to

site characterization activities." (44 Fed. Req. 70417.)

Thus, we believe that the Commission's evaluation of the

potential environmental impacts of site characterization is

incorrect. Undoubtedly, DOE will have to prepare an environ-

mental impact statement on any proposed site characterization,

pursuant to the requirements of NEPA. This NEPA statement, and

a discussion of potential environmental consequences in its

site characterization report, should be key elements of the

NRC's review of DOE's plans. The potential environmental

impacts during site characterization explicitly must be found

acceptable, and there must be no preferable alternatives,

before the NRC approves DOE site characterization reports.

III. The Provisions for State and Public Involvement in NRC's

Review of DOE's Site Characterization Report Should Be

Strengthened.

The proposed regulations in two hey respects restrict the

opportunity for states to partictipat! fn the MRC's revi': of
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its characterization reports and license applications. First,

a state's participation is subject to the "availability of

funds" and "approval" by the Director of the Office of Nuclear

Material Safety and Safeguards. (§ 60.83.) Second, such par-

ticipation is limited to "affected states." (§ 60.62(b).) NRDC

believes that neither restriction is appropriate or necessary.

Indeed, these restrictions are likely to impede careful tech-

nical review of DOE's plans, and they are likely to erode

further the already strained state-federal relationship. The

NRC, instead of conditioning or restricting its assistance,

should provide all interested, affected or host states with the

assistance they need to participate effectively in the NRC's

review of DOE's site characterization reports and license

applications. Additionally, NRC should offer the same assis-

tance to Indian Nations.

IV. The Proposed Regulations Should Explicitly Consider The

Natural Resource and Human Intrusion Questions in Site

Characterization Reports and License Applications.

Primarily because the principal focus of DOE's site selec-

tion program of DOE's Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation is on

salt deposits, potential conflict with natural resources is a

major concern in considering the adequacy of site character-

ization reports and license applications. DOE's advocacy of

the WIPP site near Carlsbad, New Mexico, and its emphasis on

salt domes for disposal of. conlmerc.ia wettess, uncerscore this

concern. Yet, the prooosed eev' itiod en nct edd'jess the
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issue of potential conflicts over natural resources. This is a

fatal omission. (See, § 60.21.) Indeed, consideration of this

issue may be even more important In terms of finding an accep-

table site than the other technical areas of concern currently

identified in the proposed regulations. (§ 60.21(c).)

The final regulations should require, in DOE's site charac-

terization reports and license applications, a full discussion

of the presence and potential of natural resources as a threat

to the integrity of the waste containment system. In partic-

ular, DOE should be directed to evaluate the probability and

possible consequences of extraction of resources in the area of

the proposed site, assuming that the human intruders are

unaware of the presence of deposited radioactive wastes.

Su ite

T rry

eogia Yuan

TRL/GY/KJ
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Peter MacDonald
Chairman
Navajo

Floyd Correa
Vice-Chairman
Pueblo of Laguna

Leonard Atole
Secretary
Jicarifla Apache

Allen Rowland
Treasurer
Northern Cheyenne

Leonard Burch
Executive Member
Southern Ute

Forrest Horn
Executive Member
Crow

Wilfred Scott
Executive Member
Nez Perce

Board Members:

Secretary of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

Attn: Docketing and Services Branch
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

The Council of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT) would lik-gi:e
this opportunity to comment on the NRC's proposed rules on the "Disposal
of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories, Proposed
Licensing Procedures." The proposed procedural rules represent a first
step in finding a long-term solution to the problems associated with
disposing high-level radioactive wastes. It is our understanding that
the NRC will propose technical standards in future rulemaking. The
following comments address the procedural mechanisms being proposed in
this rulemaking.

Acoma Pueblo

Blackfeet

Cheyenne River Sioux

Chippewa-Cree

Colville

Fort Belknap
Fort Berthold

Fort Hall

Fort Peck

Hopi

Jemez Pueblo

Santa Ana Pueblo

Spokane

UintahOuray
Ute Mountain

Wind River

Yakima

Zia

Executive Director:

Ed Gabriel

As presently drafted, the licensing procedures fail to account for
the unique status of Indian tribes and Indian lands. This oversight can
be corrected by amending these regulations in at least two ways.

First, Indian tribal governments should be provided an adequate
opportunity to participate in the licensing process. Separate con-
sideration for Indian tribes is necessitated by the absence of state
jurisdiction over land-use and resource matters on Indian lands as well
as by the special relationships between the federal government and
Indian tribes.

Second, the legal and institutional aspects of site acquisition and
regulatory controls should be addressed more thoroughly. In their
current form, the regulations implicitly assume that the applicant has
title to, and jurisdiction over, the site. The extremely complex nature
of land-ownership patterns in the western states could pose problems
which are as formidable as the technical questions. The unique status
of tribal lands illustrate this situation. The commission could benefit
from expanding its review of such matters throughout the licensing
process.

41 2.. . o V Ir, rV "."Al ,pe [t L" _U, 4Wwc.:X VI ,

<re!5ii Y) :7)4 �9 ot-) �
41 %_� 61, - I '<a/
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The following materials discuss these concerns in greater detail.

Tribal Participation In Waste Management

CERT is an association of 25 Indian tribes in the West which own
substantial blocs of coal, uranium, oil and gas and other resources.*-
Exhibit I lists the member tribes and indicates their location relative
to states and counties. Exhbit 2 is a map indicating the general
location of the reservations.-

Several CERT tribes are either directly or indirectly affected by
existing radioactive waste storage facilities. For example, the Yakima
Nation and Fort Hall Tribes are located near the operations at Hanford
and Idaho Falls, respectively. The Navajo Nation, Pueblo of Laguna, and
Spokane Tribes produce uranium and have experienced the adverse impacts
of mill tailings from the mills located on or adjacent to their reser-
vations. Similarly, several Indian Pueblos are near the transuranic
wastes stored at Los Alamos, New Mexico. Their experiences with these
existing, temporary waste sites have heightened their concerns about the
long-term effects on the surface water and groundwater quality, on air
quality, on soil productivity and on land use.

If the Energy Department anticipates using bassalt (Washington
State), granite (Nevada) and/or salt domes as possible geologic media
for the permanent disposal of highly radioactive wastes, these and other
American Indians may once again be affected. Any Indian tribe affected
by the siting process should be made an integral part of the NRC's
review and licensing proceedings.

Regulations should explicity provide for the participation of
Indian tribes for both legal and practical reasons. Quite often, regu-
lation writers presume that Indian tribes are within the purview of the
states, and that by providing for state participation Indian interests
are covered. This, however, is not the case. Indian tribes have a
unique position in the governmental regulatory scheme because of their
status ah*/sovereign entities having inherent powers of self-
government- subject only to congressonal enactments and the oversight
of their federal trustee, the Secretary of the Interior. Together,

*/ This discussion is limited to the CERT-member tribes. CERT sug-
gests that the Commission and DOE consult with the Department of
the Interior and other Indian specialists for detailed information
on the non-CERT member tribes.

**/ Virtually all of the CERT member tribes operate under a system of
government developed by their people and codified in Tribal Consti-
tutions and By-Laws or la scr CAcde. lie ma&ority of the CERT
t-nibes are. iOi4gil-i't o'* F. MwLs ns n the 1934
"Ineian Jt2o0vye-n:Uviari Ar v. ,(IRC"
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tribal sovereignty and the federal trust relationship legally preempt
any state role in, or jurisdiction over, the affairs of the CERT tribes.
In practice these legal factors constrict the flow of funds and informa-
tion between the states and the tribes.

Recent federal legislation and federal administrative actions have
begun to accommodate the legal distinction between Indian tribal govern-
ments and their state and local counterparts. Examples include the'
Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act and Part I of the Uranium
Hill Tailings Control and Reclamation Act. In addition, the Bureau of
Land Management provides for the direct participation of Indian tribes
in its Coal Management Program on a par with affected states. Likewise,
the Environmental Protection Agency has initiated direct funding to
Indian tribes for their air and water quality management programs.

CERT urges the NRC to amend the proposed regulations to provide
expressly for the participation of affected Indian tribes whenever a
potential disposal site could have an impact on tribal land. Attached
to this letter are some possible language changes which could achieve
this purpose.

Site Aquisition

The regulations assume that the site(s) for waste storage will be
owned or acquired by the federal government. However, the complex
nature of land ownership in the western United States may present ob-
stacles to the siting of storage facilities. The proposed regulations
devote considerable attention to important technical matters, but fail
to provide for review of these legal and institutional matters. CERT
feels that the Coimission would be advised to analyze these aspects of
the site in tandem with the technical reviews. On Indian reservations
the right to surface or subsurface use of the land is obtained only, by
written contract with the tribe and the approval by the Secretary of the
Interior. These agreements are for a limited time only, and can be
extended only by the tribe's consent. It would be wasteful to proceed
with a site characterization review on the assumption that Indian lands,
could be acquired, only to find this assumption totally unfounded. Such
problems could be prevented by requiring certification of ownership and
jurisdiction as part of the general license information. Such inform-
ation is a standard element in mining and other land-use licensing
procedures. Regulatory language for this change also is included in the
attachment.

Thank you for your consideration of these concerns. If we can be
of further assistance, please notify us.

Sincerely,

iju-Gra w&bzlt
Szwcv t tvs Dftir.cvr

Attachment



= EXHIBIT I
Location of CERT Tribes

by
County and State

CERT Tribe County Start

Acoma rueblo

Blackfeet

Valencia

Glacier
Ponders

New Mexico

Montana

Colville

Cheyenne River Sioux

Okanogan
Ferry

Ziebach
Dewey
Perkins

Washington

South Dakota

Jicarilla Apache Sandoval
Rio Arriba

Southern Ute Montezuma
La Plata
Archuleta

New Mexico

Colorado

Pueblo of Laguna

Fort Peck

Bernalillo
Valencia
Sandoval

Phillips
Blaine

Fremont
Hot Springs

New Mexico

Montana

Wind River Wyoming

Fort Berthold McKenzie
I Dunn

Mercer
McLean
Mountrail

North Dakota

Uintah-Ouray

Crow

Uintab
Duchesne
Grand

Big Horn
Yellows tone
Treasure

Apache
Navajo
Coconino
San Juan
McKinley
San Juan

Utah

Montana

ArizonaNavajo

Utah
New Mexico

Spokane

Santa Ana Pueblo

Stevens

Sandoval

Washington

New Mexico
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Ute Mountain

Fort Belknap

Northern Cheyenne

Jemez Pueblo

Nez Perce

Hopi

Fort Hall

Zia Pueblo

Yakima

Chippewa-Cree

Montezuma
La Plata
San Juan
San Juan

Blaine
Phillips

Big Horn
Rosebud

Sandoval

Nez Perce
Lewis
Clearwater

Coconino
Navajo

Bannock
Bingham
Caribou
Power

Sandoval

Yakima
Klickitat

Choteau
Hill

Colorado

New Mexico
Utah

Montana

Montana

New Mexico

Idaho

Arizona

Idaho

New Mexico

Washington

Montana
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PRESERVING
THE

FOR
FUTHE
FUTURE

ARKANSAS ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Director * Charles R. McGlmsey [II
State Archeologist - Hester A. Davis

Coordinating Office
University of Arkansas Museum
Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701
Phone: 501-575.3556

Nft.e MEMORANDUM
DWJrE UU.11'S50

TO: Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

FROM: Hester A. Davis /
State Archeologist

DATE: February 26, 1980

RE: Disposal of high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories;
proposed licensing procedures

I am interested in the proposed licensing procedures,especially
regarding how the cultural resource review process will be initiated.
Although it is not explicitly stated in the proposed rules, I assume
that a review by the State Historic Preservation Officer will be required
in the early stages of site characterization, prior to earth disturbing
activities. I think that some statement concerning the timing of State
Historic Preservation Officer review should be made in the final procedures
for radioactive waste disposal.

HAD/lcm
cc: State Historic Preservation Officer

Thomas King

.- e- * * -*7a
0.

The University of Arkansas il an Equal Opportunity Employer
Ot4=_ z4

_3V~
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SNOT D"ITETsD IN D.C.

Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Proposed Licensing Procedures for
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Wastes in Geologic Repositories

Gentlemen:

On December 6, 1979, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
published for comment proposed regulations relating to the
licensing procedures for the disposal of high-level radioactive
wastes in geologic repositories. (44 Fed. Reg. 70408). The
Federal Register notice invited comments on the proposal. On
behalf of the Radioactive Waste Management Group, we are pleased
to submit the comments which follow. The Radioactive Waste
Management Group is composed of utilities who are operating,
constructing and planning nuclear power reactors. The members
of the Group are American Electric Power Company, Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company, Duquesne Light Company, General
Public Utilities Corporation (and its subsidiaries Jersey
Central Power & Light Company and Metropolitan Edison Company),
Kansas City Power & Light Company, Kansas Gas and Electric
Company, Madison Gas and Electric Company, Northern States
Power Company, Ohio Edison Company, Fennsy'lvania Power & Light
Company, Rochester Gas and Electric Company, The Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Cor.pam'y. "'.1cCo teison C3nn? . Union

Power & Ligbt Comp.ay, and ';:_^or.zj- r'blic-Scrxice Co-poration.

*F At2 ' ' *-I&
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The proposed regulations supersede the proposed General
Statement of Policy on Licensing Procedures for Geologic
Repositories for High-Level Radioactive Wastes (43 Fed. Reg.
53869, November 17, 1978). Comments filed on January 16,
1979 by the Radioactive Waste Management Group on the pro-
posed General Statement of Policy commended the Commission
for its diligent attempt to devise procedures which would
meet the goals of maximizing public confidence while at the
same time proceeding in an expeditious fashion with the
waste management program. We did however recommend a number
of changes in the proposed General Statement. We are pleased
to note that some of these changes are reflected in the pro-
posed regulations. Other problem areas however remain and
new ones have been created. The following comments address
our main areas of concern.

1. Alternative Sites

Both in the proposed regulations (see, e.g. proposed
S51.40(d)) and in the Supplementary Information accompanying
the proposal (see, e.g. 44 Fed. Reg. at 70411), the Commission
states that "to satisfy the requirements of NEPA", it antici-
pates that there will be site characterization for "a minimum
of three sites representing a minimum of two geologic media."
The Commission also proposes that this multiple site character-
ization must be substantially completed before NRC will act on
an application for construction authorization. We find no
such requirement in NEPA and respectfully submit that NRC should
not prejudge the nature or magnitude of the alternatives
analysis which may be appropriate.

The current program of the Department of Energy is
looking towards examination of a variety of sites in a
variety of media. The President's February 12, 1980 policy
statement on radioactive waste management codifies this
approach.

Immediate attention will focus on research
and development, and on locating and char-
acterizing a number of potential repository
sites in a variety of different geologic
environments with diverse rock types. When
four or five sites have been evaluated and
found potentially suitable, one or more will
be selected fol iurtther dekvelopment as a
licensed ftlilscz,. - --;-t.
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However, the Commission's proposal appears to go beyond-the
President's program and will likely cause significant delays
in the program with little offsetting benefits. We would
make a number of points in this regard.

First, it is our opinion that NEPA does not require
multiple site characterization of the type contemplated by
the Commission. It must be borne in mind that 'site charac-
terization" in the context of the proposed regulations is an
elaborate, time consuming process including

borings, surface excavations, excavation
of exploratory shafts, limited subsurface
lateral excavations and borings, and in
situ testing. . .

Proposed S60.2(n). In other contexts, NRC has recognized that
different levels of information may be available for alternatives
and that the level of information which would be developed from
a "site characterization" type process is not required for an
alternatives analysis which meets NEPA requirements. This
differing level of information was indeed the basis for the
"obviously superior" standard developed in the Seabrook line of
cases. See New England Coalition on Nuclear Power v. USNRC,
582 F.2d 87 (1st Cir. 1978) (recognizing the fact that "the
proposed site will inevitably have been subjected to far
closer scrutiny than any alternative site. . . ."). Thus NEPA
does not mandate that all alternatives studied be studied in
the same detail.

Second, the Commission appears to require a higher
level of site information on alternates than does the Presi-
dent's statement. The President's statement called for a
finding of the potential suitability of four to five sites.
This type of determination would not necessarily involve the
high degree of data contemplated by the site characterization
process with its requirements for exploration at depth of
every site.

Third, the Commission underestimates the cost of the
site characterization. A figure-of $20 million for a generic
hypothetical site is presented. 44 Fed. Reg. at 70410. No
basis for this cost is given. Even at this cost, the Com-
mission is calling for expenditures in the neighborhood of
$1Q0 million (sirce NRC expects DOE to presm&t "a wi.dd>
range of aLe.a'...E;' tk1:a t-; ;;A ' Z-;li-* 1 44 Foc

1 .
Reg. at 7C411). A10, it i, I_ twdn`orn t:hat the 125 I2 ili.Vou
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figure is too low. We note that DOE has proposed to spend
$21 million in Fiscal Year 1981 alone on "further site
characterization and protection of the site" near Carlsbad,
New Mexico, even though the Carlsbad site has been under
study for many years.

Fourth, we are concerned that NRC is establishing
perfection as the standard for siting decisions, rather than
as a goal. Thus, NRC indicates its intent that DOE present
the Commission with "a slate of candidate sites that are
among the best that reasonably can be found." 44 Fed. Reg.
70410. The appropriate standard should be the selection of
a site, chosen from among reasonable alternatives, which
meets NRC's technical criteria. In determining the reason-
ableness of the alternatives, the NRC is entitled to -- and
should -- consider the delay factor which could result from-
awaiting the discovery of the "best" sites. See Porter
County Chapter of Izaak Walton League v. AEC, 533F_.Yd1011,
1017 (7th Cir.), cert. den. 429 U.S. 945 TI176).

2. NEPA Compliance

In our comments on the proposed General Statement of
Policy, we urged that NRC in its NEPA review not reopen
important generic issues treated by DOE. The Supplemental
Information accompanying the proposed regulations states

The proposed regulations do not explicitly
address the NEPA responsibilities of the
Commission regarding matters within the
scope of the Department's generic environ-
mental impact statement on the management
of commercially generated radioactive
wastes. The possibility of adopting the
Department's statement may be considered
by the Commission, as suggested in
comments, at an appropriate time.

44 Fed. Reg. at 70408. We continue to urge that the Commis-
sion make use of the "tiering", "lead agency" or "joint lead
agency" concepts codified in the Council on Environmental
Quality regulations to asfure that NRC will not unnecessarily
duplicate DOE's efforts.

Multiple levels of review aic already built into
generic decision'raking on wast.e Tpanr.semeT't {e. , DOE.
Interagency Review Group. the President, C'onaress, the State
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Planning Council, and individual states). Yet another layer
of review (NRC's reexamination of generic decisions in the
course of NEPA process) will add little except the oppor-
tunity for delay. Questions involving the timing of reposi-
tory development, regional siting, the scope and future of
the commercial nuclear program, and the like ought to be
excluded from NRC NEPA analyses based upon their consideration
in DOE NEPA reviews. Similarly, disposal technologies other
than mined geologic repositories ought not to be considered
by the Commission since those alternatives are not likely to
be available in the foreseeable future. 44 Fed. Reg. at
70411. The scope of NRC's NEPA responsibilities should be
clearly delineated in advance. This will avoid needless argu-
ments at later stages of the process.

3. Site Characterization Review
_I

Our comments on the proposed General Statement of
Policy supported the concept of informal NRC-DOE interaction
in advance of formal licensing. The proposed regulations
have expanded this informal mechanism considerably. We
still believe that interagency consultation at an early
stage is important. We would express a concern that the
process not be made unnecessarily rigid and overprocedural-
ized.

Proposed §60.11 would require DOE to submit a site
characterization report "[als early as possible after com-
mencement of planning for a particular geologic repository
operations area, and prior to site characterization. .

Since activities which NRC might consider "site characteri-
zation" have already been carried out at some potential
repository sites (such as Carlsbad, New Mexico) and may be
carried out at others before the proposed regulations are
adopted, the proposed regulation should reflect this fact.

The proposed scope of the site characterization report
could also be usefully narrowed in some areas without compro-
mising its purpose. For instance, section 60.11(a) calls
for the report to include the identification and location of
alternative media and sites on which DOE intends to conduct
site characterization for which DOE anticipates submitting
subsequent site characterization reports. This would seem
to unnecessarily delay DOE from submitting a site character-
ization report for one site until it ha3 id's.tified all
other alternate site wLheh .it ::^I '' rrac:eiz. He
process could Lund do & "i:civoy" ster v'h?-F t&e lowt s
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paced site governs the timing for every other site. This is
of particular concern in the context of the proposed regula-
tions because of their prohibition on the conduct of site
characterization activities prior to Staff review. It is not
clear why information on alternative sites is relevant at
the site characterization stage. Research and development
on waste forms, another item required to be included in the
site characterization report, would also seem to be of rela-
tively minor relevance at the site characterization stage.

Two minor comments on site characterization are also
appropriate. First, a maximum time period (perhaps 90 days)
should be provided for comments on the draft site character-
ization analysis, in addition to the minimum comment period
of 60 days specified in S60.11(e). Second, S60.11(f) should
provide that any objections by the Staff on the site char-
acterization report do not affect the authority of the
Commission, Appeal Boards, Licensing Boards, etc. This
would provide the necessary symmetry to the provision in
S60.11(f) that a "no objection" finding does not affect the
authority-of the Commission.

4. Scope of information for license application

Proposed Section 60.21 describes the information to be
included in the application for construction authorization.
In general, the regulations do not explicitly reflect the
preliminary nature of some of the information which will be
available. In some cases, the information requested seems
to be overly detailed for a preconstruction stage.

In the reactor licensing context, 10 CFR S50.34(a)
acknowledges that the construction permit application may
contain "preliminary" information. Thus the preliminary
safety analysis report may include the "preliminary design
of the facility", S50.34(a)(3), a "preliminary analysis and
evaluation of the design and performance of structures,
systems and components", 550.34(a)(4), a "preliminary plan
for the applicant's organization", S50.34(a)(6), and a
discussion of "preliminary plans for coping with emergencies",
550.34(a)(.10). Proposed Part 60 does not contain comparable
language. Indeed, the language of S60.24(a) that the appli-
cation be "as complete as possible in light of information
that is reasonably available at the time of submission" could
be read to imply the need to So beyond the preliminary
information nore ty?.lce thp :xt*I.Czi *

Some of the requested catgor4 es of irfcrr.ati-r. in 560.21
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would not seem necessary, at least in full detail, at the
construction authorization stage. These include emergency
plans, S60,21(c)(9), nuclear material accounting and control,
S60.21(c)(10), retrieval plans and alternate storage,
S60.21(c)(11), organization, S60.14(c)(i), and decommissioning,
560.21(c)(14)(vii). We would also recommend that the findings
to be made by the NRC in issuing a construction authoriza-
tion, described in S60.31, be tailored to the preliminary
nature of information in these areas.

5. Other comments

In addition to these major areas of comment, we would
like to point out several other provisions where changes
should be made.

a. S60.2(i): Spent fuel should be characterized as
"high-level radioactive waste" only where the
determination has been made to permanently dis-
pose of the specific spent fuel assemblies. This-
will avoid disputes as to whether-spent fuel is
"radioactive waste" under circumstances where
permanent disposal is not intended.

b. S60.21(a): The proposed regulation should allow
DOE to submit a site specific environmental impact
statement, if one has been prepared, in place of
the environmental report now called for. (This
comment would of course not apply if the more
fundamental NEPA-related changes discussed above
are made).

c. 5§60.33(b) and 60.45(b): These provisions, dealing
with amendments to construction authorizations and
licenses, should incorporate the "significant
hazards" language for pre-noticing now found in
the analogous Part 50 provision, S50.91.

d. S60.43(b): The proposed regulation would require
that license conditions cover 'restrictions as to
location, size, configuration and physical char-
acteristics . . . of the storage medium". These
would seem to be governed by the nature of the
site selected. Thus, license conditions would be
unnecessarv.
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e. S60.71(c): The reporting requirement for deficiencies
should specify the timing of such reports. Presumably
the timing could parallel that established in 10 CPR -

S50.55(e).

We appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments.

Very truly yours,

ilberg
Cunpel for the Radioactive
whN Mnagement Group



h(ISSISQI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RES2RCES
Office of Energy
P.O0. Box 10586

J8013ont, mlssi~sppi 39209
(601) 9SI 61.6060

ooc~l~u a~pS Her-el- 3, 1960

Secretary
Nuclear Regulatory Covnnistto=
W~ashington. D. C. 20555

Attm: Dookating und Services Irench

Dear Sirs:

FED: COXMMER' OF~ PROPOSED RULE FOR. LISPOSAL OF
)3IGi-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE VASTE (B1AU) IN~ OB0LOGCC
FLEP0SIT0RIP-S; PROPOSED LICE)NSIN00 PROOEDDtRES

The present approach to the ELV LDisposal pro-cess ev'idenced
Ity the prcposed licensing procedure, outlined In PR.Vo1 &4,
ft. '236 is at actior It the prop'er direction. The M~issiseippi
Office of Energy tucVorrr the concert of the 'In~'s ivvolvaeciet
In expanded afte cberacterltatloas rather then provi~slcval
cacstruction autLerizations and Im the reviev ef the Departzent
of ESnergy'a plaer for site characterization. anid site selection
procedures, methods and criteria prior to ths use of such
procedures, wnethods, and Crit~eria.

There are., kow.ever, teveral to=.exte am:! questions that
deserve additional attention:

3) I~t is Vogt iuvp~rrant at the state ant Yoea3 3eve2 tbat
agency represen:atives &nd cirizens- it !.rera3 have a
clear understanding~ cf the roles to te pls3ed ty VWr,
NIRC, EPA, and other federal agencies that. night be
ir.vclved. The process itcv defined ten~ds to cleud and
d'istort the view as to tkese roles.

Some crervieiw of'these relationships she uld b.- vade an
arongiripart of anr' etate and local pu:blic hearir,&
anSI/or neetingv.

2) Thert are yrevent3.y several Eite ebracteritation
Eecisiocs It progress ty P01 Including three cites
in liississirpi. The site characterizatio= rerorts
under the pre-application reviev' should &;.ply inm
retrorpa~ct to th-ese ef~forts.

3) Tk2 rite ci racttritstion rerycrt does mot addraers
directly the prabl.enx of site-related ismpsats, ec
&E trzaarcrvLtU.1n, ftpcn:Tic ul. el; the local

bestratIa & ~Cc . ': '.:e Iciratioul

repcort.

Acnoa.;rcqv byc~c
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4) The contents of license applications require plans for
coping with radiological emergencies. These types of
plans place a considerable a&ount cf responsibility for
planning on the state ard .ocal. gcverraaents. The extent
and sccpe of the plans should be defited as in those
regulations required for zuclear covixercial power reactort.

5) In the license anendment to deconmission the description
of the program for post-decommlssicning monitoring sbould
be more specif Ic and Tequire some IMInmuIM level of actiVitY
in perpetutty.

6) The general tone of the Subpart C--Participatior. by State
Goovernment--givet the impression that state and local
governments are that of observers and occasional parti-
cipacts provided they generate enough activity.

The consultation prccess should give the state a stronger,
more formalized role in the activities of site characterization,
particularly tbhose that relate to site specific data as oppcsed
to generic eat&. The concurrence part of the consultation ard
concurrence rrocers lculd then be addressed by any state ardfor
federal 3aws in place. The consultation definition end process
should be made clearer tc the extent that the state has the
procedure available to recommend specific courses of action
%bhareupon tha Director of the IFEC's Office of Nuclear Yaterialp
Safety and Safeguardes vould respond In vrrttng as to v-.y a par-
ticalar reccmwendaticn was not taken, if ec. This vould defite
tl:e state participation ;rogram In a formal verne. This, c!
ccurce, wrould thor. rodify tbe approvil. vf proposals prozeas
(Section fo.83).

Please to astred tbat i~ssissippi Ist Vitally toncerned with
this proCess &td vill Trovide ad'itional comments and concerns as
t),e issue vaturer.

Sinc erely,

TterC valley

CC:- Goernor.i ViliaeR iat2r
Attorney Genaral VI$211aA h'. /:1Asir
3{issI{si^:x Ce*<r 4,~zDS3 Je4*.ot ~ci
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LUited States Ruclear Regulatory Comnissicn
Office of -the Secretary
hiashington, D. C. 20555

Attn: rocketin; and Service Ereact!

Re: Coments on Proposed Rules for tfRC Licensing Procedures
for Yuclear Maste Pepositories

tK. SecretarT:

These proposed rules are 1ntended to present requirewnrts applicable
to t.e Department cf Energy in submitting en application for a license for
a ruclear waste repository. The proposed rules also set forth prcvi1sios
for consultation and participation in the license review by State Govern-
mernt. With reference to the State participation, it is stated, "the Comn-
mission hts Lodertaken a thorou.gh review of the matter and rtos proposes a
mre exteisive infomal involvemnt during early phases of site charac-
terization and a deferral of foaal procced1!igs until site characterization
h5s been completed." The tern lnformal involvement tppears to be somewhat
out-of-step with previously stated is that. teret States uould be tctively
involved ty beir. assured of laving the op-porttnity to engage In the decision
tiaking process. This idea is even stated in these proposed ru.les Lnder the
Site Characte-rzation Feview secticn. Wc- object to the tem infowl in-

olvement, especialbZ, if the Federal Gr.verr.mnt (including The President)
is sincere 1, its many sttements relative to the States' role of "cc.sit.ing
partners' to the Federal gSvermert in ratters concerning rijclear waste re-
positories.

ke fully agree with the concept of the Muclear Pegulatory Cowoission,
Vs well as the States, Waving the opportunity to consult in and review the
site characterization stut-;es to help ia ue adeqvate eata and safega.rds
are obtained before a site is finally selected.

it is stated in the S~cpe oft Frcposed Iule section, rTha tectlniial
criteria afainst which the license e.pplication w'11 te reviewed a'e still
under developnt." Are tize States o4.r; to te conslted during the d-
ve- pmesrt of these criteria, as we have eern led to telieve? If so, why
isn't It in't"cated in the rules? If not, 0$y rot7

It is stated cr.ce tV*e bestei haVe Lean esnp1aced the Lepartmert of
EreiVy may submit an ap fic.etinn to deLfo.Sie. tte site. 7here is ioo
L.Tertion of a lorigtenm wntorin; syst.'R. Joill the site te mrtitoit red ad
wiN1 the StAtes be im';1'ved it, U-.cw f 0 sarte.? I .11 State

to ?
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Under Subpart 0, Section 60.71 - Peccrds and Reports - ky not also
notify the affected State of any deficiency found ir the site?

Section 60.73 - Inspections - Secttio states tne Departent of Er.ergy
shall allow the N(uclear Regulatory Co-miss1on to inspect on the premises bf`
the repository. Wby not allow appropriate State representatives to accompany
on such inspections?

Obviously, e bwave the idea States are beitng eAcluded as much as
possible in these natters which are of great corcerrk to them. Me sinwerely
hope the States can be irvohved in these matters hi~ch could have an economic,
sccitl and safety effect cn them for centuries to come.

We appreciate the opport}urit, of review'.ng these Proposed Fules.

Sincerely

BUREAU OF 6EOLOGY

John W. Green
Environmental Geologist

cc: Hon. Villitm A. Allain
State Attorrey Seneral

Alvin P. Bicker, Or.
Acting Dtireztor
bureau of Oeology
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Secretary of the Commission . t 0
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: Proposed 10 CFR 60, "Disposal of High-Level Radioactive
Waste in Geologic Repositories"

Gentlemen:

We are pleased to comment on the Commission's proposed new Part 60 to
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations.

In general, Part 60 appears to conform to the precepts embodied in
Part 50, which governs the licensing of production and utilization
facilities. However, unlike Part 50, Part 60 introduces what many will
view as an inappropriate burden of policy issues in addition to the
concepts normally found in the CFR involving strictly procedural matters
and technical criteria. In particular, we believe that it is unnecessary
for the Commission to address the policy-related issue as to the number
of fully characterized high-level radioactive waste sites in these
proposed new regulations.

It would seem to us that the NEPA process (to which DOE must adhere)
would allow a site selection process involving a candidate site which
adequately meets reasonable technical site criteria previously promul-
gated by the regulations and was the only site which had been subjected
to an extensive and detailed site characterization process. Such an
approach is entirely consistent with a total systems evaluation which
takes into account the beneficial role of stabilized waste forms, engi-
neered barriers, and other engineered considerations in meeting disposal
criteria.

To the extent that the Department of Energy, to prudently manage a
program for which it is the designated lead agency, may elect to investi-
gate one or more backup sites and address these alternate sites and
plans for investigating them ir. its site characterization report should

AFFILIATE OF EktvN COHPCP.A1TON
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be viewed as the DOE's prerogative. Should this approach be adopted by
the DOE, it would then be possible to "bank" these alternate sites for
future use. But, if a site, in whatever media and in an acceptable
location, can be shown with high confidence to meet the NRC's criteria,
then submitting an application for a construction permit should not have
to wait until other sites are fully characterized.

The proposed requirement for evaluating multiple sites may well become a
requirement through other actions, such as administration policy, con-
gressional action, or in DOE's development of its National Plan for
Nuclear Waste Management. NRC's regulations need not duplicate these
requirements, they merely need to be responsive to whatever national
course of action is chosen.

Additional comments are provided in the attachment to this letter.

Sincerely,

R.K. Robinson

RKR:dl -

Attachment



Attachment

Additional Comments on 10 CFR 60

1. 60.2(c), 60.51 and 60.52

The term "Decommissioning" has a significantly different meaning inr
this Part than it has for other types of facilities. We would
rather see a different term used to identify the activities of
"Final backfilling of subsurface facilities, sealing of shafts, and
decontamination and dismantlement of surface facilities". On the
other hand, if it is intended to actually terminate (60.52 uses the
word "may") such licenses when the above-mentioned activities are
complete, the term may be appropriate.

2. 60.2(e) and 60.21(c)(12)

By definition, there will be "no intent to retrieve HLW for
resource values," however, 60.21(c)(12) requires "a description
of plans for retrieval and alternate storage . . ." If retrieval
capabilities have to be incorporated into such facilities, the
definition of "disposal" should be made consistent with that
intent.

3. 60.2(i)

We recommend that the definition of HLW be made consistent with
IRG's definition which says (in part): "HLW are either intact
fuel assemblies that are being discarded after having served
their useful life in a nuclear reactor . . ." The concept of
"discard" is missing in NRC's definition.

4. 60.11(f)

It is indicated that the Department may prepare an environmental
impact statement; however, per 10 CFR 51, this is a function of
the NRC for other licensing actions under Part 50, 70, etc.

The process of site characterization should not require the
submittal of an EIS. Using 60.2(n)'s definition of site charac-
terization, it seems likely that this activity would be excepted
from NEPA procedures under 10 CFR 1021.5 which provides NEPA ex-
emption for classes of DOE activities, specifically 1021.5(d)(9)
information gathering, analysis and dissemination and 1021.5(d)(11)
actions in the nature of conceptual design or feasibility studies.
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.February 28, 1980

Mr. Michael Bell
High Level Waste Technical

Development Branch
Division of Waste Management
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Bell:

I have had the opportunity to review the
the Disposal of High Level Radioactive Wastes
Licensing Procedures.

I was pleased to see the provisions made
entire regulatory procedure.

Federal Register Notice concerning
in Geological Repositories Proposed

for State participation in the

I do not believe, however, that it will ever be appropriate for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to terminate a license for a repository after
decommissioning. Provisions must be made for adequate federal funding to
support a monitoring and possible control program to be-administered by the State
after decommissioning.

Very truly yours,

Office of the Setlaw H
, ockcn t$& seir

4cq 774L4
Arthur T. Heubner
Director, Radiation Control
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mu - February 28, 1980

Secretary of the Nuclear LAO
Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sirs,

Disposal of High-level Radioactive Wastes
in Geologic Repositories:

Proposed Licensing Procedures
Comments on Proposed rule, Federal Register Vol. 44, No. 236

It would be inappropriate and unjustifiable to burden the Department of Energy
with unnecessary costs and delays in their efforts to develop a geologic repository
for the disposal of radioactive wastes. Nevertheless, I find myself in broad
agreement with the stance of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as enunciated in the
above proposed rule.

Although full use must be made of such existing experience and precedent as is
relevant, it must be recognized the disposal of radioactive wastes in geologic
repositories is novel and involves many issues and factors lying outside the realm
of current experience. Because of this and the sensitivity of the public to waste
disposal, special actions and precautions are needed.

In principal, these actions and precautions should have two primary objectives.
First, to obviate our lack of experience, particularly in the field, and thereby
to broaden our understanding of the nature of this issue. Second, to guard against
the unexpected.

The initial technical identification of potential sites must be made on the basis
of surface geological and geophysical exploration with, perhaps, limited test drilling.
However, it seems to be accepted by experts and laymen alike that the amount and
quality of data that can be so obtained is not sufficient to make anything approaching
an adequate appraisal of the site. AccordiiigFy, at this level of information it is
not practicable to select potentially acceptable sites-on technical grounds.

It is generally agreed that site specific technical information of the kind
necessary to decide whether or not a site is suitable for the development of a
waste repository can be obtained only from exploration and testing at the depth below
surface of the proposed repository. Ini teravs or tihe'Pres1dent s ret;ent Report on His
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Proposals for a Comprehensive Radioactive Waste Management Program, the Department is
directed fo evaluate and find four or five sites in a variety of different geologic
environments with diverse rock types to be suitable before one or more will be selected
for further development as a licensed full-scale repository. This is tantamount to a
directive from the President for the DOE and NRC to proceed in accordance with the
proposed rule.

Having accepted that the data needed to establish the suitability of a site-can
be obtained only through exploration and testing at depth, it follows such exploration
and testing will have to be done at a number of sites in different geologic media.
Otherwise, there Is no technical basis for choosing any particular site or medium as
offering greater probabilities for the development of a successful repository than
any other site or medium. In the absence of relevant hard data meaningful comparisons
between different sites cannot be made.

Even underground exploration and testing cannot provide sufficient data to prove
that a site will ultimately be adequate and safe for a waste repository.
Once a site has been accepted on the basis of such exploratory data, new information
will be forthcoming as excavation and engineering measurements proceed. It is most
important that mechanisms for the collection of these data and their evaluation be
mandated, so to minimize the chances of some adverse feature being overlooked and let
pass without correction, or, if sufficiently serious, allowing development of the
repository to proceed when, In fact, it should be abandoned.

The proposed rule corrctly identifies two of the most important factors in
ensuring adequate isolation, namely, the waste form and the (geochemical and
hydrological) characteristics of the site. Quantitative information on these
factors is essential to any evaluation of the suitability of a site to isolate
radioactive wastes from the biosphere.

In addition to the fundamentally important characteristics of the waste form and
the site, it is equally important that field techniques for excavation, emplacement
of the waste, backfilling and sealing of the access ways and shafts be shown to be
capable of practical implementation, and that their performance be shown to be
adequate, before any decision concerning the acceptability of a repository can
be made. Furthermore, the performance of engineered barriers to prevent the release
of fission products and, perhaps, the long term release of radioactive materials
should be assessed in the same context.

In summary, the development of geologic repositories for the disposal of radio-
active wastes is an engineering venture into the unknown. The repercussions of
even partial failure could be disasterous. Exceptional caution and care are,
therefore, fully justifiable especially as they comprise only a direct cost,
and do not incur continuing and unnecessary costs as would excessive factors of
safety in the design of an aircraft.

Yours sincerely,

A/i24 t4.c .:/ c.4.
Nevidip. G.'". Cook
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United States Department of the Interior
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

RESTON, VA. 22092
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Mr. Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary
Office of the Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chilk:

This letter is in response to the Federal Register notice (Vol. 44, No. 36,
dated December 6, 1979) inviting public comment on a proposed rule for
licensing the receipt and disposal of high-level radioactive wastes (HLW)
at geologic repositories (10 CFR Part 40 Subparts A-D). The staff of the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has reviewed those parts of the rule involv-
ing earth-science issues.

In general, the USGS endorses the procedures set forth in the proposed rule.
They have been formulated-to take account of the fact that disposal of
radioactive waste in mined repositories requires new technology that must
be developed in a stepwise, conservative manner. Each major step in the
licensing provides opportunities for reevaluation of previous analyses and
judgments; State and local officials and the general public will be involved
in these reevaluations.

A major issue in the regulatory philosophy under development is the proposed
requirement to characterize a number of sites in appropriate media by
in situ tests at depth before selection of the repository site and issuance
of a license to construct. The USGS supports these requirements. The
enclosed comments offer more specific technical justifications for our
endorsement of the proposed in situ testing requirements, together with
some suggestions on technical approaches.

Sincerely yours,

William MenardMLIAR 1. 3 1980 0- irector

Enclosure
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Comments by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) on a Proposed Rule for
Licensing the Receipt and Disposal of High-Level Radioactive

Wastes (HLW) at Geologic Repositories

Although the U.S. Department of Energy had been planning to conduct in situ
tests early in the construction of any repository, the USGS feels it is useful
to require collection of such data at a number of sites prior to full adjudica-
tory hearings of the licensing process. Those hearings can then proceed on the
basis-of critical, site-specific data on the candidate host rocks and their -
environs rather than on inferences derived from a limited number of drill holes
supplemented by remote geophysical techniques. Characterization of geologic
media is a particularly difficult problem in geotechnical engineering because
of the ever-present possibility of lateral changes in the properties of host
rocks and the possible presence of inhomogeneities too small to detect by
remote or borehole techniques. Direct observation and in situ tests of host
media will be the only way to characterize sites with confidence. Tests that
should be conducted at or near the repository horizon include: thermomechanical
and coupled thermomechanical-thermohydrologic response of the host rock and
adjacent formations; hydrologic properties of the host rock and adjacent
formations; tests for emplacing, monitoring, and retrieving waste packages;
tests of possible interactions between the waste canisters and the rock fluid;
and field tests of geochemical reactions which retard radionuclide migration
both in the near- and far-fields.

At this point, a statement of caution is necessary. The Commission will have
to have clearly defined objectives for these tests so that they are not
required to continue for unduly long periods and do not damage the potential
isolation characteristics of the host rock. For the first repository, a con-
servative strategy would be to substantially limit the thermal load and maxi-
mum temperatures in the repository. Thermal tests of repository design could
therefore be conducted at relatively low temperatures. Some limited higher
temperature tests might be useful to set limits on model parameters.

In order to make a meaningful comparison of a number of potential repository
sites in a variety of different geological environments, as required by the
President's comprehensive waste management plan-of February 12, 1980, in situ
tests at repository depths will be necessary at four to five sites. Although
costly and time-consuming, such characterization at four to five sites will be
necessary for a valid consideration of alternatives under the National
Environmental Policy Act. The costs of such characterization will certainly
not represent wasted funds.- If characterization shows that an initially
promising site is in fact not suitable, much of value will be learned. If
characterization shows a site to be suitable, it can be reserved for later
use as a repository if it is not selected for the first.

Although not strictly an earth-science matter, we note in passing that the
proposed regulations do not consider possible interfaces with existing
regulations governing Federal lands, specifically the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976.

U.S. Gey9.& '(Ivit
Fe~br.Javy ;C', 19JC
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February 28, 1980 In reply refer to BOESG-i978

Secretary of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission

Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sirs: 31980 5
> Oficeof the Seed ig

Subject: Comments on Proposed Dodeft&
Rule 10 CFR 60

The Atomics International Division of the Energ s Group
of Rockwell International Corporation is pleased at the opportunity
to comment on the proposed rule for Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories as published in the
Federal Register, Volume 44, Number 236, pages 70408-70421 on
Thursday, December 6, 1979. Our comments are of a general
nature; however, if any or all are adopted, specific changes to
10 CFR 60 will be required. Our comments are divided into three
categories: (1) Repositories; (2) Decision Making; and (3) Waste
Forms.

1. Repositories

We would like to express our concern that the proposed rule-
making appears to require that the "best" available site be
selected. This is accomplished by requiring full site character-
ization of a number of sites and geologic media (minimum of
three, but an implication of many more than three) before
selecting any site. We believe that technical criteria should be
established to limit any release to the biosphere to less than is
now legally acceptable under 10 CFR 20. Then, if a site and
its proposed waste form can be chown to meet the technical
requirements, it should be deemned acceptable as a repository.
To continue to search for tbe "bert" will be fruitlese i.r this
ever improving tecbrinologial VTwrlr1 we JEv-e. in.

-;r4,
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One of our major concerns is that by using a "best" requirement,
any obstructionist organization can effectively block progress
in constructing a safe repository.

Another concern of ours is the requirement that during construc-
tion, the repository is evaluated for conformance with the design.
It is our understanding that mines (and in essence a geologic
repository is a mine) are usually "developed" and cannot be
"designed" in detail without extensive exploratory drilling. We
believe that this exploratory drilling should be done during the
site characterization phase and in sufficient depth to permit the
design of the mine. It should be recognized that design changes
will probably be required as the mine is developed, as the explor-
atory drilling and mining cannot cover all contingencies.

2. Decision Making

We also believe that the proposed rule-making can lead to long
delays before decisions are made. For example, on page 70409,
second column, the four paragraph ends with "without undue
schedule delays. t" We suggest that it might be advisable to
specify a time limit for the various parties (state and public) to
respond so that the hearings proceed expeditiously.

3. Waste Forms

The proposed rule also requires that the Department address and
compare alternative waste forms. We concur that DOE should
continue to develop better and better waste forms; however,
our concern here is also that the "best" will be required and that
the "best" form will always be something not quite developed. We
believe that, as with site selection, specific technical criteria
should be established to limit the release from the waste form.
Once a waste form is demonstrated to meet these technical require-
ments, it should be certified for burial in a repository.
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We hope that our comments will be of value to you in developing this
most difficult section of the Code of Federal Regulations.

Very truly yours,

D. G. Mason
Programs Director
Fuel and Waste Management
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Secretary ear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Geologic Repositories; Proposed Licensing
Procedures (44 Fed. Reg. 70408; December 6, 1979)

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) hereby submits

its comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC or the

Commission) proposed licensing procedures for the disposal of

high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories. The

development of both these licensing procedures and the upcoming

safety standards for repositories are urgently needed to guide

the on-going activities of the Department of Energy,(DOE or the

Department) in selecting possible sites for geologic reposi-

tories. Unfortunately, due in large part to the absence of

such procedures and safety standards, the Department continues

an inadequate approach to the selection of potential sites for

geologic repositories.1 1

l/In particular, MRDC firds the Dpartment's emohasis i.i salt
Comes in the Gulf C.';4t nixes. .'. .-tr;isc-i. 3 d2rie-
are inherently -S'tSt'-., formstkcr1 3 . aire c-Ften ass oiatet' v.tti'
significant natural resources, ffootncte ccnt.rntle;J on .. ;t page)

iooc Re0c3dd Pape owWI bA
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The Commission's proposed rule is a significant improvement

over the earlier proposed general statement of policy. (43 Fed.

Req. 53869; November 17, 1978.) We applaud the overall

approach incorporated in the proposed rule, and we congratulate

the Commission on a job basically well done. NRDC strongly

supports, in particular, the proposed step-by-step process for

reviewing the Department's development of geologic reposi-

tories. This cautious approach, together with appropriate

technical conservatism that we urge be incorporated in the up-

coming technical criteria, is desirable because there is no

experience in constructing geologic repositories anywhere in

the world, and because there are known significant scientific

uncertainties and gaps in knowledge about how to design, con-

struct, and operate geologic repositories safely.21 Careful

review at each initial stage in the selection of sites, con-

struction and operation of repositories, and in the closure of

repositories is necessary to protect public health and the

environment adequately.

Also, geologic exploration and in situ testing at depth of

several potential sites in different geologic media are an

1/(cont. from page 1) are potentially valuable as storage
facilities (as in the case of the strategic petroleum reserve),
and they have the other disadvantages of salt, e.g., high solu-
bility, low sorptive capacity, and inconvenience of maintaining
ready retrievability of wastes. in our view, if DOE hat had
the benefit of adequate standards addressing the issue of
natural resources and human intrusion. there would not be the
current emphasis on salt dormes.

"/See, for instance, Inoernie. cy Peahw nrn. on uuclt r
Waste Marage5erit, ~jrtJjuu 1 til -I e.; e 7ec hfrULgyL
Strategies for the Tu'a J I , I t'iU : C;f, asa Se, e 5 b
TUraft), A.ppar dix Ap, a ge v_ -ctJ. _5.'T57



essential component of regulations designed to protect the

public health and safety of thousands of human generations to

come. Important information about the possible future behavior

of wastes emplaced in a deep geologic environment can be

obtained only by study in that environment. Laboratory tests

and investigations from the surface are useful and important,

but they are also inherently limited. A high degree of assur-

ance that wastes will remain isolated from the biosphere can be-

obtained only by extensive study deep underground at the actual

site proposed for disposal.3-

An important aspect of the proposed approach is that there

be investigation of several sites prior to selection of one for

development, because this procedure will reduce the chance of

undue institutional momentum accruing to a site that may be

inferior. We believe that it was this concern that was behind

the President's recent decision to cancel the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant, for instance. Indeed, without a provision for

comparative review prior to commitment to one site, the desir-

ability of a requirement for exploration and in situ testing at

depth would be significantly diminished. The proposed regula-

tions help ensure that the commitment of a particular investi-

gative and design team to an individual site will not be

3/See, Committee on Radioactive Waste Management, National
Academy of Sciences - National Research Council, Implementation
of Lono-Term Environmental Radiation Stanaards: The Issue of
Verification, A Report Prepa3reo by tt~e P-roEl on the Implemen-
tation Requiee.-~e:.ts Of Eof i-or:-tal adii a rS (1979).
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controlling, because there will be a comparative review of

several alternatives that have been studied to the same

extent.

The intent of the proposed provisions for state and general

public involvement in the NRC's reviews of DOE's plans are also

highly desirable. The federal government in the past gave too

little attention to the advice and concerns of state officials,

independent scientists and the general public, particularly at

the early stages of investigating and developing facilities for

long-term storage or disposal of radioactive wastes. Had

early, independent comments been heeded about proposed-sites

at, for instance, Lyons, Kansas, tax dollars would not have

been misspent on unsound approaches and-progress toward safe

disposal would have been much faster. Furthermore, confidence

in the federal program, which is almost totally absent today,

would have developed.

There are, however, fatal omissions in the proposed rule.

In order for the stated objectives of the NRC to be fulfilled,

and for the NRC to meet the Atomic Energy Act's (AEA) require-

ments to protect public health and safety, these serious

deficiencies must be corrected in the final rule. In partic-

ular, (1) the final regulations should specify a minimum number

of sites that must be characterized by the Department before an

application to construct a repository can be docketed by the

NRC; (2) all of the minimum number of sites should qualify

under an early screening test to assure that they satisfy, to

the extent possible prior to exploration and in situ testing at



depth, NRC's technical criteria for sites;41 (3) the regu-

lations should explicitly identify the problems of conflict

with natural resources, and other situations-potentially

leading to inadvertent human intrusion into a repository, as

major issues to be discussed fully in site characterization

reports and license applications; (4) the rule should explicit-

ly state that in the event there is NRC dissatisfaction with a

site characterization report, an appplication to construct a

repository will not be docketed; and (5) DOE should be required

to explore and investigate these multiple sites at depth.

Additionally, the discussion of the environmental impacts

* associated with site characterization preceding the proposed

rule should be substantially improved, and the final regula-

tions should improve the provisions for state participation in

the NRC review process, particularly by "interested" states.

Finally, we are concerned that the NRC has omitted discussion

and formulation of policy on (1) the implementation of the

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), as it applies to

NRC's activities in licensing geologic repositories, and (2)

provision of financial and other assistance to public interest

groups that, with the availability of adequate resources, could

4/The determination, based on information prior to explora-
tion and in situ testino at depth, that sites are "qualified"
should be made only after there has been a public hearing on
the issue.

'R
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meaningfully contribute to the NRC's review of DOE plans.5

We urge the NRC to direct attention to these two important

matters at the earliest possible time, because adequate

policies on them are essential to a sound licensing approach.

The licensing procedures should not become final until the

NRC's NEPA policy and program for providing assistance to

intervenors is available. Moreover, the comment period on the

proposed licensing procedures should remain open until the

proposed technical criteria are available formally for public

review and comment. These documents are integral to the NRC's

overall regulatory program to assure high-level wastes will be

disposed of safely. Piecemeal review of the NRC's approach is

inherently unsatisfactory, prohibiting comprehensive and

thorough analysis by the public.

I. The Proposed Licensino Procedures Should Require the

Department of Energy to Characterize, Including Exploration

and In Situ Testing at Depth, A Minimum Number of Sites.

The NRC prefaces its proposed regulations with the expecta-

tion that the Department will characterize "a minimum of three

sites representing a minimum of two geologic media" in response

5/Additionally, within the context of the proposed regula-
tions, the NRC should maintain a current list of individuals
and organizations that are interested in. radioactive waste
disposal or licensing matters. Written notification of the
NRC's receipt of site characterization ieports and license
application should go to all those onr. this list Lutematically.
Reliance on noti:es In the Fe:-.! 't' arc ir. 'i,.Se in
this regard.
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to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) to consider alternatives to a proposed action. (44 Fed..

ROQ. 70415; footnote.) NRDC concurs that NEPA requires DOE to

evaluate fully several alternative sites in a variety of geo-

logic environments. The proposed regulations, however, inex-

plicably do not themselves require the Department to consider

several sites in a variety of different types of rock as a

matter important for protection of public health and safety.

(See, 44 fed. Req. 70415; footnote.) We believe strongly that,

pursuant to its obligation under the Atomic Energy Act to pro-

tect public health and safety, the NRC should require a

specific, minimum number of sites that the Department must

characterize. In particular, we urge the NRC to incorporate

the recent Presidential directive, based on the recommendation

of a majority of the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste

Management, to the Department to locate at least four sites in

a variety of different geologic environments before selecting

the first site for a repository.-6 We interpret the phrase

"a variety of geologic environments" in the Presidential "Fact

Sheet" to mean that at least three different types of rocks

have to be characterized.

The need for characterizing several sites in a variety of

rock media Is Justified by more than the need to consider

alternatives under the provisions of NEPA, although that is

6/Office of the Wht-ite HouSE P-^- *1:-; rt -ie;.L, Tha
President's Program on Rdioa-tivLe Wa ,te :i-rg P. 1:

(dated February 12, 1980).
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sufficient justification. Specifically, we believe that there

are two more compelling reasons for characterization of several

sites: (1) consideration of several sites in a variety of rock

types provides critical information about the relative safety

of different environments; and (2) characterization of several

sites avoids Departmental momentum in favor of only one site

and undue institutional commitment to only one proposal. These

are issues at the heart of the NRC's responsibility to protect

public health and safety under the requirements of the Atomic

Energy Act.

There are significant gaps in our scientific knowledge

about the geologic disposal of radioactive wastes. These

uncertainties have potentially serious implications for the

level of safety provided by geologic repositories. Predicting

possible future releases of wastes from geologic repositories,

furthermore, is an activity of unknown, but probably low,

reliability and accuracy. To compensate, at least partially,

for these problems in assessing safety, the NRC should assure

that during the selection of a disposal environment the "best"

of a set of qualified sites is selected.

To help assure that-the selection of a site involves com-

parison of valid alternatives, the NRC should conduct a careful

review of DOE's selection of sites for characterization.

Before a final determination on whether DOE's sites are

"qualified," the NRC should hold a public hearing to obtain the

views of membcr-s of ' u.- 2' _ *re ti0

independent scientistts, r di3n N;t;io. and local anrd state
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governments. Such a procedure would help avoid the undue com-

mitment of pubiic funds to sites that could never be acceptable

for construction of repositories. The basis for comparison

should be NRC's as yet unreleased technical criteria for siting

repositories. DOE should not be able to count as one of the

minimum number of sites any that clearly violate the technical

criteria.7/

The federal program in radioactive waste management, more-

over, has suffered in the past from an inability to maintain

flexibility and to consider a range of possible solutions for

each step of the process ending in disposal. A requirement to

characterize several sites in a variety of geologic environ-

ments, thus, is not only fully justified on safety and environ-

mental grounds,. it also would improve the likelihood of success

of the Department's program.

The "supplementary information" to the proposed regulations

concludes that, ". . . the data needed to establish the ulti-

mate suitability of the site is likely to be obtained only

through exploration and in situ testing at depth, i.e., in the

proposed rock unit. . . ..[Without exploration and in situ

testing in the proposed host rock unit, neither the defects nor

the key parameters can be determined with confidence." (44

Fed. Req. 70410). NRDC concurs with this judgement, which is

7 /As .ndicate in _ ' . 1 . c I.C.
careful early screen.r,- s tct vcui:d I if CJif Coast *salt
dom~els and0 tthe b~6;Gi~k: isaix .- t E3t: a _e' '*:J. e8l' :x i c;
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amply Justified by recent technical analyses.- We are sur-

prised, therefore, that the proposed regulations do not, as

they should, require DOE to conduct the necessary exploration

and in situ testing at depth.

In conclusion, consistent with the recent decision of the

President, we urge the Commission to revise its proposed rule

so that the Department is required to characterize, through

exploration and in situ testing at depth, a minimum of four

qualified sites in three different rock media before an appli-

cation to construct a repository is docketed.

II. The Environmental Impacts of Site Characterization Have Not

Been Adequately Addressed by the Commission in the Proposed

Rule.

The Commission states in its rationale for a site charac.-

terization report that the environmental impacts of site

characterizations are "relatively insignificant" and that the

principal impact will be the "management of the spoils from

8/See, for instance, Interagency Review Group on Nuclear
Waste Management, Subgroup Report on Alternative Technology
Strateoies for the Isolation of Nuclear Waste, TIO-28818
(Draft), Appendix A (October 1978); J. D. Bredehoeft, et al.,
U.S. Geological Survey, Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radio-
active Wastes -- Earth-Science Perspectives, Circular 779
(1978); U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Report of an
Ad-Hoc Panel of Earth Scientists, .The State of Geological Know-
ledge Regarding Potential Transport of Hioh-Level Radioactive
Wastes from Deep Continental Repositories, EPA/520/4-78-004
(June 1978); and Committee on Radioactive Waste Management,
National Academy of Science-s - Nat-o'nal' Reeerch Council,
Implementatibn of Lor.o-Tarm. 'n;!rnnmrts: Raliotiir. A.;. derd.
The Issue of Verification., A Report Pztpared b- thRe Ps're on
the Implementation Requirements of Environrmental .adiat:on
Standards (1979).
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excavation of an exploratory shaft" measuring 5000 cubic yards.

(44 Fed. Reg. 70409; footnote 4.) This statement fails to

consider the economic and political impacts of land with-

drawals, and the potential impacts of aquifer disruption and

reclamation of the site if subsurface exploration results in

abandonment. Furthermore, the NRC's view that site character-

ization has insignificant environmental impact is inconsistent

with other statements suggesting that the Department may decide

to prepare an "environmental impact statement with respect to

site characterization activities." (44 Fed. Rea. 70417.)

Thus, we believe t~hat the Commission's evaluation of the

potential environmental impacts of site characterization is

incorrect.. Undoubtedly, DOE will have to prepare an environ-

mental impact statement on any proposed site characterization,

pursuant to the requirements of NEPA. This NEPA statement, and

a discussion of potential environmental consequences in its

site characterization report, should be key elements of the

NRC's review of DOE's plans. The potential environmental

impacts during site characterization explicitly must be found

acceptable, and there must be no preferable alternatives,

before the NRC approves DOE site characterization reports.

III. The Provisions for State and Public Involvement in NRC's

Review of DOE's Site Characterization Report Should Be

Strenathened.

The proposed rega!1itns _.. t:: V: :. ar tc. tr a

cpportunity for states to par: ic'pzzP An tG.e NRC's raiil;w of
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its characterization reports and license applications. First,

a state's participation is subject to the "availability of

funds" and "approval" by the Director of the Office of Nuclear

Material Safety and Safeguards. (§ 60.83.) Second, such par-

ticipation is limited to "affected states." (§ 60.62(b).) NRDC

believes that neither restriction is appropriate or necessary.

Indeed, these restrictions are likely to impede careful tech-

nical review of DOE's plans, and they are likely to erode

further the already strained state-federal relationship. The

NRC, instead of conditioning or restricting its assistance,

should provide all interested, affected or host states with the

assistance they need to participate effectively in the NRC's

review of DOE's site characterization reports and license

applications. Additionally, NRC should offer the same assis-

tance to Indian Nations.

IV. The Proposed Regulations Should Explicitly Consider The

Natural Resource and Human Intrusion Questions in Site

Characterization Reports and License Applications.

Primarily because the principal focus of DOE's site selec-

tion program of DOE's Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation is on

salt deposits, potential conflict with natural resources is a

major concern in considering the adequacy of site character-

ization reports and license applications. DOE's advocacy of

the WIPP site near Carlsbad, New Mexico, and its emphasis on

salt domes for disposal of e :n.z e u .sze tis

concern. Yet, the proposed repte tiins do not address 'he
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issue of potential conflicts over natural resources. This is a

fatal omission. (See, § 60.21.) Indeed, consideration of this

issue may be even more important in terms of finding an accep-

table site than the other technical areas of concern currently

identified in the proposed regulations. (§ 60.21(c).)

The final regulations should require, in DOE's site charac-

terization reports and license applications, a full discussion

of the presence-and potential of natural resources as a threat

to the integrity of the waste containment system. In partic-

ular, DOE should be directed to evaluate the probability and

possible consequences of extraction of resources in the area of

the proposed site, assuming that the human intruders are

unaware of the presence of deposited radioactive wastes.

Submitted by:

Terry R. Lash

Georgia Yuan

TRL/GY/KJ
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March 3, 1980
12t EAST 42ND STtEET
NEW YORX, N.Y. 10017

212 949-0049

Secretary of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in
Geologic Repositories: Proposed Licensing
Procedures (44 Fed. Reg. 70408; December 6, 1979)

There are three changes that should be made in the letter
dated February 29, 1980, from the Natural Resources Defense
Council, commenting on the above-captioned matter.

1) On page 3, footnote 3: the date in the last line
should be 1979, not 1977.

2) Page 7, line 7: insert "a" between "as" and "matter".

3) Page 10, line 2: after "the proposed regulations do
not" insert ", as they should,".

I enclose corrected copies of pages 3, 7 and 10, which you
can insert into 'the original in place of the erroneous pages.

Please accept my apologies for this inconvenience.

Sincerely y sa

tf ~~USNFO a iM1tVC ) cU
U$- r Jornes

MAR 1 31980,A Secreta to Terry Lash
Office to DP SUctrt -

[ \><.ct;r!C & R"ats t

K.A/hs
~A by

0oo% Recyckd ParPC qpp
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essential component of regulations designed to protect the

public health and safety of thousands of human generations to

come. Important information about the possible future behavior

of wastes emplaced in a deep geologic environment can be

obtained only by study in that environment. Laboratory tests

and investigations from the surface are useful and important,

but they are also inherently limited. A high degree of assur-

ance that wastes will remain isolated from the biosphere can be

obtained only by extensive study deep underground at the actual

3/site proposed for disposal.-

An important aspect of the proposed approach is that there

be investigation of several sites prior to selection of one for

development, because this procedure will reduce the chance of

undue institutional momentum accruing to a site that may be

inferior. We believe that it was this concern that was behind

the President's recent decision to cancel the Waste Isolation

Pilot Plant, for instance. Indeed, without a provision for

comparative review prior to commitment to one site, the desir-

ability of a requirement for exploration and in situ testing at

depth would be significantly diminished. The proposed regula-

tions help ensure that the commitment of a particular investi-

gative and design team to an individual site will not be

2/See, Committee on Radioactive Waste Management, National
Academy of Sciences - National Reseerch Council, Implementation
of Long-Term Environmental Radiation Standards: The-Issue of
Verification, A Report Prepares by 'the Pa.el or ine Irmiplmen-
tatiorn Requirements of lra d tion Sunue.:lds ;79).
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to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) to consider alternatives to a proposed action. (44 Fed.

Req. 70415; footnote.) NRDC concurs that NEPA requires DOE to

evaluate fully several alternative sites in a variety of geo-

logic environments. The proposed regulations, however, inex-

plicably do not themselves require the Department to consider

several sites in a variety of different types of rock as a

matter important for protection of public health and safety.

(See, 44 Fed. Req. 70415; footnote.) We believe strongly that,

pursuant to its obligation under the Atomic Energy Act to pro-

tect public health and safety, the NRC should require a

specific, minimum number of sites that the Department must

characterize. In particular, we urge the NRC to incorporate

the recent Presidential directive, based on the recommendation

of a majority of the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste

Management, to the Department to locate at least four sites in

a variety of different geologic environments before selecting

the first site for a repository.-' We interpret the phrase

"a variety of geologic environments" in the Presidential "Fact

Sheet" to mean that at least three different types of rocks

have to be characterized.

The need for characterizing several sites in a variety of

rock media is justified by more than the need to consider

alternatives under the provisions of NEPA, although that is

6 /Off'ce of tha W.--. Ie uO PArcs. rt.;,-y. As e The
President's Program on Radlouc.-t-'va N'h an h g!.g--iL.it," p. A

(dated February 12. 198i0.
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amply justified by recent technical analyses.- We are sur-

prised, therefore, that the proposed regulations do not, as

they should, require DOE to conduct the necessary exploration

and in situ testing at depth.

In conclusion, consistent with the recent decision of the

President, we urge the Commission to revise its proposed rule

so that the Department is required to characterize, through

exploration and in situ testing at depth, a minimum of four

qualified sites in three different rock media before an appli-

cation to construct a repository is docketed.

II. The-Environmental Impacts of Site-Characterization Have Not

Been Adequately Addressed by the-Commission in the Proposed

Rule.

The Commission states in its rationale for a site charac-

terization report that the environmental impacts of site

characterizations are "relatively insignificant" and that the

principal impact will be the "management of the spoils from

8/5ee, for instance, Interagency Review Group on Nuclear
Waste Management, Subgroup Report on Alternative Technology
Strategies for the Isolation of Nuclear Waste, TID-28818
(Draft), Appendix A (October 1978); J. D. Bredehoeft, et al.,
U.S. Geological Survey, Geologic Disposal of-High-Leve rRadio-
active Wastes -- Earth-Science Perspectives, Circular 779
(178); U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Report of an
Ad-Hoc Panel of Earth Scientists, The-State-of Geological Know-
ledge Regarding-Potential Transport of High-Level Radioactive
Wastes from Deep Continentsl. Repositories, EPA/520/4-78-004
(June 1978); and Committee on Radioactive Waste Management,
National Academy of Science.* - NatS.n;nal Fesee rch Counc 13,
Implementati-ri of LE r.nqr!t-Tarimt..ori S&-..-iai.1<:
the Issue of Varif1ticeti-., .^ tip 'ca,;z.r'd t i. AT r13'. on
the implementation Requirements oV' .v.r'nrccnI%.na` Radiate' ,
Standards (1979).
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[HWEST RESEARCH AND INFO CENTER March 3, 1980

Secretary of the Duclear Regulatory Coamission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory isiori
ashingto, D.C. 20555

TORlN: Docketing and Service Branch

RE: Disposal of High-Level R oactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories;
Proposed Licensing Procedures (44 Fed. Rt;. 70408, December 6, 1979).

Herein are the further Icomts of Souft1est Research & Inforuation Center

(SRIC) on the proposed rules an licensing of high level nuclear waste repositories.

SRIC is a private, non-profit organization, providing edcational and scientific

information to the public at large and to camrimity groups on various public

interest issues. Over the past seven years we have been carefully studying, the

need for safe nuclear waste disposal. WE have been particularly involved with

researching issues related to the federal govermlnt's proposed WIHP Project.

We feel that adequate controls to protect public health and safety from the

long-term effects of nuclear waste are essential. Our experience indicates that
the Department of Energy (DE) cannot and will not adequately protect public health

and safety, nor will it encourage and support necessary public Participation and

a legitimate role for state and local governnent agencies in nuclear waste mniage-

Vent programs. Therefore, we welcome these proposed 1IRC rules and find them
superior In many ways to the original proposed General Statement of Policy,

released in November 1978.

Nevertheless, we feel that various important inadequacies remain. These

problems must be resolved before the NRC can play an essential role in nuclear waste

1nagemnt and begin to rebuild the public's confidence in the nation' s overall

nuclear waste Oaaemsnt pr . Our major concerns relate to site characterization,

MEPA reqyirezents, consultatinn and concurrence with states, and public
participation.

?.O. BOX 4524 ALBLIQUiER0UE .W t tAICOI 87 1065 iSO 24.?.,-eoA-



1) Not all necessary information has been included in the provisions related

to site characterization.

We believe that NRC should re-think its entire concept of site selection and

site characterization.
a) Criteria for selection of potential sites are very important. While we

understand that the Cani-ssion's techiical criteria are still under development,

it is not at all clear the the site characteriztio report requires discussion

of several crucial issues: mineral resource conflicts, geologic conditions below

the repository level, and regional geologic conditions. For example, in the case
of the proposed IMP site, conflicts with large potash, oil and gas reserves, deep
salt dissolution and regional geologic uncertainties have effectively disqualified

the site. Thus, such a site should never qualify for site characterization, as
the proposed rule defines it. It is not clear, however, that site characterization
as defined in 560.2(n) would lead to a site characterization analysis with epecific,
major objections from the Director.

b) Before NRC can mnke determinations about site characterization, it must

require in its rules that DOE provide detailed information about all sites examined--

pres uably at least 10-12 locations before 4 or sore are selected for further work.

'Such nrmerical goals for sites considered should be specified in the rule as the
nmn requirement. The site characterization report(s) from DOE must include a

detailed review of all sites examined and evaluated. Only through such a complete

review can NRC know how well the technical criteria are actually followed.
c) Site characterization should be defned to include preliminary borings and

geophysical testing, rather than those features included in the proposed definition

in §60.2(n), which are more correctly identified as "site development. " We feel
that this change in definition is justified for three reasons. (1) The scale of
insitu testing apparently being comtenplated could clearly disqualify a site if

improperly done, as the proposed rule recognizes. Such insitu testing is a much

different level of work than prelininary site characterization work that does not
require RC qapproval. Such insitu testing should be done only if there is a high
probability that such work will be the first stage in actual mine construction--i.e.,
that the actual shafts for the repository wuld be the sam (or just enlarged

versions) of the development shaft(s). (2) "Sit9e &velopuent." wor±s will actually
cost many times more thian the $20 williai c-st4Tmee meritioried. (4krFI..g. 70410).

.s assertiaL iz b atcd ntl '-," , - ;--- - =.Z ;: Li5a hasI*;

been spent arid no sh>,r's lhaz be; >.ta ~ firs the v", oS i uaniai

, .



mining costs which indicate that one shaft alone would likely cost at least $20

Milueion' 1 (3) There is strong legal precedent for seeing actual mining and
developnent work as part of the actual site construction, thereby requiring an EIS.

Such construction 'should require c=m rMence f Cn NRa end the host state befor

proceeding. The rule, therefore, should recognize that insitu work, under whatever

nae, is very inportant and should be u rtken only after alternatives have been

considered and stringent technical criteria have been met.

2) The proposed rule does not adequately reflect the requirements of IEPA

Both site characterization and licensing of nuclear waste depositories are
significant federal actions under NEPA. Therefore, the EIS process must be followed

at both stages. An Envircaental Impact Statement should be submitted with the Site

Characteization Report. Such an EIS is necessary to establish the enviro ntal
impacts of actual site characterization as well as provide the public with adequate
data in order to evaluate the Site Characterization Report. Thus, 560.11(f)

should be rewritten to require that an EIS be subzmitted, and not just leave it to

the discretion of the Department. Potential envirownntal impacts associated with
site selection and site characterization mist be carefully evaluated before the
NRC can approve any site characterization report.

3) The essential role of state consultation and concurrence must be required in

the proposed rule.

The historic role of the AEC/ERDA/DOE have left state and local governnents
and the public legitinntely skeptical about the federal goverinent's nuclear waste

disposal policy and its implementation. Thus, states have in the past sometime

tried to prevent the federal goverru et frmn even looking for possible waste
repositories in their state. Such a situation is unacceptable, but this reality
can be overcm only by ensuring a reasonable role for states -and the public in all

aspects of the federal waste rnan~nt progxam. Specifically, a recogiized

consultation and concurrence role for states is essential.
Therefore 560.11(b) should require consultation and concurrence of the state

at all parts of the site selection and characterization process, as well as in the

actual reposltory cmnstruction and operation. Przrthennsre, §60.61 mist require

that MRC staff be rea available to the states to provide technical assistance

mnd information to any state that requests it. Such a process can facilitate an
adequate scientific analysis by the otates anc encourage tzeir strong participation

in--and thereby their like.1y ar.pt-ncr'ce vC- ", sre repmsitory sitire in their, state.

ISee for exaple, Betty L. Perki-s, Aal ofte.Lt;' r,- the NFIM 1 -. iLrnAustr..
Santa Fe, N.M., Enerm & f£Xtincrx:l- D
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4) Public particioation mist not be left just to the states, but rather nust be

required of the aearmant and the states, as well as by NRC.-

Sirilarly to the states, the public is highly skeptical of past federal
-- verrrn~t efforts at nuclear waste disposal. Thus, most public opinion surveys
show strong opposition to nuclear waste disposal sites, even among those people

who favor nuclear poer. To begin to ackinowledge and respond to this public concern,

stingent standards- for public participation mist be met by all agencies involved
in the nuclear waste magen~nt program.

560.62 (c) (4) seems to inply that public participation be left exclusively to

the states. NRC's rule should indicate that both the DOE and the states are
expected to solicite and respond to citize input. Specifically, 560.11(a)(6)
should indicate that not only the means used to obtain public input but also the

substance of such input and the Department's response to such comments be reported.

Furthermnre, NRC should have public participation in its proceedings, including
funding for such participation. At a minimxn, a reinbursement method of citizen
fuding, Sindlar to that used in the Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act(PURPA)

should be included so that those citizen groups who are substantially involved in

licensing proceedings can be reimbursed. Such involvement is necessary for a
sound, scientific program which can merit public confidence.

Public participation should include opportunity for all intervenors to

present testimmny and cross-examine witnesses in any formal proceedings. Through
such a process it will be clear whether information frOum all sides is accurate
and can withstand scrutiny.

Finally, information must be readily available to the public, and not only
through the NRC Public Document Room. Various public document roams should be

established throughout a potential host state. Public, university and state
libraries can well fill this role. Additionally, important documents should be
made available-directly to citizen organizations who have deam nstrated an interest
in nuclear waste disposal issues. Such groups should be put on a mailing list

and receive docIments as they become available.

Thank you for your careful consideration of these conmmnts.

Ir. Hancock,
;srfraty g 7 L,1  Directs

(o44nXa ir. Yi...3r
A; .' . _ ti-e



MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Bureau of Geology

P. 0. Box 5348
Jackson, Mississippi 39216

(601) 354-6228

March 3, 1980
.V.T nuti.3=

et Ot smly tFfPRuPOSED RULE d
/ i-4 Ftk 7OWc0
ed States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

fice of the Secretary
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Service Branch

Re: Comments on Proposed Rules for NRC Licensing Procedures
for Nuclear Waste Repositories

Mr. Secretary:

These proposed rules are intended to present requirements applicable
to the Department of Energy in submitting an application for a license for
a nuclear waste repository. The proposed rules also set forth provisions
for consultation and participation in the license review by State Govern-
ment. With reference to the State participation, it is stated, "the Com-
mission has undertaken a..thorough review of the matter and now proposes a
more extensive informal involvement during early phases of site charac-
terization and a deferral of formal proceedings until site characterization
has been completed." The term informal involvement appears to be somewhat
out-of-step with previously stated ideas that target States would be actively
involved by being assured of having the opportunity to engage in the decision
making process. This idea is even stated in these proposed rules under the
Site Characterization Review section. We object to the term informal in-
volvement, especially, if the Federal government (including The President)
is sincere in its many statements relative to the States' role of "consulting
partners" to the Federal government in matters concerning nuclear waste re-
positories.

We fully agree with the concept of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
as well as the States, having the opportunity to consult in and review the
site characterization studies to help insure adequate data and safeguards
are obtained before a site is finally selected.

It is stated in the Scope of Proposed Rule section, "The technical
criteria against which the license application will be reviewed are still
under development." Are the States going to be consulted during the de-
velopment of these criteria, as we have been led to believe? If so, why
isn't it indicated in the rules? If not, why not?

It is stated once the wastes have been emplaced the Department of
Energy may submit an application to deccmmission the site. There is no
mention of a long-term monitoring system. Will the site be monitored and
will the States be involved in the design of same? Will appropriate State
agencies be involved in any way in the m,.=1torinri process?

e .v4t~lz72 , < J
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
March 3, 1980
Page 2

Under Subpart D, Section 60.71 - Records and Reports - Why not also
notify the affected State of any deficiency found in the site?

Section 60.73 - Inspections - Section states the Department of Energy-
shall allow the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to inspect on the premises of
the repository. Why not allow appropriate State representatives to accompany
on such inspections?

Obviously, we have the idea States are being excluded as much as
possible in these matters which are of great concern to them. We sincerely
hope the States can be involved in these matters which could have an economic,
social and safety-effect on them for centuries to come.

We appreciate the opportunity of reviewing these Proposed Rules.

Sincerely

BUREAU OF GEOLOGY

John W. Green
Environmental Geologist

JWG:js

cc: Hon. William A. Allain
State Attorney General

Alvin R. Bicker, Jr.
Acting Director
Bureau of Geology



-MSSISSIF0l DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOORCESMISSISIF~PI Office of Energy
P. O. Box 10586 -.1 Jackson, Mississippi 39209
(601) 961-5060

March 3, 1980

Secretary
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Services Branch

Dear Sirs:

RE: COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULE FOR DISPOSAL OF
HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE (HLW) IN GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORIES; PROPOSED LICENSING PROCEDURES

The present approach to the ELY Disposal process evidenced
by the proposed licensing procedures outlined in FR.Vol 44,
No. 236 is an action in the proper direction. The Mississippi
Office of Energy supports the concept of the WRC's involvement
in expanded site characterizations rather than provisional
construction authorizations and in the review of the Department
of Energy's plans for site characterization and site selection
procedures, methods and criteria prior to the use of such
procedures, methods, and criteria.

There are, however, several comments and questions that
deserve additional attention:

1) It is most important at the state and local level that
agency representatives and citizens in general have a
clear understanding of the roles to be played by DOE,
NRC, EPA, and other federal agencies that might be
involved. The process now defined tends to cloud and
distort the view as to these roles.

Some overview of these relationships should be made an
ongoing part of any state and local public hearing
and/or meetings.

2) There are presently several site characterization
decisions in progress by DOE, including three sites
in Mississippi. The site characterization reports
under the pre-application review should apply in
retrospect to these efforts.

3) The site characterization report does not address
directly the problems of site-related impacts, such
as transportaiorn, economic and scoclal, on the local
and state infrast:uLtare alsd poepularton. Tn'IiL should
be specificaly adoressd in Rrtty cite charvcta.tiza iC'n
report.
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Secretary, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Page 2
March 3, 1980

4) The contents of license applications require plans for
coping with radiological emergencies. These types of
plans place a considerable amount of responsibility for
planning on the state and local governments. The extent
and scope of the plans should be defined as in those
regulations required for nuclear commercial power reactors.

5) In the license amendment to decommission the description
of the program for post-decommissioning monitoring should
be more specific and require some minimum level of activity
in perpetuity.

6) The general tone of the Subpart C--Participation by State
Governments--gives the impression that state and local
governments are that of observers and occasional parti-
cipants provided they generate enough activity.

The consultation process should give the state a stronger,
more formalized role in the activities of site-characterization,
particularly those that relate to site specific data'as opposed
to generic data. The concurrence part of the consultation and
concurrence process would then be addressed by any state and/or
federal laws in place. The consultation definition and process
should ke made clearer to the extent that the state has the
procedure available to recommend specific courses of action
whereupon the Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards would respond in writing as to why a par-
ticular recommendation was not taken, if so. This would define
the state participation program in a formal sense. This, of
course, would then modify the approval of proposals process
(Section 60.83).

Please be assured that Mississippi is vitally concerned with
this process and will provide additional comments and concerns as
the issue matures.

Sincerely,

Peter

PetValley
DirectorV

PJW/js

cc: Governor William Winter
Attorney General William A. Allain
Mississippi Congressionp1' Pelegetlon
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-Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington. D.C. 20014
Telephone: 1301) 654-9260
TWX 7108249602 ATOMIC FOR DC

Edwin A. Wiggin . OrKE ?w PR. i)
Executive Vice President PRRjsW z_

March 6, 1980

Secretary of the Commission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: c &Jments on "Disposal of High-Level Waste
: -Geologic Repositories; Proposed Licensing
Ptocedures." 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 21, 30,
40, 51, 60 and 70. FR Vol. 44 70408-70421,
December 6, 1979.

Dear Sir:

The Subcommittee on Radioactive Waste of the Atomic
Industrial Forum's Committee on Nuclear Fuel Cycle
Services is pleased to submit comments on the above
referenced subject.

Sincerely,

-&A 5. (MJL¶

EAW:jmc
Enclosure

{ DOCKETED by
# ~USNRC'_

, Office ofthie st ;
ha biES6 oe



Comments of the AIF Subcommittee
on Radioactive Waste on

"Disposal of High-Level Wastes in Geologic
Repositories; Proposed Licensing Procedures"

10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 30, 40, 51, 60 and 70
Federal Register, Vol. 44 70408-70421, December 6, 1979

The AIF Subcommittee on Radioactive Waste is pleased to comment
on the proposed rule for licensing the receipt and disposal of
high-level radioactive wastes (HLW) at geologic repositories
(10 CFR 60), which was published in the Federal Register by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission on December 6, 1979. We recognize
that the proposed rule contains only the procedural requirements
for licensing and does not address the technical requirements,
and we are restricting our comments at this time to the proposed
procedural requirements. However, it may not be possible to
totally separate subsequent comments on the technical issues
from these comments and observations on the procedural require-
ments. Thus, when we subsequently review the proposed technical
requirements, we may offer additional comments on the procedural
requirements.

The Subcommittee believes that a very high priority should be
given to a well defined government program of action to resolve
the nuclear waste issue; and that an important part of this pro-
gram is the development of an operational geologic repository
for High Level Waste without undue delay because of procedural
or institutional issues. We believe that the definitions of ap-
propriate licensing procedures and technical criteria for such
repositories is a beneficial step; and we have reviewed the
proposed rule with this objective in mind.

General Comment

Our major concern with the proposed rule is the implication that
NRC must await-DOE's completion of extensive site characterization
programs for several sites in several media before it can establish
licensing criteria. We are aware of the obligation imposed on
DOE by the President's policy statement of February 12 to "focus
on research and development, and on locating and characterizing
a number of potential repository sites in a variety of different
geologic environments with diverse rock types." That policy
statement further states: "When four to five sites have been
evaluated and found potentially suitable, one or more will be
selected for further development as a licensed full-scale repository."

The rationale for this deliberate approach is to satisfy the public
acceptance and.politi.cal issues that over the ye.rs' have come to be
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associated with resolution of the waste management problem. We
endorse the President's program and believe it has the potential
for resolving public acceptance and political issues. On the
other hand, NRC's responsibility in determining licenseability
should be based solely on whether a particular site meets certain
predetermined technical criteria. It should not be necessary for
NRC to evaluate the characterization of multiple sites in multiple
media to develop performance criteria. Further, such criteria
should be available at an earlier date than is indicated in the
President's policy statement in case the Congress, which it has
within its powers to do, determines that the program should be
accelerated.

Specific Comments

A. Our general comment applies specifically to the tone of
the Supplementary Information as follows:

1. Page 70409 Vol. 44 No. 236

"...We anticipate that it will be necessary for the
Department to explore at depth more than one site
at different locations and in different geologic
media...."

2. Page 70410 Vol. 44 No. 236

... procedure here is consistent with the recommenda-
tion of the Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste
Management which calls for simultaneous investigation
of several potential sites...."

3. Page 70410 Vol. 44 No. 236

... in light of the requirement discussed above that
multiple sites must be characterized...."

It appears that the writer has used the careful selection of
random points to develop the basis for an NRC requirement.

We would like to note that the IRG report also states,
page 62 of TID-29442, "...a number of potential sites in a
variety of geologic environments should be identified and
early action should be taken to reserve the option to use
them if needed at any appropriate time. In order to avoid
working toward and ultimately having a single national
repository, near-term options should create the option to
have at least two (and possibly three) repositories become
operational during this century, ideally, in different
regions of the country."
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We agree with the objective of the above paragraph, but do
not believe that this objective requires any delay in pro-
ceeding with the development of NRC criteria.

B. Our general comment also applies to the proposed modifica-
tion to 10 CFR, Paragraph 51.40(d). We see no technical
or environmental basis for the requirement that an environ-
mental report must include "site characterization data for
a number of sites in appropriate geologic media." A recom-
mended approach would be for DOE to show that at the
particular site for which construction authorization is
sought, the geologic conditions fall within NRC technical
requirements. The DOE submission could be supplemented
by the results of preliminary borings and geophysical
testing for alternate candidate sites.

C. Paragraph 60.2 Definitions

1. We believe the list of definitions may have to be
significantly expanded once the technical require-
ments section of 10 CFR 60 are defined. Thus, we
may have later comments on this section.

2. The term "decommissioning" has a significantly
different meaning in this part than in other parts
of 10 CFR. We suggest a different term be used,
such as "Permanent Closure."

3. We suggest that the words "storage space" in Item
(2) be changed to "repository." The word storage
implies temporary rather than permanent.

4. With respect to Item (i), we would note that all
irradiated reactor fuel is not High Level Waste.
It may be a valuable resource. Therefore., for
purposes of this definition, we recommend that the
words "spent reactor fuel intended for disposal"
be substituted for "irradiated reactor fuel."
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ADMINISTRATOR

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
Attn: Docketing and Service Branch MAR I 31980 i
1717 H Street, N.W. officeof Ibe Secea
Washington, D.C. 20555 A pkefin ie

Dear Mr. Chilk:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the proposed
rule 10 CFR Parts 2, 19, 20, 21, 30, 40, 51, 60, and 70, "Disposal of
High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories; Proposed Licensing
Procedure," which appears in Vol. 44, Federal Register, pages 70408-
70421. While the proposed rule appears to offer a logical, systematic
approach to licensing a high level radioactive waste (HLW) repository,
we have a concern with respect to site acceptability criteria. We urge
that the criteria be defined so as to avoid ambiguity and to assure
proper attention and informed decisions at each critical step of the
exploration and investigation.

The site acceptability criteria are fundamental to these proposed pro-
cedural rules for approval of a repository site. At each step of explor-
ation and investigation of a candidate site, established criteria will
be needed for determinations as to whether that site is suitable as a
repository. This is important since it is reasonable to predict that
several difficult decisions will be required during the exploration of a
candidate site. Decisions to abandon "consideration of a candidate
site" will be particularly difficult after considerable resources have
been expended for the exploration of that site. We believe the NRC
should carefully examine the proposed rules in this light.

Our review of the proposed rules focused on the application of the site
acceptability criteria as discussed in the previous paragraph. We found
that the requirements for the applicant's design criteria were somewhat
confusing. In the Preapplication Review Section, Part 60.11(a), the
requirements include the criteria used by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) to arrive at the candidate areas and the sites(s) selected.
However, in the License Applications Section, Part 60.21(c)2, and the
Construction Authorization, Part 60.31(a), the requirements specify both
DOE and NRC criteria, including subparts E and F, which we assume will
become the Sections containing the NRC technical criteria. This raises
such questions as: (1) What is being done to assure compatibility of
the criteria? and (2) When will the various criteria be available? We
believe that you should resolve such questions before embarking )n major
site exploration activities.

S&6?l~ ~ ~ al *. * 'a=r-A6stt^ . .
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EPA is also concerned about apparent inconsistencies in the terminology
for the materials to be included in a license. Various terms used
include: high-level radioactive waste; waste radioactive material;
source, special nuclear, or byproduct material; radioactive material;
and wastes. This is noted in proposed Part 2.101(f)(1), Part 2.103(a),
Part 2.104(e), Part 60.3(a), Part 60.21(C)(5), Part 60.31(a)(1), and
Part 60.41. Either the terminology should be made consistent or the
differences should be explained in the text.

The proposed rule appears to provide adequate opportunity for review by
the public and by local, State, and Federal agencies. In addition, we
note that the President intends to establish a State Planning Council
which will strengthen intergovernmental relationships and help fulfill
the joint responsibilities for the protection of public health and
safety in radioactive waste matters.

EPA is currently developing the environmental standards for the disposal
of high-level radioactive waste. On February 12, 1980, in his Statement
on Radioactive Waste Management, the President directed EPA and NRC to
complete a Memorandum of Understanding to address the issues of coordinating
methodologies and procedures in the management of waste. Therefore, we
suggest that the Commission, in its licensing procedures under 10 CFR
60, require that these EPA standards be met by its licensee.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this proposed rule and look
forward to a unified, coordinated effort on this urgent national problem.
Should you have questions concerning EPA's comments, please contact
Ms. Betty Jankus of my staff (202-755-0770).

Sincerei yours,

William E. Hede , Jr.
Director
Office of Environmental Review (A-104)
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Secretary of Nuclear Begulatory axnission .d
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJST: Proposed NRC Rules - 10 C'i Parts, 2, 19, 20, 21, 30,
40, 51, 60, and 70 for the Disposal of High-level
Radioactive Wastes in Geological Repositories; Proposed
Licensing Procedures

The Departnt of Energy (DOE) believes the proposed rules to be inadequate
with regard to the participation of Indian Tribal go rrents. A failure
to involve Tribes in the initial process will result in later practical
and political difficulties which would be unnecessary. Further, to include
Indian Tribal g nmerrRnts would be consistent with their uniqueent
relationship with the U.S. Finally, to ignore Tribes would cause gaps in
the effective implementation of HUlL disposal because States have no
jurisdiction over Tribes, absent express Federal legislation to the contrary.

Therefore, the DOE rxrrrends the following language changes:

FR, Vol. 44, No. 236, Thursday, Decmtber 6, 1979
FR page 70413, Part 2
10 CFR 2.101
E (f) (4) (ii) following "the county" insert "or Indian Tribe,"

(iii) following "State," insert "Indian Tribe,"
(5) following "State," insert "Indian Tribe,"

10 CFR 2.103 (a) following "State" insert, "Indian Tribe"
10 CFR 2.104 (e) following "county" insert "or Indian Tribe"

FR page 70416, Part 60
e 60.2 (1) insert in lieu of the present (1) the following definition
"Indian Tribe" rmeans any Indian Tribe, band, nation, or other organized
group or ccmmunity, including any Alaska Native village or regional
or village corporation as defined in or established pursuant to the
Alaska Native Clais Settlement Act hdich is recognized as eligible
for the special programs and services provided by the United States
to Indians because of their status as Indians."

Renurmber the present (1) through (o) as (m) through (p)
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Subpart B
E 60.11 (a)
New (6) "a deSCription of onfonnity with P.L. 95-341" reniber old
(6) an (7) as new (7) and (8). Old (6) (new (7)) following "public"

isr ni ibal"

(b) following "State" insert ",Indian Tribes
(c) insert at the end of the sentence, after "cxntiguous States" the

following "and to the chief executive of any affected Indian Tribe"
(h) following "State" to insert "and Indian Tribes"

FR page 70417
§ 60.21 (b)
new (4) "A certification that the Deparxirent has exclusive jurisdiction
over the lands designated in the application and that the Department
holds such land in fee sinple without encuitrances"

FR page 70420 and 70421
Subpart C
X 60.61 (a) after "request of a State" insert "or an affected Indian
Tribe," and after "representatives of State" insert ",Indian Tribes"
(c) after "States" insert "and Indian Tribes,"
E 60.62 (a) after "scope of State" insert "or Indian tribal" ;and after
"with the State" insert "or Indian Tribe"; and after "by the State"
insert "or Indian Tribe."
(b) after "States" insert "and Indian Tribes"; and after "proposal for
State" insert "or Indian Tribal"; and after "A State's" insert "or
an Indian Tribe's."
(c) After "State" insert "or the chief executive of the Indian Tribe"
(1) After "State" insert "or Indian Tribe"
(2) After "State' insert "or Indian Tribe"
(3) After "State" insert "or Indian Tribe"
(5) After "State" insert "or Indian Tribe"
(d) After "If the State" insert "or Indian Tribe"

and after "exchange of State" insert "or Indian Tribal"
560.83 (a) After "representatives of the State" insert "or Indian Tribes"
and after "by the State" insert "or Indian Tribe."
(b) (1) After "State" insert "or Indian Tribe"
(2) (i) After "State" insert "or Indian Tribe"
(c) After "State" insert "or to the chief executive of the originating
Indian Tribe."

I appreciate your consideration of these comments. Thank you for your
time.

FRichard J. Stone
Director
-nterg(-vernmrntal Affairs
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Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ONcD W
Washington, D.C. 20555 £1 W R

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch -AR19 t900.
Regarding: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes. It I & u

in Geologic Repositories; Proposed Licens-
ing Procedures 10 CFRParts 2, 19, 20, 21,
30, 40, 51, 60 and 70 44 F.R. 70408
(December 6, 1979)

Dear Sir:

In response to the Commission's request for comments
on its proposed procedural rule for licensing of disposal of
high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories, Iam
pleased to submit the following comments on behalf of The
Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC).

We would like first to note that we have had an
opportunity to review the comments submitted by Maurice
Axelrad, Esq., of Lowenstein, Newman, Reis, Axelrad. and
Toll, on behalf of the Utility Waste Management Group (UWMG)
and the Edison Electric Institute (EEI). We would like to be
recorded as endorsing the UWMG/EEI comments. Our own comments
in some cases address the issues discussed by UWMG/EEI; we
hope you will find our suggestions and theirs to be complementary
and useful.

MULTIPLE SITES AND MEDIA

We fully concur with the idea of pursuing alternatives
in parallel. Indeed, the need to do so was reported five years
ago*. We do not, however, believe it is appropriate to specify
in advance the number of sites and media to be explored. While
the proposed rule does not explicitly make such specifications,
supporting information (44 F.R. 70409, and various media reports)
indicates at least a trend toward .explicit, although "unofficial",
requirements.

"Ultimate Disposal - A Plan for Achievement", by J.W. Bartlett,
in Waste Management '75, Proceedings of the Sympoesitrn on Waste
Management at Tucson, Arizona, March 24-26, 1975.

A4-kroMdft tr Md .... 371t.!....
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The scope of the site identification process can and
should be established by the process itself. Suitability of
a candidate site will, as noted in the discussion of the pro-
posed procedures, be determined by social, environmental, and
technical factors. In practice, social and environmental factors
are more likely than technical factors to disqualify a candidate
site, i.e., large areas of potentially suitable geology exist.

The key site selection technical issues are concerned
with measurements and data analysis to assess how-the geology
will perform as an integral part of the repository system within
the constraints imposed by performance criteria. We submit that
the most efficient and appropriate way to proceed is to build an
inventory.,of unspecified number, of candidate-site-containing
geologies, each with perhaps an area on the order of 100 square
miles, each of which has passed a coarse social and environmental
screening, and each of which is preliminarily assessed to be able
to perform adequately.

This approach can in fact be expected to produce a
multiplicity of acceptable sites, albeit with differing system
design details. Refined evaluation leading to the Site Character-
ization Report may then show that it is appropriate to focus atten-
tion and resources on one or two sites at most.

It is obvious that this approach can be used effectively
only if the technical criteria for assessing repository system
performance are in place. We therefore urge early promulgation
of such criteria. We also note a need for such criteria to be
internally consistent and flexible enough to accommodate a
variety of repository system concepts. We would also like to
observe that the technical criteria and the procedures addressed
in these proposed rules are closely linked. In an ideal world,
the procedures would be deduced from the technical criteria.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION REPORT

We endorse the concepts and intent associated with the
Site Characterization Report. We suggest, however, in view of
its proposed function and content, that it would more appropriately
be termed a "Site Identification Report". Our comments below
concern the production and content of that report.

CONSISTENCY OF INFORMATION AND DECISION MAKING

Our greatest concern with the proposed rules is the
potential for lack of consistency between information presented
and decisions made in the early staees (i.e., site selection)
of the proposed licensing process. The kev issue can be expressed
as follows: in the site se'lection atages of the licensing process,

- TAS~i.
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will the scope and detail of data, and the amount and type of
data analysis presented, be consistent with what the NRC really
requires to make their decisions? Put another way, do the
proposed rules, especially with respect to the content and use
of the Site Characterization (Identification) Report, adequately
reflect the NRC's intent and expectations?

The issue addressed is shown diagrammatically in the
attached figure, which indicates that the NRC might pursue
three alternative strategies in its process of certifying the
safety of a proposed repository at the early stages of review:
a high, intermediate, or low degree of confidence that the re-
pository will indeed prove to be acceptable (curves 1, 2, and
3, respectively). The thrust of the discussion of Site Character-
ization Review (44 F.R. 70409) is clearly to favor a conservative
approach, i.e., to have an early-on high degree of confidence
such as is illustrated by curve 1.

We endorse this conservative approach. We do not,
however, find clear evidence that the relationships among this
approach, expenditures., data acquisition, data analysis, and
review criteria are understood. In our estimation, the invest-
ments of funds and effort needed to prepare the Site Character-
ization (Identification) Report are very large. In this context,
the incremental site characterization costs may indeed be small
(44 F.R. 70410), but so are the incremental gains in knowledge.
What, then, are the objectives and benefits for characterization
excavations and in-situ testing? More is said later about this
issue.

The definition of site characterization (item n, 44 F.R.
70416) specifically excludes data acquisition and analysis activi-
ties that precede site characterization. Indeed, the proposed
rules and accompanying discussion are virtually silent on data
acquisition and analysis during the reconnaissance phase. Con-
sistency in the conservative approach inherently requires, how-
ever, that a high degree of confidence in the suitability of
proposed sites be attained as a result of this effort. We submit,
therefore, that the rules should give much more attention to this
phase of the effort. Doing so may force revisions to succeeding
procedures or validate the proposed procedures.

As noted in the rulemaking discussion (44 F.R. 70410),
there is no point in proceeding (with site characterization) if
reconnaissance reveals insuperable defects. We can expect that
reconnaissance will indeed reject sites with detected insuperable
defects. We can also expect, however, that there will be many
places where defects are either not detected by reconnaissance
procedures or deemed not to be insuperable.
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The basis for a judgment that defects are not insuperable
would be an expectation that engineering design can accommodate,
or compensate for, "defects". It is unrealistic to expect a
"perfect" geology, whatever that might be; it is realistic to
expect differing "defects" at alternative sites (44 F.R. 70410).
Thus it is necessary to expect differing engineering approaches
to utilization of alternative sites.

The above observation reintroduces and reinforces our
(and NRC's) assertions concerning the need for a systems approach
to repository siting and licensing. Geologic issues do not stand
alone; engineering issues enter the site selection process at an
early stage, and corresponding recognition of their role in the
licensing decision process should be made.

EXPLORATION AND TESTING AT DEPTH

The above issues are closely related to the question
of when and how much to do exploration and testing at depth.
The discussion in the Federal Register Notice (44 F.R. 70410,
middle column) identifies several objectives for these activities:

* to determine whether the geology will
retard waste migration

* to make meaningful comparisons among
alternatives

* to determine whether serious but not
readily observed defects are present

* to determine specific geologic properties

* to improve confidence in the determination
of defects and key parameters.

With reference to these objectives, we offer the following observa-
tions:

* Capability of the geology to retard waste
migration has three constituent issues:
(1) whether it exists (good "ballpark"
estimates can be made using currently
available data); (2) whether it is needed,
except as a redundant, backup barrier;
and (3) whether it can be maintained.

With respect to the latter issue, we note
that the exploration and tertir£; will
characteriz e trez geolozy. i s Pr~esent

-TA
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state. What we need to evaluate is the
.potential for change in state with adverse
consequences, e.g., the potential for
faulting, as a result of natural phenomena
or thermal loading, which allows water to
enter the repository and transport waste
along paths that short-circuit the holdup
capacity of the geology.

Analysis of present-state data is required
at an early stage of the site selection
process, i.e., in large measure before
testing at depth. Early-on performance
of such analysis will minimize the role
and benefits of at-depth testing with
respect to geologic holdup.

* Rather than focusing on "meaningful compari-
sons", which implies a hierarchy of "better
thans", the objective should be to develop
an inventory of acceptable sites at which
acceptable repository systems can be
implemented.

* For sites which have not been rejected
because of insuperable defects, how the
exploration and testing at depth will
"...determine whether serious but not
readily observed defects are present..."
and improve confidence in the determination
of defects and key parameters is not clear.
If the geology has a high degree of homo-
geneity, the effort will do little except
confirm the fact. If the geology is in-
homogeneous (such condition having been
deemed not to be an "insuperable defect"),
the effort will make determinations only
on a micro scale. Surprises might exist
beyond the region of exploration but within
the volume to be occupied by the total re-
pository.

* Parameter measurements will be representative
and meaningful only if the geology is reasonably
homogeneous. If homogeneity is demonstrated by
independent means (which can be expected also
to determine if "serious defects" are present),
the need for exploratic and testing will be
constrained.
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* We interpret the phrase "...serious but not
-readily observed..." to be concerned with
determinations not made under previous scope
and/or methods of measurement. In practice,
we would expect the scope and methods of
prior measurement to have been highly comprehen-
sive in order to arrive at the conclusion that
the proposed site is a good one. The necessary
exploration techniques do exist*; they need
only to be used. The results of their use
would then dictate what procedures and methods
to use at depth. These at-depth efforts could
have limited impact on confidence in measured
results.

Philip R. Romig, "Applications of Geophysical
Methods in Nuclear Waste Disposal Siting",
draft report of the results of Keystone
conferences.

We would like to emphasize that we are not arguing
against the concept of exploration and testing at-Uipth. We
do argue, however, that what is done and how it is done should
be determined on a case-by-case basis. Indeed, the basic
strategy of considering alternative sites and media demands a
high degree of flexibility on this issue.

SUMMARY

In simmary, we believe NRC requirements concerning
site selection should be broad and flexible. If the DOE is to
fulfill its responsibilities effectively and expeditiously,
procedural specifications on this matter will have to be minimal.
The NRC efforts should focus on development of sound, consistent
technical criteria and review procedures.

Very truly yours,

THE ANALYTIC SCIE S CORP.

JWB/mf

Enclosure

TAlst_ hCeAm*..
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Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

A ARMED SERVICES
VETERANS' AFFAIRS

ADMLIN3LAnvt AUSITAN?

It5 JACK VANCE

OZ KUWS~iR R I ___j

fflx- Sl,,PR ,-4
(Y y . r z D

I would like to invite your attention to the attached
copy of a letter addressed to the Commission by Mr. Peter J.*
Walley,. Director, Mississippi Department of Natural Resources,
Jackson, Mississippi, which is self-explanatory.

Since I am vitally interested in this matter involving
the State of Mississippi, I would appreciate very much being
furnished a copy of your response to Mr. Walley.

Thank you for your attention to this request.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely,

GILLESPI V MOpCOMRY
Member of Cong s

GVM:im
Enclosure
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MISSIX2PI DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RFLURCES
Office of Energy
P. O. Box 10586

Jackson, Mississippi 39209 ___

(601) 961.5060 _ A

March 3, 1980

fdAR O818
Secretary
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Services Branch

Dear Sirs:

RE: COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULE FOR DISPOSAL OF
HIGE-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE (HLW) IN GEOLOGIC
REPOSITORIES; PROPOSED LICENSING PROCEDURES

The present approach to the ELW Disposal process evidenced
by the proposed licensing procedures outlined in FR.Vol 44,
No. 236 is an action in the proper direction. The. Mississippi
Office of Energy supports the concept of the NRC's involvement
in expanded site characterizations rather than provisional
construction authorizations and in the review of the Department
of Energy's plans for site characterization and site selection
procedures, methods and criteria prior to the use of such
procedures, methods, and criteria.

There are, however, several comments and questions that
deserve additional attention:

1) It is most important at the state and local level that
agency representatives and citizens in general have a
clear understanding of the roles to be played by DOE,
NRC, EPA, and other federal agencies that might be
involved. The process now defined tends to cloud and
distort the view as to these roles.

Some overview of these relationships should be made an
ongoing part of any state and local public hearing
and/or meetings.

2) There are presently several site characterization
decisions in progress by DOE, including three sites
in Mississippi. The site characterization reports
under the pre-application review should apply in
retrospect to these efforts.

3) The site characterizaticn report does not address
directly the problems of site-related impacts, such
as trenspc:Lett1n, eecnou2c end social, on the local
.- I ac p a nt _ . Ar Th5.s shu-0'4

be 1pecJifle' .ddr,. 'n any ri.E chzra:terizntien
report.
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4) The contents of license applications require plans for
coping with radiological emergencies. These types of
plans place a considerable amount of responsibility for
planning on the state and local governments. The extent
and scope of the plans should be defined as in those
regulations required for nuclear commercial power reactors

5) In the license amendment to decommission the description
of the program for post-decommissioning monitoring should
be more specific and require some minimum level of activit
in perpetuity.

6) The general tone of the Subpart C--Participation by State
Governments--gives the impression that state and local
governments are that of observers and occasional parti-
cipants provided-they generate enough activity.

The consultation process should give the state a stronger,
more formalized role in the activities of site characterization,
particularly those that relate to site specific data as opposed
to generic data. The concurrence part of the consultation and
concurrence process would then be addressed by any state and/or
federal laws in place. The consultation definition and process
should be made clearer to the extent that the state has the
procedure available to recommend specific courses of action
whereupon the Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards would respond in writing as to why a par-
ticular recommendation was not taken, if so. This would define
the state participation program in a formal sense. This, of
course, would then modify the approval of proposals process
(Section. 60.83).

Please be assured that Mississippi is vitally concerned with
this process. and will provide additional comments and concerns as
the issue matures.

Sincerely,

Peter Valley
Director

PJW/js

cc: Governor William Winter
Attorney General Wil2lar- A. I.llain
Mississippi Congressional Delegatian
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Honorable John F. Ahearne AP 141980nOfte oCftBh)
Chairman ResurcIns ste
Nuclear Regulatory Cosommission wast

EWashington, D. C. .20555

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Recently,. the 'Director of the Mississippi Department of
'Natural Resources submitted cozmments to you concerning the
proposed rule for disposal of high-level radioactive waste
(ELW) in geologic repositories; proposed licensing procedures.

t me This subject is one of considerable interest and concern
to me and the purpose of this letter is to give my full support
to the comments offered by Director Peter J. Walley.' I feel

V - that the comments and suggestions offered are valid issues and
concernsand I urge you to give them full consideration in your
evaluation for issuance of the final rule.

I think it is essential that the states be made full
partners in the activities of site characterization.

c,.

Also, of the deepest concern to me is the fact that too
many Federal agencies are involved in this process. I think
it is absolutely essential that clearly defined roles and
responsibilities must be established for each of the participating
Federal agencies and one agency must have the lead role in dealing
with the states on these issues.

o
Your full consideration of the issues raised by the Mississippi

Department of Natural Resources will be appreciated. A copy of the
A co letter submitted by the Department is attached for your convenience.

c a'With kindest regards,
%W* C)

'< X Sincerely,

-- Cn.r.o

< XmrM: j "nc
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I ~~Officee of Energy-.w
- P. O. Box 105 -

Jackson, Mimippi 39209
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Xue3eer Reg~m zt or . C mnis sio =

Washingtro, D. 'Co- 20555

Atte:~: r -ockatingacd Servicesi. Irarch

ZDear St-re:
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$ecresry, u&_ar PRegilat cry
Coz~i Sri on

* }March 3, 1;80

OM aTh contentrs of license applications requi&re plan~s for
coping with Tr~d1o3*siea2 emgteT9cJet. These types Of
;3~as -place a cor.Slde761ble amount of rTitpoTnsib~iy for

PlaD=tt O the State Zi~d 3.Vora. I.C-JCTIUC1nt8. Tfhs extent
are6 ectre of The planzs should be defined a Ir. tbbore
regulztcons required for zvclear covuercial1 paver yeactor

5) liM the licen~se Aanamd-ent -to decozuDstioz the description
*of the program foz post-deccimnissicnimg monitor~in Should

1be =OC SPoCifc IC ad Tequi7re some -Z1n11MV le~lel Of ACtIV'1

*6) The. geteral tote of the Sutpart C--Particiatfor. by' Stare
Cove rnzente--g4ves The npretsson that store and local
goverczentt are that of Observers and occasional pertd-
cipects provided they generare no~ugh activity.

'Th e cocultation process tho-Cd g'i'e thre vtate' a srroge~r,
=are for~alized role inr the Activities of site chtracterl-zation,
;-articularly tbose that Telate t~o Site trecific date as Opposed
to genardic ecata, The coneurretize part of the cotsul-tativi acd

* cnvurrtrce process vcu1d Zhen be eddressed 'by any state andfor
federal. 3&w~s i place. Thz ccnvvltatjon definitJio: and process
vhovld 1,e maje clear~er to the extent thtt the state has the,
procedure availcblc to reconriend tj.etifiv cozrtev of ectio-D
%1hA7U;V-. th& T-17Pot07 of rbe FEC't Office of Nhum3ear Mzrterialp

*Safety' and safcp~:Ed-- e irould esjpcnd In vrititt at to V!: a per-
tiCU167 Tevc i'aidaticr. %its not tae!e,, 3f Sao. 7bis vrould defiice.
tl~c :zate partltl~zritc trorravm 1= a forme3 sezre. Thiv, c!
ccCure, v ,1d'tbeo racdlfy tbe £;.provxz- .- Ir rrpo al rozc~s

71cease klc ass..red thtt 21~issinvpp; 3% vitalIy nc erntd 'Witb
this Process& and %?X3.l Iovide &itioaza comtuonts and vorc~etnt as

Sinrtcrly,

Atton*~YM1~ilig- A- I



MISS1SN DEPARTMIENT OF MATURA1 RVEURCES
Burmau of Geology ....

- ~~P. 0 OXBo54 ISM~

* S (601) 354-6Z28

tKerch 3, 1920

Unite-d Sta-tes MRuclear Reguiatory Cominissicnj
Office of thie cc-cretary

.4s~nton, D. C. 20555-

Attn: Docketin2 and Service, Eranot'.

R: Coxi~rents on Propossed Rules for rC Licensing Procedures
for iuClear 1Vaste PePDS~itOri~eS

4thesc- Proposed rules are intended to present requirearvits applicekb1
to the Departz.ent. rf Enir~gy in su,1-,ittin-. an a-p-pication for a lizemve for
a. r~uclear vaste repository. The p-oposed rules also set forth prvvisi,.-s
for consultation anrd participation in the liCense review by, State &-overm-
w er~t, With -reference to the Stzte perticipation, it is Mtted, "the Coin-

tesi~sbr has vmdertakcen a. thoroi,~h review Cf the metter en'd racw pmoposes a.
more extersive infoma.l involveIen-t exring early- phses of site chbract-
terizr-tiOn anid a eeferi-al of formal proceedin;;s until site chare-eterizaticn
fts t~een coaTspleted..' 7ht terni it'rorml involvegnent a~ppears to be. somnewhat
wt-of-step with previously stated Tides that taerpet St~ates would be ictively
i nvolv~ed by being assured of heiring the opportunity to er.-qqe in the ?e~cision
mking process, Th's idea, is even. Stated in these proposed ru'1Es Lndver the
Site C racterizat ion Fevieti sectic... LAE- Object to te.e termi iniForml i n-

%o ~rvernt, especially, if the Federal Soernraent (inclu*jiaq 7he President)
is sincere ir- its m~any. st~ate-mei-tts~relati'e. 'to the Stetes' role of "corsteltinig
partners' to the Faedaral pyerrrer~t fin ratters concerpinp rucle.-r Waste re-
Pos Itori es.

ite fully atree w1th the concept of the Nulear Pe-Sulftory Connissio-.1
vs well as the SMU&e, ftvinq the oppoj~rtuniv.ty to consult in atnd review~ the

*site characterization st-udies to hel; i-sure aLdeq;,EAte elt~a 1and sa-fegar'ds
* ateob-talined before a. s~ite is fin~ally SelE-cted.

At is steated i'. th'e S:c;:e of' Frcse-d Pete sectios., 'MTa tectnical
* ~criteria. aqairst %which the license eapplication v!11 te reviewed a.'e still

under deve)o a~nt'.i Are t'e a States p".hg to ke cns~tlted ceirin; the ds-
vel:;mer't 'of ttese criteriat Es 1kePt'.s-e been led to telieve., If sot s.hy-

*isn't it indlcatcd in.th rules? If irct, , ,,Y r~ot?

3 t .1; stated. c-ce t,;-. svasters hav~e ±, em~pl vted iott of
Epergy. may .submnit en% r-vlI:ati,"n to decomelssion tt-, site. 7The.re is i'no
,ronfi.-c M. lon;-t-niterirn; %V2cz !'i1i the ;:Ott t... 'i*1; rtdar
01Il tho Sctcs 10' 'T :.z? ~ :jt V Stte-11

va~Lt i 1 cc I ~ . . t' ' C C Cr

iezixvei tafio , 'r



:'. Dnted States tNzclear Pegulatory Comnission
%a mrh 3, 1 SED

* Page 2

Under Sujbpart. E, Section W0.71 P ecords and ;.eports - ai' rnot also
notllfy the affected Sttte of a.iy deficieney fousnd ie- the site?

Section 6W.73 - Ispectirors Section states tre rDepartimeent of Energy
*shall alo the Kutrlear Regiulatory' £omilssion to inspect on the premises of'

* the repository. VhMy not alloiK eppropriette State representatives to ncoa~i
on such inspections?

Obviously,, U-2 bave the idea States zre bein; excludedats webh as
possible iq. these imatters it'hich are of cgreat concerrp to thea. Re sinc-ereAly

* Jope the States-.can be iwo-DI-ed in these rmatters w~hich could have an. econom=ic,
scci.*l end safety effect cn them for. cenlmries. to mro*.

Ye r."Ppreclate tVe 0,Poru~t~,- of reviewin Vtese Froposed Fiues

Sir. e relIy

-*RAL, OF C-SOLC'GY

vlohn V. Green

cc: Mon. Villiatn A. Allain
State Attormey- Deneral

Alvin P. E-ic~er, 'r.I,
Actlnp Vi1rezTor
Eureav. of Se-Dlo~y

V
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1 State of Wisconsin/Department of Administration
Lee Sherman Dreyfuus

May 27, 1980 UU 'if- Governor

! -0 RuL£ PR-1zi, 2021,IZcI ) 30)j, Kenneth E. Lindo
~ I,,Secretary1 - -- 51, 60, 70CAIAAMr. I. C. Roberts D 70 1q ED

Assistant Director for Siting Standards USNRC
Office Of Standards Development JUN6C
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission UN 5 l80
Washington, D. C. 20555 -Offie of the temlff

RE: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories; q, &nnch

Proposed Licensing Procedures

Dear Mr. Roberts:

On behalf of the Wisconsin Ad Hoc Radioactive Waste Disposal Committee, I
would like to thank you for extending to the Committee an opportunity to
comment upon the Proposed Rule for Licensing High-Level Radioactive Waste
Repositories published on December 6, 1979 (44 FR 70408-70421). Created by
executive order on January 22 of this year, the Commmittee is composed of
representatives of ten State agencies and is charged with the development of a
unified State position on radioactive waste policies and programs. The full
Committee did not hold its first meeting until March 5th, and was therefore
unable to meet the March 3, 1980 deadline for submission of written comments
on the proposed rule. While we were dismayed that our request for formal
extension of the comment period was denied, we appreciate the invitation you
extended during our April 29th telephone conversation to submit comments after
the closing date.

The Committee is in full agreement with the stated rationale for this NRC rule
making proceeding, namely that "the considerable differences between a
geologic repository and other licensed facilities, particularly in view of the
significance of a repository with respect to the health and safety of future
generations, make it desirable to develop rules tailored specifically to
geologic disposal of HLW.'" (44 FR 70408)

The Committee supports the Commission's decision to withdraw the proposed
General Statement of Policy published in November, 1978,: :a:nd endorses-the -t; w
three areas in which the proposed rule departs from that earlier Statement., *'-

Specifically, we support the Commission's requirement for review-of site '
characterization plans and site selection criteria in advance of actual site
characterization activities (10 CFR 60.11(a)]; the stipulation that site
characterization plans must consider a minimum of three sites representing a
minimum of two geologic media [10 CFR 51.40(d)]; and the expansion of the
definition of site characterization to include exploration and in site testing
of the proposed host media [10 CFR 60.2(n)]. Our support for the third point, .
the expanded definition of allowable site Cohrazteaization activitis., is
qualified by our recomnendcticn that putc.1 -1ris ;must be hlbid in the
vicinity of the proposed smte(s) pricr to approval of the sitte

A~krosxjt* byc .(V'Z-/JA.m^dY5 -

101 South Webster Street * Madison Wisconsin 53702



Mr. I. C. Roberts
Page 2
May 15, 1980

characterization report. Moreover, our support for the expanded definition of
allowable site characterization activities assumes that these activities will
be carried out in full accord with the provisions of the Wisconsin
Environmental Protection Act.

Development of a mined repository in Wisconsin would be considered similar to
the development of a mine for mineral extraction. Both processes have four
stages: reconnaissance, exploration (drilling), prospecting (taking of samples
by trenching or bulk sampling), and mining. The last three activities are
regulated by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Site
characterization as described in the proposed rule would be considered
prospecting in Wisconsin. Prospecting generally requires an environmental
impact assessment, and site characterization activities such as described in
the proposed rule would probably require preparation of a full environmental
impact statement.

Finally, the Committee appreciates the Commission's endorsement of full State
participation in the licensing process. To this end, we are recommending
specific changes to 10 CFR Part 60, which will allow more meaningful
participation by the affected public and by State and local officials. Our
recommendations are attached in an accompanying enclosure. Also attached for
your information is a copy of the comments submitted by the State of Wisconsin
on the U. S. Department of Energy's Draft Enviromental Impact Statement on
Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste (DOElEIS-0046-D).

For the Wisconsin Ad Hoc Radioactive Waste Disposal Committee,

Sincerely,

Robert J. Ha tad
Energy Policy Analyst
Division of State Energy

RJH:mse:3493C

Attachment
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.SteofWsoni/Dprmeto Admnisrto
Lee Sherman Dreyfus
Governor
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June 4, 1980 Kenneth E. Lindner
-' Secre ,

~' " 9~ q~ 0 2J So 44 0,6IJ W1 6 7 0 ~

'JVO Frg 70 8qo ) DOCKM
USNRC

Mr. I. C. Roberts IJUN 21980 _
Assistant Director for Siting Standards 9 0ffi di ot s _
Office of Standards Development
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories:
Proposed Licensing Procedures

Dear Mr. Roberts:

Enclosed are the attachments containing our suggested amendments to
10 CFR 60 and the referenced comments on DOE/EIS-0046-D which were
inadvertently omitted from my letter of May 27.

If you have any questions, please call me at 608/266-9810.

For the Wisconsin Ad Hoc Radioactive Waste Disposal Committee.

Sincerely,

DIVISION OF STATE ENERGY

Robert J. Hals ad
Energy Policy Analyst

RJH/db

enc.

t1knowk4C` but CJ . -k *

101 South Webster Stft * Madison, Wiscennsin 53?02



Suggested Amendments to NRC Proposed Licensing
Procedures for HLW Repositories

10 CFR Part 60

Subpart B - Licenses

Section 60.11 Site Characteriziation Report

(a)(6) [Footnote at end of phrase] To satisfy this requirement, the
Commission has established the following criteria regarding
public notification by the Department:
(1) Contacting the Governor or his designee;
(2) Coordinating with appropriate state and local agencies; and
(3) Holding public meetings in the vicinity of the proposed

site(s) to explain the proposals and process to be employed
by the Department.

(b) [Insert at beginning of paragraph] Immediately upon receivng a
site characterization report, the Director shall notify the
Governor of the State in which the site to be characterized is
located.

(d) [Insert after first sentence] The Director shall transmit
copies of the draft site characterization analysis to the
Governor of the affected state and to the chief executive of the
affected municipality or county.

(e) [Insert after first sentence] During this period, a public
hearing shall be held in the county seat of the county in which*
the site to be characterized is located.

Section 60.22 Filing and Distribution of Application

(d) [Insert at end of paragraph) Copies of the application,
environmental report, and other amendments shall also be filed
with the officials designated by the Governor of the affected
State.

Section 60.23 Elimination of Repitition

[Strike last section of paragraph and replace with the following]

Provided, That such references are clear and specific and that
copies of the information so incorporated are- reasonably
available to each recipient of the application, environmental
report, or site characterization study.

Subpart C - Participation-by State Governments

Section 60.62 Filing of Proposals for State Participation

(e) - EnsereCt Ots perin-4ro pr1d). T'o d etsPiwe hnl i ts
reoresentatives scct-r'; ry_ pMrCCti on site visit, urgder
Section 60.11(g), the e.;eslpit".' Dujil*ct aie:.y and ptcrson"-)
shall be spealfied in tiUe PrOIJUGoi.

351 iS
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LEE SHIEIMIIA

STATE OF WISCONSIN
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

STATE CAPITOL
MIADISON. 53702

N DREYFUS Telephone Number

July 27, 1979 (603)2661212

Dr. Colin A. Heath
Division of Waste Isolation
Mail Stop B-107
U. S. Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Dr. Heath:

Re: DOE/EIS-0046-D-Management of Commercially
Generated Radioactive Waste

The State of Wisconsin is aware of the sometimes conflicting, but urgent,
issues related to the nuclear industry since we rely on nuclear power
plants to provide 30 percent of our electrical energy.

While we recognize the primary Federal role in these issues, the problem
of nuclear power and radioactive waste disposal are also state concerns
and we will accept our responsibilities in these matters.

Wisconsin has a long history of accountable government involvement in
proposals affecting the welfare of its citizens. I intend to maintain
and improve this trust especially for nuclear waste disposal because of
its serious implications to the energy and environmental future of
Wisconsin and the Nation.

The responsibility over nuclear power and disposal of radioactive wastes
must be a state and federal partnership. The Federal Government must
make a special effort to recognize and comprehensively involve the
states, local units of government and citizenry in all phases of the
nuclear decision-making process.

The information contained in this Draft Environmental Impact Statement
has serious overtones toward the future of our state, region and the
Nation. The attendant problems will require our full and thorough .
attention. In order to begin a partnership approach of resolving these
problems, I have directed several state agencies to provide my office
with an interdisciplinary review Qf this Draft Environmental Impact
Statement. These comments are attached.

Our review of the DEIS identified several serious inadequacies.

I feel the c0jeci.ves to Or.t"'e e *pjvr'.7.1 ._ prcgram
have not been 2uhstantiated ty : itzm3ai..on p; v in this Iext.
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f I am confident that our comments will prove useful in preparing a final
document which will be considered adequate within the spirit and intent
of the National Environmental Policy Act, case law and the guidelines of
the President's Council on Environmental Quality.

We are prepared to assist in any way possible to fulfill our obligations
in this matter.

Attach.

cc: Honorable Jimmy Carter, President
Harold R. Denton, Director, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Honorable Albert Quie, Governor of Minnesota
Members of National Governors Association
Douglas Costle - EPA, Washington
John McGuire - EPA, Region V, Chicago
Honorable Gaylord Nelson
Honorable William Proxmire
Members, Wisconsin State Legislature
Stanley York - PSC
Donald C. Percy - H&SS
Robert Durkin - H&SS
Lowell Jackson - DOT
Mike Early - DLAD
Ken Lindner - DOA
M. E. Ostrom - Geo. & Natural History
Honorable Bronson LaFollette - Attorney General
John Stolzenberg - Leg. Council Office
Anthony Earl - DNR



Review of Comments Provided for DOE/EIS-0046-D

Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive Wastes

The Review Committee providing the following comments was formed at
the Governor's request and embraced the following state disciplines
and jurisdictions:

1. Public Service Commission
2. Department of Transportation
3. Department of Health & Social Services
4. Geological and Natural History Survey
5. Department of Administration, Office of Energy & Planning
6. Department of Local Affairs and Development
7. Department of Natural Resources

For your convenience and ease of response, we have subdivided agency
comments into five major categories.,
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A. GEOLOGICAL/NATURAL ENVIRONMENT - General Comments

1. In view of recent news articles from Mississippi reporting
accidental releases of radioactive material from weapons testing
sites, how does DOE view the integrity of salt as a waste repository
media?

2. Substantial literature has been generated on the "multi-
barrier" concept. The DEIS relies on this concept (p. 1.5)
to achieve the necessary level of isolation. Yet its application
as presented in the document is suspect. There exists serious
challenges to the effectiveness of each of the five barriers listed
in the report.

a. The effectiveness of canisters as a barrier has been
criticized by a number of sources. The Earth Science
EPA report, 520/4-78-004, lists several questions
relative to the integrity of the canister system itself.
In the DEIS (3.1.59), it is stated that it has not
been within the U.S. philosophy to consider canEsHers as
barriers beyond initial emplacement. Furthermore, the
DEIS states that an adequate data base has not been
developed to support it as such. While the Swedish
system is presented as a possible viable alternative, it
Is designed for reprocessed waste, not spent fuel rod
assemblies, the currently accepted U.S. waste form.

b. The projected performance of the waste form itself
to act as a barrier has been challenged by both the Office
of Science Technology, and Policy (OSTP) and EPA. Both
agencies have suggested that leaching of glass (the
commonly discussed form) is a real problem and that its
effectiveness as a barrier may not last beyond a decade.

c. The effectiveness of absorptive overpack to act as a
barrier has not been sufficiently documented and serious
reservations exist with regard to its sorptive qualities
at elevated temperatures below 3000C (those expected in
repositories).

d. Reliance on "the institutions of man" is contradictory
to the principle of developing safe waste disposal systems
which are not dependent on the changes in social and
political systems.

e. The effectiveness of the host rock itself to act as a
barrier is dependent on site specific qualities and cannot
be attested to at this time.

For these and other reasons, the multiple barrier concept as applied in the
DEIS should be reexamined.

3. The final document should address the interrelationship between
deep and shallow (groundwater aqjiiErs and surface sate. systems and
potential for transpu~ri ci, raia V Tlli de-s b!t~voqr, the systems.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Page 3.1.2, last paragraph - Glaciation is identified as the greatest
potential impact on the depth of isolation and erosion. Locally, such
as along weak formations and fractured rocks, glaciation will in fact
scour to great depths (but not to the depth of a repository). The
general impression for the Precambrian Shield is that on an average
about two meters of bedrock have been removed. The greatest consequence
of glaciation is not erosion, but rather strain induced in the bedrock
by the overlying ice column. Depending on the loci of the glacial edge,
the stresses induced may be either compressive or extensive. The resultant
compression or uplift should be investigated on in situ stress, and the
formation or activation of fractures and faults.

Page 3.1.3) fourth paragraph - In addition to adding material on top of
a repository, deposition would also lead to a change in the in situ
stresses. What effect, if any, would increased compressive stress have
on the repository design?

Page 3.1.9, Table 3.1.9 - Hydrologic properties are not adequately
summarized with respect to fractures in bedrock. Both waterwell investigations
and petroleum exploration have been drilling in fracture traces to great -

depth (below repository design) in the successful search for appropriate
fluids. The argument that all fractures will seal due to high stress in
the deep environment is probably not correct. Some fractures will be
oriented such that the maximum in situ stress is not oriented perpendicular
to the fracture, but rather the fracture may be oriented perpendicular
to the least compressive stress, and effectively be open, or can be
opened by rather low stress fields.

Page 3.1.9, first paragraph - Recent salt petrography and fluid inclusion
work strongly suggests that many salt deposits have been recrystallized,
in some cases by local groundwater. The presence of salt does not
testify to their isolation from water, but merely testifies that water
has not removed significant quantities of salt. The salt may well have
been carried some distance and recrystallized.

Page 3.1.11, Figure 3.1.2 - Even as a generalized map, this figure is
incorrect. We would disagree with the location of granitic rocks,
particularly for Wisconsin. Recent geological mapping in Wisconsin
indicates that much of northern Wisconsin is underlain by metavolcanic
rocks of Middle Precambrian age. Similarly, the known granitic area of
the Beartooths in Montana, and the Adirondacks in New York are not
shown. The map could be improved by showing the general distribution of
granitic bedrock at depths less than 300 meters, inasmuch as the repository
design will be below that depth.

Page 3.1.13, second paragraph - We strongly disagree with limited porosity
in basaltic rocks. The Keweenawan volcanic rocks of Michigan, Wisconsin
and Minnesota are the host for hydrothermal copper ore deposits, attesting
at least locally to rather high porosity.

Page 3.1.13, last paragraph - Rather than granitic, 4t might be more
appropriate to refer to these rocks as igrients and methmorchir crystalline
rocks.
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Page 3.1.14, Figure 3.1.4 - Keweenawan lavas are incorrectly located on map.
Also, Triassic lavas are much more extensive along the East Coast than
depicted. Perhaps metabasaltic rocks should also be depicted on this
diagram.

Page 3.1.17, third text paragraph - Two site selection criteria are
identified: (1) scientific/technological basis, and (2) presently
owned government property. Certainly, federally-owned property may be
an easy way to select a site, but that site must satisfy all of the
critical technological'constraints.

Page 3.1.20, bottom of page - We strongly concur that the site specific
investigations should look at a regional framework to better assess the
reliability of the repository.

Page 3.1.41, fourth paragraph - Approximately 50 million tons of rock
will be left on the surface during operation of the repository. This is
70 million yards of material, or a mound of material 60 feet high occupying
one square mile. Has the leaching consequences of this pile been addressed?
Can suitable acreages be identified in the model site area to accommodate
this material? How will the residual waste rock at the surface be
reclaimed?

Page 3.1.48, third paragraph - Anisotrophies in the rock body are identified
(bedding, etc.). This is'contradictory with the avowed goal of an
homogeneous host rock. Anisotropies, whether in horizontal or inclined
units are anisotropies. Even in horizontal units, lateral anisotropies
are common. Horizontal bodies may have greater roof problems than an
equivalent weakness along the footwall of the repository.

Page 3.1.56, general sections - Has the Eh-pH dependency of the waste
form been investigated? The waste itself, having multi-ple oxidation
states, will have different solubilities with differing Eh-pH. Can we
adequately characterize the Ep-pH of groundwaters after they have reacted
to some extent with wall rocks? We are not talking of an hypothetical
distilled water interaction. Appendix I-75es not seem to consider water
quality.

Page 3.1.72, fourth paragraph - Please discuss the relevance of the EPA
Assessment method cited here?

Page 3.1.107, and other pages - What is the volume of material for
permanent onsite storage? How does this affect the projected site area?
The suggestion is given that the total volume of the mine complex will
be completed in seven years. This is approximately 30,000 tons per day,
as large as the largest underground metal mines. Is it reasonable to
assume that such a large tunnel system can be excavated in such a short
time with the available shaft system? Are you sure that there will be
few material handling problems?

Page 3.1.122 - State and Federal discharge parameters should be discussed
in the section. Ph is not the only controlling factor.

Page 3.1.241, first paragraph - Me would Lone tiht aitbo'-ne and grnunc
electromagnetic systems it)NITP, $.L.MGA:Mj etc.) be X Etanderd part cf the
site investigation. 'hese systems canl provLt' critical detail on f;-ctures,
rcck type, etc.
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Page 3.1.244, (Table 3.1.94 - If your zero corresponds to the year
1986, this project was started in 1973. Is this assumption correct?

Page 3.2.2, third paragraph - Monazite may be a poor example to use to
defend the mineralogic options. Geochronologic methods (U-Pb systematics)
clearly document that monazite is normally discordant, typically through
the loss of uranium. The stability of these minerals should be addressed
through geochronologic methods such as U-Pb dating, and uranium disequilibria
methods. Wle think that this kind of an approach will identify that many
minerals lose uranium and other elements. Once radioactive decay has
occurred (and many daughter elements are radioactive), the new element
no longer has the ion size to fit precisely in the crystalline mineral
structure.

Page 3.2.13, first paragraph - Detrital metamict grains are not a basis
for determining stability. As discussed above,-we are not interested in
the integrity of the mineral, but rather whether or not the radioactive
elements are retained within the structure. Of the minerals tabulated
on Table 3.2.11, most, if not all, when analyzed by geochronologic
methods are commonly discordant.

Page 3.3.7, first paragraph - Fracture porosity should not be discounted.
Fracture traces are systematically used in the exploration of oil and
gas to at least three kilometers. In areas of the crystalline shield,
water well drilling commonly uses the concept of fracture traces to
develop high capacity water wells.

Page 3.4.9, Rock Melting process - A major point missed with rock melting
is the consequent melt cooling. Differentiation will result, and the -
last formed liquids will concentrate elements such as uranium. This
will form late hydrothermal liquids of extreme radioactivity. Whether
or not this might result in criticality should be investigated.

Section 3.7, Ice Sheet disposal - This entire section should be rewritten.
Additional data from the Dry Valley Drilling Project, and the Ross Ice
Shelf Project provide significant additional geologic scenario.

Page 3.7.4, third paragraph - A small body of data have been advanced in
the past few years of more recent local glaciations (alpine type) and
flooding of the dry valleys. Glacial permafrost drift locally exceeds
300 meters in Taylor Valley.

Page 3.3.7, Transportation - How many tons per year are we talking
about? The realistic shipping season is two-three months (more like two
months). Can the ground transport system handle the projected volume?
In recent years, about one. aircraft accident per year has occurred. The
safety records, although enviable for harsh environmental areas, are.
still not good enough for carrying large quantities of waste.

Page 3.7.9, Table 3.7.1 - The cost figure seems too low. Recent purchases
of C-130's for polar work are expensive. Logistics support is extremely
high. The present USARP (NSF) program is about $40 million per year to
support about I,000 men and wot'ren in the suimmrer and about 40 in the
winter. About 90 percent of the costs ate ir, logistics, dnd less than
10 percent is useful science. -ite envii&rirwi:rtaI .npact. ot large scale
technology in polar reyglis ray be tCe !'ich. to Gav.
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Page 3.7.10, last two paragraphs - Elsewhere in the text sub-ice lakes
are identified. Present hydrogeologic studies strongly suggest that the
sub-ice lakes provide the groundwater for the discharges in the dry
valleys. One drill hole by the Dry Valley Drilling Project (DVDP 13)
identified upward moving groundwater at -160C at a depth of 150 meters.
The water appears to have moved through fractures in the crystalline
bedrock. Preliminary heat flow studies by DVDP suggest high heat flow
(equivalent to the basin and range province of the U.S.), and the possibility
that uranium has been leached to a depth of 300 meters.

Section 3.8, Inclusive, "Reverse Well Disposal" - The section adequately
enumerates the advantages, disadvantages, and potential problems that
must be addressed if well injection is to be used as a method of radioactive
waste disposal. There are several considerations which, although briefly
mentioned in the report, realistically cast serious doubt on the entire
concept of utilizing well injection as a safe method of radioactive
waste disposal.

Beginning with the shale-grout method, the critical aspects are the
control of the orientation of fractures in which the waste is implaced,
the leachability of the shale-grout mixture and its stability over time
in a groundwater environment, the relatively shallow depth at which the
waste is stored and the problems in maintaining an undisturbed or unpenetrated
geologic environment over long periods of time.

In isotopic homogeneous model studies, control of hydrofracture orientation
is accomplished in a relatively straight-forward manner. In a real
geologic environment, anisotropy and inhomogeneity are the rule. In
addition, existing fracture systems controlled by post depositional
stress on the rock units and later tectonic forces are present in rock
units from granite to poorly consolidated glacial -till. Those zones of
weakness are difficult to detect in rock cores but will be the controlling
factor in the orientation of artificially induced fracture systems, as
important as the vertical and horizontal stress components discussed in
Section 3.8.

The effects of existing fracture and joint systems should be addressed
in a much more specific manner. It is probable that the presence of
fracture systems will be found in any proposed repository zone and that
their presence would be cause for the elimination of the shale-grout
disposal method.

A further note here which is also applicable to the other following
points of discussion is that in groundwater flow through shales of low
permeability it is the fracture system which will control the amount of
water flowing through the unit and not the low permeability of the shale
itself.

This leads to the leachability and stability of the grout mixture. The
binding agent is a combination of calcium carbonate and calcium silicate,
both of which will be under-saturated in most flow systems encountered
at the shallow depths required faot this system. The stability of this
binding agent should be addresseu in mare detail. It is not sufficient
to rely on the preserceq r+f tne *:.aile t torh arn tnc reiease-! by the
dissolution of tr'e cener.citn autiit as ni;:t liow will be occurt ng in
fractures crested in thi. ble4 ; ..ro;;i. u
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The relatively shallow depth of 300 to 500 meters required for the
shale-grout method is within the normal depth of local to intermediate
groundwater flow systems. As such it is a common depth to which water
wells are drilled. It would be difficult to ensure that no wells have
been drilled in an area prior to its selection as a waste disposal site
and to guarantee that the site will continue to be safe over the.time
scale considered. This requirement is much more critical for the shale-
grout method because of its shallow depth.

The deep well injection concept has many apparent advantages over other
more costly concepts. One point which must be kept in mind in evaluating
this method is that the waste, once it enters the reservoir rock, is
completely mobile and free to move in response to thermal and chemical
gradients, as well as hydrostatic gradients. In deep sedimentary basins,
flow paths may be as long as 500 miles and travel times in excess of
10,000 years, if the flow system is undisturbed. If waste is injected
into these zones, radically different thermo-chemical-hydrostatic
gradients are created instantly. The flow system response to this type
of stress is not fully understood and inadequately modelled with the
numerical tools available at present.

The deep sedimentary basins represent the most suitable environment for
disposal using the deep well injection system. 'However, if it is necessary
to site a waste processing facility on an area which is not underlain by
a groundwater flow system having very low gradients and extremely long
residence times, then the deep well injection concept should be eliminated
as a viable method of waste disposal.

Appendix D Models Used in Dose Calculations - The following is stated in
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, page D.1: Dose to Regional Population.
Calculational models and parameters used in evaluating the radiological
dose from both chronic and accidental releases of gaseous and liquid
effluents from the facilities and processes investigated in this study
have been selected to give a realistic but conservative appraisal.
These models represent the state of the art, keeping in mind that,
because of the natural variability of the input parameters, excessive
sophistication does not necessarily lead to more accurate results.

The following questions concern the input parameters for models used in
dose calculation:

1) What accuracy is required for input parameters derived from
environmental measurements of radioactivity?

2) Can the computer programs FOOD and PABLM noted on page D.3 use
existing data from nuclear power plant environmental measurements
to assess doses to the population? If so, could the Department of
Energy make these calculations using facility or state data?

Appendix F A Reference Environment for Assessing Environmental Impacts
Associated with Construction and Operation of Waste Treatments, Interim
Storage and/or Final Dispositio.n Facilities - This section contained a
variety of data relevant to land use, hydology, meteorology, ecology,
and wildlife. However, tic baseline data reievar.t to exisfii.f radiation
background levels is citau. Veri.aps tiiS is nor a c;,itiCa; clnission in
the Draft Environmental Impact )tetenr't but examples uf evit ;insj natural
radioactivity loveds would be h-l:tul to the reader. Exapip.',c of existing
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radioactivity levels for man-made or naturally occurring radionuclides
in surface water, drinking water, air, and other sampling media would
illustrate conditions prior to existence of a radioactive waste disposal
site. A discussion on natural background for the reference site might
also be helpful to the reader in understanding the radiological significance
of measurements from monitoring data.

Further significance of the pathway parameters used on pages F.15-17
could be demonstrated if referenced to a model radioacitivity surveillance
program. Examples of the sampling.media could be more directly related
to the discussion in Appendix D, Models Used in Dose Calculations,
concerning Ingestion of Food Crops and Anima lFroducts and Accumulated
Doses from Foods.

The reference environment in Appendix F seems rather specific. Although
this is supposed to be a "generic" site, the geology, hydrology, topography
seems to describe the Waupaca/Shawano County area of Wisconsin, with the
major metropolitan area the Fox River Valley including the metropolitan
Green Bay to Oshkosh area. If this in fact is close to the reference
site, consideration should be given to the glacial rebound in the area.
This rebound will change the in situ stress at the site, and could lead
to changes in the surface drainage. The rocks in this area are part of
a rapakivi massif (the Wolf River Batholith). This general rock type is
noted for its ease of weathering to reasonably deep depths.

An alternative area that would satisfy many of the "generic" site require-
ments is Waushara County, about 100 kilometers south of the Waupaca
area. The bedrock in this area is massive red granite, a granite that
has high compressive strengths, and is commonly studied for rock mechanic
properties. Miarolitic cavities reportedly have been found in this
granite, but their presence has not been confirmed. This area is close
to the cryptovolcanic structure at Glover Bluff in Marquette County, and
lies close to a major gravity gradient that may reflect major crustal
differences to the north and south. This zone is also the loci of
several Wisconsin earthquakes.

Inasmuch as other "generic" sites were not extensively described, the
rather extensive description of the north central site suggests that
some studies have been undertaken, and serious consideration is being
given to sites otherthan salt, Hanford and NTS.

An additional alternate area that satisfies all the information of the
generic site is in Sherburne County, Minnesota, northwest of Minneapolis,
and in the vicinity of the Monticello power plant of NSP. The Pre-
cambrian bedrock in this area is the Reformatory Granite, a relatively
massive rock, but almost every exposure contains inclusions of hornblende
schist, biotite schist, or garnetiferous biotite schist, gross inhomogeneities
in terms of homogeneous granite.

The point in the preceeding paragraphs is that a number of sites in the
Upper Midwest satisfy the engineering criteria for a repository, and
(albeit possibly small) engineering data to exist for "generic sites" in
the Upper Midwest, that some site specific studies may well have been
undertaken. If, in fact, siting mwy be direc.ted towards th2 Upper
Midwest, consultation should be nwde With anpiro-ria4t st.6-. a'qAel s te
adequately identify suitable dre3ss rather thn~r OOE proprising a cite
that may we'l have serious %raw -seen vic-.w from z stsi- -'r-r ective
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Why was the reference environment described in Appendix F used in this
document and no other additional reference environments included? Does
this imply crystalline disposal is DOE's preferred alternative?

Appendix P, page P-42 - See earlier comments on monazite. Consideration
particularly in the discussion of zircon, should be directed toward the
mechanisms for discordancy in the geochrologic systems (U-Pb). Two
mechanisms are pertinent: the diffusion loss mechanism of Tilton, and the
dilatancy loss mechanism of Goldich and Mudrey. Diffusion models have the
daughter lead isotopes diffusing from the zircon at a rate proportion to the
amount of uranium in the sample through various radiation damage models.
A large body of data support this model. The dilatancy model has lead loss
due to low temperature effects related to uplift and release of stress.
Both models suggest that various ions are not held quantitatively in the
structure, although the main framework of the zircon may remain intact.
Similar models can be advanced for other radioactive minerals.

B. TRANSPORTATION - General Comments

1. The evaluations of the various technologies for waste management
discussed in the body of this report fail to deal directly-with
transportation details in connection with the wastes discussed.
Although it is apparent that the document is intended to present
the advantages and disadvantages of the various methodologies for
disposing of commercially generated radioactive wastes, it seems
that the concept of waste transportation should be an important
factor in judging the feasibility and impacts of these options.
The evaluations made include such things as socioeconomic factors
and increases in demands for services. However, there is no reference
to the factors involved in transporting wastes, such as, adequacy
and availability of present systems, risk, safety, etc.

2. Some of the concepts discussed in Chapter 3.0 "Technology
Alternatives for Final Disposal" are much more transportation
dependent than others. Even though it appears that island disposal,
subsealed geologic disposal, ice sheet disposal, and space disposal
are not the concepts that are the most likely to be readily available
for commercial usage, they are nonetheless the ones that would
probably have the most substantial transportation related impacts.
The feasibility of accomplishing the required transportation as,
well as the impacts associated with them should be studied and
presented as part of the development of each concept.

3. In Wisconsin, transportation considerations would include both
land and water routes. The Great Lakes system could possibly be
used to reach a northern location. Both rail and highway facilities
would be possible corridors throughout the state. Obvious considerations
such as capacity of facilities, ability to serve a new demand,
availability of equipment, etc., would have to be studied. Also, a
very important factor is that of public reaction to transportation
of hazardous wastes. This is a serious obstacle to overcome and
deserves to be very carefully conrsidcred. Public awareness and
concern is very strong today and is especially likely to be aroused
in a rural area.
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4. It would seem reasonable to give serious consideration to
locating repositories near adequate existing rail facilities to
potentially maximize transportation efficiency.

5. In Judging environmental impact from transportation connected
with moving radioactive wastes, it is important to evaluate the
standard environmental impacts associated with any transportation,
such as air pollution, noise, and water quality impacts.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Page 3.1.25 (fourth paragraph) - Transportation demands are not adequately
addressed. What grade of highways and railroads will be needed? How
frequent will shipment be? Will this disrupt the normal traffic flow?
What would be the routing from the various power reactors to the disposal
site? How might transportation routing affect major metropolitan areas?
Will vehicles be escorted?

Page 3.1.116, Tables - Denormalize the values. Exactly, how many tons
of materials are we talking about? How many cubic meters of concrete
(total) etc.? Can the transportation and power grid handle the amount
of material, or will additional roads, rails and high-power lines be
needed? What is the daily electrical use, and what percentage of the
model site is this? Will additional local power facilities need to be
built? Or is this covered in Table 3.1.85 on page 3.1.217?

Appendix F - Although it is clearly stated that the reference environment
is hypothetical, it appears from a cursory overview of the description
that such a site could very possibly be located in Wisconsin. From a
transportation viewpoint there would have to be serious consideration
given to the transportation problems associated wiJth development of any.
of the facilities described for this reference environment. Again,
these factors are not considered in the description given. There is no
reference to existing transportation facilities in the region or of the
problems likely to be involved in placing the wastes at that particular
site-for disposal.

Appendix N - This section deals generically with some of these transportation
issues. However, they are-treated entirely separately and not as a part
of the total cumulative impacts of a particular method of management.
It would be difficult from this appendix to determine a direct impact
relationship between the transportation factors discussed there and the
disposal techniques discussed in the body of the document.

C. NUCLEAR GROWTH ASSESSMENT - General Comments

1. One of the documents stated objectives were to "exhibit neutrality
regarding nuclear growth." (p.vi) As the reference scenario, your
agency has chosen a high growth projection which assumes 400 GWe of
installed nuclear capacity (approximately 400 reactors) by the year
2000. (Pp. 1.5, 1.7, 2.3, 2.1.21 The choice of an alternative
scenario, a low growth proje:ntin, is unciear. In the Summary, an
alternative scenario assvmes 225 C34s installed nuclear capacity in
the year 2000. (Pp. i &,c' m.l
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Throughout the remainder of the DEIS, the alternative scenario assumes
250 GWe installed nuclear capacity. (Pp. 2.3 and 5.6) Is this a typographical
error?

In order to meet its stated objective of presenting' all analysis from
"the standpoint of alternative nuclear growth futures which will bracket
what is now thought reasonably possible," (p.vi) consideration should be
given to:

a. A high growth scenario of 550 GWe installed nuclear
capacity by the year 2000: The Atomic Industrial Forum has -

projected that 550,000 megawatts of installed nuclear capacity
by the end of the year 2000 is achievable, given "regulatory
reform, resolution of fuel-cycle and proliferation questions
and the electric utilities ability to compete more favorably
in the money markets for capital." (AIF, "The Nuclear Industry
in 1978," News Release dated January 17, 1979,.p.8).

b. A low growth scenario of 150 GWe installed nuclear capacity
by the year 2000: This would bring the stated low growth
scenario into agreement with that of the Interagency Review
Group on Nuclear Waste Management which examined a low growth
scenario of 148 GWe in its March, 1979, Report to the President
(Appendix D, p.3). According to data provided by the Atomic
Industrial Forum, a low growth scenario assuming 150 GWe would
reflect the capacity of the 72 existing reactors with operating
licenses (52.4 GWe) plus the capacity of 92 reactors with
current construction permits (101.1 GWe) as of June 30, 1979.
(Telephone conversation with Mary Ellen Warren, AIF Statistician,
June 28, 1979)

2. The discussion of the effects of different energy projections in the
DEIS is contradictory and misleading. At several points the document
states that "the quantity of wastes can be directly scaled to the
total energy generated during operating reactor life cycles."
(p.1.5; see also Pp. 1.1, 2.1.26, and A.47) The DEIS further
states that the alternative growth scenario, which assumes an
installed nuclear capacity of 250 GWe in 2000, would generate HLW
or spent fuel canisters at a ratio of 0.64 compared to the reference
scenario, which assumes installed capacity of 400 GWe. (Pp. 2.1.27,
A.47, and A.55)

From this information, a reader could logically assume that the
alternative growth scenario would generate one-third less waste,
and require one-third less waste storage capacity, than the reference
growth scenario. A reader could therefore conclude that the number
of repositories required for the alternative growth scenario would
be one-third less than the three to ten repositories (depending
upon fuel cycle and geologic media) which Tables 3.1.84 to 3.1.87
(Pp. 3.1.215 3.1.222) indicate are required for the reference
scenario. However, th-e DE: dos rnot provide any informetion on
the specific number of ultim3tev reponitor.cs rec-ured under the
alternative sceariu. -hN is a reioss oinissicn, since etivir'limpnt.l
impacts 'd / d vl 'L@ ,.L!!u"e Cai sepCsiteriZ; whicn are

*~a-ctial i,> rons truc Seal
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The DEIS not only omits the required number of repositories for the
alternative scenario, it is misleading with regard to the required
number of predisposal facilities. At three points in the DEIS, the
discussion of the scaled relationship between total energy generated
and the resulting waste quantities is immediately followed by
statements which might lead a reader to suppose that the total
number of predisposal facilities required is not significantly
reduced under the alternative growth scenario. (Pp. 1.5, 2.1.27,
A.47) The reader is referred to Appendix A for details. The Information
provided in Appendix A, Tables A.46 and A.47, however, indicates a
significant reduction in the number of predisposal facilities
required for the alternative growth scenario. For the once through
fuel cycle,'the ratio of Independent Spent Fuel Storage Facilities
and Spent Fuel Packaging Facilities (5 of each, compared to 8 of
each) is 0.63 compared to the reference scenario. For the Uranium
and Plutonium recycle, the ratio of Fuel Reprocessing Plants (5
compared to 7) is 0.71, the ratio of Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication
Plants (6 compared to 10) is 0.60, as compared to the reference
scenario. Please calculate the number of ultimate repositories
required for the alternate growth scenario.

In order to clarify the effects of different energy projections:

a. Specify the number of ultimate repositories required for
both the reference and alternative scenarios for each fuel
cycle and geologic media.

b. Specify the number of ultimate repositories required for
a high growth scenario assuming 550 GWe installed nuclear
capacity by the year 2000, and for a low growth scenario
assuming 150 GWe installed capacity. _

3. The lack of a waste disposal policy has brought into question
the viability of existing and future nuclear power programs.
Economic as well as environmental uncertainties regarding waste
disposal have contributed to the unattractiveness of nuclear
program expansion, while existing plants face concerns of shutdown
and/or additional expenditures 'due to spent fuel storage inadequacy.

D. SITE SELECTION - General Comments

1. The DEIS endorses the IRG recommendation for a regional site
selection approach to radioactive waste management (p.iv, 1.2,
4.32-4.33), but does not provide a comparative analysis of the
regional (multiple) and national (single) repository approaches.
The final IRG Report (p. 53) specifically directs the DEIS to
provide this analysis to support its contention that regional
siting would reduce waste transportation requirements and provide
redundancy that would hedge against the possibility of an unexpected
repository shutdown. The DEIS, however, does not presert sufficient
information to substantiate the transporation and redundancy
advantages which are clair.ed, thereby weakening the entire case
for regional site selecticni.
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2. In early 1977, the Energy Research and Development Administration
pledged to include State Officials in any site investigations
conducted in Wisconsin. G.W. Cunningham, then Director of ERDA's
Division of Waste Management, made the following commitment in
a letter dated April 13, 1977, to Commissioner Matthew Holden,
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin:

' "We at ERDA understand the public concern that the solution
we implement be safe and environmentally acceptable. We
would like to reassure you of our commitment to work with
you and other state officials to develop the siting criteria
in achieving these objectives. We would propose to initiate
our investigations of the geology in coordination with the
state geologist and to keep you advised of the progress of the
geological investigations. Simultaneously, we would like
to outline whatever mechanism for joint discussion of the
program that you feel needs to be addressed for the longer
range procedures regarding potential siting of such a facility
in Wisconsin."

At every major decision-making point since 1977, the State of Wisconsin
has reiterated its support for maximum state participation in the
siting process. A number of Wisconsin representatives stressed
the importance of state involvement during the September, 1977,
NRC workshops on State Review of Site Suitability Criteria for
High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories. During the spring and
summer of 1978, the State of Wisconsin provided technical assistance
to the Nuclear Power Subcommittee of the National Governor's
Association, and concurred in the policy statement drafted by
the Subcommittee and adopted at the 1978 NGA annual meeting. That
statement reads:

Early in the process of preparing environmental impact
statements for specific sites or facilities, the Department
of Energy should involve state and local officials. State
and local officials should assist in furnishing the information
needed for these activities. DOE must obtain state
concurrence prior to final site determinations.

In December, 1978, the State of Wisconsin again emphasized its
position in comments upon the IRG Draft Report. While in agreement.
with the IRG approach under which the States "would continue the
involvement begun in the planning phase by reviewing early site
characterizations and potential sites of disposal facilities,"
(IRG Draft Report, p.52), Wisconsin expressed dissatisfaction
with the IRG's ambiguous definition of state "concurrence." In
a letter of December 11, 1978, to IRG Chairman John Deutsch, the
Director of the Wisconsin Office of State Planning and Energy,
Victoria Potter, urged that "provision be made, in whatever process of
consultation and concurrence is developed, to ensure that states
already having adequate siting programs for construction and/or
disposal be minimally aisrujptcd." The Wisconsin Legislature is
currently Considering a proposa' IUAssrenbly Bill 212) which would requir2
a state Certiflieae of C omotai.j.tv for cnnstructionr of radioactive
waste disposas cih1i ie lo e ;de.
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To address these institutional issues, the final DEIS must:

a. Specify a firm mechanism for state and local participation
prior to detailed site investigations in Stage III of the
proposed site selection process; and

b. Identify the "socioeconomic" and "sociopolitical" factors
which the DEIS states will be evaluated early in Stage III.
Provision should be made for public participation in these
evaluations.

3. Environmental analysis cannot be done in detail until the site
is specifically defined. While use of the reference site concept
is useful for a generic comparison of several alternative courses
oflaction, unique site characteristics which are outside the scope
of the environmental criteria contained in the DEIS must be evaluated
when specific sites and project designs are selected.

E. GENERAL AGENCY CONCERNS/COMMENTS

1. The DEIS is a step in the process of developing a national
program for radioactive waste disposal.

2. The foreward or background sections of the DEIS should have a
discussion of the process and schedule being used to resolve radioactive
waste problems. The reader is told that this document provides the
required environmental analysis for the selection of a national
strategy for disposal of high level radioactive wastes from the
commercial fuel cycle. The reader-is forced to presume that the
final EIS will be followed by: 1) a decision on a particular
national strategy for waste management, 2) research and development
activities (including those defined in Section 3.16), 3) a public
site identification and selection process, and 4) a site specific
licensing process including the development of a site specific EIS.
There is not a concise statement of the likely sequence of events,
or of what final outcomes are likely.

3. The assessments of impacts through abnormal sequences as well
as routine operations produce a false sense of predictability. In
reality the information contained in most of the tables between
Table 3.1.29 and 3.1.92 are based on a series of nested assumptions
beginning with an assumed initiating event (e.g., meteorite, nuclear
warheads, encroachment by drilling, leaching, earthquakes, etc.),
followed by an assumed transport mechanism (e.g., groundwater
ingestion, inhalation of airborne radioactivity; etc.), and followed
by an assumed environment to be affected. These are very difficult
to predict over the long term, although their significance can be
assumed away through statements such as "At about 1.4 million years
after disposal, assuming the region and its population remain
unchanged. . ." (pg. 31.'62). Regarding the quantitative analysis,
it is unclear from the DEIS as to what assumptions are made and
what their effect is. Tns deficiency might be alleviated through
the use of sensitivity' anzylsis for assunmed variables tc, determine
how substantialy they e;t'1 :trr nutusie. 1,Thi, typ? af andlysis
was perf ura.-e -or 50oi Acres ot or a ast LO.ates.a Ct( .eason for
thddt.eiony cartl rt! ZSSU:; tWJ to souilstvie oCp. eatctd.
Addit~ionally, while th3 cicavni.-.i JAts t?° rnzssive to chkt.k EaCh1
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table for consistency, a spot check identified an error in the
calculated dose from a repository breach in Table 3.1.37, where the
dose received after one million years is greater than the dose
received after one hundred thousand years.

4. From the aspect of a utility regulatory commission, the DEIS
inadequately described the cost of radioactive waste management.
There was insufficient information to determine whether the projected
costs of the various options are realistic.

5. We interpret the objectives of this DEIS to be two-fold:

1. To provide evidence supporting the IRG's March 1979
recommendations on this subject.

2. To replace the DEIS (WASH-1539) prepared September 1974
by the Atomic Energy Commission concerning the program for
developing interim and permanent repositories for high-level
and transuranic radioactive wastes.

In the reviewers opinion these objectives have not been met.

6. In the summary contained on page 1.1 of Volume one it is stated:

"In evaluating the various technical strategies, issues and
environmental impacts have been analyzed as best understood
currently. Based on the analysis presented here, and in
the light of the greater depth of knowledge on geologic disposal,
DOE proposes that: (1) the disposal of radioactive wastes in
geologic formations can likely be developed and applied with
minimal environmental consequences, and (2) therefore the
program emphasis should be on the establishment of mined
repositories as the operative disposal technology."

The reviewers feel that the above conclusions have not been substantiated
by the information provided by the text. Such conclusions are at
this time premature.
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June 27, 1980

tMr. Craig Roberts-
Assistant Director for Siting Standards
Office of Standards Development
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commision
Washington, DC 20555

RE: COMMENTS ON PROPOSED REGULATION 10 Cl
SUBPART C.

Americans for Indian Opportunity is a national,
non-profit Indian advocacy organization which promotes
the reality of tribal sovereignty in all areas affect-
ing tribal welfare, Including natural resource owner-
ship, economic development,' and environmental protection.
Tribes are self-governing units and are not subdivisions
of states, as are counties and municipalities.

Our concern is that Part 60, Subpart C, entitled
"Participation by State Governments, " does not mention
Indian tribes. Tribes, as sovereign governments, have
every right to be involved in the licensing procedures
for DOE's high-level radioactive waste repositories.
The threat of radioactive contamination to water supplies
or rivers used for fishing is, in one respect, greater
for Indians than for other citizens. Indians have been
guaranteed their reservation lands through treaties and
other acts of Congress in perpetuity. If their lands
become contaminated, they have no other lands!to go to.
Evacuation is meaningless to Indian tribes.

Additionally, tribes who have off-reservation hunting
and fishing rights must have the same rights regardinn
these off-reservation areas'as they do on-reservation
areas. These are, after all, property rights which may
not be denied without due process of law.

* ; I . I

Tribes are greatly concerned about siting of radio-
active waste repositories on or near Indian-land.. Tribes
should be included in all aspects of consultation and
license review to the same extent as states. Sections
60.61, 60.62, and 60.63 should all be amended to give
tribes the same level of participation and review as'
states.
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